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THE TRADE REFORM ACT OF 1973

MONDAY, MARCH 4, 1974

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMIEE oN FINANCE,

Wae kint on, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice at 10:05 a.m., in room 21,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long (presiding), Ribicoff, Byrd of Virginia.,
Nelson, Mondale, Bennett, Curtis, Fannin, Hansen, Packwood, and
Roth.

OPENINo STATEMNT Or THE CHAIRMAN

The CHAIMAN. The committee will come to order.
The Committee on Finance today commences 4 days of public hear-

ings on the bill H.R. 10710, the Trade Reform 'Act of 1978. This
legislation woulA delegate greater authority to the President to nego-
tiate trade agreements than has ever been delegated to any President
under prior trade acts. The President, for example, would be given
authority to change domestic laws subject to congressional disap-
proval; to ameliorate U.S. balance of. payments and inflation probe.
lems; to extend nondiscriminatory tariff treatment to the imports of
Communist countries; and-to provide tariff preferences for imports of
less developed countries.

The committee intends to give full consideration to all of the issues
which this bill raises. In addition, there are several new crucial issues,
such as the shortage of energy resources and the availability of other
raw materials, which are not addressed by H.R. 10710, but which must
be considered in the context of major trade legislation. _

This week we will receive testimony from representatives of the
executive branch. On a future date, to be announced, the committee
will receive testimony from the general public.A great deal of international economic history has been written since
Congress last delegated the Executive negotiating authority in the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962. In my opinion, much of that history
has been unfavorable to this country.

In 1962, we approached the Kennedy round with deep confidence in
the intentions of our trading partners and abiding faith that our
negotiators would be tough Yankee traders. The Kennedy round
brought about the largest tariff reductions in U.S. history. Since then
we have experienced a series of huge American trade and payments
deficits, several dollar devaluations and unprecedented domestic infla-
tion which have eroded our economy's international position. The
European Common Market in many ways is more protectionist now
than it was before the Kennedy round.

(1)
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In 1962, we enjoyed a modest trade surplus on a c.i.f. basis--a method
f accounting which is the only legitimate way to measure balance

of trade-of approximately $900 million. Our balance of payments
deficit for that year was a livable $2.9 billion on the liquidity basis.

Ten years later our $900 million trade surplus had become an $11
billion deficit. Our payments deficit had grown from a bearable $2.9
billion to an intolerable $14.7 billion. Not surprisingly, the dollarhad become unwelcome in most of the capitals of the world. Last year,
1978, there was a sharp improvement, but a large part of that can
be attributed to huge agricultural exports to the Soviet Union, which
many of us feel have contributed importantly to the 8.8 percent in-
flation in 1973.

I am not certain that we have learned the lesson of the last decade.
The bloom is off the rose of "Atlantic partnership," as our friends in
Europe concentrate on bilateral deals with oil producing nations and
their former colonies. I'm not at all sure they want to negotiate on a
basis of fairness and reciprocity. If thy were sincre they would offer
us fair compensation for the $1 billion trade loss that we will suffer
from the enlargment of the European Common Market.

I recognize that the United States must play a major role in leading
the world and shaping its economy. Our country is the world's largest
single market. The value of our foreign trade is now $140 billion ex-
ports added to imports. We are a trading nation, and we thrive on com-
petition. Given a fair deal, our industry can compete with the world
and be strengthened in that competition.

I was very much in favor of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. I
still desire an "open, nondiscriminatory, and fair world economic sys-
tem," but I am tired of the United States being the "least favored
nation" in a world which is full of discrimination. We can no longer
expose our markets, while the rest of the world hides behind variable
levies, export subsidies, import equalization fees, border taxes, cartels

government procurement practices, dumping, import quotas, and a
host of other practices which effectively bar our products.

I realize that we are not perfect; I realize we have barriers of our
own. Yet I invite you to take a look at the number of foreign cars on our
streets and ask why there are practically no Datsuns in Europe and
practically no Volvos in Japan.

What I am saying is that trade legislation comes before the com-
mittee bearing a 'heavy burden. It must be demonstrated that the neit
decade of our trading relations will be different from the last. We
must be shown that the future will not be like the past.

We have had numerous press releases issued by the committee rela-
tive to this bill. We will print them in the hearings at this point and
also a copy of H.R. 10710, the Trade Reform Act, Hearing continues
on page 5.

The CHAMMAN. We are pleased to have with us today the Honorable
George P. Shultz, Secretary of the Treasury, accompanied by Mr.
Peter Flangan, 'Executive Director of the Council on International
Economic Policy. I would suggest that the two witnesses present
their statements before we commence questions.

Now, Ambassador Eberle is also here. I would hope, however, that
we would reserve most of our questions for Mr. Eberle for tomorrow.
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My understanding is Mr. Eberle is the detail man and the Secretary
and Mr. Flanigan are going to cover the broad scope of the program.
Mr. Eberle is available to us to cover the fine points of it, but in order
to permit the witnesses to get on with their work as soon as possible
I thought it would be best if we heard the statements of Mr. Shultz and
Mr. Flanigan this morning and ask them the questions that we have
in mind for them.

OPENING STAThMINT OF SENAoR Rmicon

Senator Rnixcorr. Mr. Chairman, I have a short statement.
What must be realized is that this bill is more than a year old.

Conditions have changed drastically during the past year under the
impact of the fuel shortages, and the situation in the European Com-
munity. Even as we move towards energy self-sufficiency and more
rational allocation of existing supplies a larger and even more ominous
problem looms on the horizon. This is a desperate scramble by all in.
dustrialized nations for natural resources of all kinds, food, fiber, and
minerals. We are already suffering from a highly inflationary effect of
this worldwide race for raw materials.

The Trade Reform Act before us today does not provide answers
to the critical problem of shortages of industrial raw materials and
foodstuffs. Any trade legislation that Congress finally enacts this
year also must provide more relief for American firms and workers
from unfair trade practices abroad and greater assurances that the
will of Congress will be implemented.

Mr. Chairman, if we are having difficulty coping with an Arab oil
boycott affecting less than .10 percent of our total oil consumption
making an international squeeze play affecting such minerals as chro-
mium, tin, manganese, platinum, cobalt, nickel, bauxite, and asbestos
where we are from 80 percent to 100 percent dependent on foreign
sources. Somehow you know that the countries which produce these
resources are watching the results of the Arab oil squeeze.

The mathematics and politics here are very simple. The fewer pro-
ducers of a commodity and the more inelastic the demand, the easier
it is for the producers to get together and agree to raise prices.

Unless we can work together on this new danger with our trading
partners the West will be in for the kind of cutthroat competition
where no nation can afford the price of winning. Our trade bill, there-
fore, must be a signal both to our trading partners and to our suppliers
of raw materials that if they will not agree to fair rules of the game, we
will take steps to protect ourselves and the American economy is still
by far the strongest in the world.

International agreements are needed on export controls, assured
access to raw materials, food and manufactured goods, and on sanc-
tions against countries which impose export embargoes that substan-
tially injure other nations.

Our Government should be authorized to retaliate against countries
which wage economic warfare against us.

I will also propose that developing countries desiring preferences
for their goods in American markets must not discriminate against
the UnitedStates in obtaining access to raw materials.
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I will have other amendments designed to strengthen America's
hands in times of shortages, no matter what happens at the interna-
tional bargaining table.

These are some of the minimum requirements of economic security
which this country's workers and its industries need in a very unstable,
uncertain world.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

OPIxNGo STATMENT OF SPNATon Rol'H

Senator Rom. Mr. Chairman, I have a short statement.
The importance of foreign trade to our economy and way of life

is not widely recognized. Trade is a bread and butter issue to millions
of Americans. It accounts for billions of dollars in our gross national
product and millions of jobs. A healthy balance of trade is associated
with boom and prosperity. Large imbalances are associated with unem-
ployment, recession, devaluation and inflation. Our ability to export
and to maintain a strong dollar are directly related to our ability -to
import essential supplies-such as oil.

What this committee does or does not do with respect to the Trade
Reform Act will determine the general thrust of our trade policies for
the next several years. New authorities are being requested-authori-
ties to enter negotiations, to retaliate effectively against foreign dump-
ing and unfair foreign trade practices, to assist in controlling inflation
and correcting fundamental imbalances in our overseas payments. We
must scrupulously examine each and every one of these authorities.

There are hard choices to be made and a lot of work to be done-
no question about that. The essential thing is that we make these
choices and that we do not permit our trade policies simply to drift.
Polls have shown that confidence in Government-including Con-
gress-is very low. No small part is due to what many regard as a
lack of decisiveness and leadership, an inability of Congress to act and
to act with precision.

This committee has a great deal of proposed legislation in the
areas of health, taxes, and commodities yet to consider in this session.
These bills are also of great importance to the American people. It
is doubly important, therefore, that we move forward with the trade
bill. I hope Government and private witnesses will keep the rhetoric
to a minimum and will focus on the real issues. I believe the commit-
tee has an important opportunity to provide leadership by discharg-
ing its responsibilities not only with care, but also with dispatch.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would just like to say that I think it
is extremely important, and I would ask you that we try to work out
the schedule immediately as to when the other witnesses are going to
appear. I can say as one person whose calendar is already getting full
that I think it is important we know sometime this week what the time
schedule is going to be.

Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I suggest that we let the Secretary and Mr. Flani-

gan each make his statement before we ask any questions on their
testimony.

We will print the bill at this point in the record along with a couple
of press releases, the committee has issued in the past couple of months
relative to the Trade Reforming Act.

[The material referred to follows. Oral testimony begins on page
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PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE COiMMITTEE ON FINANCE
March 12, 1974 UNITED STATES SENATE

Z227 Dirkeen Senate Office Bldg.

PUBLIC TESTIMONY ON TRADE REFORMi ACT
TO COMMENCE ON MARCH 1

The Honorable Russell B. Long (D., La. ), Chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, today announced that the Committee will
resume public hearings beginning March Zi, 1974. on The Trade
Reform Act (H. R. 10710). The Chairman said the Committee will
hear testimony from public witnesses from Thursday. March 21,
through Wednesday. April 10. The hearings will begin each day at
!0,00 a j J Room ZZ1of the Dirkan Senate Officelm A.

The Chairman said that because an unusually large number
of requests to testify have been received in response to the Committee's
call last December for public testimony, the Committee will not be able
to schedule all those who have requested to testify. Those persons who
are not scheduled to appear in person to present oral testimony are
invited to submit written statements. The Chairman emphasized that
the views presented in such written statements will be as carefully
con sidered by the Committee as if they were presented orally.

In view of the large number of individuals and organizations
who have requested to testify, all parties who are scheduled to testify
orally are urged to comply with the guidelines below

Notification of Witnesses. -- Parties who have submitted
written requests to testify will be notified as soon as possible as to the
time and date they are scheduled to appear. Once a witness has been
advised of the time and date of his appearance,- rescheduling will not
be allowed. If a witness is unable to testify at the time he is scheduled
to appear, he may file a written statement for the record of the hearing.

Consolidated Testimony. -- The Chairman also stated that the
Committee urges all witnesses who have a common position or with the
same general interest tonso lidate their testimony arid dosignateI
single spokesman to present their common viewpoint orally to the
Committee. This procedure will enable the Committee to receive a
wider expression of views on the total bill than it might otherwise
obtain. The Chairman praised witnesses who in the past have combined
their statements in order to conserve the time of the Committee.

Panel Groups. -- Groups with similar viewpoints but who
cannot designate a single spokesman will be encouraged to form
panels. Each panelist will be required to restrict his or her comments
to no longer than a ten minute summation of the principal points of the
written statements. The panelists are urged to avoid repetition
whenever possible in their presentations.
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Legislative Reorg n ation Act. -- The Chairman observed
that the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires
all witnesses appearing before the Committees of Congress --

.,.. to file in advance written statements of their proposed
testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to brief
summaries of their argument.'

The statute also directs the staff of each Committee to prepare digests
of all testimony for the use of Committee Members.

Chairman Long stated that in light of this statute and in view
of the large number of witnesses who desire to appear before the
Committee in the limited time available for the hearing, all witnesses
who are scheduled to testify must comply with the following rules,

(1) All statements must be filed with the Committee
at least one day in advance of the. day on which the witness
is to appear, If a witness is scheduled to testify on a
Monday or Tuesday, he must file his written statement with
the Committee by the Friday preceding his appearance.

(2) All witnesses must include with their written
statement a summary of the orincival points included in
the statement.

(3) The written statements must by typed on letter-size
paper (not legal sie) and at least 100 cooies must be
submitted to the Committee.

(4) Witnesses are not to read their written statements
to the Committee, but are to confine their ten-minute oral
presentations to a summary of the points included in the
statement.

(5) Not more than ten minute will be allowed for the
oral summary.

Witnesses.who, fail to comply with these rules will forfeit their privilege
to testify.

Written Statements..- Witnesses who are not scheduled for
oral presentation, and others who desire to present a statement to the
Committee, are urged to prepare a written position of their views for
submission and inclusion in the printed record of the hearings. He
emphasized that these written statements would also be digested by the
staff for presentation to the Committee during its executive sessions,
and that they would receive the same careful consideration by the
Committee as though they had been delivered orally. These written
statements should be submitted to Michael Stern, Staff Director,
Committee on Finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building
not later than Thursday,. April 1.1, 1974e

PR #61
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PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE CO...MITTEE ON FINANCE
February 20, 1974 UNITED STATES SENATE

2227 Dirkeen Senate Office Bldg.

FINANCE COMMITTEE TO HEAR SECRETARY KISSINGER
ON TRADE REFORM ACT MARCH 7, 1974

In Finance Committee Press Release No. 55, Dated February
7, 1974, it was announced that the Honorable Henry A, Kissinger,
Secretary of State, vould appear before the Committee to present
testimony on the Trade Reform Act (H. R. 107 10) on March 4 and 5.
Instead, Secretary Kissinger will be appearing on Thursday, March 7.

The schedule of Administration witnesses who will appear on
the Trade Reform Act is therefore revised as follows:

Monday, "Aarch 4 and
Tuesday, March 5

The Honorable George P. Shultz, secretary of the Treasury

The Honorable William D. Eberle, Special Representative
for Trade Negotiations

The Honorable Peter M. Flanigan, Executive Director,
Council on International Economic Policy

Wednesday. March 6-

The Honorable Earl L. Butz, Secretary of Agriculture
- The Honorable Peter J. Brennan, Secretary of Labor

The Honorable Frederick B. Dent, Secretary of Commerce

Thursday., March 7

The Honorable Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State

As was stated in the February 7 press release, due to the
possibility that the Committee may have to take up emergency legislation
on energy-related matters, public witnesses have not yet been scheduled
to testify on H. R. 10710. However, Chairman Russell B. Long stated
that it is his intention to schedule public witnesses at a later date once
the Committee's work schedule becomes clearer.

The hearings will begin at 10:00a. m,. March, 5, 6, and 7.
and will be held in Room 2221J. Dirk en Senate Office Building.

PR #58
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PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
February 14, 1974 UNITED STATES SENATE

2227 Dirkeen Senate Office Bldg.

LONG REQUESTS ADMINISTRATION TESTIMONY ON TRADE
DAMAGE PROJECTED FOR U. S. RESULTING FROM
ENLARGEMENT OF EUROPEAN COMMON MARKET

Chairman Russell B. Long, (D., La.) asked today that adminis-
tration witnesses testify before the Senate Finance Committee early in
March on their negotiations to obtain compensation for an expected $1
billion in trade damage to the U. S. expected to result from the expansion
of the European Common Market.

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and other high administration
offintrils -we scheduled to appear before the Committee when it opens
hearings on the House.passed Trade Reform Act of 1973.

Long expressed concern over the lack of progress in negotiations
with the (Ce ,axr Market under Article XXIV:6 of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) to receive compensation for the injury to
U. S. trade. This is expected to result from the extension of preferential
tariffs and a common agricultural policy to the new member-countries,
the United Kingdom, Denmark and Ireland.

This extension will increase the degree of discrimination against
U. S. exports and cause an additional damage to U. S. trade of about $1
billion. The Common Market has offered to compensate the U. S. for
only about $130 million.

The Chairman cited President Nixon's recent International Economic
Report, which said:

"While the adoption of the Common External Tariff will
result in the reduction of duties on some products exported to
the new member-states, the EC has not yet offered the United
States adequate compensating tariff sections to offset their
proposed withdrawals of concessions and duty increases."

Long said the issue should be settled before the U. S. begins a new
round of multilateral trade negotiations and expressed his hope that satis-
factory co.npensation could be secured before the Senate begins its
deliberations on the trade bill.

Other administration officials who will testify before the Committee
in the opening days of the hearings include: Treasury Secretary George P.
Shults; Special Trade Representative William D, Eberle; Peter M. Flanigan,
Executive Director of the Council on International Economic Policy;
Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Buts; Labor Secretary Peter J. Brennan
and Commerce Secretary Frederick B. Dent.
Po R, #56
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PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE COMMITTEE CN FINANCE
December 26, 1973 UNITED STATES SENATE

2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.

CLARIFICATION OF DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN
STATEMENTS ON TRADE REFORM ACT OF 1973 FOR PARTIES

NOT TESTIFYING BEFORE COMMITTEE

On December 14, the Finance Committee issued a press
release which established January It. 1974 as the deadline for re-
quests to testify in the Committee's public hearings on the Trade
Reform Act of 1973 (H. R. 10710). In the release, it was incorrectly
indicated that the deadline for submission of written positions by
witnesses not scheduled for oral testimony would also be January 11,
1974. Written statements by parties who do not wish to give oral
testimony or who are not scheduled for such testimony must be sub-
mitted to Michael Stern, Staff Director. Committee on Finance, Room
2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building not later than the conclusion of
public hearings on the -Trade Reform Act of 1973. As indicated in the
December 14 press release, the dates of the hearings will be announced
at a later time.

P.R. #49
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PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
December 14, 1973 UNITED STATES SENATE

2227 Dirkuen Senate Office Bldg.

JANUARY 11 DEADLINE SET FOR REQUESTS TO TESTIFY BEFORE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ON TRADE REFORM ACT OF 1973

The Honorable Russell B. Long (D., La.), Chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, today invited interested parties to submit
written requests to testify in the Committee's public hearings on the
Trade Reform Act of 1973 (H.R. 10710). Written requests to testify
must be submitted no later than Friday, January 11, 1974, the Chairman
emphasized.

Chairman Long stated that the Finance Committee intends to
begin public hearings on the bill shortly after the Congress returns, at
a date to be announced. All persons or organizations who wish to testify
on the bill are requested to observe the following guidelines:

Requests to Testify. -- Witnesses desiring to testify during the
public hearings must submit written requests to testify to Michael Stern,
Staff Director, Committee on Finance, 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.,
Washington, D. C. 20510, not later than Friday, January 11, 1974.
Witnesses will be notified as soon as possible as to the time and date
they are scheduled to appear. Once a witness has been advised of the
time and date of his appearance, rescheduling will not be allowed. If
a witness is unable to testify at the time he is scheduled to appear, he
may file a written statement for the record of the hearing.

Consolidated Testimony. -- The Chairman also stated that the
Committee urges all witnesses who have a common position or with the
same general interest to consolidate their testimony and designate a
single spokesman to present their common viewpoint orally to the Com-
mittee. This procedure will enable the Committee to receive a wider
expression of views on the total bill than it might otherwise obtain. The
Chairman praised witnesses who in the past have combined their state-
ments in order to conserve the time of the Committee. And he urged
very strongly that all witnesses exert a maximum effort, taking into
account the limited advance notice, to consolidate and coordinate their
statements.

Legislative Reorganization Act. -- In this respect, the Chairman
observed that the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended,
requires all witnesses appearing before the Committees of Congress --

"o.'. to file in advance written statements of their proposed
testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to brief
summaries of their argument. "
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The statute also directs the staff of each Committee to prepare digests
of all testimony for the use of Committee Members.

Senator Long stated that in light of this statute and in view of the
large number of witnesses who desire to appear before the Committee
in the limited time available for the hearing, all witnesses who are
scheduled to testify must comply with the following rules:

(1) All statements must be filed with the Committee
at least one day in advance of the day on which the witness
is to appear. if a witness is scheduled to testify on a
Monday or Tuesday, he must file his written statement
with the Committee by the Friday preceding his appearance.

(2) All witnesses must include with their written
statement a summary of the principal points included in
the statement.

(3) The written statements must be typed on letter-
size_paper (not legal size) and at least 100 copies must be
submitted to the Committee.

(4) Witnesses are not to read their written state-
ments to the Committee, but are to confine their ten-minute
oralresentations to a summary of the points included in
the statement.

(5) Not more than ten minutes will be allowed for
the oral summary.

Witnesses who fail to comply with these rules will forfeit their privile
to testify. Those who have already requested to testify need not submit
a secon request.

Written Statements. - Witnesses who are not scheduled for oral
presentation, and others who desire to present a statement to the Com-
mittee, are urged to prepare a written position of their views for sub-
mission and inclusion in the printed record of the hearings. These
written statements should be submitted to Michael Stern, Staff Director,
Committee on finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building not
later than Friday, January 11, 1974,

P.R. # 48
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AN ACT
To promote the development of an open, nondiscriminatory, and

fair world economiL system, to stimulate the economic growth

of the United States, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Houe of Represent*-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3' That this Act, with the following table of contents, may be

4 cited as the "Trade Reform Act of 1973".
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I SEC. 2. STATEMENT OF PURPOSES.

2 The purposes of this Act are, through trade agreements

:1 affording mutual trade benefits-

.1 (1) to stimulate the economic growth of the United

ti States and to maintain and enlarge foreign markets for

6 the products of United States agriculture, industry, min-

7 ing, and commerce; and

8 .(2) to strengthen economic relations with foreign

1) countries through the development of fair and equitable

t0 market opportunities and through open and nondiscrim-

I I inatory world trade.

1 TITLE I-NEGOTIATING AND OTHER
AUTHORITY

14 CHAPTER 1-RATES OF DUTY AND OTHER

15 TRADE BARRIERS

16 SEC. 101. BASIC AUTHORITY FOR TRADE AGREEMENTS.

17 (a) Whenever the President determines that any exist-

18 ing duties or other import restrictions of any foreign country

19 or the United States are unduly burdening and restricting

20 the foreign trade of the United States and that the purposes

21 stated in section 2 will be promoted thereby, the President-

22 (1) during the 5-ye~ar period beginning on the date

23 of the enactment of this Act, may enter into trade agree-
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1 ments with foreign countries or instrumentalities thereof;

2 and

3 (2) may proclaim such modification or continuance

4 of any existing duty, such continuance of existing duty-

5 free or excise treatment, or such additional duties, as he

6 determines to be required or appropriate to carry out

7 any such trade agreement.

81 (b) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), no

9 proclamation pursuant to subsection (a) (2) shall be made-

10 (A) in the case of a rate of duty existing on July 1,

11 1973, which is 25 percent ad valorem or less, decreas-

12 ing such rate of duty to a. rate below 40 percent of the

13 rate existing on July 1, 1973; or

14 (B) in the case of a rate of duty existing on July 1,

151. 1973, which is more than 25 percent ad valorem, de-

16 creasing such rate of duty to a rate below the higher of

.17 the following:

18 (i) 25 percent of the rate existing on July 1,

19 1973, or

20 (ii) 10 percent ad valorem.

21 (2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply in the case of any

22 article for which the rate of duty existing on July 1, 1973,

23 is not more than 5 percent ad valorem.
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1 (c) (1) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph

2 (2), no proclamation shall be made pursuant to subsection

3 (a) (2) increasing any rate of duty to (or imposing) a rate

4 above the higher of the following: (A) the rate which is

5 50 percent above the rate existing on July 1, 1934, or (B)

6 the rate which is 20 percent ad valorem above the rate

7 existing on July 1, 1973.

8 (2) The limitation set forth in paragraph (1) may be

9 exceeded with respect to the conversion by the United States

10 of a barrier to (or other distortion of) international trade

11 into a rate of duty which affords substantially equivalent

12 protection, to the extent that it is necessary to exceed such

13 limitation to effectuate such conversion.

14 SEC. 102. NONTARIFF BARRIERS TO AND OTHER DISTOR.

15 TIONS OF TRADE.

16 (a) The Congress finds that barriers to (and other dis-

17 tortions of) international trade are reducing the growth of

18 foreign markets for the products of United States agricul-

19 ture, industry, mining, and commerce, diminishing the in-

20 tended mutual benefits of reciprocal trade concessions, and

21 preventing the development of open and nondiscriminatory

22 trade among nations. The President is urged to take all ap-

23 propriate and feasible steps within his power (including the
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1 full exercise of the rights of the United States under inter-

2 national agreements) to reduce or eliminate barriers to (and

3 other distortions of) international trade. The President is

4 further urged to utilize the authority granted by subsection

5 (b) to negotiate trade agreements with other countries and

6 instrumentalities providing on a basis of mutuality for the

7 reduction or elimination of such barriers to (and other diS-

8 tortions of) international trade. Nothing in this subsection

9 shall be construed as prior approval of ,any legislation which

10 may be necessary to implement an agreement concerning

11 barriers to (or other distortions of) international trade.

12 (b) (1) Whenever the President determines that any

13 existing barriers to (or other distortions of) international

14 trade of any foreign country or the United States are un-

15 duly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the

16 United States and that the purposes stated in section 2 will

17 be promoted thereby, the President, during the 5-year period

18 beginning on the date of the enactment of this Act, may

19 enter into trade agreements with foreign countries or instru-

20 mentalities providing for the reduction or elimination of

21 such barriers or other distortions.

22 (2) Except as provided in subsection (g) (1), no trade

23 agreement entered into under this section may provide for

24 any modification in a rate of duty imposed by the United

25 States.
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1 (c) (1) A principal United States negotiating objec-

2 tive under this section shall be to obtain with respect to

3 each product sector of manufacturing, and with respect to

4 the agricultural sector, competitive opportunities for United

5 States exports to the developed countries of the world

6 equivalent to the competitive opportunities afforded in

7 United States markets to the importation of like or similar

8. products, taking into account all barriers (including tariffs)

9 to and other distortions of international trade affecting that

10 sector.

11 (2) To the maximum extent appropriate to the achieve-

12 ment of the negotiating objective set forth in paragraph (1),

1:3 trade agreements entered into under this section shall be

14 negotiated, to the extent feasible, on the basis of each product

15 sector of manufacturing and on the basis of the agricul-

I(; toral sector.

17 (3) For purposes of this subsection and of section 135,

is tle Special Representative for Trade Negotiatioijs together

19 with the Secretary of Commerce or Agriculture, as appro-

20 priate, shall, after consultation with the Advisory Committee

21 for Trade Negotiations established by section 135 and after

22 consultation with interested private organizations, define Ap-

23 propriate product sectors of manufacturing.

24 (4) The President shall include -in his statement on each

25 trade agreement submitted to each House of the Congress
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pursuant to section 162 (a), a sector-by-sector analysis of

the extent to which the objective set forth in paragraph (1)

has been achieved.

(d) Before the President enters into any trade agree-

ment under this section providing for the reduction or elim-

ination of a barrier to (or other distortion of) international

trade, he shall consult with the Committee on Ways and

Means of the House of Representatives and the Committee

on Financ6-6f the Senate.

(e) (1) Whenever-

(A) the President enters into a trade agreement

under this section providing for the reduction or elim-

ination of a barrier to (or other distortion of) interna-

tional trade, and

(B) the President submits such agreement (and

the prolhrmntions and orders proposed to be i."sted

. for the purpose of implementing such agreement) to the

Congress for its approval hi accordance with subsection

(f),
such agreement shall enter into force with respect to the

United States, and such proclamations and orders shall take

effect if (and only if) the provisions of subsection (f) are

complied with.

(2) The procedure set forth in subsection (f) may be

used with respect to a trade agreement whether or not the
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1 implementation of such agreement requires further action by

2 the Congress.

3 (f) Any trade agreement submitted to the Congress

4 under this subsection shall enter into force with respect to

5 the United States, and the proclamations and orders required

6 or appropriate to carry out such agreement which are sub-

7 mitted with such agreement shall take effect, if (and only

8 if)-

9 (1) the President, not less than 90 days before

10 the day on which he enters into such trade agreement,

11 notifies the House of Representatives and the Senate of

12 his intention to enter into such an agreement, and

13 promptly thereafter publishes notice of such intention in

14 the Federal Register;

15 (2) after entering into the agreement, the Presi-

16 dent delivers a copy of such agreement to the House

17 of Representatives and to the Senate together with-

18 (A) a copy of the proclamations and orders, if

19 any, proposed to be issued for the purpose of imple-

20 menting such agreement and an explanation as to

21 how the proclamations and orders affect existing

22 law, and

23 (B) a statement of his reasons as to how the

24 agreement serves the interests of United States com-

25 merce and as to why each such proclamation and
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1 order is required or appropriate to carry out the

2 agreement; and

3 (3) before the close of the 90-day period after the

4 day on which the copy of such agreement is delivered

5 to the House of Representatives and to the Senate pur-

6 suant tct paragraph (2), neither the House of Rep-

7 resentatives nor the Senate adopts, by an affirmative

8 vote of a majority of those present and voting in that

9 House, a resolution of disapproval under the procedures

10 set forth in section 151.

11 (g) If, in any trade agreement entered into under this

12 section, it is provided that any trade barrier (or other dis-

v:i tortion) of the United States with respect to an article is

14 to be converted into a rate of duty affording substantially

15 equivalent tariff protection, then-

16 (1) such agreement may also provide for the re-

17 duction of part or all of that portion of the rate of duty

18 resulting from the conversion of the trade barrier (or

19 other distortion) of the United States which is attributa-

20 ble to such conversion, and

21 (2) no agreement may be entered into under sec-

22 tion 101 reducing to any extent the rate of duty with

23 respect to such article- unless the agreement entered

24 into under this section is submitted to the Congress, and
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1 on or before the time of such submission there is also

)1 submitted to the Congress-

3 (A) i clear statement of the reductions (if any)

4 proposed to be taken under section 101 with respect

5 to the column 1 rates of duty for such article, and

6 (B) the determination by the Tariff Commis-

7 sion of the rates *of duty which afford substantially

8 equivalent protection to the barrier (or other dis-

9 tortion) of the United States which is being con-

10 verted.

11 (h) For purposes of this section, the term "barrier"

12 includes the American selling price basis of customs valua-

13 tion (19 U.S.C. sec. 1401a(e) and 1402(g)).

14 SEC. 103. STAGING REQUIREMENTS AND ROUNDING AT.

15 THORITY.

16 (a) Except as otherwise provided in this section, the

17 aggregate reduction in the rate of duty on any article which

18 is in effect on any day pursuant to a trade agreement under

19 section 101 shall not exceed the aggregate reduction which

20 would have been in effect on such day if-

21 (1) a reduction of 3 percent ad valoreni or a reduc-

22 tion of one-fifteenth of the total reduction under such

23 agreement, whichever is greater, had taken effect on the

24 (late of the first proclamation pur.suant to section 10I (a)

25 (2) to carry out such trade agreement, and
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! (2) the remainder of such total reduction had takeni

2 effect at 1-year intervals after the date referred to iii

3 paragraph (1) in installments equal to the greater of 3

4 percent ad valorem or one-fourteenth of such remainder.

5 This subsection shall not apply in any case where the total re-

6 duction in the rate of duty does not exceed 10 percent of the

7 rate before the reduction.

8 (b) If the President determines that such action will

9 simplify the computation of the amount of duty imposed with

1o respect to an article, he may exceed the limitation provided

.11 by section 101 (b) or subsection (a) of this section by not

12 ',more than whichever of the following is lesser:

1:3 (1) the difference between the limitation and the

.14 next lower whole number, or

15 (2) one-half of I percent ad valorem.

16 (c) (1) No reduction pursuant to a trade agreement

17 under this title shall take effect more than 15 years after the

18 date of the first proclamation to carry out such trade agree-

19 ment.

20 (2) If any part of a reduction takes effect, then any time

21 thereafter during which such part of the reduction is not in

22 effect by reason of legislation of the United States or action

23 thereunder shall be excluded in determining-

24 (A) the 1-year intervals referred to in subsection

25 (a) (2),and
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1 (B) the expiration of the 15-year period referred

2 to in paragraph (1) of this subsection.

3 CHAPTER 2--OTHER AUTHORITY

4 SEC. 121. STEPS TO BE TAKEN TOWARD GATT REVISION;

5 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR

6 GATr.

7 (a) The President shall, as soon as practicable, take

8 such action as may be necessary to bring trade agreements

9 heretofore entered into, and the application thereof, into

10 conformity with principles promoting the development of

11 an open, nondiscriminatory, and fair world economic system,

12 including (but not limited to):

13 (1) the revision of decisionmaking machinery in

14 the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (herein-

15 after in this subsection referred to as "GATT") to more

16 nearly reflect the balance of economic interest,

17 (2) the revision of article XIX of the GATT into

18 a truly international safeguard mechanism which takes

19 into account all forms of import restraints countries use

20 in response to injurious competition or threat of such

21 competition, -

22 (3) the extension of GATT articles to conditions

23 of trade not presently covered in order to move to-

24 ward more fair trade practices, -

25 (4) the adoption of international fair labor stand-
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i ards and of public petition and confrontation procedures

2 in the GATT,

3 (5) the revision of GATT articles with respect to

4 the treatment of border adjustments for internal taxes to

5 redress the disadvantage to countries relying primarily on

6 direct rather than indirect taxes for revenue needs, and

7 (6) the revision of the balance-of-payments pro-

8 vision in the GATT articles so as to recognize import

9 surcharges as the preferred means by which industrial

10 countries may handle balance-of-payments deficits inso-

11 far as import restraint measures are required.

12 (b) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated an-

13 nually such sums as may be necessary for the payment by

14 the United States of its share of the expenses of the contract-

15 ing parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

16 SEC. 122. BALANCE-OF.PAYMENTS AUTHORITY.

17 (a) Whenever the President determines that funda-

18 mental international payments problems require special im-

19 port measures to restrict imports-

20 (1) to deal with a large and serious United States

21 balance-of-payments deficit, ,

22 (2) to prevent an imminent and significant depre-

23 ciation of the dollar in foreign exchange markets, or

24 (3) to cooperate with other countries in correcting

25 ° an international balapce-of-payments disequilibrium,

30-229 0 - 74 - 3
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1 the President is authorized, for a period not exceeding 150

2 days (unless a longer period is authorized by Act of

3 Congress) -

4 (A) to proclaim a temporary import surcharge, not

5 to exceed 15 percent ad valorem, in the form of duties

6 (in addition to those already imposed, if any) on articles

7 imported into the United States; and

8 (B) to proclaim temporary limitations through the

9 use of quotas on the importation of articles into the

10 United States.

11 Subparagraph (B) shall apply (i) only if international trade

12 or monetary agreements to which the United States is a party

13 permit the imposition of quotas as a balance-of-payments

14 measure, and (ii) only to the extent that the fundamental

15 imbalance cannot be dealt with effectively by a surcharge

16 proclaimed pursuant to subparagraph (A)(. Any temporary

17 import surcharge proclaimed pursuant to subparagraph (A)

18 shall be treated as a regular customs duty.

19 (b) Whenever the President determines that funda-

20 mental international payments problems require special im-

21 port measures to increase imports-

22 (1) to deal with a large and persistent United

23 States balanec'-of-,paymneuts surplus, or

24 (2) to prevent significant appreciation of the dollar

2.5 in foreign exehrige markets,
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the President is authorized, for a period of 150 days (unless

a longer period is authorized by Act of Congress) -

(A) to proclaim a temporary reduction (of not

more than 5 percent ad valorem) in the rate of duty on

any article; and

(B) to proclaim a temporary increase in the value

or quantity of articles which may be imported under

any import restriction, or a temporary suspension of aniy

import restrictions;

except with respect to those articles where in his judgment

suob action would cause or contribute to material injury to

firms or workers in any domestic industry, including agricul-

ture, mining, fishing, or commerce, or to impairment of the

national security, or would otherwise be contrary to the

national interest.

(c) (1) Import restricting actions proclaimed pursitant

to subsection (a) shall be applied consistently with the prin-

ciple of nondiscriminatory treatment. In addition, any quota

proclaimed pursumnt to subparagraph (B) of sub-

section (a) shall be applied on a basis which aims at a

distribution of trade with the United States approaching as

closely as possible thai which various foreign countries might

have expected to obtain in the absence of such restrictions.

(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), if the President

determines that the purposes of $his section would best be
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I served by action against one or more countries having large

2 or persistent balance-of-payments surpluses, he may exempt

3 all other countries from such surcharge.

4 (3) After such time when there enters into force for the

5 United States new rules regarding the application of sur-

6 charges as part of a reform of internationally agreed balance-

7 of-payments adjustment procedures, the exemption authority

8 contained in paragraph (2) shall be applied consistently

9 with such new international rules.

10 (4) It is the sense of Congress that the President seek

11 modifications in international agreements aimed at allowing

12 the use of surcharges in place of quantitative restrictions (and

13 providing rules to govern the use of such surcharges) as a

14 balance-of-payments adjustment measure within the context

15 of arrangements for an equitable sharing of balance-of-pay-

16 ments adjustment responsibility among deficit and surplus

17 countries.

18 (d) Import restricting actions proclaimed pursuant to

19 subsection (a) shall be of ))road and imiform application with

20 respect to product coverage except where the President de-

21 termines, consistently with the purposes of this section, that

22 certain articles or groups of articles should not be subject to

23 import restricting actions because of the needs of the United

24 States economy. Such exceptions shall be limited to the un-

25 availability of domestic supply at reasonable prices, the nec-
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1 esmsry importation of raw materials, avoiding serious disloca-

2 tons in the supply of imported goods, and other similar fac-

3 tors. In addition, uniform exceptions may be made where im-

4 port restricting actions wotdd be unnecessary or ineffective in

5 carrying out the purposes of this section, such as with respect

6 to articles already subject to import restrictions, goods in

7 transit, or goods under binding contract. Neither the authori-

8 zation of import restricting actions nor the determination of

9 exceptions with respect to product coverage shall be made

10 for the purpose of protecting individual domestic industries

11 from import competition.

12 (e) Any quantitative limitation proclaimed pursuant to

13 subparagraph (B) of subsection (a) on the quantity or value,

14 or both, of an article or group of articles-

15 (1) shall permit the importation of a quantity or

16 value not less than the quantity or value of such article

17 or articles imported into the United States from the

18 foreign countries to which such limitation applies dur-

19 ing the most recent period which the President deter-

20 mines is representative of imports of such article or

21 - articles, and

22 (2) shall take into account any increase since the

23 end of such representative period in domestic consump-

24 tion of such article or articles and like or similar articles

25 of domestic manufacture or production.
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1 (f) 'The President may at any time, consistent with the

2 provisions of this section, suspend, modify, or terminate, in

3 whole or in part, any proclamation under this section either

4 during the initial 150-day period of effectiveness or as ex-

5 tended by subsequent Act of Congress.

6 (g) No provision of law authorizing the termination of

7 tariff concessions shall be used to impose a surcharge on

8 imports into the United States.

9 SEC. 123. AUTHORITY TO SUSPEND IMPORT BARRIERS

10 TO RESTRAIN INFLATION.

11 (a) If, during a period of sustained or rapid price in-

12 creases, the President determines that supplies of articles,

13 imports of which are dutiable or subject to any other import

14 restriction, are inadequate to meet domestic demand at rea-

15 sonable prices, he may, either generally or by article or cate-

16 gory of articles-

17 (1) proclaim a temporary reduction in, or suspen-

18 sion of, the duty applicable to any article; and

19 (2) proclaim a temporary increase in the value or

20 quantity of articles which may be imported under any

21 import restriction.

22 Proclamations under this section in effect at any time shall

23 not apply to more than 30 percent of the estimated total

24 value of United States imports of all articles during the time

25 such actions are in effect.
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1 (b) (1) The President shall exclude from the applica-

2 tion of any proclamation issued under subsection (a) any

3 article if in his judgment such action would cause or

4 contribute to material injury to firms or workers in any

5 domestic industry, including agriculture, mining, fishing, or

6 commerce, or to impairment of the national security, or

7 would otherwise be contrary to the national interest. '

8 (2) The President shall exclude from the application

9 of any proclamation under subsection (a) any article which

10 is the subject of any proclamation under section 22 of the

11 Agricultural Adjustment Act.

12 (c) The President may, to the extent that such action

13 is consistent with the purposes of this section and the limita-

14 tions contained in this section, proclaim the modification or

15 termination, in whole or in part, of any proclamation issued

16 under subsection (a).

17 (d) The President shall promptly notify each House of

18 Congress of any action taken under this section and the

19 reasons therefor.

20 (e) The effective period for any proclamation issued

21 under this section with respect to any article shall not

22 exceed 150 days (unless a longer period is authorized by

23 Act of Congress) ; nor shall any article which has been the

24 subject of any proclamation issued under this section be the

25 subject of another proclamation issued under this section
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I until 1 year has expired after the termination of the effective

2 period of such prior proclamation.

3 SEC. 124. COMPENSATION AUTHORITY.

4 (a) Whenever any action has been taken under section

5 203 (b) to increase or impose any duty or other import

6 restriction, the President--

7 (1) may enter into agreements with foreign coun-

8 tries for the purpose of granting new concessions as corn-

9 pensation in order to maintain the general level of recip-

10 rocal and mutually advantageous concessions; and

11 (2) may proclaim such modification or continu-

12 ance of any existing duty, or such continuance of exist-

13 ing duty-free or excise treatment, as he determines to be

14 required or appropriate to carry out any such agreement.

15 (b) No proclamation shall be made pursuant to subsec-

16 tion (a) decreasing any rate of duty to a rate which is more

17 than 30 percent below the existing rate .of duty.

18 (c) No agreement may be entered into under this see-

19 tion during any period in which agreements may be entered

20 into under section 101.

21 SEC. 12. AUTHORITY TO RENEGOTIATE DUTIES.

22 (a) Whenever the President determines that any exist-

23 ing duties or other import restrictions of any foreign country

24 or the United States are unduly burdening and restricting
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1 the foreign trade of the United States and that the purposes

2 stated in section 2 will be promoted thereby, the President-

3 (1) may enter into trade agreements with foreign

4 countries or instrumentalities thereof, and

5 (2) may proclaim such modification or continuance

6 of any existing duty, such continuance of existing duty-

7 free or excise treatment, or such additional duties, as

8 he determines to be required or appropriate to carry out

9 any such trade agreement.

10 (b) Agreements entered into under this section in any

11 1-year period shall not provide for the reduction of duties,

12 or the continuance of duty-free treatment, for articles which

13 account for more than 2 percent of the value of United States

14 imports for the most recent 12-month period for which import

15 statistics are available.

16 (c) (1) No proclamation shall be made pursuant to sub-

17 section (a) decreasing any rate of duty to a rate which is

'18 more than 20 percent below the existing rate of duty.

19 (2) No proclamation shall be made pursuant to sub-

2o section (a) decreasing or increasing any rate of duty to a

21 rate which is lower or higher than. the corresponding rate

22 which would have resulted if the maximum authority

23 granted by section 101 with respect to such article had been

24 exercised.
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1 (d) Agreements may be entered into under this section

2 only during the 2-year period which immediately follows the

3 close of the period during which agreements may be entered

4 into under section 101.

5 SEC. 126. TERMINATION AND WITHDRAWAL AUTHORITY.

6 (a) Every trade agreement entered into under this Act

7 shall be subject to termination or withdrawal, upon due no-

8 tice, at the end of a period specified in the agreement. Such

9 period shall be not more than 3 years from the date on which

10 the agreement becomes effective. If the agreement is not

11 terminated or withdrawn from at the end of the period so

12 specified, it shall be subject to termination or withdrawal

13 thereafter upon not more than 6 months' notice.

14 (b) The President may ataany time terminate, in whole

15 or in part, any proclamation made under this Act.

16 (e) Whenever the United States, acting in pursuance

17 of any of its rights or obligations under any trade agreement

18 entered into pursuant to this Act, section 201 of the Trade

19 Expansion Act of 1962, or section 350 of the Tariff Act

20 of 1930, withdraws or suspends any obligation with respect

21 to the trade of any foreign country or instrumentality thereof,

22 the President is authorized, to the extent, at such times, and
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t for such periods as he deems necessary or appropriate, in

2 order to exercise the rights or fulfill the obligations of'the

3 United States and consistently with the purposes stated in

4 section 2 and the international obligations of the United

5 States, in addition to exercising the authority contained in

6 subsection (b), to proclaim an increase in any existing duty

7 to a rate not more than 50 percent above the rate existing*

8 on July 1, 19-34, or 20 percent ad valorem above the rate

9 existing on July 1, 1973, whichever is higher, and to

10 proclaim the withdrawal or suspension of the application,

11 in whole or in part, of the agreement.

12 (d) Duties or other import restrictions required or

13 appropriate to carry out any trade agreement entered into

i.i pursuant to this Act, section 201 of the Trade Expansion

15 Act of 1962, or section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930 shall

16 not be affected by any termination, in whole or in part, of

17 such agreement and shall remain in effect after the date of

18 such termination for 1 year, unless the President by procla-

19 mation provides that such rates shall be restored to the level

20 they would be but for the agreement. Within 60 days of

21 any such termination, the President shah transmit to the

22 Congress his recommendations as to the appropriate rates

23 of duty for all articles which were affected by the termins-

24 tion or would have been so affected but for the preceding
2 t25 sentence.
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1 (o) Before taking any action pursuant to subsection (b)

2 or (c), the President shall provide for a public hearing

3 during the course of which interested persons shall be given

4 a reasonable opportunity to be present, to produce evidence,

5 and to be heard.

6 SEC. 127. NONDISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT.

7 Except as otherwise provided in this Act or in any other

8 provision of law, any duty or other import restriction or

9 duty-free treatment proclaimed in carrying out any trade

10 agreement under this title shall apply to products of all

11 foreign countries, whether imported directly or indirectly.

12 SEC. 128. RESERVATION OF ARTICLES #OR NATIONAL SE-

13 CURITY OR OTHER REASONS.

14; (a) No proclamation shall be made pursuant to the

15: provisions of this Act reducing or eliminating the duty or

16. other import restriction on any article if the President deter-

17' mines that such reduction or elimination would threaten to

18 impair the national security..

19. (b) While there is in effect with respect to any article

20, any action taken under section 203 of this Act, or section

21 232 or 351 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C.

22'- sec. 180'2, 1981), the President shall reserve such article from

23 negotiations under this title (and from any action under
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I section 122 (b) or 123) contemplating reduction or elimina-

2 tion of any duty or other import restriction. In addition, the

3 -President shall also so reserve any other article which he

4 determines to be appropriate, taking into consideration infor-

5- mation and advice available pursuant to and with respect to

6 the matters covered by sections 131, 132, and 133 (b), where

7 applicable.

8 (c) The President shall submit to the Congress an.in-

9 nual report on section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of

10 1962. Within 60 days after he takes any action under such

,--1--section 232, the President shall report to the Congress the

12 action taken and the reasons- therefor.

13 CHAPTER 3-HEARINGS AND ADVICE

14 CONCERNING NEGOTIATIONS

15 SEC. 131. TARIFF COMMISSION ADVICE.

16 (a) In connection with any proposed trade agreement

17 under chapter 1 or section 124 or 125, the President shall

18 from time to time publish and furnish the Tariff Commission

19 with lists of articles which may be considered for modifica-

'20 tion or continuance of United States duties, continuance of

21 United States duty-free or excise treatment, or additional

22 duties. In the case of any article with respect to which con-

23 sideration may be given to reducing or increasing the rate of

24 duty, the list shall specify the provision of this title pursuant

25 to which such consideration may be given.
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(b) Within 6 months after receipt oi such a list, the

"2 Tariff Commission shall advise the President with respect

3 to each article of its judgment as to the probable economic

4 effect of modifications of duties on industries producing

5 like or directly competitive articles and on consumers, so as

6 to assist the President in making an informed judgment as

7 to the impact which might be caused by such modifications

*8 on United States manufacturing, agriculture, mining, fish-

9 ing, labor, and consumers. Such advice may include in the

10 case of any article the advice of the Tariff Commission as to

11 whether any reduction in the rate of duty should take place

12 over a longer period than the minimum periods provided by

13 section 103 (a).

14 (c) In addition, in order to assist the President in his

15 determination of whether to enter into any agreement under

16 section 102, the Tariff Commission shall make such investi-

17 gations and reports as may be requested by the President, in-

18 eluding, where feasible, advice as to the probable economic

19 effects of modifications of any barrier to (or other distor-

20 tion of) international trade on domestic industries and par-

21 chasers and on prices and quantities of articles in the United

22 States.

23 (d) In preparing its advice to the President under this

24 seotion, the Tariff Commission shall, to the extent

25 practicable-
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1 (1) investigate conditions, causes, and effects re-

2 lating to competition between the foreign industries pro-

3 ducing the articles in question and the domestic industries

4 producing the like or directly competitive articles;

5 (2) analyze the production, trade, and consumption

6 of each like or directly competitive article, taking into

7 consideration employment, profit levels, and use of pro-

8 ductive facilities with respect to the domestic industries

9 concerned, and such other economic factors in such in-

10 dustries as it considers relevant, including prices, wages,

11 sales, inventories, patterns of demand, capital invest-

12 ment, obsolescence of equipment, and diversification of

13 production;

14 (3) describe the probable nature and extent of any

15 significant change in employment, profit levels, and

16 use of productive facilities, and such other conditions as

17 it deems relevant in the domestic industries concerned

-18 which it believes such modifications would cause; and

19 (4) make special studies (including studies of real

20 wages paid in foreign supplying countries), whenever

21 deemed to be warranted, of particular proposed modifi-

22 cations affecting United States manufacturing, agricul-

23 ture, mining, fishing, labor, and consumers, utilizing to

24 the fullest extent practicable United States Government
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1 facilities abroad and appropriate personnel of the United

2 States.

3 (e) In preparing its advice to the President under this

4 section, the Tariff Commission shall, after reasonable notice,

5 hold public hearings.

6 SEC. 132. ADVICE FROM DEPARTMENTS' AND OTHER

7 SOURCES.

8 Before any trade agreement is entered into under chap-

9 ter 1 or section 124 or 125, the President shall seek infor-

10 mation and advice with respect to such agreement from the

11 Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Interior,

12 Labor, State, and the Treasury, from the Special Represen-

13 tative for Trade Negotiations, and from such other sources

14 as he may deem appropriate.

15 SEC. 133. PUBLIC HEARINGS.

16 (a) In connection with any proposed trade agreement

17 under chapter 1 or section 124 or 125, the President shall

18 afford an opportunity for any interested person to present

19 his views concerning any article on a list published pursuant

20 to section 181, any article which should be so listed, any

21 concession which should be sought by the United States, or

22 any other matter relevant to such proposed trade agree-

23 ment. For this purpose, the President shall designate an

24 agency -or an interagency committee which shall, after
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1 reasonable notice, hold public hearings and prescribe regu-

2 lations governing the conduct of such hearings.

3 (b) The organization holding such hearings shall fur-

4 nish the President with a summary thereof.

5 SEC. 134. PREREQUISITES FOR OFFERS.

6 In any negotiations seeking an agreement under chapter

7 1 or section 124 or 125, the President may make an offer

8 for the modification or continuance of any United States

9 duty, the continuance of United States duty-free or, excise

10 treatment, or the imlsition of additional duties, with respect

11 to any article only after he has received a summary of the

12 hearings at which an opportunity to be heard with respect

13 to such article has been afforded under section 133. In addi-

14 tion, the President may make such an offer only after he has

15 received advice concerning such article from the Tariff Coi-

16 mission under section 131 (b), or after the expiration of the

17 relevant 6-month period provided for in that section, which-

18 ever first occurs.

19 SEC. 13. ADVICE FROM PRIVATE SECTOR.

20 (a) The President, in accordance with the provisions of

21 this section, shall seek information and advice from repre-

22 tentative elements of the private sector with respect to nego-

23 tiating objectives and bargaining positions before entering

24 into a trade agreement referred to in section 101 or 102.

25 (b) (1) The President shall establish an Advisory Com-

80-229 0 - 74 - 4
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1 mittee for Trade Negotiations to provide overall policy advice

2 on any trade agreement referred to in section 101 or 102.

3 The Committee shall be composed of not more than 45 in-

4 dividuals, and shall include representatives of government,

5 labor, industry, agriculture, consumer interests, and tie

6 general public.

7 (2) The Committee shall meet at the call of the Special

8 Representative for Trade Negotiations, who shall be the

9 Chairman. The Committee shall terminate at the expiratioi

10 of 5 years from the date of the enactment of this Act.

11 Members of the Committee shall be appointed by the Presi-

12 dent for a period of 2 years and may be reappointed for one

13 or more additional periods.

14 (3) The Special Representative for Trade Negotiations

15 shall make available to the Committee such staff, information,

16 personnel, and administrative services and assistance as it

17 may reasonably require to carry out its activities.

18 (c) In addition to the Committee established under

19 subsection (b), the President shall, (in his own initiative -or

20 at the request of organizations in a particular product sector,

21 establish such industry, labor, or agricultural advisory com-

22 mittees as he determines to be necessary for any trade nego-

23 tiations referred to in section 101 or 102. Such committees

24 shall, so far as practicable, be representative of all industry,

25 labor, or agricultural interests in the sector concerned. In
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1 organizing such committees the President, acting through

2 the Special Repesentative for Trade Negotiations and the

3 Secretary of Commerce, Labor, or Agriculture, as appropri-

4 ate, (1) shall consult with interested private organizations,

5 and (2) shall take into account such factors as patterns of

6 actual and potential competition between unitedd States

7 industry and agriculture and foreign enterprise in interna-

8 tional trade, the character of the nontariff barriers and other

9 distortions affecting such competition, the necessity for rea-

10 sonable limits on the number of such product sector advi-

11 sory committees, the necessity that each committee be

12 reasonably limited in size, and that the product lines coy-

13 ered by each committee be reasonably related.

14 (d) Committees established pursuant to subsection (c)

15 shall meet at the call of the Special Representative for Trade

16 Negotiations, before and during any trade negotiations, to

17 provide the following:

18 (1) policy advice on negotiations;

19 (2) technical advice and information on negotia-

20 tions on particular products both, domestic and foreign;

21 and

22 (3) advice on other factors relevant to positions of

23 the United States in trade negotiations.

24 (e) The provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee

2 Act (Public Law 92-463) shall apply--
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1 (1) to the Advisory Committee for Trade Negotia-

2 tions established pursuant to subsection (b) ; and

3 (2) to all other advisory committees which may be

4 established pursuant to subsection (c) ; except that the

5 meetings of advisory groups established under subsection

6 (c) shall be exempt from the requirements of subsections

7 (a) and (b) of section 10 of the Federal Advisory

8 Committee Act (relating to open meetings, public notice,

9 public participation, and public availability of docu-

10 ments), whenever and to the extent it is determined

11 by the President or his designee that such meetings will

12 be concerned with matters the disclosure of which would

13 seriously compromise the Government's negotiating ob-

14 jectives or bargaining positions on the negotiation of any

15 trade agreement.

16 (f) Information received in confidence by the Advi-

17 sory Committee for Trade Negotiations or by any advisory

18 committee established under subsection (c) shall not be dis-

t9 closed to any person other than to officers or employees of the

20 United States designated by the Special Representative for

21 Trade Negotiations, by the Committee on Ways and Means

22 of the House of Representatives, or by the Committee on

23 Finance of the Senate to receive such information for use in

24 -connection with negotiation of a trade agreement referred to

25 in section 101 or 102.
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1 (g) The Special Representative for Trade Negotiations,

2 and the Secretary of Commerce, Labor, or Agriculture, as

3 appropriate, shall provide such staff, information, person-

4 nel, and administrative services and assistance to advisory

5 committees established pursuant to subsection (c) as such

6 committees may reasonably require to carry out their

7 activities.

8 (h) It shall be the responsibility of the Special Repre-

9 sentative for Trade Negotiations, in conjunction with the

10 Secretary of Commerce, Labor, or Agriculture, as appro-

11 priate, to adopt procedures for consultation with and ob-

12 taining information and advice from the advisory committees

13 established pursuant to subsection (c) on a continuing and

14 timely basis, both during preparation for negotiations and

15 actual negotiations. Such consultation shall include the provi-

16 sion of information to each advisory committee as to (1) sig-

17 nificant issues and developments arising in preparation for or

18 in the course of such negotiations, and (2) overall negotiating

19 objectives and positions of the United States and other parties

20 to the negotiations. The Special Representative for Trade

21 Negotiations shall not be bound by the advice or recommen-

22 dations of such advisory committees but the Special Represen-

23 tative for Trade Negotiations shall inform the advisory ccm-

24 mittees of failures to accept such advice or recommendations,

25 and the President shall include in his statement to the Con-
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1 gress, required by section 163, a report by the Special

2 Representative for Trade Negotiations on consultation with

3 such committees, issues involved in such consultation,

4 and the reasons for not accepting advice or recommendations.

5 (i) In addition to any advisory committee established

6 pursuant to this section, the President shall provide adequate,

7 timely, and continuing opportunity for the submission on an

8 informal basis by private organizations or groups, represent-

9 ing labor, industry, agriculture, consumer interests, and

10 others, of statistics, data, and other trade information, as well

11 as policy recommendations, pertinent to the negotiation of

12 any trade agreement referred to in section 101 or 102.

13 (j) Nothing contained in this section shall be construed

14 to authorize or permit any individual to participate directly

15 in any negotiation of any trade agreement referred to in

16 section 101 or 102.

17 CHAPTER 4-OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REP-

18 RESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIA-

19 TIONS

20 SEC. 141. OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR

21 TRADE NEGOTIATIONS.

22 (a) There is established the Office of the Special Rep-

23 resentative for Trade Negotiations (hereinafter in this see-

24 tion referred to as the "Office").

25 (b) (1) The Office shall be headed by the Special Rep-
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1 resentative for Trade Negotiations who shall be appointed

2 by the President, by and with the advice and consent of

3 the Senate. The Special Representative for Trade Negotia,

4 Lions shall hold office at the pleasure of the President, shall

5 be entitled to receive the same compensation and alow-

6 ances as a chief of mission, and shall have the rank of Am-

7 bassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary.

8 (2) There shall be in the Qife two Deputy Special

9 Representatives for Trade Negotiations who shall be .ap-

10 pointed by the President, by and with the advice and con-

11 sent of the Senate. Each Deputy Special Representative for

12 Trade Negotiations shall hold office at the pleasure of the

13 President and shall have the rank of Ambassador.

14 (c) (1) The Special Representative for Trade Negotia-

15 tions shall-

16 (A) be the chief representative of the United States

17 for each trade negotiation under this title or section 301;

18 (B) be responsible to the President and to Congress

19 for the atludinistration of trade agreements programs

20 under this Act and the Trade Expansion Act of 1962;

21 (C) advise the President and Congress with respect

22 to nontariff harriers to international trade, international

23 commodity agrevll)enits, an1d other matters which are re-

241 hated to the tI'8de areenients programs;

25 (1)) Ie r(poiisible for making reports to (oIngress
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I with respect to the matter set forth in subparagraphs

2 (A) and (B);

3 (E) be chairman of the interagency trade organiza-

4 tion established pursuant to section 242 (a.) of the Trade

5 Expansion Act of 1962; and

6 (F) be responsible for such other functions as the

7 President may direct.

8 (2) Each Deputy Special Representative for Trade

9 Negotiation shall have as his principal function the conduct

10 of trade negotiations under this Act and shall have such

11 other functions as the Special Representative for Trade

12 Negotiations may direct.

13 (d) The Special Representative for Trade Negotiations

14 may, for the purpose of carrying out his functions under this

15 section-

16 (1) subject to the civil service and classification

17 laws, select, appoint, employ, and fix the compensation

18 of such officers arid employees as are necessary and

19 prescribe their authority and duties;

20 (2) employ experts and consultants in accordance

21 with section 3109 of title 5, United States Code, and

22 compensate individuals so employed for each day (in-

23 eluding traveltime) at rates not in excess of the maxi-

24 mum rate of pay for grade GS-18 as provided in section

25 5332 of title 5, United States Code, and while such

26 experts and consultants are so serving away from their
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1 homes or regular place of business, to pay such cr-

2 ployees travel expenses and per diem in lieu of sub-

3 sistence at rates authorized by section 5703 of title 5,

4 United States Code, for persons in Government service

5 employed intermittently;

6 (3) promulgate such rules and regulations as may

7 be necessary to carry out the functions vested in him;

8 (4) utilize, with their consent, the services, per-

9 sonnel, and facilities of other Federal agencies;

10 (5) enter into and perform such contracts, leases,

11 cooperative agreements, or other transactions as may

12 be necessary in the conduct of the work of the Office

13 and on such terms as the Special Representative for

14 Trade Negotiations may deem appropriate, with any

15 agency or instrumentality of the United States. or with

16 any public or private person, firm, association, corpo-

17 ration, or institution;

18 (6) accept voluntary and uncompensated services,

19 notwithstanding the provisions of section 665 (b) Of

20 title 31, United States Code; and

21 (7) adopt an official seal, which shall be judicially

22 noticed.

23 (e) The Special Representative for Trade Negotiations

24 shall, to the extent he deems it necessary for the proper

25 administration and execution of the trade agreements pro-

26 grams of the United States, draw upon the resources of,
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1 and consult with, Federal agencies in connection with the

2 performance of his functions.

3 (f) (1) Any individual who holds the position of Special

4 Representative for Trade Negotiations or a position as

5 Deputy Special Representative for Trade Negotiations on

6 the day before the date of enactment of this Act and who

7 has been confirmed by and with the advice and consent

8 of the Senate may continue to hold such position without

9 regard to the first sentence of paragraph (1), or, the first

10 sentence of paragraph (2) of subsection (b), as the case

11 may be.

12 (2) All personnel who on the day before the date

13 of the enactment of this Act are employed by the Office

14 of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations estab-

15 lished by Executive Order No. 11075 of January 15, 1963,

16 as amended, are hereby transferred to the Office.

17 CHAPTER 5-CONGRESSIONAL DISAPPROV-

18 AL PROCEDURES WITH RESPECT TO

19 PRESIDENTIAL ACTIONS

20 SEC. 151. RESOLUTIONS DISAPPROVING THE ENTERING

21 INTO FORCE OF TRADE AGREEMENTS ON DIS

22 TORTIONS OF TRADE OR DISAPPROVING CER-

23 TAIN OTHER ACTIONS.

24 (a) RULES OF HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND

25 SENATE ON SUC RESOLUTION.-This chapter is enacted

26 by the Congress-
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(1) as an exercise of the rulemaking power of the

House of Representatives and the Senate, respectively,

and as such they are deemed a part of the rules of each

House, respectively, but applicable only with respect

to the procedure to be followed in that house in the

case of resolutions described in subsection (b) ; and

they supersede other rules only to the extent that they

are inconsistent therewith; and

(2) with full recognition of the constitutional right

of either Ilouse to change the rules (so far as relating

to the procedure of that House) at any time, in the

same manner and to the same extent as in the case of

any other rule of that House.

(b) TERMS oF RESOLUTION.-

(1) For purposes of this section, the term "resolu-

tion" means only a resolution of either House of Con-

gress, the matter after the resolving clause of which is

as follows: "That the does not favor

transmitted to Congress by the President

on ", the first blank space therein being

filled with the name of the resolving House, the third

blank space therein being appropriately filled with the

day and year, and the second blank space therein being

filled in accordance with paragraph (2).

(2) The second blank space referred to in para-

graph (1) shall be filled as follows:
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1 (A) in the case of a resolution relating to the

2 entering into force of a trade agreement under sec-

3 tion 102 (f), with the phrase "the entering into force

4 of the trade agreement";

5 (B) in the case of a resolution referred to in

6 section 204 (b), with the phrase "the taking effect

7 or the continuation in effect of the proposed action

8 under paragraph (3) or (4) of section 203 (b) of

9 the Trade Reform Act of 1973";

10 (0) in the case of a resolution referred to in

11 section 302 (b), with the phrase "the taking effect or

12 the continuation in effect of action under section

13 301 of the Trade Reform Act of 1973"; and

14 (D) in the case of a resolution referred to in

15 section 406 (c), with the phrase "the entering into

16 force or the continuing in effect of nondiscriminatory

17 treatment with respect to the products of

18 (with this blank space being filled by the name of

19 the appropriate country).

20 (c) REFERENCE OF RESOLUTION TO COMMITTEE.-

21 A resolution disapproving the entering into force of a trade

22 agreement under section 102 (f) shall be referred to the com-

23 mittee or committees of each House which would have juris-

24 diction over proposed legislation relating to matters covered

25 by the proclamation and orders submitted with such agree-

26 meant. A resolution referred to in section 204 (b), 302 (b),
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1 or 406 (c) shall be referred to the Committee on Ways

2 and Means of the House of Representatives or to the Corn-

3 mittee on Finance of the Senate, as the case may be.

4 (d) DISCHARGE OF COMMITTEE CoNSDEnINo Ra80-

5 LUTION.-

.6 (1) If the committee to which a resolution has

7 been referred has not reported it at the end of 7 cal-

8 endar days after its introduction, it is in order to move

9 either to discharge the committee from further considera-

10 tion of the resolution or to discharge the committee from

11 further consideration of any other resolution with respect

12 to the agreement which has been referred to the

13 committee.

14 (2) A motion to discharge may be made only by

15 an individual favoring the resolution, is highly privileged

16 (except that it may not be made after the committee has

17 reported a resolution with respect to the same matter),

18 and debate thereon shall be limited to not more than 1

19 hour, to be divided equally between those favoring and

20 those opposing the resolution. An amendment to the

21 motion is not in order, and it is not in order to move

22 to reconsider the vote by which the motion is agreed to

23 or disagreed to.

24 (3) If the motion to discharge is agreed to or dis-

25 agreed to, the motion may not be renewed, nor may
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1 another motion to discharge the committee be made

2 with respect to any other resolution with respect to the

3 same matter.

4 (e) PNocEDum, AFTER REPORT OR DISCHARGE OF

5 COMMITTEE; DEBATE.-

6 (1) When the committee has reported, or has been

7 discharged from further consideration of, a resolution,

8 it is at any time thereafter in order (even though a

9 previous motion to the same effect has been disagreed

10 to) to move to proceed to the consideration of the

11 resolution. The motion is highly privileged and is not

12 debatable. An amendment to the motion is not in order,

13 and it is not in order to move to reconsider the vote

14 by which the motion is agreed to or disagreed to.

15 (2) Debate on the resolution shall be limiited to

16 not more than 10 hours, which shall be divided equally

17 between those favoring and those opposing the resolu-

1a tion. A motion further to limit debate, is not debatable.

19 An amendment to, or motion to recommit, the resolution

20 is not in order, and it is not in order to move to re-

21 consider the vote by which the resolution is agreed to

22 or disagreed to.

23 (f) DECISms WITHOUT DEBATE ON Mo'rIoN To

24 POSTPONE OR PROCED.-

25 %(1) Motions to postpone, made with respect to the

26 discharge from committee or the consideration of a
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1 resolution and motions to proceed to the consideration

2 of other business, shall be decided without debate.

3 (2) Appeals from the decisions of the Chair relat-

4 ing to the application of the nles of the House of Rep-

5 resentatives or the Senate, as the crise may be, to tile

6 procedure relating to any resolution shall be decided

7 without debate.

8 SEC. 152. SPECIAL RULES RELATING TO CONGRESSIONAL

9 DISAPPROVAL PROCEDURES.

10 (a) Whenever, pursuant to section 102 (f), 204 (b),

11 302 (b), or 406 (a) and (h), a document is required to he

12 transmitted to the Congress, copies of such document shall be

13 delivered to both Houses of Congress on the same day and

14 shall be delivered to the Clerk of the House of Representatives

15 if the IIouse iS not in session atid to the Secretary of the

16 Senate if the Senate is not in session.

17 (b) For purposes of sections 102 (f) (3) , 204 (b),

18 302 ()), and 406 (c), the 90-day period referred to in such

19 sections shall be computed by excluding-

20 (1) the days on which either House is not in ses-

21 sion because of an adjournment of more than 3 days to a

22 day certain or an adjoinimnent (if the Congress sile die,

23 and

24 (2) any S niinird(iv and Siinday, iiot excluded under

25 p ri!ra,.r lih ( ). -'hj( l .iith r i',,r 1"' I t ill svc ijm .
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1 CHAPTER 6-CONGRESSIONAL LIAISON

2 AND REPORTS

3 SEC. 161. CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATES TO NEGOTIATIONS.

4 At the beginning of each regular session of the Congress,

5 the President shall, upon the recommendation of the Speaker

6 of the House of Representatives, select five members (not

7 more than three of whom shall be of the same political party)

8 of the Committee on Ways and Means, and shall, upon the

9 recommendation of the President of the Senate, select five

10 members (not more than three of whom shall be of the same

11 political party) of the Committee on Finance, who shall be

12. accredited as official advisers to the United States delegation

13 to international conferences, meetings, and negotiation ses-

14 sons with respect to trade agreements. Any individual so

15 selected may be reselected under this section.

16 SEC. 162. TRANSMISSION OF AGREEMENTS TO CONGRESS.

17 (a) As soon as practicable after a trade agreement

18 entered into under chapter 1 or section 124 or 125 has

19 entered into force with respect to the United States, the

20 President shall, if he has not previously done so, transmit

21 a copy of such trade agreement to each House of the Con-

22 gress together with a statement, in the light of the advice

23 of the Tariff Commission under section 131 (b), if any,

24 and of other relevant considerations, of his reasons for

25 entering into the agreement.

26 (b) The President shall transmit to each Member of
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1 the Congress a summary of the information required to be

2 transmitted to each House under subsection (a). For

3 purposes of this subsection, the term "Member" includes

4 any Delegate or Resident Commissioner.

5 SEC. 14. REPORTS.

6 (a) The President shall submit to the Congress an

7. annual report on the trade agreements program and on import.

8 relief and adjustment assistance for workers and firms under

9 this Act. Such report shall include information regarding

10 new negotiations; changes made in duties and - nontariff

11 barriers and other distortions of trade of the United States;

12 reciprocal concessions obtained; changes in trade agreements

13 (including the incorporation therein of actions taken for

14 import relief and compensation provided therefor) ; exten-

15 sion or withdrawal of nondiscriminatory treatment by the

16 United States with respect to the products of a foreign coun-

17 try; extension, modification, withdrawal, suspension, or limi-

18 tation of preferential treatment to exports of developing

19 countries; the results of action taken to obtain removal of

20 foreign trade restrictions (including discriminatory restric-

21 tions) against United States exports and the reInoval of

22 foreign practices which discriminate against United States

23 service industries (including transportation and tourim)

24 and investment; and the measures being taken to seek the

25 removal of other significant foreign import restrictions; and

26 other information relating to the trade agreements program

30-229 0 - 74 - 5
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1 and to the agreements entered into thereunder.

2 (b) The Tariff Commission shall submit to the Con-

3 gress, at least once a year, a factual report on the operation

4 of the trade agreements program.

5 TITLE II-RELIEF FROM INJURY
6 CAUSED BY IMPORT COMPETI.
7 TION
8 CHAPTER 1-IMPORT RELIEF

9 SEC. 201. INVESTIGATION BY TARIFF COMMISSION.

10 (a) (1) A petition for eligibility for import relief for the

11 purpose of facilitating orderly adjustment to import com-

12 petition may be filed with the Tariff Commission by an

13 entity, including a trade association, firm, certified or recog-

14 nized union, or group of workers, which is representative

15 of an industry. The petition shall include -a statement de-

16 scribing the specific purposes for which import relief is being

17 sought, which may include such objectives as facilitating the

18 orderly transfer of resources to alternative uses and other

19 means of adjustment to new conditions of competition.

20 (2) Whenever a petition is filed under this subsection,

21 the Tariff Commission shall transmit a copy thereof to the

22 Special Representative for Trade Negotiations and the agen-

23 cies directly concerned.

24 (b) (1) Upon the request of the President or the Spe-

25 cial Representative for Trade Negotiations, upon resolution

26 of either the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of
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1 Representatives or the Committee on Finance of the Senate,

2 upon its own motion, or upon the filing of a petition under

3 subsection (a) (1), the Tariff Commission shall promptly

4 make an investigation to determine whether an article is be-

5 ing imported into the United States in such increased quan-

6 titles as to be a substantial cause of serious injury, or th6

7 threat thereof, to the domestic industry producing an article

8 like or directly competitive with the imported article.

9 (2) In making its determinations under paragraph (1),

10 the Tariff Commission shall take into account all economic

11 factors which it considers relevant, including (but not limited

12 to)-
13 (A) with respect to serious injury, the significant

14 idling of productive facilities in the industry, the inability

15 of a significant number of firms to operate at a reasonable

16 level of profit, and significant unemployment or under-

17 employment within the industry;

18 (B) with respect to threat of serious injury, a

19 decline in sales, a higher and growing inventory, and

20 a downward trend in production, profits, wages, or

21 employment (or increasing underemployment) in the

22 domestic industry concerned; and

23 (C) with respect to substantial cause, an increase

24 in imports (either actual or relative to domestic produc-

25 tion) and a decline in the proportion of the domestic

26 market supplied by domestic producers.
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(3) For purposes of paragraph (1), in determining

2 the domestic industry producing an article like or directly

:l competitive with all imported article, the Tariff Commission-

4 (A) may, in the case of a domestic producer which

5 also imports, treat as part of such domestic industry only

6 its domestic production, and

7 (B) may, in the case of a domestic producer which

8 produces more than one article, treat as part of such

9 domestic industry only that portion or subdivision of the

10 producer which produces the like or directly competitive

11 article.

12 (4) For purposes of this section, the term "substantial

13 cause" means a cause which is important and not less than

14 any other cause.

15 (5) In the course of any proceeding under this sub-

16 section, the Tariff Commission shall, for the purpose of

17 assisting the President in making his determinations under

18 sections 202 and 203, investigate and report on efforts made

19 by firms and workers in the industry to compete more ef-

20 fectively with imports.

21 (6) In the course of any proceeding under this

22 subsection, the Tariff Commission shall investigate any

23 factors which in its judgment may be contributing to in-

24 creased imports of the article under investigation; and, when-

25 ever in the course of its investigation the Tariff Commission
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t has reason to believe that the increased imports are attrib-

2 utable in part to circumstances which come within the pur-

3 view of the Antidumping Act, 1921, section 303 or 337

4 of the Tariff Act of 1930, or other remedial provisions of

5 law, the Tariff Commission shall promptly notify the appro-

6 priate agency so that such action may be taken as is other-

7 wise authorized by such provisions of law.

8 (c) In the course of any proceeding under subsection

9 (b), the Tariff Commission shall, after reasonable notice,

10 hold public. hearings and shall afford interested parties an

11 opportunity to be present, toyresent evidence, and to be

12 heard at such hearings.

13 (d) (1) The Tariff Commission shall report to the

'14 President its findings under subsection (b) and the basis

15 therefor and shall include in each report any dissenting or

16 separate views. If the Tariff Commission finds with respect

17 to any article, as a result of its investigation, the serious

18 injury or threat thereof described in subsection (b), it

19 shall find the amount of the increase in, or imposition of,

20 any dity or other import restriction on such article which

21 is necessary to prevent or remedy such injury and shall in-

22 *elude such finding in its report to the President. The Tariff

23 Commission shall furnish to the President a transcript of

24 the hearings and any briefs which may have been submitted

25 in connection with each investigation.
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! (2) The report of the Tariff Commission of its deter-

2 mination under subsection (b) shall be made at the earliest

3 practicable time, but not later than 6 months after the date

4 on which the petition is filed (or the date on which the re-

5 quest or resolution is received or the motion is adopted, as

6 the case may be). Upon making such report to the Presi-

7 dent, the Tariff Commission shall also promptly make pab-

8 lie such report (with the exception of information which

9 the Commission determines to be confidential) and shall

10 cause a summary thereof to be published in the Federal

11 Register.

12 (c) Except for good cause determined by the Tariff

13 Commission to exist, no investigation for the purposes of this

14 section shall be made with respect to the same subject matter

15 as a previous investigation under this section, unless 1 year

16 has elapsed since the Tariff Commission made its report to the

17 President of the results of such previous investigation.

18 (f) (1) Any investigation by the Tariff Commission

19 under section 301 (b) of the Trade Expansion Act of

20 1962 (as in effect before the date of the enactment

21 of this Act) which is in progress immediately before

22 such date of enactment shall be continued under this section

23 in the same manner as if the investigation had been instituted

24 originally under the provisions of this section. For purposes

25 of subsection (d) (2), the petition for any investigation to
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1 which the preceding sentence applies shall be treated as

2 having been filed, or the request or resolution as having been

.1 received or the motion having been adopted, as the case may

4 be, on the date of the enactment of this Act.

5 (2) If, on the date of the enactment of this Act, the

6 President has not taken any action with respect to any

7 report of the Tariff Commission containing an affirmative

8 determination resulting from an investigation under sec-

9 tion 301 (b) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (as

10 in effect before the date of the enactment of this

11 Act), such report shall be treated by the President as a re-

12 port received by him under this section on the date of the

13 enactment of this Act..

14 SEC. 202. PRESIDENTIAL ACTION AFTER INVESTIGATIONS.

15 (a) After receiving a report from the Tariff Commis-

16 sion containing an affirmative finding uxider section 201 (b)

17 that increased imports have been a substantial cause of seri-

18 ous injury or threat thereof with respect to an industry-

19 ( 1) the President shall evaluate the extent to which

20 adjustment assistance has been made available (or can

21 be made available) under chapters 2 and 3 to the work-

22 ers and firms in such industry, and, after such evalua-

23 tion, may direct the Secretary of Labor and the Secre-

24 tary of Commerce that expeditious consideration be

25 given to petitions for adjustment assistance; and
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1 (2) the President may provide import relief for

2 such industry pursuant to section 203.

3 (b) Within 60 days (30 days in the case of a supple-

4 mental report under subsection (d)) after receiving a report

5 from the Tariff Commission containing an affirmative finding

6 under section 201 (b) (or a finding under section 201 (b)

7 which he may treat as an affirmative finding by reason of

8 section 330 (d) of the Tariff Act of 1930), the President

9 shall make his determination whether to provide import relief

10 pursuant to section 203. If the President determines not to

11 provide import relief, he shall immediately submit a report

12 to the House of Representatives and to the Senate stating

1: the considerations on which his decision was based.

I z (c) In determining whether to provide import relief

J;) pursuant to section 203, the President shall take into account,

1(i in addition to such other considerations as he may deem

17 relevant-

18 (1) information and advice from the Secretary of

19 Labor on the extent to which workers in the industry

20 have applied for, are receiving, or are likely to receive

21 adjustment assistance under chapter 2 or benefits from

22 other manpower programs;

23 (2) information and advice from the Secretary of

24 ('ommerce on the extent to which firms in the industry
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1 have applied for, are receiving, or are likely to receive

2 adjustment assistance under chapter 3;

3 (3) the probable effectiveness of import relief as

4 a means to promote adjustment, the efforts being made

5 or to be implemented by the industry concerned to adjust

6 to import competition, and other considerations relative

7 to the position of the industry in the Nation's economy;

8 (4) the effect of import. relief on consumers 'in-

9 eluding the price and availability of the imported article

10 and the like or directly competitive article produced in

if the United States) and on competition in the domestic

12 markets for euch articles;

13 (5) the effect of import relief on the international

14 economic interests of the United States;

15 (6) the impact on United States industries and

16 firms as a consequence of any possible modification of

17 duties or other import restrictions which may result

18 from international obligations with respect to compensa-

19 tion;

20 (7) the geographic concentration of imported prod-

21. ucts marketed in the United States;

22 (8) the extent to which the United States market

23 is, the focal point for exports of such article by reason
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1 of restraints on exports of such article to, or on imports

2 of such article into, third country markets; and

3 (9) the economic and social costs which would

4 be incurred by taxpayers, communities, and workers,

5 if import relief were or were not provided.

6 (d) The President may, within 45 days after the

7 date on which lie receives an affirmative finding of the

8 Tariff Commission under section 201 (b) with respect to an

9 industry, request additional information from the Tariff

10 Commission. The Tariff Commission shall, as soon as prac-

11 ticable but in no event more than 30 days (60 days where

12 extensive additional information is requested) after the date

1:; on which it receives the President's request, furnish addi-

14 tional information with respect to such industry in a sup-

15 plemental report.

I G SEC. 203. IMPORT RELIEF.

17 (a) For purposes of applying the provisions of this

18 section, each of the following methods of providing relief

19 from injury caused by imports shall be preferred to the

20 methods listed below it:

21 (1) Increases in, or impositions of, duties.

22 (2) Tariff-rate quotas.

23 (3) Quantitative restrictions.

24 (4) Orderly niarketing agrevments.
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Nothing in this section shall prevent the use of a combination

of two or more such methods.

(b) If the President determines to provide import

relief pursuant to this section, he shall, to the extent that and

for such time (not to exceed 5 years) as he determines neces-

sary to prevent or remedy serious injury or the threat thereof

to the industry in question and to facilitate the orderly adjust-

ment to new competitive conditions by the industry in

question-

(1) proclaim an increase in, or imposition of, any

duty on the article causing or threatening to cause serious

injury to such industry;

(2) proclaim a tariff-rate quota on such article;

(:3) proclaim a modification of, or imposition of, any

quantitative restriction on the import into the United

sta es of suchi artic';

(4) negotiate orderly inirketi ng agreements with

foreign countries limiting the export from foreign coun-

tries and the import into the United States of such

articles; or

(5) take any combination of such actions.

(c) Whenever the President selects under this section

a method or methods of providing relief from injury caused

by imports, lie shall report to the Congress what action he is
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1 taking, and he shall state with respect to each such method

2 the reasons why he selected that method of providing relief

3 from such injury rather than adjustment assistance and rather

4 than each -method of import relief which ranks higher in

5 preference.

6 (d) (1) No proclamation pursuant to subsection (h)

7 shall be made increasing a rate of duty to (or imposing) a

8 rate which is more than 50 percent ad valorem above the rate

9 (if any) existing at the time of the proclamation.

10 (2) Any quantitative restriction proclaimed pursuant

11 to subsection (b) and any orderly marketing agreement

12 negotiated pursuant to such subsection shall permit the im-

13 portation of a quantity or value of the article which is not

14 less than the quantity or value of sucli article imported into

15 the United States during the most recent period which the

16 President determines is representative of imports of such

17 article.

18 (e) (1) Any initial proclamation made pursuant to

19 paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of subsection (b) shall be

20 made within 15 days after the import relief determination

21 date. Any initial orderly marketing agreement under para-

22 graph (4) of subsection (b) shall be entered into within

23 180 days after the import relief determination (late.

24 (2) If, within 15 days after the import relief

25 determination date, the President announces his intention to
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1 negotiate one or more orderly marketing agreements, tie

2 taking effect of any initial proclamation referred to in para-

3 graph (1) may be withheld until the entering into effect of

4 an orderly marketing agreement which is entered into on

5 or before the 180th day after the import relief determitia-

6 tion date, and the application of any such initial proclamation

7 may be suspended while such agreement is in effect.

8 (3) For purposes of this subsection, the term "import

9 relief determination date" means the date of the President's

10 determination under section 202 to provide import relief.

11 (f) (1) For purposes of subsections (a) and (b), the

12 suspension of item 806.30 or 807.00 of the Tariff Schedules

13 of the United States with respect to an article shall be created

14 as an increase in duty.

15 (2) For purposes of subsections (a) and (b), the sus-

i( pension of the designation of any article as an eligible article

17 for purposes of title V shall be treated as an increase in duty.

18 (3) No proclamation providing for a suspension referred

19 to in paragraph (1) or (2) with respect to any article shall

20 be made under subsection (b) unless the Tariff Commission,

21 in addition to making an affirmative determination with re-

22 spect to such article under section 201 (b), determines in

23 the course of its investigation under section 201 (b) that the

24 serious injury (or threat thereof) to the domestic industry

25 producing a like or directly competitive article results from
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1 the application of item 806.30 or item 807.00, or from the

2 designation of the article as an eligible article for purposes of

3 title V, as the case may be.

4 (g) No import relief shall be provided pursuant to this

5 section unless due diligence has been exercised in notifying

6 those persons who may be adversely affected by the providing

,7 of such relief, and unless the President has provided for a pub-

8 lie hearing with respect to the proposal to provide such relief

9 during the course of which interested persons have been given

10 a reasonable opportunity to be present, to produce evidence,

11 and to be heard.

12 (h) (1) The President shall by regulations provide for

13 the efficient and fair administration of any quantitative restric-

14 tion proclaimed pursuant to subsection (b) (3).

15 (2) In order to carry out an agreement concluded

16 under subsection . (b) (4), the President is authorized to

17 prescribe regulations governing the entry or withdrawal from

18 warehouse of articles covered by such agreement. In addi-

19 tion, in order to carry out one or more agreements concluded

20 under subsection (b) (4) among countries accounting for a

21 major part of United States imports of the article

22 covered by such agreements, the President is also authorized

23 to issue regulations governing the entry or withdrawal from

-24 warChouse of like articles which are the product of countries

25 not parties to such agreements.
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1 (3) Regulations prescribed under this subsection shall,

2 to the extent practicable and consistent with efficient and fair

3 administration, insure against inequitable sharing of imports

4 by a relatively small number of the larger importers.

5 (i) (1) Any import relief provided pursuant to this

6 section shall, unless renewed pursuant to paragraph (3),

7 terminate no later than the close of the day which is 5

8 years after the day on which import relief with respect to

9 the article in question first took effect pursuant to this

Jo section.

11 (2) To the extent feasible, any import relief provided

12 pursuant to this section for a period of more titan 3 years shall

I.t be phased down during the period of such relief, with the first

14 reduction of relief taking effect no later than the close of the

15 day which is 3 years after the day on which such relief

16 first took effect.

17 (3) Any import relief provided pursuant to this sec-

18 tion may be extended by the President, at a level of relief

19 no greater than the level in effect immediately before such

20 extension, for one 2-year period if the President determines,

21 after taking into account the advice received from the Taiff

22 Commission under subsection (j) (2) and after taking into

23 account the considerations described in section 202 (c), that

24 such extension is in the national interest.

25 (4) Any import relief provided pursuant to this see-
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I tion may be reduced or terminated by the President when

2 lie determines, after taking into account the advice received

3 from the Tariff Commission under subsection (j) (2) and

4 after seeking advice of the Secretary of Commerce and the

5 Secretary of Labor, that such reduction or termination is

6 in the national interest.

7 (5) For purposes of this subsection and subsection (j),

8 the import relief provided in the case of an orderly market-

9 ing agreement shall be the level of relief contemplated by

10 such agreement.

11 (j) (1) So long as any import relief provided pursuant

12 to this section remains in effect, the Tariff Commission shall

13 keep under review developments with respect to the industry

14 concerned (including the progress and specific efforts made

15 by the firms in the industry concerned to adjust to import

16 competition) and upon request of the President shall make

17 reports to the President concerning such developments.

18 (2) Upon request of the President or upon its own

19 motion, the Tariff Commission shall advise the President

20 of its judgment as to the probable economic effect on the

21 industry concerned of the reduction or termination of the

22 import relief provided pursuant to this section.

23 (3) Upon petition on behalf of the industry concerned,

24 filed with the Tariff Commission not earlier than the date
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1 which is 9 months, and not later than the date which is

2 6 xionths, before the date any import relief provided pur-

3 suant to this section is to terminate by reason of the expira-

4 tion of the initial period therefor, the Tariff Commission

5 shall advise the President of its judgment as to the probable

6 economic effect on such industry of such termination. -

7 (4) In advising the President under paragraph (2) or

8 (3) as to the probable economic effect on the industry con-

9 cerned, the Tariff Commission shall take into account all eco-

10 nomic factors which it considers relevant, including the

11 considerations set forth in section 202 (c) and the progress

12 and specific efforts made by the industry concerned to adjust

13 to import competition.

14 (5) Advice by the Tariff Commission under paragraph

15 (2) or (3) shall be given on the basis of an investigation

16 during the course of which the Tariff Commission shall hold a

17 hearing at which interested persons shall be given a reason-

18 able opportunity to be present, to produce evidence, and to

19 be heard.

20 (k) No investigation for the purposes of section 201

21 shall be made with respect to an article which has received

22 import relief under this section unless 2 years have elapsed

23 since the last day on which import relief was provided with

24 respect to such article pursuant to this section.
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1 SEC. 204. PROCEDURE FOR CONGRESSIONAL DISAPPROVAL

2 OF QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS AND OR-

3 DERLY MARKETING AGREEMENTS.

4 (a) Whenever the President issues a proclamation pur-

5 suant to section 203 (b) (3) or enters into an orderly market-

6 ing agreement pursuant to section 203 (b) (4), he shall

7 promptly transmit to the House of Representatives and to

8 the Senate a copy of such proclamation or agreement together

9 with a copy of the statement required to be made to Congress

10 under section 203 (c).

11 (b) If, before the close of the 90-day period beginning

12 on the day on which the copy of the proclamation or agree-

13 ment is delivered to the House of Representatives and to the

14 Senate pursuant to subsection (a), either the House of Rep-

15 resentatives or the Senate adopts, by an affirmative vote of

16 a majority of those present and voting in that House, a resolu-

17 tion of disapproval under the procedures set forth in section

18 151, then such proclamation or such agreement, as the case

19 may be, shall have no force and effect beginning with the

20 day after the date of the adoption of such resolution of dis-

21 approval.

22 (c) For purposes of section 203 (e) (1), in the case of

23 the adoption of any resolution of disapproval referred to in

24 subsection (b), a second 15-day period during which the

25 President shall provide import relief under paragraph (1)
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1 or (2) of section 203 (b) shall be deemed to have started

2 on the day on which the resolution of disapproval was

3 adopted.

4 CHAPTER 2-ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

5 FOR WORKERS

6 Subehapter A-Petitions and Determinations

7 SEC. 221. PETITIONS.

8 (a) A petition for a certification of eligibility to apply for

9 adjustment assistance under this chapter may be filed with

10 the Secretary of Labor (hereinafter in this chapter referred

11 to as the "Secretary") by a group of workers or by their

12 certified or recognized union or other duly authorized repro-

13 sentative. Upon receipt of the petition, the Secretary shall

14 promptly publish notice in the Federal Register that he

15 has received the petition and initiated an investigation.

16 (b) If the petitioner, or any other person found by the

17 Secretary to have a substantial interest in the proceedings,

18 submits not later than 10 days after the date of the Secre-

19 tary's publication under subsection (a) a request for a hear-

20 ing, the Secretary shall provide for a public hearing and afford

21 such interested persons an opportunity to be present, to pro-

22 duce evidence, and to be heard.

23 SEC. 222. GROUP ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS.

24 The Secretary shall certify a group of workers as eligible
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1 to apply for adjustment assistance under this chapter if he

2 determines- /
3. (1) that a significant number or proportion of the

4 workers in such workers' firm or an appropriate sub-

5 division of the firm have become totally or partially

6 separated, or are threatened to become totally or par-

7 tially separated,

8 (2) that sales or production, or both, of such firm

9 or subdivision have decreased absolutely, and

10 (3) that increases of imports of articles like or di-

ll rectly competitive with articles produced by such work-

12 ers' firm or an appropriate subdivision thereof contrib-

13 uted importantly to such total or partial separation, or

14 threat thereof, and to such decline in sales or production.

15 SEC. 223. DETERMINATIONS BY SECRETARY OF LABOR.

16 (a) As soon as possible after the date on which a pe-

17 tition is filed uder section 221, but in any event not later

18 than 60 days after that date, the Secretary shall determine

19 whether the petitioning group meets the requirements of

20 section 222 and shall issue a certification of eligibility to

21 apply for assistance under this chapter covering workers in

22 any group which meets such requirements. Each certifica-

23 tion shall specify the date on which the total or partial

24 separation began or threatened to begin.

25 (b) A certification under this section shall not apply
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1 to any worker whose last total or partial separation from the

2 firm or appropriate subdivision of the P,, before his applica-

3 tion under section 231 occurred-

4 (1) more than one year before the date of the peti-

5 tion on which such certification was granted, or

6 (2) more than 6 months before the effective date

7 of this chapter.

8 (c) Upon reaching his determination on a petition, the

9 Secretary shall promptly publish a summary of the deter-

10 mination in the Federal Register.

11 (d) Whenever the Secretary determines, with respect

12 to any certification of eligibility of the workers of a firm

13 or subdivision of the firm, that total or partial separations

14 from such firm or subdivision are no longer attributable to

15 the conditions specified in section 222, he shall terminate such

16 certification and promptly have notice of such termination

17 published in the Federal Register. Such termination shall

18 apply only with respect to total or partial separations occur-

19 ring after the termination date specified by the Secretary.

20 SEC. 224. STUDY BY SECRETARY OF LABOR WHEN TARIFF

21 COMMISSION BEGINS INVESTIGATION; ACTION

22 WHERE THERE IS AFFIRMATIVE FINDING.

23 (a) Whenever the Tariff Commission begins an investi-

24 gation under section 201. with respect to an industry, the

25 Tariff Commission shall immediately notify the Secretary of
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1 such investigation, and the Secretary shall immediately begin

2 a study of-

3 (1) the number of workers in the domestic industry

4 producing the like or directly competitive article which

5 have been or are likely to be certified as eligible for

6 adjustment assistance, and

7 (2) the extent to which the adjustment of such

8 workers to the import competition may be facilitated

9 through the use of existing programs.

10 (b) The report of the Secretary of the study under sub-

11 section (a) shall be made to the President not later than

12 15 days after the day on which the Tariff Commission makes

13 its report under section 201. Upon making its report to the

14 President, the Secretary shall also promptly make it public

15 (with the exception of information which the Secretary

16 determines to be confidential) and shall have a summary

17 of it published in the Federal Register.

18 (c) Whenever the Tariff Commission makes an affirma-

19 tive finding under section 201 (b) that increased imports

20 are a substantial cause of serious injury or threat there-

21 of with respect to an industry, the Secretary shall make

22 available, to the extent feasible, full information to the work.

23 ers in such industry about programs which may facilitate

24 the adjustment to import competition of such work-

25 ers, and he shall provide assistance in the preparation and
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processing of petitions and applications of such workers for

program benefits.

Subchapter B-Program Benefits

PART I-TRADE READJUSTMENT ALLOWANCES

SEC. 231. QUALIFYING REQUIREMENTS FOR WORKERS.

Payment of a trade readjustment allowance shall be

made to an adversely affected worker covered by a certifica-

tion under subcbapter A who files an application for such

allowance for any week of unemployment which begins after

the date specified in such certification pursuant to section 223

(a), if the following conditions are met:

(1) Such worker's last total or partial separation

before his application under this chapter, occurred-

(A) on or after the date, as specified in the

certification under which he is covered, on which

total or partial separation began or threatened to

begin in the adversely affected employment, and

(B) before the expiration of the 2-year period

beginning on the date on which the determination

under section 223 was made, and

(C) before the termination date (if any) deter-

mined pursuant to section 223 (d) ; and

(2) Such worker had, in the 52 weeks immediately

preceding such total or partial separation, at least 26

weeks of employment at wages of $30 or more a week
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1 in adversely affected employment with a single firm

2 or subdivision of a firm, or, if data with respect to

3 weeks of employment are not available, equivalent

4 amounts of employment computed under regulations

5 prescribed by the Secretary.

6 SEC. 232 WEEKLY AMOUNTS.

7 (a) Subject to the other provisions of this section, the

8 trade readjustment allowance payable to an adversely

9 affected worker for a week of unemployment shall be-

10 (1) (A) in the case of any such week in the first

11 26 weeks of such allowances, 70 percent of his average

12 weekly wage (but not in excess of the average weekly

13 manufacturing wage), or

14 (B) in the case of any subsequent week of such

15 allowances, 65 percent of his average weekly wage (but

16 not in excess of the average weekly manufacturing

17 wage) ; reduced by

18 (2) 50 percent of the amount of the remuneration

19 for services performed during such week.

20 (b) Any adversely affected worker who is entitled to

21 trade readjustment allowances and who is undergoing train-

22 ing approved by the Secretary, including on-the-job training,

23 shall receive for each week in which he is undergoing any

24 such training, a trade readjustment allowance in an amount

25 (computed for such week) equal to the amount computed
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1 under subsection (a) or (if greater) the amount of any

2 weekly allowance for such training to which he would be

3 entitled under any other Federal law for the training of

4 workers, if he applied for such allowance. Such trade re-

5 adjustment allowance shall be paid in lieu of any training

6 allowance to which the worker would .be entitled under such

7 other Federal law.

8 (c) The amount of trade readjustment allowance pay-

9 able to an adversely affected worker under subsection (a)

10 for any week shall be reduced by any amount of unemploy-

11 ment insurance which he has received or is seeking with

12 respect to such week; but, if the appropriate State or Fed-

13 eral agency finally determines that the worker was not

14 entitled to unemployment insurance with respect to such

15 week, the reduction shall not apply with respect to such

16 week.

17 (d) If unemployment insurance, or a training allow-

18 ance under any Federal law, is paid to an adversely affected

19 worker for any week of unemployment with respect to

20 which he would be entitled (determined without regard

21 to subsection (c) or (e) or to any disqualification under

22 section. 236 (c)) to a trade readjustment allowance if he

23 applied for such allowance, each such week shall be do-

24 ducted from the total number of weeks of trade readjust-

25 ment allowance otherwise payable to him under section
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1 233 (a) when he applies for a trade readjustment allow-

2 ance and is determined to be entitled to such allowance.

3 If the unemployment insurance or the training allowance

4 paid to such worker for any week of unemployment is less

5 than the amount* of the trade readjustment allowance to

6 which he would be entitled if he applied for such allow-

7 ance, he shall receive, when he applies for a trade read-

8 justment allowance and is determined to be entitled to such

9 allowance, a trade readjustment allowance for such week

10 equal to such difference.

11 (e) Whenever, with respect to any week of unem-

12 ployment, the total amount payable to an adversely affected

13 worker as remuneration for services performed during such

14 week, as unemployment insurance, as a training allowance

15 referred to in subsection (d), and as a trade readjustment

16 allowance would exceed-

17 (1) in the case of any such week in the first 26

18 weeks of such allowances, 80 percent of his average

19 weekly wage '(or, if lesser, 130 percent of the average

20 weekly manufacturing wage), or

21 (2) in the case of any subsequent week of such

22 allowances, 75 percent of his average weekly wage (or,

23 if lesser, 130 percent of the average weekly manufac-

24 turing wage),
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I then his trade readjustment allowance for such week shall

2 be reduced by the amount of such excess.

3 (f) The amount of any weekly payment to be made

4 tinder this section which is not a whole dollar amount shall

5 be rounded upward to the next higher whole dollar amount.

6 (g) (1) If unemployment insurance is paid under a

7 State law to an adversely affected worker for a week for

8 which-

9 (A) he receives a trade readjustment allowance,

10 or

11 (B) he makes application for a trade readjust-

12 ment allowance and would be entitled (determined

13 without regard to subsection (c) .or (e)) to receive

14 such allowance,

15 the State agency making such payment shall, unless it has

16 been reimbursed for such payment under Federal law, be

17 reimbursed from funds the authorization contained in pur-

18 suant to section 245 (b), to the extent such payment does

19 not exceed the amount of the trade readjustment allowance

20 which such worker would have received, or would have been

21 entitled to receive, as the case may be, if he had not received

22 the State payment. The amount of such reimbursement shall

23 be determined by the Secretary on the basis of reports fur-

24 nished to him by the State agency.
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1 (2) In any case in which a State agency is reimbursed

2 under paragraph (1) for payments of unemployment in-

3 surance made to an adversely affected worker, such pay-

4 ments, and the period of unemployment of such worker for

5 which such payments were made, may be disregarded under

6 the State law (and for purposes of applying section 3303

7 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954) in determining

8 whether or not an employer is entitled to a reduced rate of

9 contributions permitted by the State law.

10 SEC. 233. TIME LIMITATIONS ON TRADE READJUSTMENT

11 ALLOWANCES.

12 (a) Payment of trade readjustment allowances shall

13 not be made to an adversely affected worker for more than

14 52 weeks, except that, in accordance with regulations pre-

15 scribed by the Secretary-

16 (1) such payments may be made for not more than

17 26 additional weeks to an adversely affected worker

18 to assist him to complete training approved by the

19 Secretary, or

20 (2) such payments shall be made for not more than

21 13 additional weeks to an adversely affected worker who

22 had reached his 60th birthday on or before the date of

23 total or partial separation.

24 (b) Except for a payment made for an additional week

25 specifiedd in subsection (a), a trade readjustment allowance
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1 shall not be paid for a week of unemployment beginning

2 more than 2 years after the beginning of the appropriate

3 week. A trade readjustment allowance shall not be paid for

4 any additional week specified in subsection (a) if such

5 week begins more than 3 years after the beginning of the

6 appropriate week. The appropriate week for a totally sepa-

7 rated worker is the week of his most recent total separation.

8 The appropriate week for a partially separated worker is

9 the week in respect of which he first receives a trade read-

10 justment allowance following his most recent partial

11 separation.

12 SEC. 234. APPLICATION OF STATE LAWS.

i3 Except where inconsistent with the provisions of this

14 chapter and subject to such regulations as the Secretary

15 may prescribe, the availability and disqualification provisions

16 of the State law-

17 (1) under which an adversely affected worker is

18 entitled to unemployment insurance (whether or not he

19 has filed a claim for such insurance), or

20 (2) if he is not so entitled to unemployment insur-

21 ance, of the State in which he was totally or partially

22 separated,.

23 shall apply to any such worker who files a claim for trade

24 readjustment allowances. The State law so determined with

25 respect to a separation of a worker shall remain applicable,
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1 for purposes of the preceding sentence, with respect to such

2 separation until such worker becomes entitled to unemploy-

3 ment insurance under another State law (whether or not he

4 has filed a claim for such insurance).

5 PART I1-TRAINING AND RELATED SERVICES

6 SEC. 235. EMPLOYMENT SERVICES.

7 The Secretary shall make every reasonable effort to

8 secure for adversely affected workers covered by a certifica-

9 tion under subchapter A of this chapter counseling, testing,

10 and placement services, and supportive and other services,

11 provided for under any other Federal law. The Secretary

12 shall, whenever appropriate, procure such services through

13 agreements with cooperating State agencies.

14 SEC. 236. TRAINING.

15 (a) If the Secretary determines that there is no suitable

16 employment available for an adversely affected worker

17 covered by a certification under subchapter A of this chapter,

18 but that suitable employment (which may include technical

19 and professional "employment) would be available if the.

20 worker received appropriate training, he may approve such

21 training. Insofar as possible, the Secretary shall provide or

22 assure the provision of such training through manpower

23 'programs established by law.

24 (b) The Secretary may, where appropriate, authorize
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1 supplemental assistance necessary to defray transportation

2 and subsistence expenses for separate maintenance when

3 training is provided in facilities which are not within corn-

4 muting distance of a worker's regular place of residence. The

5 Secretary shall not authorize payments for subsistence ex-

6 ceeding $5 per day; nor shall lie authorize payments for

7 transportation expenses exceeding 10 cents per mile.

8 (c) Any adversely affected worker who, without good

9 cause, refuses to accept or continue, or fails to make satis-

10 factory progress in, suitable training to which lie has been

11 referred by the Secretary shall not thereafter be entitled to

12 payments under this chapter until he enters or resumes the

ia training to which he has been so referred.

14 PART III-JOB SEARCH AND RELOCATION

15 ALLOWANCES

16 SEC. 231. JOB SEARCH ALLOWANCES.

17 (a) Any adversely affected worker covered by a cer-

18 tification under subchapter A of this chapter who has been

19 totally separated may file an application with the Secretary

20 for a job search allowance. Such allowance, if granted, shall

21 provide reimbursement to the worker of 80 percent of the

22 cost of his necessary job search expenses as prescribed by

23 regulations of the Secretary; except that such reimbursement

24 may not exceed $500 for any worker.

25 (b) A job search allowance may be granted only-
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1 (1) to assist an adversely affected worker in secur-

2 ing a job within the United States;

3 (2) where the Secretary determines that such

4 worker cannot reasonably be expected to secure suitable

5 employment in the commuting area in which he resides;

6 and

7 (3) where the worker has filed an application for

8 such allowance with the Secretary no later than 1 year

9 after the date of his last total separation before his ap-

10 plication under this ch6pter.

11 SEC. 238. RELOCATION ALLOWANCES.

12 (a) Any adversely affected worker covered by a certi-

13 fication under subchapter A of this chapter who has been

14 totally separated may file an application with the Secretary

15 for a relocation allowance, subject to the terms and condi-

16 tions of this section.

17 (b) A relocation allowance may be granted only to

18 assist an adversely affected worker in relocating within the

19 United States and only if the Secretary determines that such

20 worker cannot reasonably be expected to secure suitable

21 employment in the commuting area in which he resides

22 and that such worker-

23 (1) has obtained suitable employment affording a

24 reasonable expectation of long-term duration in the

25 area in which he wishes to relocate, or
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1 (2) has obtained a bona fide offer of such employ-

2 ment.

3 (c) A relocation allowance shall not be granted to such

4 worker unless-

5 (1) for the week in which the application for such

6 allowance is filed, he is entitled to a trade readjustment

7 allowance (determined without regard to section 232

8 (c) and (e)) or would be so entitled (determined

9 without regard to whether he filed application therefor)

10 but for the fact that he has obtained the employment

11 referred to in subsection (b) (1), and

12 (2) such relocation occurs within a reasonable pe-

13 riod after the filing of such application or (in the case of a

14 worker who has been referred to training by the Secre-

15 tary) within a reasonable period after the conclusion of

16 such training.

172 Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary, a relocation

18 allowance shall not be granted to more than one member of

19 the family with respect to the same relocation.
6

20 (d) For the purposes of this section, the term "reloca-

21 tion allowance" means-

22 (1) 80 percent of the reasonable and necessary

23 expenses, as specifdi- in regulations prescribed by the

24 Secretary, incurred in transporting a worker and his

25 family, if any, and household effects, and

30-240 0 - 74 - 7
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1 (2) a lump sum equivalent to three times the

2 worker's average weekly wage, up to a maximum

3 payment of $500.

4 Subchapter C-General Provisions

5 SEC. 239. AGREEMENTS WITH STATES.

6 (a) The Secretary is authorized on behalf of the United

7 States to enter into an agreement with any State, or with any

8 State agency (referred to in this subchapter as "cooperating

9 States" and "cooperating State agencies" respectively).

10 Under such an agreement, the cooperating State agency (1)

11 as agent of the United States, wili receive applications for,

12 and will provide, payments on the basis provided in this

13 chapter, (2) where appropriate, will afford adversely affected

14 workers who apply for payments under this chapter testing,

15 counseling, referral to training, and placement services, and

16 (3) will otherwise cooperate with the Secretary and with

17 other State and Federal agencies in providing payments and

18 services under this chapter.

19 (b) Each agreement under this subchapter shall pro-

20 vide the terms and conditions upon which the agreement

21 may be amended, suspended, or terminated.

22 (c) Each agreement under this subchapter shall pro'ide

23 that unemployment insurance otherwise payable to any ad-

24 versely affected worker will not be denied or reduced for any

n week by reason of any right to payments under this chapter.
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1 (d) A determination by a cooperating State agency

2 with respect to entitlement to payments under an agreement

3 Is subject to review In the same manner and to the same ex-

4 tent as determinations under the npplicable State law and

5 only In that manner and to that extent.

6 BC. 240. ADMINISTRATION ABSENT STATE AGREEMENT.

7 (a) In any State where thero Is no agreement In force

8 between a State or its agency under section 230, the Sec-

9 rotary shall arrange under regulations prescribed by him for

10 performance of all necessary functions under stuichapter B

11 of this chapter, Including provision for n fair hearing for any

12 worker whose application for payments is denied.

13 (b) A, flnnl delerninallon under subsection (n) with

14 respect to entitlement to payinieits tinder subehapter B of

15' this chapter is subject to review by the courts in the same

10 manner azd to the same extent ans Is provided by section

17 205 (g) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. see. 405 (g)).

18 SEC. 241. PAYMENTS TO STATES.

19 (a) The Secretary shall from time to time certify to

20 the Secretary of the Treasury for payment to each cooperat-:

21 ing State the sunms necessary to enable such State an agent:

22 of the United States to make payments provided for by this

23 chapter. The Secretary of the Treasury, prior to audit or:

24 settlement by the General Accounting Office, shall make

23 payment to the State from the Adjustment Assistance Trust
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1 Fund established in section 245 In accordance with such

2 certification. Sums reimbursable to a State pursuant to

3 section 282 (g) shall be credited to the account of such

4 State in the Unemployment Trust Fund and shall be used

5 only for tie payment of cash benefits to individuals with

6 respect to their unemployment, exclusive of expenses of

7 administration.

8 (b) All money paid a State under .this section shall be

o used solely for the purposes for which it is paid; and money

10 so paid which Is not used for such purposes shall be returned,

11 at the time specified in the agreement under this sttbehapter,

12 to the Secretary of the Treasury and credited to to Adjust-

13 mefit Assistance Fund.

14 (e) Any agreement under this subchapter may' require

15 any oflcerror employee of the State certifying paymenti or'

16 disbursing funds under the agreement or otherwise partly.

17 pating in the performance of the agreement, to give a surety

18 bond to the United States In such amount as the Secretary

19 may deem necessary, and may provide for the payment of

20 the cost of such bond from funds for carrying out the pur-

21 poses of this chapter.

22 SE. 24& UABILITIES OF CERTIFYING AND DISBURSING

23 OFFICERS.

24 (a) No person designated by the Seeretary,'or desig.

2 inted pursuant to an agreement under this subehnpter, as a
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1 certifying officer, shall, in the absence of gross negligenco or

2 intent to defraud the United States, be liable with respect

-3- to any payment certified by him riuder this chapter,

4 (b) No disbursing officer shall, in the absence of gross

5 negligence or Intent to defraud the United States, be liable

6. wlth-respect to any payment by him under this chapter if

"7 It was based upon a voucher signed by a certifying officer

8 designated as provided in subsection (a).

9 SEC. 2US. RECOVERY OF OVERPAYMENTS

10 (a) If a cooperating State agency or the Reeretary, or

11 a court of competent jurisdiction finds that any perou-

12 (1) has made or has caused to be made hy

13 another, a falt-e statoinent or representation of a material

14 fact knowing it to be false, or has knowhigly failed or

15 caused another to fail to disclose a material fact; and

16 (2) as a result of such action has received any pay.

17, meant under this chapterr to which he was not entitled,'

18 such person shall be liable to repay such amount to the

19 Stite agency or the Secretary as the case may be, or either

20 may recover such nmotunt by deductions from any sums

21 payable to such person mtider this chapter. Any such finding

22 by a State agency or the Secretary may be made only after

23 an opportunity for a fair hearing.

24 (b) Any amount repaid to a State agency under this"

23 soctiqn shall he deposited Into the fund from which payment
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1 wis made, Any amount repaid to the Secretary under this

2 section shall be returned to the Secretary of the Treasury and

3 credited to the Adjustment Assistance Trust Fund,

4 8EC. 244. PENALTIES.

5 Whoever makes a false statement of a material faot know.

6 Ing it to be false, or knowingly fails to disclose a material

'7 fact, for the purpose of obtaining or Increasing for himself

8 or for any other person any payment authorized to be fMr.

9 :iishod under this chapter or pursuant to an agreement under

10 Action 280 shall be fined not more than $1,000 or In.

11 prisoned for not more than one year, or both.

12 SEC. 14& CREATION OF TRUST FUNDI AUTHORIZATION OF

18 APPROPRIATIONS OUT OF CUSTOMS RECEIPTS,

14 (a) There is hereby established on the books of the

15 Treasury of the United States a trust fund to be known as

16 the "Adjustment Assistance Trust Fund" (referred to In this

17 section as the "Trust Fund"). The Trust Fund shall consist

18 of such amounts as may be deposited in it pursuant to the

19 authorization contained in subsection (b). Amount In the

20 Trust Fund may be used only to carry out the provisions

21 of this chapter (including administrative costs). The Seere.

22 tary of the Treasury shall be the trustee of the Trust Fund

23 and shall report to the Congress not later than March I of

24 each year on the operation and status of the Trust Fund

25 during the preceding fiscal year.
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1 (b) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to

2' the Trust Fund, out of amounts in the general fund of the

8 Treasury attributable to the collections of customs duties not

4 "otherwise appropriated, for each fiscal year ending after the

5 date of 'the enactment of this Act, such sums as may be

6 ne osary' to carry out the provisions of this chapter (Includ.

7 Ing administrative costs).

8 SEC. 24& TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS.

9 (a) Where a group of workers has been certified as

10 eligible to apply for adjustment assistance under section

11 802 (b) (2) or (o) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, any

12 worker who has not had an application for trade readjust-

13 ment allowances under section 822 of that Act approved or

14 denied before the effective date of this chapter may apply

15 under section 281 of this Act as i the group certification

16 under which he.claims coverage had been made under sub.

17 chapter A of this chapter.

18 (b) In any case where a group of workers or their

19 certified or recognized union or other duly authorized repre-

20 sentatvo has filed i petition under section 801 (a) (2) of

21 the Trade Expansion Act of 1902, more than 4 months

22 before the effective date of this chapter and

28 (1) the Tariff Commission has not rejected such

24 petition before the effective date of this chapter, and

28 (2) The President or his delegate has not Issued a
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1 certification under section 802 (o) of that Act to the

2 petitioning group before the effective date of this

3 chapter,

,4 such group or representative thereof may file a new.petition

5 under section 221 of this Act, not later than 90 days after

6 the effective date of this chapter, For purposes of section

7 228 (b) (I), the date oi which such group or representa-

8 tive filed the petition under the Trade Expansion Act of 1902

9 shall apply. Section 223 (b) (2) shall not apply to workers

10 covered by a certification issued pursuant to a petition meet-

11 Ing the requirements of this subsection.

12 (c) A group of workers may file a petition under see-

13 tion 221 covering weeks of unemployment (as defined in
14 the Trade Expansion Act of 1902) beginning before the

15 effective dtite of this chapter, or covering such weeks and

1, also weeks of unemployment beginning on or after the of.

17 fective date of this chapter.

.18 (d) Any worker receiving payments pursuant to this

19 section shall be entitled-

20 (1) for weeks of unemployment (as defined in the

21 Trade Expansion Act of 1962) beginning before the

22 effective date of this chapter, to the rights and privileges

23 provided in chapter 8 of title III of such Act, and

24 (2) for weeks of unemployment beginning on or
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i after the effective date of this chapter, to the rights and

2 privileges provided In this chapter

3 (e) The Tariff Commission shall make available to the

4. Se retary on' request data it has acquired in investigations

A2f .u1d6dr xectio n 801 of the. Trade Expansion Act of 1962 con-

y.: cilmed within the 2-year period ending on the effective

7 date-of this chapter which did not result in Presidential ac-

8 tion under section 802 (a) (8) or 802 (o) of that Act

9 SEC. 247. DEPINITIONS.

10 For purposes of this chapter-

11 (1), The term "adversely affected employment"

12 means employment In a firm or appropriate subdivision

18 of a firm, if workers of such firm or subdivision are

14 eligible to apply for adjustment assistance under this

16 chapter.

16 (2) The term "adversely affected worker" means

17 an individual who, because of lack of work in adversely

18 affected employment"

19 (A) has been totally or partially separated

20 from such employment, or

21 (B) has been totally separated from employ.

22 ment with the firm in a subdivision of which suh

28 adversely affected employment exists. I

24 (8) The term "average weekly mAnufacturing

25 wage" means the national gross average weekly earn.
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1 ings of production workers In manufacturing Industries

2 for the latest calendar year (as officially published an-

3 nually by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Depart-

4 ment of Labor) most recently published before the period

5 for which the dLsistance under this chapter Is fumished.
6 (4) The term "average weekly wage" miana one.

,7 thirteenth of the total wages paid to an Individual In the

8 high quarter. For purposes of this computation, the high

9 quarter shall be that quarter In which the Individual's

10 total wages were highest among the first 4' of the last 5

11 completed calendar quarters Immediately before the quar-

12 ter in which occurs the week with respect to which the

1 4*1 computation is made. Such week shall be the week In
I I which total separation, occurred, or, in cases where

15 partial separation is claimed, an appropriate week, as

16 defined in regulations described by the Secretary.

17 (5) The term "average weekly hours" means the

18 average hours worked by the individual (excluding

19 overtime) in the employment from which he has been

20 or claims to have been separated in the 52 weeks

21 (excluding weeks during which the Individual was sick

22 or on vacation) preceding the week specified In the last

23 sentence of paragraph (4).

24 (6) The term "partial separation" means, with
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1 respect to an Individual who has not been totally sepa-

2 rated, that he has had-

3 (A) his hours of work reduced to 80 per.

4 cent or less of his average weekly hours In ad-

5 versely affected employment, and

6 % (B) his wages reduced to 80 percent or less

7 (75 percent in the ease of any week after the

8 first 26 weeks In which he Is eligible to receive

9 a trade readjustment allowance) of his average

10 weekly wage in such adversely affected employ.

11 mont,

12 (7) The term "remuneration" means wages amd

13 net earnings derived from services performed as a self-

34 employed Individual.

15 (8) The term "State" Includes the District of Co.

16 lumbla and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico; and the

17 term "United States" when used in the geographical

is sense Includes such Commonwealth.

19 (9) The term "State agency" means the agency

20 of the State which administers the State law.

21 (10) The term "State law" means the unemploy-

22 ment Insurance law of the State approved by the Secre-

23 tary of Labor under section 8804 of the Internal Reve-

24 nue Code of 1954.
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1 (11) The term "total separation'.' means the layoff

2 or severance of an individual from employment with a

a firm In which, or in a subdivision of which, adversely

4 affected employment exists.

5 (12) The term "unemployment insurance" means

6 the unemployment insurance payable to an Individual

7, under any State law or Federal unemployment insur-

8 ance law, invluding chapter 85 of title 5, United States

9 Code, and the Hallroad Unemployment Insurance Act.

10 (18) The tornr. "week" means a week as defined in

11 the applicable State law.

12 (14) The term "week of unemployment" means

18 with respect to an individual any week for which his re-

14 muneration for services performed during such week is

15 less than 80 percent (75 percent in the case of anyweek

16 after the first 20 weeks in *hich he is eligible to receive

17 a trade readjustment allowance) of lls average weekly

18 wage and in which, because of lack of work-

19 (A) if he has been totally separated, he worked

20 less than the full-time week (excluding overtime) In

21 his current occupation, or

22 (B) if he has been partially separated, he

23 worked 80 percent or less of his average weekly

24 hours.
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1 SEC. U. REGULATIONS

2 The Secretary shall prescribe such regulations as may be

8 necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter.

4 SEC. 249. EFFECTIVE DATE.

5 This chapter (other than section 250) shall become ef-

6 feotive on the 90th day following the date of the enactment of

7 this Act.

8 SEC. 20. COORDINATION.

9 There Is hereby established the Adjustment Assistance

10 Coordinating Committee to consist of a Deputy Special Trade

11 Representative as Chairman, and the officials charged with

12 adjustment assistance responsibilities of the Departments of

13 Labor and Commerce and the Small Business Administra-
14 tion, It shall be the function of the Committee to coordinate

15 the adjustment assistance policies and programs of the various

16 agencies involved and to promote the efficient and effective

17 delivery of adjustment assistance benefits.

18 CHAPTER 3-ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

19 FOR FIRMS

20 BC. al. PETITIONS AND DETERMINATIONS. ,

21 (a) A petition for a certification of eligibility to apply

22 for adjustment assistance under this chapter may be filed

23 with the Secretary of Commerce (hereinafter In this chapter

'4 referred to as the "Secretary") by a firm or its represent.
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1 tive. Upon receipt of the petition, the J~oretary -shal

2 promptly publish notice in the Federal Register that he has

3 received the petition and initiated an Investigation.

4 (b) If the petitioner, or any other person, organization,

a or group found by the Secretary to have a substantial Interest

6 in the proceedings, submits not later then 10 days after the

'7 date of the Secretary's publication under subsection (a) a

8 request for a hearing, the Secretary shell provide for a public

9 hearing and afford such IhWerested persons an opportunity

10 to be present, to produce evidence, and to be heard.

11 (o) The Secretary shill certify a firm as eligible to

12 apply for adjustment assistance under this chapter If he

18 determines-

14 (1) that a significant number or proportion of the

15 workers In such firm have become totally or partially

16 separated, or are threatened to become totally or par-

17 tally separated,

18 (2) that sales or production, or both, of such firm

19 have decreased absolutely, and

20 (8) that increases of Imports of articles like or

21 directly competitive with articles produced by such firm

22 contributed importantly to such total or partial separa-

28 tion and to such decline in sales or production.

24 (d) A determination shall be made by the Secretary as

28 soon as possible after the date pq which the potItlon is filed
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1 under this section, but in any event not later than 60 days

2 after that date.

3 SEC. 25L APPROVAL OF ADJUSTMENT PROPOSALS.

4 (a) A firm certified under section 251 u eligible to

5 apply for adjustment assistance may, at any time within 2

6 years after the date of such certification, file an application

7 with the Secretary for adjustment assistance under this

8 chapter. Such application shall Include a proposal for the

9 economic adjustment of such firm.

10 (b) Adjustment assistance under this chapter consists

11 of technical assistance and flnanolal assistance, which may

12 be furnished singly or in combination. The Secretary shall

13 approve a firm's application for adjustment assistance only

14 if he determines-

15 (1) that the firm has no reasonable access to fin.

]a anclng through the private capital market, and

17 (2) that the firm's adjustment proposal-

18 (A) is reasonably calculated materially to con-

19 tribute to the economic adjustment of the firm,

20 (B) gives adequate consideration to the Inter.

21 oats of the workers of such firm, and

22 (0) demonstrates that the firm will make all

23 reasonable efforts to use its own resources for eco-

2nomie development.

25 (c) In order to assist a firm which has been certified
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1 as eligible to apply for adjustment assistance under this chap-

2 ter in preparing a viable adjustment proposal, the Secretary

a may furnish technical assistance to such firm.

4 (d) Whenever the Secretary determines that any firm

5 no longer requires assistance under this chapter, he shall

6 terminate the certification of eligibility of such firm and

7 promptly have notice of such termination published In the

8 Federal Register. Such termination shall take effect on the

9 termination dote specified by the Secretary.

10 SEC. M& TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.

i1! (a) The technical assistance furnished under this chap.

12 ter shall consist of-

13 (1) assistance to the firm in developing a pro-

14 posal for its economic adjustment,

15 (2) assistance In the implementation of such a.

18 proposal, or

17 (8) both.

18 (b) The Secretary may provide to a firm certified tinder

19 section 251, on such terms and conditions as he determines

20 to be appropriate, such technical assistance as In his judgment

21 will carry out the purposes of this chapter with respect to

22 such firm.

28 (,) The Secretary shall furnish technical assistance

24 under thiF chapter through existing agencies and through

25 private, Individuals, firms, and Institutions. In the case of
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1 assistance furnished through private individuals, firms, and

2 institutions (including private consulting services), the

3 Secretary may share the cost thereof (but not more than 75

4 percent of such cost may be borne by the United States).

5 SEC. 254. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

6 (a) The Secretary may provide to a firm, on such

7 terms and conditions as he determines to be appropri-

8 ate, such financial assistance in the form of direct loans

9 or guarantees of loans as in his judgment will materi-

10 ally contribute to the economic adjustment of the firm. The

11 assumption of an outstanding indebtedness of the firm, with

12 or without recourse, shall be considered to be the making of

13 a loan for purposes of this section.

14 (b) Loans or guarantees of loans shall be made under

15 this chapter only for the purpose of making funds available

16 to the firm-

17 - (1) for acquisition, construction, installation, mod-

18 ernization, development, conversion, or expansion of

19 land, plant, buildings, equipment, facilities, or machin-

20 cry, or

21 (2) to supply such working capital as may be nec-

22 essary to enable the firm to implement its adjustment

28 proposal.

24 (c) To the extent that loan funds can be obtained from

25 private sources (with or without a guarantee) at the rate

20-229 0 * 74 - $
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1 provided in the first sentence of section 255 (b), no direct

2 loan shall be provided to a firm under this chapter.

3 SEC. 255. CONDITIONS FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

4 (a) No financial assistance shall be provided under this

5 chapter unless the Secretary determines--

6 (1) that the funds required are not available from

7 the firm's own resources; and

8 (2) that there is reasonable assurance of repay-

9 ment of the loan.

10 (b) In the case of guaranteed loans; the guaranteed

11 portion of the loan shall not bear interest at a rate higher

12 than the maximum rate perfiissible in the case of loans to

13 small businesses which are guaranteed by the Small Busi-

14 ness Administration. The rate of interest on direct loans

15 shall be the prevailing rate authorized for loans to small

16 businesses by the Small Business Administration.

17 (c) The Secretary shall make no loan or guarantee of a

18 loan having a maturity in excess of 25 years, including re-

19 newals and extensions. Such limitation on maturities shall

20 not, however, apply-

21 (1) to securities or obligations received by the Sec-

22 ietary as claimant in bankruptcy or equitable reorganiza-

23 tion, or as creditor in other proceedings attendant upon

24 insolvency of the obligor, or

25 (2) to an extension or renewal for an additional
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1 period not exceeding 10 years, if the Secretary deter-

2 mines that such extension or renewal is reasonably neces-

3 sary for the orderly liquidation of the loan.

4 (d) In making guarantees of loans, and in making

5 direct loans, the Secretary shall give priority to firms which

6 are small businesses within the meaning of Zih Small Busi-

7 ness Act (and regulations promulgated thereunder).

8 (e) No loan shall be guaranteed by the Secretary in an

9 amount which exceeds 90 percent of that portion of the

10 loan made for purposes specified in section 254 (b).

11 (f) The Secretary shall maintain operating reserves

'12 with respect to anticipated claims under guarantees made

13 under this chapter. Such reserves shall be considered to con-

14 stltute obligations for purposes of section 1311 of the Supple-

15 mental Appropriation Act, 1955 (81 U.S.O. 200).

16 (g) (1) The aggregate amount of loans made to any

17 firm which are guaranteed under this chapter and which are

18 outstanding at any time shall not exceed $8,000,000.

19 (2) The aggregate amount of direct loans made to any

20 -ftir under this chapter which are outstanding at any time

21 shall not exceed $1,000,000.

22 SEC. 256. DELEGATION OF FUNCTIONS TO SMALL BUSI.

23 NESS ADMINISTRATION; AUTHORIZATION OF

24 APPROPRIATIONS.

25 (a) In the case of any firm which is a small business
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1 (within the meaning of the Small Business Act and regula-

2 tions promulgated thereunder), the Secretary may delegate

3 all or any part of his functions under this chapter (other than

4 the functions under section 251 with respect to the cer-

5 tification of eligibility) to the Administrator of the Small

6 Business Administration.

7 (b) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated to

8 the Secretary such sums as may be necessary from time to

9 time to carry out his functions undee this chapter in con-

10 nection with furnishing adjustment assistance to firms, which

11 sums are authorized to be appropriated to remain available

12 until expended.

13 SEC. 257. ADMINISTRATION OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

14 (a) In making and administering guarantees and lpans

15 under section 254, the Secretary may-

16 (1) require security for any such guarantee or

17 loan, and enforce, waive, or subordinate such security;

18 (2) assign or sell at public or private sale, or other-

19 wise dispose of, upon such terms and conditions and for

20 such consideration as he shall determine to be reason-

21 able, any evidence of debt, contract, claim, personal

22 property, or security signed to or held by him in

23 connection with such guarantees or loans, and collect,

24 compromise, and obtain deficiency judgments with ro-

25 spect to all obligations assigned to or held by him in
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1 connection with such guarantees or loans until such

2 time as such obligations may be referred to the At-

3 torney General for suit or collection;

4 (3) renovate, improve, modernize, complete, In-

5 sure, rent, sell, or otherwise deal with, upon such terms

6 and conditions and for such consideration as he shall

7 determine to be reasonable, any real or personal prop-

8 erty conveyed to or otherwise acquired by him ii con-

9 nection with such guarantees or loans;

10 (4) acquire, hold, transfer, release, or convey any

11 real or personal property or any interest therein when.

12 ever deemed necessary or appropriate, and execute all

As legal documents for such purposes; and

14 (5) exercise all such other powers and take all such

15 other acts as may be necessary or incidental to the

16 carrying out of functions pursuant to section 254.

17 (b) Any mortgage acquired as security under sub-

18 section (a) shall be recorded under applicable State law.

19 SEC. 2M PROTECTIVE PROVISIONS.

20 (a) Each recipient of adjustment assistance under this

21 chapter shall keep records which fully disclose the amount

22 and disposition by such recipient of the proceeds, if any,

28 of such adjustment assistance, and which will facilitate an

24 effective audit. The recipient shall also keep such other

2 records as the Secretary may prescribe.
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1 (b) The Secretary and the Comptroller General of

2 the United States shall have access for the purpose of audit

a and examination to any books, documents, papers, and

4 records of the recipient pertaining to adjustment assistance

t; under this chapter.

6 (c) No adjustment assistance under this chapter shall

7 be extended to any firm unless the owners, partners, or

8 officers certify to the Secretary-

9 (1) the numes of any attorneys, agents, and other

10 persons engaged by or on behalf of the firm for the

11 purpose of expediting applications for such adjustment

12 assistance; and

13 (2) the fees paid or to be paid to any such person.

14 (d) No financial assistance shall be -provided to any
i5 firm under this chapter unlesA the owners, partners, or of-

16 ficers shall execute an agreement binding them and the firm

17 for a period of 2 years after such financial assistance is pro-

i8 vlded, to refrain from employing, tendering any office or

19 employment to, or retaining for professional services any
20 person who, on the date such assistance or any part thereof

21 was provided, or within 1 year prior thereto, shall have
22 served as an officer, attorney, agent, or employee occupying

28 a position or engaging In activities which the Secretary
24. shall have determined involve discretion with respect to the

25 provision of such financial assistance.
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SEC. 259. PENALTIES.

Whoever makes a false statement. of a material fact

knowing it to be false, or knowingly fails to disclose a mate-

rial fact, or whoever willfully overvalues any security, for

the purpose of influencing in any way the action of the

Secretary under this chapter, or for the purpose of obtaining

money, property, or anything of value under this chapter,

shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not

more than 2 years, or both.

SEC. 260. SUITS.

In providing technical .and financial assistance under

this chapter the Secretary may sue and be sued in any court

of record of a State having general juisdlctlon or In any

United States district court, and jurisdiction is conferred upon

such district court to determine such controversies without

regard to the amount in controversy; but no attachment, in.

junction, garnishment, or other similar process, mesne or

final, shall be issued against him or his property. Nothing In

this section shall be construed to except the activities pur-

suant to sections 258 and 254 from the application of sec-

tions 518, 547, and 2679 of title 28 of the United States

Code.

BC. 26L DEFINITIONS.

For purposes of this chapter, the term "firm" includes

an individual proprietorship, partnership, joint venture, asso.
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1 ciation, corporation (including a development corpora-

2 tion), business trust, cooperative, trustee in bankruptcy, and

3 receiver under decree of any court. A firm, together with any

4 predecessor or successor firm, or any affiliated firm controlled

5 or substantially beneficially owned by substantially the same

6 persons, may be considered a single firm where necessary

7 to prevent unjustifiable benefits.

8 SEC. 2M. REGULATIONS.

9 The Secretary shall prescribe such regulations as may

10 be necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter.

11 SEC. 26& TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS.

12 (a) In any case where a firm or its representative has

13 filed a petition with the Tariff Commission under section

14 301 (a) (2) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, and the

15 Tariff Commission has not made its determination under sec-

16 tion 301 (e) of that Act before the date of the enactment

17 of this Act, such finn may reapply under the provisions of

18 section 251 of this Act. In order to assist the Secretary in

19 making his determination under such section 251 with respect

20 to such firm, the Tariff Commission shall make available to

21 the Secretary, on request, data it has acquired with respect

22 to its investigation.

23 (b) If, on the date of the enactment of this Act, the

24 President (or his delegate) has not taken action under see-

25 tion 802 (c) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 with
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1 respect to a report of the Tariff Commission containing an

2 affirmative finding under section 301 (c) of that Act or a

8 report with respect to which an equal number of Commis-

4 sioners are evenly divided; the Secretary may treat such

5 report as a certification of eligibility made under section 251

6 of this Act on the date of the enactment of this Act.

7 (c) Any certification of eligibility of a firm under sec-

8 tion 802 (c) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 made

9 before the date of the enactment of this Act shall be treated

10 as a certification of eligibility made under section 251 of

ii this Act on the date of the enactment of this Act; except

12 that any firm whose adjustment proposal was certified under

13 section 811 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 before the

14 date of the enactment of this Act may receive adjustment

15 assistance at the level set forth in such certified proposal.

16 SEC. 264. STUDY BY SECRETARY OF COMMERCE WHEN

17 TARIFF COMMISSION BEGINS INVESTIGATION;

18 ACTION WHERE THERE IS AFFIRMATIVE

19 FINDING.

20 (a) Whenever the Tariff Commission begins an investi-

21 gation under section 201 with respect to an industry, the

22 Tariff Commission shall immediately notify the Secretary of

23 such investigation, and the Secretary shall immediately begin

24 a study of-

24 (1) the number of firms In the domestic industry
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1 producing the like or directly competitive article which

2 have been or are likely to be certified as eligible for

3 adjustment assistance, and

4 (2) the extent to which the orderly adjustment of

5 such firms to the import competition may be facilitated

6 through the use of existing programs.

7 (b) The report of the Secretary of the study under sub-

8 section (a) shall be made to the President not later than

9 15 days after the day on which the Tariff Commission makes

10 its report under section 201. Upon making its report to the

11 President, the Secretary shall also promptly make it public

12 (with the exception of information which the Secretary

13 determines to be, confidential) and shall have a summary

14 of it published in the Federal Register.

15 (c) Whenever the Tariff Commission makes an affirma-

16 tive finding under section 201 (b) that increased imports

17 are a substantial cause of serious injury or threat there-

18 of with respect to an industry, the Socretary shall make

19 available, to the extent feasible, full information to the firms

20 in such industry about programs which may facilitate the

11 orderly adjustment to import competition of such firms, and

22 he shall provide assistance in the preparation and processing

28 of petitions and applications of such firms for program bene-

24 fits#
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1 TITLE III-RELIEF FROM UNFAIR
2 TRADE PRACTICES
8 CHAPTER 1-FOREIGN IMPORT RESTRIC.

4 TIONS AND EXPORT SUBSIDIES

6 SEC. 301. RESPONSES TO CERTAIN TRADE PRACTICES OF

6 FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

7 (a) Whenever the President determines that a foreign

8 country or instrumentality-

9 (1) maintains unjustifiable or unreasonable tariff

10 or other import restrictions which impair the value of

11 trade commitments made to the United States or which

12 burden, restrict, or discriminate against United States

18 commerce,

14 (2) engages in discriminatory or other acts or

15 policies which are unjustifiable or unreasonable and

16 which burden or restrict United States commerce, or

17 (8) provides subsidies (or other incentives having

18 the effect of subsidies) on its exports of one or more

19 products to the United States or to other foreign mar-

20 kets which have the effect of substantially reducing sales

21 of the competitive United States product or products in
22 the United States or in those other foreign markets,

28 the President shall teke all appropriate and feasible steps

24 within his power to obtain the elimination of such restrict.

25 tions or subsidies, and he-
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1 (A) may suspend, withdraw, or prevent the appli-

2 cation of, or may refrain from proclaiming, benefits of

3 trade agreement concessions to carry out a trade agree-

4 ment with such country or instrumentality; and

5 (B) may impose duties or other import restrictions

6 on the products of such foreign country or instrumentality

7 for such time as he deems appropriate.

8 (b) In determining what action to take under subsection

9 (a), the President shall consider the relationship of such

10 action to the international obligations of the United States

11 and to the purposes stated in section 2. Any action taken

12 under subsection (a) may be on a nondiscriminatory treat-

18 ment basis or otherwise; except that, in the case of a restrio-'

14 tion, act, policy, or practice of any foreign country or instru-

15 mentality which is unreasonable but not unjustifiable, the

16 action taken under subsection (a) shall be taken only with

17 respect to such country or instrumentality.

18 (c) The President in making a determination under

19 this section, may take action under subsection (a) (8)

20, with respect to the exports of a product to the United

21 States by a foreign country or instrumentality if-

22 (1) the Secretary of the Treasury has found that

28 such country or instrumentality provides subsidies (or

24 other incentives having the effect of subsidies) on such

25 exports;

26 (2) the Tariff Commission has found that such
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1 exports to the United States have the effect of substan-

2 tially reducing sales of the competitive United States

3 product or products in the United States; and

4 (8) the President finds that the Antidumping

5 Act, 1921, and section 808 of the Tariff Act of 1980

6 are inadequate to deter such practices.

'/ (d) The President shall provide an opportunity for the

8 presentation of views concerning the import restrictions,

9 acts, policies, or practices referred to in paragraph (1), (2),

10 or (8) of subsection (a). Upon request by any interested

11 person, the President shall provide for appropriate public

12 hearings with respect to such restrictions, acts, policies, or

18 practices after reasonable notice, and he shall provide for

14 the issuance of regulations concerning the conduct of hear-

16 ings under this subsection and subsection (e).

16 (e) Before the President takes any action under sub-

17 section (a) with respect to the import treatment of any

18 product-

19 (1) he shall provide an opportunity for the pres-

20 entation of views concerning the taking of action with

21 respect to such product,

22 (2) upon request by any interested person, he

28 shall provide for appropriate public hearings with re-

24 spect to the taking of action with respect to such prod.

20 uot, and

26 (8) he may request the Tariff Commission for Its
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1 views as to the probable impact on the economy of the

2 United States of the taking of action with respect to

3 such product.

4 SEC. 30L PROCEDURE FOR CONGRESSIONAL DISAPPROVAL

5 OF CERTAIN ACTIONS TAKEN UNDER SEC.

6 TION 801.

7 (a) Whenever the President takes any action under

8 subparagraph (A) or (B) of section 801 (a), he shall

9 promptly transmit to the House of Representatives and to

10 the Senate a document setting forth the action which he has

11 so taken, together with his reasons therefor.

12 (b) If, before the close of the 90-day period beginning

18 on the day on which the copy of the document referred to in

14 subsection (a) is delivered to the House of Representatives

15 and to the Senate, either the House of Representatives or the

16 Senate adopts,' by an affirmative vote of a majority of those

/17 present and voting in that House, a resolution of disapproval

18 under the procedures set forth in section 151, then such

19 action under section 801 (a) shall have no force and effect

20 beginning with the day after the date of the adoption of such

21 resolution of disapproval.

22 CHAPTER 2-ANTIDUMPING DUTIES
28 SEC. 82. AMENDMENTS TO THE ANTIDUMPING ACT OF

24 19iL

25 () Section 201 (b) of the Antidumping Act, 1921 (19

26 U.S.C. sec. 160(b) ), is amended to read as follows:
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1 "(b) In the case of any Imported merchandise of a class

2 or kind as to which the Secretary has not so made public a

3 finding, he shall, within six months, or in more complicated

4 investigations within nine months, after the question of dump-

5 ing was raised by or presented to him or any person to whom

6 authority under this section has been delegated-

7 "(1) determine whether there is reason to believe

8 or suspect, from the invoice or other papers or from

9 information presented to him or to any other person to

10 whom authority under this section has been delegated,

11 that the purchase price is less, or that the exporter's

12 sales price is less or likely to be less, than the foreign

18 market value (or, in the absence of such value, than

14 the constructed value) ; and

15 "(2) if his determination is affirmative, publish a

16 notice of that fact in the Federal Register, and require,

17 under such regulations as he may prescribe, the with-

18 holding of appraisement as to such merchandise entered,

19 or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption, on or

20 after the date of publication of that notice in the Federal

21 Register (unless the Secretary determines that the with-

22 holding should be made effective as of an earlier date not

23 more than one hundred and twenty days before the ques-

24 tion of dumping was raised by or presented to him or any

25 person to whom authority under this section has been

26 delegated, in which case the effective date of the with-
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1 holding shall be such earlier date), until the further order

2 of the Secretary, or until the Secretary has made public

3 a finding as provided for in subsection (a) in regard to

4 such merchandise; or

5 "(8) if his determination is negative (or if he

6 tentatively determines that the investigation should be dis.

7 continued), publish notice of that fact in the Federal

8 Register, but the Secretary may within three months

9 thereafter order the withholding of appraisement if he

10 then has reason to believe or suspect, from the invoice or

11 other papers or from information presented to him or to

12 any other person to whom authority under this section

is has been delegated, that the purchase price is loss, or that

14 the exporter's sales price is less or likely to be less, than

15 the foreign market value (or, in the absence of such

16 value, than the constructed value) and such order of

17 withholding of appraiscnent shall be subject to the pro-

18 visions of paragraph (2). If no withholding of appraise-

19 ment is ordered within such three-month period, the

20 Secretary shall, not later than the close .of such period,

21 issue a determination terminating or discontinuing the

22 investigation.

28 For purposes of this subsection, the question of dumping shall

24 be deemed to have been raised or presented on the date on

25 which a notice is published in the Federal Rgister that

26 information relative to dumping has been received in accord.
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1 ance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary."

2 (b) Section 201 (c) of the Antidumping Act, 1921 (19

3 U.S.C. sec. 160(c) ), is amended to read as follows:

4 "(c) (1) Before making any determination pursuant to

5 subsection (a) of this section, the Secretary or the Tariff

6 Commission, as the case may be, shall conduct a hearing at

7 which-

8 "(A) any foreign manufacturer or exporter or

9 domestic importer of the foreign merchandise in question

10 shall have the right to appear by counsel or in person;

11 and

12 "(B) any other person, firm, or corporation may

18 make application and, upon good cause shown, may be

14 allowed by the Secretary or the Tariff Commission, as

15 the case may be, to intervene and appear at such bearing

16 by counsel or in person.

17 "(2) 'The Secretary, upon determining whether for-

18 eign merchandise is being, or is likely to be, sold in the

19 United States at less than its fair value, and the Tariff

20 Commission, upon making its determination under subseo-

21 tion (a), shall' publish in the Federal Register such deter-

22 mination, whether affirmative or negative, together with a

23 statement of findings and conclusions, and the reasons or

24 bases therefor, on all the material issues of fact or law pre-

25 sented.

26 "(8) The hearings provided for under this section shall

30-229 0 - ?4 * q
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1 be exempt from sections 554, 555, 556, 557, and 702 of

2 title 5 of the United States Code. The transcript of any

3 hearing, together with all information developed in connec-

4 tion with the investigation (other than items to which confl-

5 dental treatment has been granted by the Secretary or the

6 Tariff Commission, as the case may be), shall be made

7 available in the manner and to the extent provided in section

8 552 (b) of such title 5."

9 (c) Section 203 of the Antidumping Act, 1921 (19

10 U.S.C. see. 162), is amended to read as follows:

11 "PUROHABB PRIOR

12 "Szo. 203. For the purposes of this title, the purchase

18 price of imported merchandise shall be the price at which

14 such merchandise has been purchased or agreed to be pur-

15 chased, prior to the time of exportation, by the person by

16 whom or for whose account the merchandise is imported,

17 plus, when not included in such price, the cost of all con-

18 tainers and coverings and all other costs, charges, and ex-

19 penses incideAzt to placing the merchandise in condition,

20 packed ready for shipment to the United States, less the

21. amount, if any, included in such price, attributable to any

22 additional costs, charges, and expenses, and United States

23 import duties, incident to bringing the merchandise from the

24 place of shipment in the country of exportation to the place

25 of delivery in the United States; and less the amount, If In-

26 eluded in such price, of any export tax imposed by the coun-
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1 try of exportation on the exportation of the merchandise to

2 the United States; and plus the amount of any import duties

3 imposed by the country of exportation which have been re-

4 bated, or which have not been collected, by reason of the

5 exportation of the merchandise to the United States; and

6 plus the amount of any taxes imposed in the country of ex-

7 portation directly upon the exported merchandise or compo-

8 nents thereof, which have been rebated, or which have not

9 been collected, by reason of the exportation of the merchan-

10 diso to the United States, but only to the extent that such

11 taxes are added to or included in the price of such or similar

12 merchandise when sold in the country of exportation; and

13 plus the amount of any taxes rebated or not collected, by

14 reason of the exportation of the merchandise to the United

16 States, which rebate or noncollection has been determined

16 by the Secretary to be a bounty or grant within the meaning

17 of section 308 of the Tariff Act of 1930."

18 (d) Section 204 of the Antidumping Act, 1921 (19

19 U.S.C. ac. 163), ba amended to read as follows:

20 "BXPORTBR'S "M Pl10

21 "Smo. 204. For the purposes of this title, the exporter's

22 sale price of imported merchandise shall be the price at which

28 such merchandise is sold or agreed to be sold in the United

24 States, before or after the time of importation, by or for the

25 account of the exporter, plus, when not included in such

26 price, the cost of all containers and coverings and all other
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1 costs, charges, and expenses incident to placing the mer-

2 chandise in condition, packed ready for shipment to the

3 United States, less (1) the amount, if any, included in such

4 price, attributable to any additional costs, charges, and ex-

5 penses, and United States import duties, incident to bringing

6 the merchandise from the place of shipment in the country

7 of exportation to the place of delivery in the United States,

8 (2) the amount of the commissions, if any, for selling in the

9 United States the particular merchandise under considera-

10 tion, (3) an amount equal to the expenses, If any, generally

11 incurred by or for the account of the exporter in the United

12 States in selling identical or substantially identical merchan-

13 dise, (4) the amount of any export tax imposed by the

14 country of exportation on the exportation of the merchandise

15 to the United States, and (5) the amount of any increased

16 value, including additibnal material and labor, resulting from

17 a process of manufacture or assembly performed on the

18 imported merchandise after the importation of the mer-

19 chandise and before its sale to a person who is not the

20 exporter of the merchandise within the meaning of section

21 207; and plus the amount of any import duties imposed

22 by the country of exportation which have been rebated, or

23 which have not been collected, by reason of the exportation

24 of the merchandise to the United 'States; and plus the amount

25 of any taxes imposed in the country of exportation directly

26 upon the exported merchandise or components thereof, which
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1 have been rebated, or which have not been collected, by

2 reason of the exportation of the merchandise to the United

a States, but only to the extent that such taxes are added to

4 or included in the price of such or similar merchandise when

5 sold in the country of exportation; and plus the amount of

6 any taxes rebated, or not colleted, by reason of the exporta-

7 tion of the merchandise to the United States, which rebate

8 or noneolloction has been determined by the Secretary to be

9 a bounty or grant within the meaning of section 803 of the

10 Tariff Act of 1930."

11 (e) Section 205 of the Antidumping Act, 1921 (19

12 U.S.C. see 164), is amended by adding "(a)" immediately

18 before the word "For", and by adding at the end thereof the

14 following new subsections:

15 "(b) Whenever the Secretary has reasonable grounds

16 to believe or suspect that sales in the home market of the

17 country of exportation, or, as appropriate, to countries other

18 than the United States, have been made at prices which rep-

19 resent less than the cost of producing the merchandise in

20 question, he shall determine whether, in fact, such sales

21 were made at less than the cost of producing the merchandise.

22 If the Secretary determines that sales made at less than cost

28 of production (1) have been made over an extended period

24 of time ,' i In substantial quantities, and (2) are not at prices

25 which permit recovery of all costs within a reasonable period

26 of time in the normal course of trade, such sales shall be dis-
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1 regarded in the determination of foreign market value. When-

2 ever sales are disregarded by virtue of having been made at

3 less than the cost of production and the remaining sales, mado

4 at not loss than cost of production, are determined to be in.

5 adequate as a basis for the determination of foreign market

oI value, the Secretary shall determine that no foreign market

7 value exists and employ the constructed value of the morchan-

8 dlse in question.

9 "(o) If available information indicates to the Secretary

10 that the economy of the country from which the merchandise

Sj is exported is state-controlled to an extent that sales or

12 offers of sales of such or similar merchandise in that coun-

13 try or to countries other than the United States do not

14 permit a determination of foreign market value under sub-

15 section (a), the Secretary shall determine the foreign

16 market value of the merchandise on the basis of the normal

17 costs, expenses, and profits as reflected by either-

18 " (1) the prices, determined in accordance with sub-

19 section (a) and section 202, at which such or similar

20 merchandise of a non-state-controlled-economy country

21 or countries is sold either (A) for consumption in the

22 home market of that country or countries, or (B) to

23 other countries, including the United States; or

24 "(2) the constructed value of such or similar mer-

25 chandise in a non-state-controlled-economy country or

26 countries as determined under octionA06."
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1 (f) Section 213 (3) of the Antidumping Act, 1921 (19

2 U.S.C. see. 170a (3) ), is amended by striking out subpara-

3 graphs (B), (D), and (F), and by redesignating subpara.

4 graphs (0) and (E) as subparagraphs (B) and (C), re-

5 spectivoly.

6 (g) (1) The amendments made by subsections (a) and

7 (b) of this section shall apply with respect to all questions

8 of dumping raised or presented on or after the date of the

9 enactment of this Act.

10 (2) The amndments mado by subsections (c) through

11 (f) of this section shall apply with respect to all merchandise

12 which is not appraised on or before the date of the enact-

13 ment of this Act; except that such amendments shall not

14. apply with respect to any merchandise which-

15 (A) was exported from the country of exportation

16 before such date of the enactment, and

17 (B) is subject to a finding under the Antidumping

18 Act, 1921, which (i) is outstanding on such date of

19 enactment, or (ii) was revoked on or before such date

20 of enactment but is still applicable to such merchandise.

21 CHAPTER 3-COUNTERVAILING DUTIES

22 SEC. 331. AMENDMENTS TO SECTIONS 303 AND 516 OF THE

23 TARIFF ACT OF 1930.

24 (a) Section 308 of the Tariff Act of 1980 (19 U.S.C.

2 sec. 1808) is amended to read as follows:
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1 "SEC. 303. COUNTERVAILING DUTIES.

2 "(a) LEvY oF COUNTERVAILINa DUTIES.- (1) When-

3 ever any country, dependency, colony, province, or other

4 political subdivision of government, person, partnership, as-

5 sociation, cartel, or corponition, shall pay or bestow, directly

6 or indirectly, any bounty or grant upon the manufacture

7 or production or export of any article or merchandise manu-

8 featured or produced iii such country, dependency, colony,

9 province, or other political subdivision of government, then

10 upon the importation of such article or merchandise into

11 the United States, whether the same shall be imported di-

12 rectly from the country of production or otherwise, and

13 whether such article or merchandise is imported in the same

14 condition as when exported from the country of production

15 or has been changed in condition by remanufactured or other-

10 wise, there shall be levied and paid, in all such cases, in

17 addition to any duties otherwise imposed, a duty equal to

18 the net amount of such bounty or grant,, however the same

19 be paid or bestowed. The Secretary of the Treasury shall

20 determine within twelve months after the date on which the

21 question is presented to him whether any bounty or grant

22 is being paid or bestowed.

23 "(2) In the case of any imported article or merchandise

24 which is free of duty, duties may be imposed under this sec-

25 tion only, if there is an affirmative determination by the Tariff
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1 Commission under subsection (b) (1); except that such a

2 Tariff Commission determination shall be required only for

3 such time as a determination of injury is required by the

4 international obligations of the United States.

5 "(8) The Secretary of the Treasury shall from time to

6 time ascertain and determine, or estimate, the net amount

7 of each such bounty or grant, and shall declare the net

8 amount so determined or estimated.

9 "(4) Whenever, in the case of any imported article or

10 merchandise as to which the Secretary has not determined

11 whether a bounty or grant is being paid or bestowed, the

12 Secretary concludes, from information presented to him or

13 to any person to whom authority under this section has

14 been delegated, that a formal investigation into the question

15 of whether a bounty or grant is being paid or bestowed is

16 warranted, he shall forthwith publish notice of the initiation

17 of such an investigation in the Federal Register. The date

18 of publication of such notice shall be considered the date on

19 which the question is presented to the Secretary within the

20 meaning of subsection (a) (1).

21 "(5) The Secretary of the Treasury shall make all

22 regulations he may deem necessary for the identification of

2.3 such articles and merchandise and for the assessment and

24 collection of the duties under this section. All determina-

25 tions by the Secretary under this section, and all determina-
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1 tions by the Tariff Commission under subsection (b) (1)

2 (whether affirmative or negative), shall be published in the

3 Federal Register.

4 "(b) INJuny DrtJmINATIONS WITH RlISECT TO

5 DU TY-FRB MERCHANDISE; SUSPENsIoN OF LIQUIDA-

6 TION.- (1) Whenever the Secretary of the Treasury has

7 determined under subsection (a) that a bounty or grant is

8 being paid or bestowed with respect to any article or mer-

9 chandise which is free of duty, he shall-

10 "(A) so advise the United States Tariff Commis-

11 sion, and the Commission shall determine within three

12 months thereafter, and after such investigation aq it

13 deems necessary, whether an industry in the United

14 States is being or is likely to be injured, or is prevented

15 from being established, by reason of the importation of

16 such article or merchandise into the United States; and

17 the Commission shall notify the Secretary of its deter.

18 mination; and

19 "(B) require, under such regulations as he may

20 prescribe, the suspension of liquidation as to such article

21 or merchandise entered, or withdrawn from warehouse,

22 for consumption, on or after the thirtieth day after the

23 date of the publication in the Federal Register of his de-

24 termination under subsection (a) (1), and such suspen-

25 sion of liquidation shall continue until the further order
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1 of the Secretary or until he has made public an order as

2 provided for in paragraph (8) of this subsection.

3 "(2) For the purposes of this subsection, the Tariff

4 Commission shall be deemed to have made an affirmative de-

5 termination if the Commissioners of such Commission voting

6 are evenly divided as to whether its determination should be

7 in the affirmative or in the negative.

8 "(8) If the determination of the Tariff Commission

9 under paragraph (1) (A) is in the affirmative, the Scre-

10 tary shall make public an order directing the assessment and

11 collection of duties in the amount of such bounty or grant as

12 is from time to time ascertained and determined, or esti-

1:3 mated, under subsection (a).

14 '(c) APPLICATION OF AFPIRMATIVE DEBTRMINA-

15 TION.-An affirmative determination by the Secretary of

16 the Treasury under subsection (a) (1) with respect to any

17 imported article or merchandise shall apply with respect

18 to articles entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for con-

19 sumption on or after the thirtieth day after the date of the

20 publication in the Federal Register of such determination,

21 In the case of any imported article or merchandise which

22 is free of duty, so long as a finding of injury is required by

23 the international obligations of the United States, the pre-

,4 ceding sentence shall apply only if the Tariff Commission
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1 makes an affirmative determination of injury under subsec-

2 tion (b) (1).

3 "(d) ARTICLES SUBJECT TO QUANTITATIVE LIMITA-

4 TIONs.-Whenover the Secretary determines, after seeking

5 information and advice from such agencies as he may deem

) appropriate, that any article is subject to a quantitative Hmi-

7 station imposed by the United States on its importation into,

8 or subject to an effective quantitative limitation on its ex-

9 portation to, the United States and that such quantitative

lo limitation Is an adequate substitute for the imposition of a

11 duty under this section, the imposition of an additional duty

12 under this section shall not be required.

13 1 "(e) TEMPORARY PROVISION WHILE NEGOTIATIONS

14 ARE IN PoCs.-If, after seeking information and advice

15 from such agencies as he may deem appropriate, the Secre-

16 tary determines, at any time before the day which is four

17 years after the date of the enactment of this subsection, that

18 the imposition of an additional duty under this section with

19 respect to any article would be likely to seriously jeopardize

20 the satisfactory completion of the negotiations contem-

21 plated by sections 101 and 102 of the Trade Reform Act of

22 1978, the imposition of such additional duty under this sec-

23 tion with respect to such tarticle shall not he required. In

24 the case of a qutestion presented on or after the day whih

25 is one year after the date of the enactment of this Act, this
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1 subsection shall not apply with respect to any article which

2 is the product of facilities owned or (.ontrolled by a devel-

3 opcd country if the investment in, or the operation of, such

4 facilities, is subsidized."

5 (b) Section 516 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.

6 see. 1516) is amended to read as follows:

7 "SEC. 516. PETITIONS BY AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS,

8 PRODUCERS, OR WHOLESALERS.

9 "(a) The Secretary shall, upon written request by an

10 American manufacturer, producer, or wholesaler, furnish the

11 classification, the rate of duty, and the additional duty de-

12 scribed in section 303 of this Act (hereinafter in this section

13 referred to as 'countervailing duties'), if any, imposed upon

14 designated imported merchandise of a class or kind manu-

15 factured, produced, or sold at wholesale by him. If such

16 manufacturer, producer, or wholesaler believes that the ap-

17 praised value is too low, that the classification is not correct,

18 that the proper rate of duty is not being assessed, or that

19 countervailing duties should be assessed, he may file a peti-

20 tion with the Secretary setting forth (1) a description of

21 the merchandise, (2) the appraised value, the classification,

22 or the rate or rates of duty that he believes proper, and (3)
1

2:3 the reasons for his belief including, in appropriate instances,

24 the reasons for his belief that countervailing duties should be

25 assessed.
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1 "(b) If, after receipt and consideration of a petition

2 filed by an American manufacturer, producer, or whole-

3 saler, the Secretary decides that the appraised value of the

4 merchandise is too low, that the classification of the article

5 or rate of duty assessed thereon is not correct, or that coun-

6 tervailing duties should be assessed, he. shell determine the

7 proper appraised value or classification, rate of duty, or

8 countervailing duties, and shall notify the petitioner of his

9 determination. Except. for countervailing duty purposes, all

1o such merchandise entered for consumption or withdrawn

j1 from warehouse for consumption more than thirty days after

12 the date such notice to the petitioner is published in the

13 weekly Customs Bulletin shall be appraised or classified

.i4 or assessed as to rate of duty in accordance with the Secre-

15 tary's determination. For countervailing duty purposes, the

16 procedures set forth in section 303 shall apply.

17 "(c) If the Secretary decides that the appraised value

.18 or classification of the articles or the rate of duty with

19 respect to which a petition was filed pursuant to subsection

20 (a) is correct, or that countervailing duties should not be

21 assessed, he shall so inform the petitioner. If dissatisfied with

22 the decision of the Secretary, the petitioner may file with

23 the Secretary, not later than thirty days after the date of

24 the decision, notice that he desires to contest the appraised

25 value or classification of, or rate of duty assessed upon or
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1 the failure to assess countervailing duties upon, the merchan-

2 disc. Upon receipt of notice from the petitioner, the Secre-

3 tary shall cause publication to be made of his decision as to

4 the proper appraised value or classification or rate of duty

5 or that countervailing duties should not be assessed and of

6 the p'etitioncr's desire to contest, and shall thereafter furnish

7 the petitioner with such information as to the entries and con-

8 signees of such merchandise, entered after the publication

9 of the decision of the Secretary at such ports of entry desig-

10 nated by the petitioner in his notice of desire to contest, as

11 will enable the petitioner to contest the appraised value or

12 classification of, or rate of duty imposed upon or failure to

13 assess countervailing duties upon, such merchandise in the

14 liquidation of one such entry at such port. The Secretary

15 shall direct the appropriate customs officer at such ports to

16 notify the petitioner by mail immediately when the first of

17 such entries is liquidated."

18 (c) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the

19 amendments made by subsection (a) shall take effect on

20 the date of the enactment of this Act.

21 (2) The last sentence of section 303 (a) (1) of the

22 Tariff Act of 1930 (as added by subsection (a) of this

23 section) shall apply only with respect to questions presented

24 on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.

25 (3) Any article which is.entered or withdrawn from
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1 warehouse free of duty as a result of action taken under title

2 V of this Act shall be considered a nondutiable article for

3 purposes of section 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended

4 (19 U.S.C. sec. 1303).

5 CHAPTER 4-UNFAIR IMPORT PRACTICES

6 SEC. 341. AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 337 OF THE TARIFF

7 ACT OF 1030.

8 (a) Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.

9 sec. 1337) is amended by redesignating subsection (h) as

10 subsection (i) and by inserting immediately after subsec-

.i tion (g) the following new subsection:

12 "(h) UNITED STAT'.S PATH.VT.-The foregoing pro-

13 visions of subsections (e) through (g) do not apply with

1 respect to alleged mifair methods of competitions and unfair

15 acts based upon the claims IOf Vnited States letters patent.

16 Such alleged violations shall be dealt with by the commis-

17 sion as hereinafter prbvided:

18 "(1) Whenever the commission has reason to be-

19 lieve from the evidence in its possession that any article

20 entered into the United States in violation of this'section

21 would, in the absence of exclusion, result in immediate

22 and substantial harm, the Secretary of the Treasury

23 shall, upon the commission's order in writing, exclude

24 such articles from entry until an investigation by the

25 commission may be completed; except that such Articles
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1 shall be entitled to entry tinder bond prescribed by the

2 Secretary.

3 "(2) Whenever the existence of any such unfair

4 inethod or act shall be established to the satisfaction of

5 the commission, the commission shall order that the ar-

6 ticles concerned in such unfair methods or nets, imported

7 by any person violating the provisions of this section, shall

8 be excluded from entry into the United States, and upon

9 information of such action by the commission, the Seere-

10 tary of the Treasury shall, through the proper officers,

11 refuse such entry. The decision of the conmission sh1ll

12 be final.

13 "(3) Any refusal of entry under this section shall

:14 continue iii effect until the commission shall find and in.

15 struct the Secretary of the Treasury that the conditions

16 which led to such refusal of entry no longer exist.

17 "(4) Any order entered pursuant to this subsection

18 shall be made on the record after opportunity for a full

19 hearing, including the opportunity to present legal de-

20 fenses. Any person adversely affected by an action of the

21 commission or refusal of the commission to act shall have

22 the right-to seek judicial review in the United States

23 Court of Customs and Patent Appeals within such time

24 after said action is made and in Stch manner as appeals

30-229 0 - 74 - 10
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1 may be taken from decisions of the United States Cos-

2 toms Court."

3 (b) Subsection (a) of such section 337 is amended by

4 striking but "by the President".

5 (c). Subsection (1) of such section 337 is amended by

o striking out "To assist the President in making any decisions

7 under this section the" and inserting in lieu thereof "The".

8 TITLE IV-TRADE RELATIONS WITH
9 COUNTRIES NOT ENJOYING

10 NONDISCRIMINATORY TREAT.
11 MENT
12 SEC. 401. EXCEPTION OF THE PRODUCTS OF CERTAIN

13 COUNTRIES OR AREAS.

14 Except as otherwise provided in this title, the President

15 shall continue to deny nondiscriminatory treatment to the

16 products of any country, the products of which were not

17 eligible for column 1 tariff treatment on the date of the

18 enactment of this Act.

19 SEC. 402. FREEDOM OF EMIGRATION IN EAST.WEST TRADE.

20 (a) To assure the continued dedication of the United

21 States to fundamental human rights, and notwithstanding

22 any other provision of law, on or after the date of the enact-

23 meant of this Act products from any nonmarket economy

24 country shall not be eligible to receive nondiscriminatory

25 treatment (most-favored-nation treatment), such country
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1 shall not participate in any program of the Government of

2 the United States which extends credits or credit guarantees

3 or investment guarantees, directly or indirectly, and the

4 President of the United States shall not conclude any corn-

5 mercial agreement with any such country, during the period

6 beginning with the date on which the President determines

7 thot such country-

8 (1) denies its citizens the right or opportunity to

9 emigrate;

10 (2) imposes more than a nonminnl tax on emigra-

11 tion or on the visas or other documents required for

12 emigration, for any purpose or cause whatsoever; or

18 (3) imposes more than a nominal tax, levy, fine,

14 fee, or other clNirge on any citizen as a consequence

15 of the desire of such citizen to emigrate to the country

16 of his choice,

17 and ending on the date on which the President determines

18 that such country is no longer in violation of paragraph (1),

19 (2), or (8).
20 (b) After the date of the enactment of this Act, (A)

21 products of a nonmarket ccontomy country may be eligible

22 to receive nondiscriminatory treatment (most-favored-nation

28 treatment), (B) such country may participate in any pro.

24 gram of the Government of the United States which extends

25 credits or credit guarantees or investment guarantees,
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1 and (0) the President may conclude a commercial

2 agreement with such country, only after the President

8 hasq snbmitted to the Congress a report indicating that sueh

4 country is not in violation of paragraph (1), (2), or (3)

5, of suthsection (a). Such report with respect to such country

6 shnll iliidc. informtion as to the nature And imn leIIentaillon

7 of emigration laws and policies and restrictions or discrim-

8 ination applied to or against persons wishing to emigrate.

9 The report required by this subsection shall be submitted.

10 initially as provided herein and, with current information, on

11 or before each June 80 and December 31 thereafter so

12. long as such treatment received, such credits or guarantees

18 extended, or such agreement is in effect.

14 (c) This section shall not apply to any country the

15 products of which are eligible for column 1 tariff treatment

16 on the date of the enactment of this Act.

17 SEC. 408 EXTENSION OF NONDISCRIMINATORY TREAT.

18 MENT.

19 (a) The President may by proclamation extend nondis.

20 criminatory treatment to the products of a foreign country

21 which-

22 (1) has entered into a bilateral commercial agree-

23 ment referred to in section 404, or

24 (2) has become a party to an appropriate multi-
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1 lateral trade agreement to which the United States is

2 also a party.

3 No such proclamation may take effect before the close of the

4 applicable 90-day period referred to in section 406 (c).

5 (b) The application of nondiscriminatory treatment

6 shall be limited to the period of effectiveness of the obliga-

I tions of the United States to such country under such bi-

8 lateral commercial agreement or multilateral agreement. In

9 addition, in the case of any foreign country receiving non-

10 discriminatory treatment pursuant to this title which has en-

11 tered into an agreement with the United States regarding

12 the settlement of lend-lease reciprocal aid and claims, the

13 application of such nondiscriminatory treatment shall be lim-

14 ited to periods during which such country is not in arrears

15 on its obligations under such agreement.

16 (c) The President may at any time suspend or with-

17 draw any extension of nondiscriminatory treatment to any

18 country pursuant to subsection (a), and thereby cause all

19 products of such country to be dutiable at the column 2 rate.

20 SEC. 404. AUTHORITY TO ENTER INTO COMMERCIAL

21 AGREEMENTS.

22 (a) Subject to the provisions of subsections (b) and

28 (d) of this section, the President may authorize the entry

24 into force of bilateral commercial agreements providing

25 nondiscriminatory treatment to the products of countries
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1 heretofore denied such treatment whenever he determines

2 that such agreements with such countries will proniote the

8 purposes of this Act and are in the national interest.

4 (b) Any such bilateral commercial agreement shall-

5 (1) be limited to an initial period specified in the

6 agreement which shall be no more than 3 years from the

7 date the agreement enters into force; except that it may

8 be renewable for additional periods, each not to exceed

9 3 years; if-

10 (A) a satisfactory balance of trade concessions

11 haa been maintained during the life of each agree-

12 ment, and

18 (B) the President determines that actual or

14 foreseeable reductions in United States tariffs and

15 nontariff barriers to trade resulting from multilat-

16 eral negotiations are satisfactorily reciprocated by

17 the other party, to the bilateral agreement; -

18 (2) provide that it is subject to suspension or termi-

19 nation at any time for national security reasons, or that

20 the other provisions of such agreement shall not limit the

21 rights of any party to take any action for the protection

22 of its security interests;

28 (8) provide safeguard arrangements necessary to

24 prevent disruption of domestic markets;

25 (4) if the other party to the bilateral agreement is
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1: not a party to the Paris Convention for the Protection of

2 Industrial Property, provide rights for United States na-

8 tionals with respect to patents in such country not less

4 than the rights specified in such convention;

5 (5) provide arrangements for the settlement of com-

6 mercial differences and disputes; and

7 (6) provide for consultations for the purpose of re.

8 viewing the operation of the agreement and relevant as-

9 pets of relations between the United States and the

10 other party.

11 (c) Bilateral commercial agreements referred to in

12 subsection (a) may, in addition, include provisions

18 concerning-

14 (1) arrangements for the protection of industrial

15 rights and processes, trademarks, and copyrights;

16" (2) arrangements for the promotion of trade, in-

17 eluding those for the establishment or expansion of

18 trade and tourist promotion offices, for facilitation of

19 activities of governmental commercial officers, partic-

20 ipation in trade fairs and exhibits and the sending of

21 trade missions, and for facilitation of entry, establish-

22 ment, and travel of commercial representatives; and

28 (3) such other arrangements of a commercial

24 nature as will promote the purposes stated in section 2.

25 (d) An agreement referred to in subsection (a), and a
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1 proclamation referred to in section 403 (a), shall take effect

2 only if, during the 90-day period referred to in section 406

8 (c), a disapproval resolution referred to in section 151 is

4 not adopted.

5 SEC. 406. MARKET DISRUPTION.

6 (a) A petition may be filed, or a Tariff Commission

7 investigation otherwise initiated, under section 201 of this Act

8 in respect of imports of an article manufactured or produced

9 in a country, the products of which are receiving nondis.

10 criminatory treatment pursuant to this title, in which case

11 the Tariff Commission shall determine (in lieu of the deter-

12 mination described in section 201 (b) of tuis Act) whether

18 imports of such article produced in such country are causing

14 or are likely to cause market disruption and material injury

15 to a domestic industry producing like or.directly competitive

16 articles.

17 (b) For purposes of sections 202 and 208, an affirma-

18 tive determination of the Tariff Commission pursuant to

19 subsection (a) of this section shall be treated as an affirma.

20 tive determination of the Tariff Commission pursuant to sec-

21 tion 201 (b) of this Act; except that the President, in taking

22 action pursuant to section 208 (b), may adjust imports of

28 the article from the country in question without taking ao-

24 tlion in respect of imports from other countries.

25 (c) For purposes of this section, market disruption
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1 exists whenever imports of a like or directly competitive

2 article are substantial, are increasing rapidly both absolutely

3 and as a proportion of total domestic consumption, and are

4 offered at prices substantially below those of comparable

5 domestic articles.

6 SEC. 406. PROCEDURE FOR CONGRESSIONAL DISAPPROVAL

7 OF EXTENSION OR CONTINUANCE OF NONDIS.

8 CRIMINATORY TREATMENT.

9 (a) Whenever the President issues a proclamation

10 under section 403 extending nondiscriminatory treatment to

11 the products of any foreign country, he shall promptly trans-

12 mit to the House of Representatives and to the Senate a

13 document setting forth the proclamation and the agreement

14 the proclamation proposes to implement, together with his

15 reasons therefor.

16 (b) On or before December 31 of each year, the Pres-

17 ident shall transmit to the Congress, with respect to each

18 foreign country the products of which are receiving nondis-

19 criminatory treatment under this title, a document containing

20 the report required by section 402 (b) to be submitted on or

21 before December 31.

22 (c) If, before the close of the 90-day period beginning

28 on the day on which the copy of the document, referred to

24 in subsection (a) or (b) is delivered to the House of Rep-

25 resentatives and to the Senate, either the House of 1Repre-
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1 sentatives or the Senate adopts, by an affirmative vote of a

2 majority of Ihose present and voting in that House, a ro0-

3 lution of disapproval (under the procedures set forth in see-

4 tion 151) of the extension of nondiscriminatory treatment to

5 the products of such country or for the continuing in effect

6 of nondiscriminatory treatment with respect to such products,

7 as the case may be, then, beginning with th6 day after the

8 date of the adoption of such resolution of disapproval, non-

9 discriminatory treatment shall not be in force with respect

10 to the products of such country, and the products of such

11 country shall be dutiable at the column 2 rate.

12 SEC. 407. EFFECTS ON OTHER LAWS.

13 The President shall from time to time reflect in general

14 headnote 3 (e) of the Tariff Schedules of the United States

15 the provisions of this title and proclamations issued there-

16 under, as appropriate.

17 TITLE V-GENERALIZED SYSTEM.
18 OF PREFERENCES "
19 SEC. 501. AUTHORITY TO EXTEND PREFERENCES.

20 The President may provide duty-free treatment for any

21 eligible article from any beneficiary developing country in

22 accordance with the provisions of this title. In taking any

23 such action, the President shall have due regard for-

-24 (1) the effect such action will have on furthering

25 the economic development of developing countries;
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1 (2) the extent to which other major developed

2 countries are undertaking a comparable effort to assist

3 developing countries by granting generalized preferences

4 with respect to imports of products of such countries;

5 and

6 (3) the anticipated impact of such action on United

7 States producers of like or directly competitive products.

8 BEC. 50L BENEFICIARY DEVELOPING COUNTRY.

91 (a) (1) For purposes of this title, the term "beneficiary

10 developing country" means any country with respect to

ii which, as of the date of entry or withdrawal from warehouse

12 for consumption, there is in effect an Executive order by the

18 President of the United States designating such country as a

144 beneficiary developing country for purposes of this title.

151 Before the President designates any country as a beneficiary

16 developing country for purposes of this title, he shall notify

17 the House of Representatives and the Senate of his inten-

18 tion to make such designation, together with the considera-

19 tions entering into such decision.

20 (2) If the President has designated any country as a

21 beneficiary developing country for purposes of this title, he

22 shall not terminate such designation (either by issuing an

23 Executive order for that purpose or by issuing an Executive

24 order which has the effect of terminating such designation)

25 unless, at least 80 days before such termination, he haq

26 notified the House of Representatives and the Senate of his
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1 intention to terminate such designation, together with the

2 considerations entering into such decision.

3 1 (3) For purposes of this title, the term "country" means

4 any foreign country, any overseas dependent territory or

5 possession of a foreign country, any insular possession of the

6 United States, or the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

7 In the case of any association of countries for trade purposes

8 no member of which is barred from designation under sub-

9 section (b), the President may by Executive order provide

10 that all members of such association shall be treated as one

11 country for purposes of this title.

12 (b) No designation shall be made under this section

13 with respect to any of the following:

14 Australia Japan

15 Austria Monaco

16 Canada New Zealand

17 Czechoslovakia Norway

18 European Economic Coin- Poland

19 munity member states Republic of South Africa

20 Finland Sweden

21 Germany (East) Switzerland

22 Hungary Union of Soviet Socialist

23 Iceland Republics

24 In addition, the President shall not designate any country a

25 beneficiary developing country under this section-

26 (1) if the products of such country do not receive
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nondiscriminatory treatment by reason of general head-

note 3 (e) to the Tariff Schedules of the United States;

or

(2) if such country affords preferential treatment

to the products of a developed country other than the

United States, unless the President has received assur-

ances satisfactory to him that such preferential treatment

will be eliminated before January 1, 1976.

(c) In determining whether to designate any country.

a beneficiary developing country under this section, the

President shall take into account-

(1) an expression by such country of its desire

to be so designated;

(2) the level of economic development of such

country, including its per capita gross national product,

the living standards of its inhabitants, and any other

economic factors which he deems appropriate;

(3) whether or not the other major developed

countries are extending generalized preferential tariff

treatment to such country; and

(4) whether or not such country has nationalized,

expropriated, or seized ownership or control of prop-

erty owned by a United States citizen, or by any cor-

poration, partnership, or association not less than 50

percent beneficially owned by citizens of the United
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1 States, without provision for the payment of prompt,

2 adequate, and effective compensation.

3 SEC. 506. ELIGIBLE ARTICLES.

4 (a) The President shall, from time to time, publish

5 and furnish the Tariff Commission with lists of articles which

6 may be considered for designation as eligible articles for

7 purposes of this title. Before any such list is furnished to the

8 Tariff Commission, there shall be in effect an Executive order

9 under section 502 designating beneficiary developing coun-

10 tries. Before any action is taken under section 501 to provide

11 duty-free treatment for any article, the provisions of sections

12 131, 132, 133, and 134 of this Act shall be complied with

13 as though action under section 501 were action under section

14 101 of this Act to carry out a trade agreement entered into

15 under section 101.

16 (b) The duty-free treatment provided under section 501

17 with respect to any eligible article shall apply only-

18 (1) to an article which is imported directly from

19 a beneficiary developing country into the customs tern-

20 tory of the United States; and

2i (2) if the sum of (A) the cost or value of the

22 materials produced in the beneficiary developing country

29 plus (B) the direct costs of processing operations per-

24 formed in the beneficiary developing country equal or

25 exceed the prescribed percentage of the appraised value
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1 of the article at the time of its entry into the customs ter-

2 ritory of the United States.

a (c) (1) For purposes of subsection (b) (2), the pre-

4 scribed percentage shall be that percentage, not less than 35

5 percent and not more than 50 percent of the appraised value,

6 prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury by regulations.

7 Such percentage, which may be modified from time to time,

8 shall apply uniformly to all articles from all beneficiary de-

9 veloping countries.

10 (2) The Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe such

11 regulations as may be necessary to carry out this subsection

12 and subsection (b).

13 (d) No article shall be an eligible article for purposes

14 of this title for any period during which such article is the

15 subject of any action proclaimed pursuant to section 203

16 of this Act or section 351 of the Trade Expansion Act of

17 1962.

18 SEC. 504. LIMITATIONS ON PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT.

19 (a) The President may withdraw, suspend, or limit the

20 application of the duty-free treatment accorded under section

21 501 with respect to any article or with respect to any coun-

22 try; except that no rate of duty may be established in re-

24 spect of any article pursuant to this section other than the

24 rate which would apply but for this title. In taking any ao-
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1 tion under this subsection, the President shall consider the

2 factors set forth in sections 501 and 502 (c).

3 (b) The President shall withdraw or suspend the desig-

4 nation of any country as a beneficiary developing country if,

5 after such designation-

6 (1) the products of such country are excluded from

7 the benefit of nondiscriminatory treatment by reason of

8 general headnote 8 (e) to the Tariff Schedules of the

9 United States; or

10 (2) he determines that such country has not elim-

11 inatedor will not eliminate preferential treatment ac-

12 corded by it to the products of a developed country other

13 than the United States before January 1, 1976.

14 (c) Whenever the President determines that any coun-

15 try-

16 (1) has exported (directly or indirectly) to the

17 United States a quantity of such article having an ap-

18 praised value of more than $25,000,000 during any cal.

19 endar year, or

20 (2) has exported (either directly or indirectly) to

21 the United States a quantity of any article equal to or

22 exceeding 50 percent of the value of the total imports

23 of such article into the United States during any calendar

24 year,

25 then, not later than 60 days after the close of such calendar
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1 year, such country shall not be treated as a beneficiary de-

2 veloping country with respect to such article unless, on or

3 before such 60th day, the President determines and publishes

4 that '# is in the national interest to designate, or to continue

5 0. .- aesignatAun of, such country as a beneficiary developing

6 country with respect to such article.

7 (d) No action pursuant to section 501 may affect any

8 tariff duty imposed by the Legislature of Puerto Rico pur.

9 suant to section 819 of the '"T"riff Act of 1980 (19 U.s.C.

10 sec. 1819) on coffee imported into Puerto Rico.

11 SEC. 505 TIME LIMIT ON TITLE; COMPREHENSIVE M

12 VIEW.

18 (a) No duty-,.ee treatment under this title shall remain

14 in effect after the date which is 10 years after the date of

15 the enactment of this Act.

16 (b) On or before the date which is 5 years after the

17 date of the enactment of this Act, the President shall submit

18 to the Congress a full and complete report of the operation

19 of this title.

2o TITLE VI-GENERAL PROVISIONS
21 SEC. 01. DEFINITIONS.

22 For purposes of this Act-

23 (1) The term "duty" includes the rate and form

24 of any import duty, including but not limited to tariff-

25 rate quotas.

30-229 0 - 74 - 11
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1 (2) The term "other import restriction" includes'a

2 limitation, prohibition, charge, and exaction other than

3 duty, imposed on importation or imposed for the regula-

4 tion of importation. The term does not include any

5 orderly marketing agreement.

6 (3) The term "ad valorem" includes ad valorem

7 equivalent. Whenever any limitation on the amount by

8 which or to which any rate of duty may be decreased

9 or increased pursuamt to a 'trade agreement is expressed

10 in terms of an ad valorem percentage, the ad valorem

11 amount taken into account for purposes of such limita-

12 tion shall be determined by the President on the basis

is of the value of imports of the articles concerned during

14 the most recent period, before the date on which the

15 trade agreement is entered into, determined by him to

16 be representative.

17 (4) The term "ad valorem equivalent" means the

18 ad valorem equivalent of a specific rate or, in the case

19 of a combination of rates including a specific rate, the

20 sum of the ad valorem equivalent of the specific rate

21 and of the ad valorem rate. The ad valorem equivalent

22 shall be determined by the President on the basis of the

23 value of imports of the article concerned during the most

24 recent period determined by him to be representative.

25 In determining the value of imports, the President shall
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1 utilize, to the maximum extent practicable, the standards

2 of valuation contained in section 402 or 402a of the

3 Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. see. 1401a or 1402)

4 applicable to the article concerned during such repre-

5 sentative period.

6 (5) An imported article is "directly competitive

7 with" a domestic article at an earlier or later stage of

8 processing, and a domestic article is "directly competi-

9 tive with" an imported article at an earlier or later stage

10 of processing, if the importation of the article has an

11 economic effect on producers of the domestic article

12 comparable to the effect of importation of articles in the

13 same stage of processing as the domestic article. For

14 purposes of this paragraph, the unprocessed article is at

15 an earlier stage of processing.

16 -(6) The term "modification", as applied to any

17 duty or other import restriction, includes the elimination

18 of any duty or other import restriction.

19 (7) The term "existing" without the specification

20 of any date, when used with respect to any matter relat-

21 ing to entering into or carrying out a trade agreement

22 or other action authorized by this Act, means existing

23 on the day on which such trade agreement is entered

24 into or such other action is taken, and, when referring

25 to a rate of duty, refers to the nonpreferential rate of
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1 duty (however established, and even though tempo-

2 rarily suspended by Act of Congress or otherwise) exist-

3 ing in column 1 of the Tariff Schedules of the United

4 States on such day.

5 (8) A product of a country or area is an article

6 which is the growth, produce, or manufacture of such

7 country or area.

8 (9) The - term "nondiscriminatory treatment"

9 means most-favored-nation treatment.

10 SEC. 602. RELATION TO OTHER LAWS.

11 (a) The second and third sentences of section 2 (a) of

12 the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Tariff Act of 1930,"

13 approved June 12, 1934, as amended (19 U.S.C. sec. 1352

14 (a)), are each amended by striking out "this Act or the

15 Trade Expansion Act of 1962" and inserting in lieu thereof

16 "this Act or the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 or the Trade

17 Reform Act of 1973".

18 (b) Section 242 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 is

19 amended as follows:

20 (1) by striking out "351 and 852" in subsection

21 (a) and inserting in lieu thereof "201, 202, and 203 of

22 the Trade Reform Act of 1973";

23 (2) by striking out "with respect to tariff adjust-

24 ment" in subsection (b) (2) ;
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1 (3) by striking out "301 (e)" in subsection (b)

2 (2) and inserting in lieu thereof "201 (d) of the Trade

3 Reform Act of 1973";

4 (4) by striking out "concerning foreign import re-

5 strictions" in subsection (b) (8) ; and

6 (5) by striking out "section 252 (d)" each place it

7 appears and inserting in lieu thereof "subsections (a)

8 and (d) of section 301 of the Trade Reform Act of

9 1973".

10 (c) Section 351 (c) (1) (B) of the Trade Expansion

11 Act of 1962 is amended by striking out "unless extended'

12 under paragraph (2),".

13 (d) Sections 202, 211, 212, 213, 221, 222, 223, 224,

14 225, 226, 281, 241, 243, 252, 253, 254, 255 (a), 256, so

15 much of 301 and 302 as is not repealed by subsection (d), 311

16 through 315, 317 (a), 351 (c) (2) and (d) (3), 361, 401,

17 402, 403, 404, and 405 (1), (3), (4), and (5) of the Trade

18 Expansion Act of 1962 are repealed.

19 (e) Sections/301 (a) (2) and (43), (c) (2) and (3),

20 (d) (2), (f) (1) and (3), 302(b) (2), (d) and (e), 321

21 through 338 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 are re-

22 pealed on the 90th day following the date of the enactment

23 of this Act.

24 (f) All provisions of law (other than this Act, the
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1 Trade Expansion Act of 1962, and the Trade Agreements

2 Extension Act of 1951) in effect after the date of enactment

3 of this Act, referring to section 350 of the Tariff Act of

4 .1930, to that section as amended, to the Act entitled "An

5 Act to amend the Tariff Act of 1930," approved June 12,

6 1934, to that Act as amended or to the Trade Expansion

7 Act of 1962, or to agreements entered into, or proclamations

8 issued, or actions taken under any of such provisions, shall

9 be construed, unless clearly precluded by the context, to

10 refer also to this Act, or to agreements entered into or proc-

11 lamations or orders issued, pursuant to this Act.

12 SEC. 0& TARIFF COMMISSION.

13 (a) In order to expedite the performance of its fune.-

14 tions under this Act, the Tariff Commission may conduct

15 preliminary investigations, determine the scope and manner

16 of its proceedings, and consolidate proceedings before it.

17 (b) In performing its functions under this Act, the

18 Tariff Commission may exercise any authority granted to it

19 under any other Act.

20 (c) The Tariff Commission shall at all times keep in-

21 formed concerning the operation and effect of provisions

22 relating to duties or other import restrictions of the United

2s States contained in trade agreements entered into under the

24 trade agreements program.
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1 SEC. 604 CONSEQUENTIAL CHANGES IN THE TARIFF

2 SCHEDULES.

8 The President shall from time to time, as appropriate,

4 embody in the Tariff Schedules of the United States the sub-

5 stance of the relevant provisions of this Act, and of other

6 Acts affecting import treatment, and actions thereunder, in-

7 oluding modification, continuance, or imposition of any rate

8 of duty or other import restriction.

9 SEC. 606. SEPARABILITY.

10 If any provision of this Act or the application of any

11 provision to any, circumstances or persons shall be held

12 invalid, the validity of the remainder of this Act, and of

13 the application of such provision to other circumstances or

14 persons, shall not be affected thereby.

15 SEC. 606. INTERNATIONAL DRUG CONTROL.

16 It is the sense of the Congress that effective international

17 cooperation is necessary to put an end to the illicit production,

18 smuggling, trafficking in, and abuse of dangerous drugs. In

19 order to promote such cooperation, the President shall

20 embargo trade and investment, public and private, with any

21 nation when the President determines that the government

22 of such country has failed to take adequate steps to prevent

23 narcotic drugs and other controlled substances (as defined

24 by the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control
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1 Act of 1970 (21 U.S.C. sec. 801 et seq.) ) produced or proc-

2 essed, in whole or in part, in such country, or transported

3 through such country, from entering the United States

4 unlawfully. Such suspension shall continue until the Presi-

5 dent determines that the government of such country has

6 taken adequate steps to carry out the purposes of this

7 section.

Passed the House of Representatives December 11, 1973.

Attest: W. PAT ,JENNINGS,
Clerk.
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STATEMENT OF RON. GEORGE P. SHULTZ, SECRETARY OP THE
TREASURY, ACCOMPANIED BY HON. WILLIAM . EBERLE, SPE-
CIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

Secretary SHULTZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

I welcome the tone of the opening statements which I would take
to be, "Look, we have some real problems in this area, don't mistake
that," and so do other people around the world.

Second, the United States should play its part in working these
problems out. In fact we ought to be in the leadership.

Third, at best the solutions are difficult.
And, fourth, however it comes out we have to be sure that our in-

terests are well taken care of, and while we recognize that trade
benefits all, otherwise it won't occur, we have to see that we are in a
position to bargain effectively and hard for American Interests. I
don't know if that is a loose interpretation but it seems to me that is
in general what people said and that is exactly down the line of our
own thinking, CHANGING WOnwD Eco~oMY

As you said, Mr. Chairman, the world economy has changed
greatly since this committee last considered comprehensive foreign
trade legislation. This rapid change will continue whether or not we
in the United States seek to influence its future course. But we must
play an active and constructive role in influencing the shape of a
sensible world economy. Your approval of the Trade Reform Act of
1973 can be an important initial step toward that end.

During a time of rapid inflation and of short supply situations in
many commodities, it has become more important than ever to remove
artificial barriers that result in fewer goods being produced both
here and abroad. Tariffs, quotas, embargoes, and other restrictions
on imports and exports generally prevent each country from producing
what it could produce most efficiently. Thus fewer goods are produced
at higher cost and there is a loss of economic welfare to the country
as a whole.

Our goal must be to improve the efficiency of the U.S. economy. At
the same time, we can and we must take acount of special hardships
that sometimes accompany a transition from a less efficient to a more
efficient allocation of our productive resources or that sometimes
accompany the rapid changes in prdouction and trade which occur
with greater frequency in our modern world.

PRovIsioNs OF THS TRAMD Bxu,

The trade bill before you has been designed with these considera
tions in mind. It provides the President with the authority he needs
to negotiate effectively on behalf of American workers, businessmen,
and consumers. Briefly, the bill would provide:

(a) Authority to change customs duties up or down in the context
of negotiated agreements;

(b) A congressional declaration favoring negotiations and agree-
ments on nontariff barriers, with an optional procedure for obtain-
ing congressional approval of these agreements where appropriate;
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(c) Authority to raise or lower import restrictions on a temporary
basis to help correct deficits or surpluses in our payments positions;

(d) Authority for temporary reduction of import barriers when
necessary to combat inflation-we shall propose similar authority
in short supply situations;

(e) Revised and simplified authority to raise import barriers
against countries that unreasonably or unjustifiably. restrict our
exports; and

(f) Permission for the United States to extend preferential duty-
free treatment to certain imports from developing countries.

These authorities are necessary to insure meaningful trade negotia-
tions and necessary to insure that our export firms can compete on a
basis of equality in international markets.

The Trade Reform Act would also provide a set of tools to deal
with domestic problems that may arise in connection with international
trade:

(a) The Trade Reform Act would introduce a fairer and less
stringent test for domestic industry to qualify for temporary import
relief of adjustment assistance in order to give it time to adjust to
import competition or to avoid serious injury. It provides easier access
andreater benefits to workers who qualify for adjustment assistance;(4)The act would also improve procedures for protecting American
workers and industry from unfair competition by amending the anti-
dunmping and countervailing duty statutes, although with less flexibil
ity than I had hoped.

The act would also deal with the President's request for authority
to extend equal tariff treatment to nonmarket economies. The restric-
tions proposed by the House of Representatives on the use of this au-
tlority, and the additional provision which would effectively preclude
the continued granting of official credits to some of these countries,
would in my view be extremely ill-advised. I believe, however, that
a substitute wording could be found effectively to express the concern
of the Congress that issues of basic human rights not be ignored, while
not blocking the development of more normal economic relationships
with the nonmarket economy countries.

During the last few months, the problem of assuring adequate access
to the world's supply of primary raw materials has become dramati-
cally evident, and we think it would be appropriate to reflect this new
focus in the trade bill. A number of proposals have been put forward
by Members of Congress, including the gentlemen here on the com-
mittee. We are receptive to these ideas and we want to make some
proposals along similar lines. In brief, we ought to have authority to
negotiate with major foreign suppliers adequate commitments on the
availability of key raw materials. At the same time, we need unam-
biguous authority to withdraw the benefits of trade concessions from
countries that impose illegal or unreasonable restraints on sales of
commodities in short supply. .

Our new concern for access to foreign supplies should not mislead
us however, into thinking that our welfare is no longer endangered by
import barriers. Foreign tariffs remain an important obstacle to our
trade, and foreign nontariff barriers have become an increasingly diffi-
cult problem as other governments have increased their direct in-
volvement in their economies. Recent events have created the danger of
a new protectionism and a breakdown of the multilateral and non-
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discriminatory trading arrangements of the postwar period. We must.
combat that danger and create a new momentum for cooperation in
the fieYd of trade.

The trade bill which you have before you would provide the United
States with the ability, to undertake such an effort. With the proposed
new authority we could attempt to--

Free up agricultural trade and to cooperate with others to assure
adequate world food supplies through more efficient production;

Come to grips with the unreasonable aspects of regionalism which
threaten a proliferation of special trade preferences.

-Rationalize, to the extent possible, the maze of nontariff bitrriers
..preventing the expansion of world trade;

Work out new answers to the problems of buffering our industries
against injury from sudden surges of imports, and to better enable
our workers to adjust to changing competitive situations affectingemployment.Strengthen our position in dealing with the problem of unfair trade

practices.

COOPERATION IN THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FIELD

We have made substantial progress toward establishing coopera.
-'tion in the international monetary field on the basis of more flexible,
modernized arrangements. Changes in the relationships between
major currencies have now made possible a new effort in the trade
area. We no longer have to look at trade measures as a corrective for
unrealistic exchange rates. We can take a long, hard look at trade for
its own sake. To undertake such an effort, we will need the authority
that only the Congress can provide.

NEE FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE REFoI

The need for reform of the international trading system has be-
come clearly evident in our recent problems in the agricultural and
energy fields. The agricultural problems of last year were seriously
worsened by the misallocation of agricultural resources which had
developed over the past decades. For too long some of the special
problems associated with agriculture have been used as an excuse to
exempt agricultural trade from trade rules. As a result, trade in agri-
culture has not followed a pattern that would have been dictated-by
the comparative advantages in agricultural production. A primary ob-jective of the planned multilateral trade negotiations should be to
work our cooperative arrangements that will permit the reduction
of barriers to agricultural trade. We expect that our trading partners
will in fact be willing to join us in some rationalization in agricultural
trade.

The shortages in energy that we are presently undergoing bring
to the fore another type of problem that is facing the international
trading community. Solutions to the energy problem can only come
about through the development of new forms of international coopera-

.- ion. We must seek cooperative international arrangements while
recognizing that national security considerations in many cases will
not permit consumers to rely solely on current market considerations
to determine the degree of their reliance on imported energy.
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In the years ahead we and others will wish to offer investment op-
portunities to oil producing nations, some of whom will have revenues
greatly in excess of appropriate current expenditures. The counterpart
of these investments will be reflected in current account deficits for
the major industrialized countries.

Deficits of this kind will not call for action to redress the trade
balance, but the danger is that some will misunderstand the special
nature of these deficits and will use them as a basis for urging pro-
tectionist action. This danger increases the need for active U.S.
participation in future trade negotiations to help prevent such
developments.

The Trade Reform Act of 1973, as passed in December by the House
of Representatives, is an excellent vehicle for accomplishing what is
needed and needed soon. The House gave this bill its careful con-
sideration, and in the end gave its endorsement of the basic objectives
and approaches which were outlined in the President's message accom-
panying the draft bill ways changed the authorities contained in the
original draft bill, but with only a few exceptions, its changes were
positive contributions to the legislation itself and to the policy that
underlies that legislation. Some have suggested that the approah In
the House bill is unsound because of the delegation of authority that
it entails. I am sure, however, that when this committee has grappled
with the issue of how we make the American voice count in interna-
tional negotiations, it will agree that substantial delegation is a practi-
cal necessity.

CouNTERVAILIN DUTY LAw

There is one provision of the bill which I wish to discuss with
some specificity. As Secretary of the Treasury, I am responsible for
administering the countervailing duty law. I find one provision of the
bill amending this law inconsistent wth the objectives which the ad-
ministration hopes to achieve.

The practices of governments in encouraging exports have become
quite sophisticated. The situation was different in 1897 when the Con-
gress enacted what is basically the present-day countervailing duty
law. What is needed now is a set of international principles which will
lay down agreed rules as to what is, or is not acceptable in the export
subsidy area. Otherwise each government will approach the problem
unilaterally. To me this latter approach should be considered a last
resort since it would probably lead to retaliations and counter-
retaliations.

In order to facilitate these international negotiations, the House bill
authorizes the Secretary to refrain from countervailing, during a tem-
porary 4-year period, hen such action would be likeTl to jeopardize
the satisfactory completion of the international negotiations. I agree
with this House provision and consider it essential if we are to make
a serious effort to achieve a successful multinational agreement.

However, the House bill restricts this discretionary authority to 1
year in the case of subsidized products from developed countries where
the producer is State owned or controlled.

I -believe, however, that if the multinational negotiations are to suc-
ceed, the Secretary requires a 4-year discretionary authority to refrain
from countervailing in all cases where it would jeopardize the success
of the negotiations. It is irrelevant for these purposes whether the pro-
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duce exported to the United States is from a nationalized company.
The 1-year restriction of the Secretary's discretionary authority should
be removed from the bill.

Our trading partners are looking to us for leadership in this negoti-
ation. Without U.S. participation and leadership, the multilateral
trade negotiations will give way to regional and bilateral arrange-
ments which will be but prescriptions for economic dislocation to the
detriment of our producers, traders, and consumers. We cannot let
this happen. We will not let it happen if appropriate trade legisla-
tion is adopted without delay.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
We will now hear Mr. Flanigan's statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. PETER M. FLANIGAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COUNCIL ON INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICIES

NEED FOR REFORMING INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC SYSTEM

Mr. FLANIGAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen. I am
pleased to be with you today to testify in support of the Trade Reform
Act. This bill is the legislative keystone of the President's efforts to
reform the international economic system as a whole.

The success of the monetary arrangement in 1944 and the GATT
trade rules agreed to in Geneva in 1947 brought fundamental changes
in our global economy. The dramatic economic progress which hKas
occurred since then owes much to those agreements. Yet that progress
has created a new set of economic relationships in the world. And while
the economic world has changed, the institutions and modes of co-
operation under which states conduct their economic affairs only began
to change in the last several years.

By the beginning of the 1970's it had become clear to all that our
present institutions were not meeting the demands placed on them by
the increased international flow of goods, services, and capital. The
rigidity of the international system and of natiofial practices had ex-
erted an increasing stress on the flow of economic and financial re-
sources with attendant political frictions.

This condition is especially serious when each nation's prosperity
is increasingly dependent upon the prosperity of other nations. The
recent shortages and dramatic price increases in agricultural products
and in petroleum has brought home to all Americans the fact that
nations today can no longer isolate themselves from the world's eco-
nomic events. Economic policies adopted in one country are quickly
felt in other nations. Growing snecialization in manufacturing and
greater dependence on imported goods, especially in critical raw
materials, reinforce the world's economic interdependence. What is
needed now are changes in the international framework to reflect for
the coming decades the new economic conditions.

GOAIq OF TIE ADMINISTRATION

President Nixon in his annual report, on foreign policy states, and
I am quoting it:
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Our goal is to work with other nations to build a new economic order, to meet
the world's needs in the last quarter of this century. We believe these new
arrangements should achieve six major objectives:

Continued economic progress from which all nations benefit;
A broader sharing of responsibility commensurate with new economic power

relationships and the potential benefits to be gained;
Rules that reflect an equitable balance among the interest of all nations;
The widest possible consensus for principles of open economic intercourse,

orderly economic behavior, and effective economic adjustment;
Improved methods for assuring that those principles are adhered to; and
Sufficient flexibility to allow each nation to operate within agreed standards

in ways best suited to Its political character, its stage of development, and its
economic structure.

The achievement of these objectives can create a new balance between di-
verse national economic needs and a greater international unity of purpose.
Economic relations can become a source of strength and harmony.among coun-
tries rather than a source of friction.

These are the broad goals which the administration is seeking, in
cooperation with the other nations of the world-both rich and poor.
Progress will be made if the world's governments believe that their
efforts at maximizing the social and economic well-being of their own
citizens will be furthered by enhancing order and collective discipline
in world economic relations. Any new economic structures must there-
fore provide sufficient flexibility to allow domestic economies to be
managed effectively within the internationally agreed rules. Obtaining
the agreement of sovereign nations to abide'by common rules and to
reduce barriers to the free flow of trade, payments and investments is
a difficult task. Unfortunately, the growth of economic power which
has occurred in the last 25 years has been combined with a reluctance
to remove the barriers nations needed when they were less competitive.
The benefits of the market mechanism are heavily discounted by those
accustomed to special protections.

Reform of the international economic system Inust take place in all
its related major areas-monetary, investment, and trade, and in the
case of the latter includes both equitable access to markets and equi-
table access to supplies. The key to progress in each of these areas is
consistency and discipline in the international application of agreed
rules. Furthermore, it we are to move toward a world in which market
forces are allowed to operate freely, we must achieve substantial pro-
gress in all three areas. A piecemeal approach will not work. Progress
in one area can easily be offset by restrictions in another. For example,
the lowering of tariffs and removal of nontariff barriers will have lit-
tle effect if nations are allowed to manipulate their exchange rates to
restrict imports by undervaluing their currencies. SimilarlY, flexible
exchange rates can readily be frustrated by barriers to capital flows.

The solutions to the problems we face lie in a major world effort.
The dedication of the United States to this effort will be measured in
large part by the shape of the legislation we are discussing today. It is
clear that without the full support of the United States, reform is im-
possible. As the preeminent world economic power we must exercise a
leadership role.

MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

During the discussions following the Smithsonian Agreement in
1971, theUnited States, the European Community and Japan agreed
to initiate and actively support multilateral comprehensive trade nego-
tiations in the GATT framework. This initiative culminated at a min-
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isterial level meeting held in Tokyo last September in which 101 coun-
tries joined in opening multilateral trade negotiations. The stated
purposes of the negotiations are:

To achieve the expansion and ever greater liberalization of world trade through
the progressive dismantling of obstacles to trade, to Improve the international
framework for the conduct of world trade and to secure additional benefits
for the international trade of developing countries.

The legislative mandate that the V.S. negotiators receive from the
Congress will, in effect, determine the progress which can be made
in these negotiations. The movement toward a more equitable and
open trading world is dependent on the prompt enactment of the Trade
Reform Act of 1973.

FIvEF BASIC PURPOSES or TRA)F REFORMi ACT

The Trade Reform Act of 1973 is designed to make possible the
accomplishment of five basic purposes. The first is to negotiate a more
open trading world. Authority is provided not only to engage in
reciprocal negotiations on tariffs but also to negotiate the elimination
and reduction of non-tariff trade distorting practices, subject to co-
operation with the Congress under the veto j)rocelire. With the
success of the Kennedy round in 1967 in reducing tariffs among the
world's major trading nations, non-tariff practices have become the
major impediment to fair competition and the free flow of goods
in international trade. Major attention will be given in the multilateral
trade negotiations to eliminating and reducing these trade distorting
measures. The job will not be easy as many of these practices are im-
bedded in national laws and policies.

The second major purpose is to guarantee fair treatment for U.S.
products in world trade. Tie trade bill provides authorities to protect
U.S. producers from unjustifiable and unreasonable international
trade practices. WVe firmly believe that for trade to be free it must also
be fair. Although the basis for an open and equitable trading system
is cooperation, experience indicates that cooperation is often enhanced
when there is a clear understanding that all parties are firmly com-
mitted to protecting their own rights.

The third purpose of the bill is to enable us to act effectively to
ease the adjustment of American workers and industries to fair import
competition when these imports increase at a rate which causes or
threatens serious injury. Wre must be able to manage surges of imports.
There is agreement between the Congress and the administration that
the present escape clause and adjustment assistance provisions of the
Trade Expansion Act must be substantially liberalized. A revisedescape clause, better adjustment assistance, and staging provisions
insure that the benefits which all Americans receive from a more open
trading world will not impact unfairly on certain industries and
workers in our country.

While it is important that the United States have authority com-
parable to that which other trading nations have to deal with increased
imports, we believe that an effective safeguard mechanism, and, we
trust, a new international agreement on the use of safeguards with
objective standards, provides a better long-term and more stable
soltion.
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The fourth major objective is to provide the necessary permanent
authorities to effectively manage U.S. trade policy. The bill provides
more modern authority'to use trade measures as atool in dealing with
the balance of payments, inflation, and national security problems.
Authority is also provided to deal with problems of short supply, com-
pensation, renegotiation, termination, and withdrawal related to trade
agreements.

The final objective in the trade bill is to open up and take advan-
tage of new trade opportunities with all countries. Authority is pro-
vided to institute a system of generalized tariff preferences for less
developed countries under which the U-nited States would grant duty-
free tariff treatment for 10 years to less developed country imports.
Authority is also provided to grant nondiscriminatory treatment to
the products of the Soviet Union and other nonmarket economies. As
you know, the administration has strong reservations with respect
to the restrictions placed on the granting of nondiscriminatory tariff
treatment and the use of export credits in trade with Communist
nations. Secretary Kissinger, who will be meeting with you later this
week, will discuss these with the committee.

EXPORT RESTRICTIONS ON VITA4 RAW 'MATERIALS

Legislative proposals introduced by Senators Mondale, Ribicoff, and
Chiles indicate congressional concern about the problem of export
restrictions of vital raw materials. The administration shares these
concerns that have led to these proposals and will work with the
committee on appropriate legislation. The problems of short supply
induced through export controls imposed by government can only be
alleviated through cooperative action. Internationally agreed proce-
dures and principles to help assure equal access to the world's scarce.
resources are urgently needed.

There are currently few effective international restrictions on gov-
ernmental export practices. Nations have historically refused to re-
linquish their complete independence of economic action in this area.

In considering legislation directing the President to seek an inter-
national agreement assuring equitable access to the world's raw ma-
terials, the Congress must, address a basic issue. In asking for non-
discriminatory treatment from others, we as a major supplier must
examine the impact on our own practices.

INCONSISTENT TRADE POLICIES

The choice is clear, but not easy. The United States, along with many
other. nations, has occasionally used trade policy inconsistently. We as
a nation must be willing to accept internationally agreed constraints on
our freedom to act unilaterally for domestic or other political purposes
in exchange for other nations accepting identical constraints.

We are receptive to the proposals that have been made in the Senate.
We will also be putting forward additional proposals to amend both
the trade bill and the Export Administration Act.

The dislocations from major economic events, such as the oil crisis,
pose the danger of a new protectionism. The economic uncertainties
triggered by shortages and price increases of basic commodities are
causing dramatic and rapid shifts in demand. The new protectionism
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would seek to ameliorate the effects of these shifts by restricting im-
ports or by restricting exports of needed raw materials. This would be
a prescription for chaos in an interdependent world. We, therefore,
need now, even more than a year ago, to press forward on this legisla-
tion and the trade reform negotiations, in order to prevent the certain
catastrophe that protectionism would produce.

We believe that our commitment to the principle of strengthening
the role of the market in the monetary, trade, and investment areas
is the right one. Our proposals on monetary reform suggest that the
market be a major component in the determination of realistic ex-
change rates. Our trade proposals suggest that we lower barriers and
create a system in which there is a freer flow of goods allowing the
market to determine which are bought by whom and where. In the
investment area, we are working for removal of distortions so that
the flow of capital can be predominantly decided by market forces.

It is obvious that rationalization of the world economic system can-
not succeed with restrictive policies in one area and liberal policies in
another.

Restrictive or coercive trade policies lead to distortions in invest-
ment flows and away from the efficient allocation of resources. While
one distortion breeds another, it is also true that the reduction of dis-
tortions must be approached comprehensively in all areas of interna-
tional economic activity in order to prevent nullification of the benefits
to be gained from such action.

POSSIBLE GAINS FOR TIHE UNITED STATES

The United States, with its comparative advantages, has clearly
much to gain by reliance on the market in the trade area. Given the
recent oil and food crises, our trade negotiations take on even greater
importance. We must not only removelarriers to our exports but we
must also reach new international understandings with respect to
export controls so that all importing countries will have a greater
sense of security of suppy and a greater stake in cooperating to make
an interdependent world economy work.

If the international economic system, because of the stresses imposed
on it by these crises, begins to move away from cooperation toward a
pattern of independent action, not only the United States but the world
will be poorer for it. As is often the case in important negotiations,
the only way to keep from sliding backward is to keep moving forward.
It is for this reason that I urge this committee to give prompt and
favorable consideration to the Trade Reform Act of 1973. Upon your
actions hinge the fate of our efforts to speed the international economic
reform which is vital for both the prosperity and security of our
country.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Flanigan follows:]

TESTIMONY OF HON. PETER M. FLANIGAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COUNCIL ON
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY

I am pleased to be here today to testify in support of the Trade Reform Act of
1973 (I.R. 10710). The bill is the legislative keystone of the President's efforts
to reform the international economic system.

The success of the agreements reached on monetary arrangements at Bretton
Woods in 1944 and on the GATT trade rules in Geneva in 1947 has brought fun-
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damental changes in our global economy. The dramatic economic progress which
has occurred since then in Europe, Japan, Canada and in many developing coun-
tries has created a new set of economic relationships in the world. The United
States is no longer the single dominant world economic power. Although the world
has changed, the institutions and modes of cooperation under which states con-
duct their economic affairs only began to change in the last several years. By the
beginning of the '70's it had become clear to all that our present institutions were
not adequately meetings the demands placed on them by the increased inter-
national flow of goods, services, and capital. The rigidity of the international sys-
tem and of national practices had exerted an increasing stress on the flow of
economic and financial resources with attendants political frictions.

This condition is especially serious when each nation's prosperity is increas-
ingly dependent upon the prosperity of other nations. The recent shortages and
dramatic price increases in agricultural products and in petroleum have brought
home to all Americans the fact that nations today can no longer isolate them-
selves from the world's economic events. Economic policies adopted in one coun-
try are quickly felt in other nations. Growing specialization in manufacturing
and greater dependence on imported goods, especially in critical raw materials,
reinforce the world's economic interdependence. What Is needed now are changes
in the international framework to reflect for the coining decades the new eco-
nomic conditions.

President Nixon in his Annual Report on Foreign Policy states:
"Our goal is to work with other nations to build a new economic order, to meet

the world's needs in the last quarter of this century, We believe these new ar-
rangements should achieve six major objectives:

"Continued economic progress from which all nations benefit;
"A broader sharing of responsibility commensurate with new economic power

relationships and the potential benefits to be gained;
"Rules that reflect an equitable balance among the interest of all nations;
"Tile widest possible consensus for principles of open economic intercourse,

orderly economic behavior, and effective economic adjustment;
"Improved methods for assuring that those principles are adhered to; and
"Sufficient flexibility to allow each nation to operate within agreed standards

in ways best suited to its political character, its stage of development, and its
economic structure.

"The achievement of these objectives can create a new balance between diverse
national economic needs and a greater international unity of purpose. Economic
relations can become a source of strength and harmony among countries rather
than a source of friction."

These are the broad goals which the Administration is seeking, in cooperation
with the other nations of the world-both rich and poor. Progress will be made
If the world's governments believe that their efforts at maximizing the social
and economic well-being of their own citizens will be furthered by enhancing
order and collective discipline in world economic relations. Any new economic
structures must therefore provide sufficient flexibility to allow domestic econo-
mies to be managed effectively within the internationally agreed rules. Obtain-
ing the agreement of sovereign nations to abide by common rules and to reduce
barriers to the free flow of trade, payments and investment is a difficult task.
Unfortunately, the growth of economic power which has occurred in the last 25
years has been combined with a reluctance to remove the barriers nations needed
when they were less competitive. The benefits of the market mechanism are
heavily discounted by those accustomed to special protections.

Reform of the international economic system must take place in all its related
major areas-monetary, investment, and trade, and In the case of the latter
includes both equitable access to markets and equitable access to supplies. The
key to progress In each of these areas is consistency and discipline in the inter-
national application of agreed rules. Furthermore, if we are to move towards a
world in which market forces are allowed to operate freely, we must achieve
substantial progress in all three areas. A piecemeal approach will not work.
Progress is one area can easily be offset by restrictions in another. For ex-
ample, the lowering of tariffs and removal of non-tariff barriers will have little
effect if nations are allowed to manipulate their exchange rates to restrict ira.
ports by undervaluing their currencies. Similarly, flexible exchange rates can
readily be frustrated by barriers to capital flows.

Tile solutions to the problems we face lie In a major world effort. The dedica-
tion of the United States to this effort will be measured in large part by the
shape of the legislation we are discussing today. It is clear that without the full
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support of the United States, reform is impossible. As the preeminent world
economic power we must exercise a leadership role.

During the discussions following the Smithsonian Agreement in 1971, the
United States, the European Community and Japan agreed to initiate and actively
support multilateral comprehensive trade negotiations in the GATT framework.
This initiative culminated at a Ministerial level meeting held in Tokyo last
September in which 101 countries joined in opening Multilateral Trade Nego-
tiations. The stated purposes of the negotiations are "to achieve the expansion
and ever greater liberalization of world trade through the progressive dis-
mantling of obstacles to trade, to improve the international framework for the
conduct of world trade and to secure additional benefits for the international
trade of developing countries."

The legislative mandate that the United States negotiators receive from the
Congress will, in effect, determine the progress which can be made in these nego-
tiations. The movement towards a more equitable and open trading world is de-
pendent on the prompt enactment of the Trade Reform Act of 1973.

The Act of 1973 is designed to make possible the accomplishment of five basic
purposes. Tie first is to negotiate a more open trading world. Authority is pro-
vided not only to engage in reciprocal negotiations on tariffs but also to negotiate
the elminiation and reduction of non-tariff trade distorting practices, subject to
cooperation with the Congress under the veto procedure. With the success of the
Kennedy Round in 1907 in reducing tariffs among the world's major trading
nations, non-tariff practices have become the major impediment to fair competi-
tion and the free flow of goods in international trade. Major attention will be
given in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations to eliminating and reducing these
trade distorting measures. The job will not be easy as many of these practices
are imbedded in national laws and policies.

The second major purpose is to guarantee fair treatment for U.S. products in
world trade. The trade bill provides authorities to protect United States pro-
ducers from unjustifiable and unreasonable international trade practices. We
firmly believe that for trade to be free it must also be fair. Although the basis
for an open and equitable trading system is cooperation, experience indicates
that cooperation is often enhanced when there is a clear understanding that all
parties are firmly committed to protecting their own rights.

The third purpose of the bill is to enable us to act effectively to ease the adjust-
ment of American workers and industries to fair import competition when these
imports increase at a rate which causes or threatens serious injury. We must be
able to manage fast surges of imports. There is agreement between the Congress
and the Administration that the present escape clause and adjustment assistance
provisions of the Trade Expansion Act must be substantially liberalized. A
revised escape clause, better adjustment assistance, and staging provisions insure
that the benefits which all Americans receive from a more open trading world will
not impact unfairly on certain industries and workers in our country.

While it is important that the United States have authority comparable to that
which other trading nations have to deal with increased imports, we believe that
an effective safeguard mechanism, (and, we trust, a new international agree-
ment on tile use of safeguards with objective standards), provides a better long-
term and more stable solution.

The fourth major objective is to provide the necessary permanent authorities
to effectively manage United States trade policy. The bill provides more modern
authority to use trade measures as a tool in dealing with the balance-of-payments,
inflation, and national security problems. Authority is also provided to deal with
problems of short supply, compensation, renegotiation, termination, and with.
drawal related to trade agreements.

The final objective in the trade bill is to open up and take advantage of new
trade opportunities with all countries. Authority is provided to institute a system
of generalized tariff preferences for less developed countries under which the
United States would grant duty-free tariff treatment for ten years to LDC Im-
ports, Authority is also provided to grant nondiscriminatory treatment to the
products of the Soviet Union and other non-market economies. As you know, the
Administration has strong reservations with respect to the restrictions placed
on the granting of nondiscriminatory tariff treatment and the use of export cred-
its in trade with Communist nations. Secretary Kissinger will discuss these with
the Committee.

Legislative proposals introduced by Senators Mondale, Ribieoff and Chiles
indicate Congressional concern about the problem of export restrictions of vital
raw materials. The Administration shares these concerns that have led to these
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proposals and will work with the Committee on appropriate legislation. The prob-
lems of short supply induced through governmental export controls can only be
alleviated through intergovernmental cooperative action. Internationally agreed
procedures and principles to help assure equal access to the world's scarce re-
sources are urgently needed.

There are currently few effective international restrictions on governmental
export practices. Nations have historically refused to relinquish their inde-
pendence of economic action, except in the special cases where such .international
cooperation directly increased their economic security and national welfare.
In most of these cases the cooperative agreements have proved short-lived
when the underlying economic conditions have changed. The problem today is
not different, only more acute.

In considering legislation directing the President to seek an international
agreement assuring equitable access to the world's raw materials, the Congress
must address two basic Issues. As a practical matter, the benefits to the partici-
pating countries obtaining security of supply must equal the benefits they
could obtain by retaining independence of action. This has special meaning
to the United States as a major world supplier. In asking for national and non-
discriminatory treatment from others, we must examine the impact of such
rules on our practices, Secondly, if the Congress mandates the President to seek
international agreement to prevent governments from unilaterally introducing
export barriers for political reasons, we must be careful that the language is
su(:i that it is consistent with our own laws and policies.

'the issue must be squarely faced. The Congress and the Administration must
decide whether the trade policy we are to follow is to be based on agreed rules
#.f behavior or whether we and other nations will abide by such rules only if
they are convenient to us. The choice ought to be clear but we must understand
that it is not easy. The United States, along with many other nations, has occa-
sionally used our trade policy inconsistently. We as a nation must be willing
to accept internationally agreed constraints on our freedom to act unilaterally
for domestic or other political purposes in exchange for other nations accepting
identical constraints.

The Trade Bill in its present form provides basic authority for the President
to deal with these problems internationally. We are receptive to the proposals
that have been made in the Senate. We will be putting forward additional
proposals to amend both the Trade Bill and the Export Administration Act. I
believe we can work together to find an acceptable formula to cover this serious
problem.

Trade policies are a difficult balancing of Interests. While some workers,
farmers, and businessmen want open international trade, others want a pro-
tected national market, The perceived benefits of protective trade policies are
very important to those businesses and workers receiving this assistance; con-
sequently, they are well organized to push their case. However, the costs of
such policies are spread throughout the economy in the form of higher prices to
consumers for the products protected and higher costs to producers of competi-
tive goods through inefficient use of available resources. It should also be re-
membered that trade negotiations work on the basis of reciprocity and mutual
advantage, so that each U.S. industry that receives special protection from
world competition, reduces our opportunity to eliminate other nalon's barriers
to our exports.

As I pointed out earlier, monetary policies impact decisively on trade policies.
In the last two years many of the world's major trading nations, including the
United States, have moved away from inflexibly fixed exchange rates.' Neverthe-
less, when financial policy makers see a weakening in their nation's payments
balance, they may still exercise the option of allowing the exchange rate to move
downward to make exports cheaper and imports more expensive and thereby
bringing their trade balance into equilibrium.

The fact that a country may adjust its trade balance by small changes in the
exchange rate has tremendous implications on the traditional practice of trade
policy. If a nation establishes high tariff barriers to protect its domestic indus-
tries, the monetary adjustment mechanism which is driven by supply and demand
forces of the exchange market will move the price of its currency up, As its
currency upvalues, its exports become less competitive and the Imports of its
trading partners become cheaper and might even become competitive In its in-
ternal market despite the high tariffs. Imposing import restrictions in a world of
flexible exchange rates will cause an upvalulng of one's currency so that the
protection from imports afforded some domestic industries will be done at the
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real expenme of making domestic export industries less competitive in the world
market. They would be robbing from Peter to pay Paul.

The dislocations from major economic events, such as the oil crisis, poses the
danger of a new protectionism. The economic uncertainties triggered by shortages
and price increases of basic commodities are causing dramatic and rapid shifts
in demand. The new protectionism would seek to ameliorate the effects of these
shifts, which are not caused by a fundamental imbalance or foreign competition,
by restricting imports or by restricting exports of needed raw materials.

This is a prescription for chaos in an interdependent world. We therefore need
now, even more than a year ago, to press forward on this legislation and the trade
reform negotiations, in order to prevent the certain catastrophe that protection-
ism would be sure to produce.

We believe that our commitment to the principle of strengthening the role of
the market in the monetary, trade and investment areas is the right one. Our
proposals on monetary reform suggest that realistic exchange rates, as deter-
mined by the market, be an important component. Our trade proposals suggest
that we lower barriers and create a system in which there is a freer flow of goods
allowing the market to determine which are bought by whom and where. In the
investment area, we are working for removal of distortions so that the flow of
capital can be predominantly decided by market forces.

The introduction of the market principle in the monetary area has a liberalizing
impact on trade, In the same way, the movement towards a more equitable
and open trading system will have a positive impact on monetary adjustments.
It is obvious that rationalization of the world economic system cannot succeed
with restrictive policies in one area and liberal policies in another.

The introduction of the market principle in the monetary area has a liberalizing
impact on trade. In the same way, the movement towards a more equitable and
open trading system will have a positive impact on monetary adjustments. It
is obvious that rationalization of the world economic system cannot succeed with
restrictive policies in one area and liberal policies in another.

This is equally true of investment. Restrictive or coercive trade policies lead to
distortions in investment flows and away from the efficient allocation of re-
sources. While one distortion breeds another, it is also true that the reduction
of distortions- must be approached comprehensively in all areas of international
economic activity in order to prevent nullification of the benefits to be gained
from such action.

The United States, with its comparative advantages, has clearly much to gain
by reliance on the market in the trade area. Given the recent oil and food crises,
our trade negotiations take on even greater importance. We must not only remove
barriers to our exports but we must also reach new international understandings
with respect to export controls so that all importing countries will have a greater
sense of security of supply and a greater stake in cooperating to make an inter-
dependent world economy work.

If the international economic system, because of the stresses imposed on it by
these crises, begins to move away from cooperation towards a pattern of inde-
pendent action, not only the U.S. but the world will be poorer for it, As is often
the case in important negotiations, the only way to keep from sliding backwards
is to keep moving forward. It is for this reason that I urge this committee to give
prompt and favorable consideration to the Trade Reform Act of 1973. Upon your
actions hinge the fate of our efforts to speed the international economic reform
which is vital for both the prosperity and security of our country.

The CHAIRMA-x. Thank you, Mr. Flanigan. In line with the commit-
tee's procedure of occasionally reversing the order of questions, I will
call on Mr. Roth. I will also suggest that we abide by the 10-minute'
rule and I will ask the staff to keep time on it in the first round of
questioning and we will see where we stand after we make the firsb
round.

Secretary SitULz. Does that apply to me, too, Mr. Chairman
[Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. It is tip to each member to try to keep the witness
from filibustering on his time if he wants to do so. Each Senator will
have to defend his 10 minutes as best he can.
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TRADE REF4ORMt URGENT

Senator RoTI. Well, Mr. Secretary and Mr. Flanigan, in a sense
you have addressedl my first question but I think it bears repeating.
In my opening remarks I mentioned tile importance I attached to
this legislation being adopted as early as possible this year. Yet I find
there are a number of commentators and a number of so-called ex-
perts who argue that energy and the other shortages, those in agri-
culture, and so forth, that the impact of the higher price of oil, the
unemployment being experienced not only here but abroad, many
other factors, mean that there are not going to be meaningful nego-
tiations in the near future. Wle are really faced with a threat of protec-
tionism. And I wonder, Mr. Secretary, if you would like to add any-
thing as to why you think it is important now that we get this adopted
as early as possible.

Secretary Situuzz. Well, I think all of the things that you have
mentioned argue that we work on this problem more urgently rather
than less urgently because we have a structure of monetary, trade, and
investment arrangements around the world. They are under great
tension and strain and it is important to refresh them and renew them
particularly since the strain of the events you mentioned puts a great
deal of pressure on us.

I have been interested in two recent international meetings, the one
in Rome of people gathered to discuss tile monetary system, and the
other here in Washington of people gathered to discuss energy. The
first was finance-type people an( the second was a mixture of finance,
energy, and foreign ministry. In both cases there was a clear view
that it was extremely important to maintain and develop work on
tie trade subject and not allow the current very large massive changes
in the flows of money around the world to degenerate into a kind of
a trade war. So I think that the factors you mentioned highlight the
importance of getting on with it rather than suggest that we should
hold back and wait. and see. I am afraid what we would wait and see
is a deterioration.

INEQUITIES SEEN IN GATT

Senator ROTh. One of the basic objectives spelled out in your testi-
mony is, of course, to try to create a more open trading world, and
to do it within the framework of GATT. Many feel-I must say I have
some concern myself-that many of the provisions of GATT make
an open world more difficult. Since the current legislation does pro-
vide or make provision for renegotiation of some. of the GATT provi-
sions, the question I have for you is, is there any evidence, any
grounds, to believe that some of the provisions in the GATT can be
modified to eliminate what is basic unfairness to this country?

Let me read you the study made 1y our Finance Committee "Non-
discrimination'is intended to be the cardinal l)rinciple of GATT. It
is embodied in Article 1 what you give to one you give to all. This prin-
ciple is aimed at making discriminatory bilateral agreements and
special commercial relationships. However, GATT sanctions depart re
from MFN." The study goes oil to sell out some of the things that
happened in the Common Market. The same question arises oil ]how
to treat different types of taxes. I wonder, Mr. Secretary, or Mr. Flani-
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gan, are there any grounds for optimum that our trading partners
are willing to make GATT a fairer agreement ?

Secretary Siiuirz. Yes, I think so. I think there is a willingness to
examine the general agreement. There are committees that have al-
ready beimn set up on some items and, of course, we seek in this bill
a certain amount or ability to pressure on just the points that you men-
tioned. For example, the business of setting up reverse preferences
amid creating a block that way, well, we seek to get at that not only in a
negotiating sese but also in the sense of saying that as a restriction
on the generalized preferences asked-for here that countries that have
reverse preferences will not get them from us. So we are trying to
break that down, what we regard as a bad practice and to which
you referred. So I think, yes, is the answer to your question.

Possiiriy OF BENEFICIARIES OF FREER TRADE SUPPORTING
ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

Senator RoTr1i. Mr. Flanigan in your testimony you mention that
the third purpose of this bill is to enable us to act effectively to ease
the adjustment of American workers and industries to fair import
competition when these imports increase at a rate which causes or
threatens serious injury.

You also state, as the benefits of trade are shared by the entire coun-
try, it is certainly fair that the cost of any adjustments to such trade
are a Iso sha red.

I wonder if anyone in the administration has given any thought as
to how we should try to finance these special benefits. I think that
rightly so that the workers who see their jobs possibly disappearing
have, a legitimate gripe if we don't take care of them. As one who
also is somewhat concerned about the1 balancing of the budget, I am
concerned as to how we are going to finance some of these benefits. I
am not sure the financing we have in the present legislation is adequate.

Why shouldn't those who benefit from trade, both exporters and
importers, by some tax mechanism, help finance these benefits.
I wonder if any thought has been given to this approach. In other
words, if we are going to promote trade, and trade is going to ad-
versely affect some workers, some industries, shouldn't those who
particularly benefit from the liberal trade policies have an obliga-
tion to carry that burden? We are going to look, I think, in the near
future at some of our tax legislation, tax credits. Perhaps it would
be wise to let all countries as well know there will be some slight tax
of some sort iml)osed on trade that would be .used as a means of
financing these benefits. Has any thought been given within the ad-
ministration to such an approach?

Mr. ILANIO,\. I hate to overburden the Secretary of the Treasury,
but financing our expenditures and taxes is his responsibility so I
think he is probably the one who should answer your question.

Secretary Sti',TZ. Well, I think, first, that everybody benefits. It
isn 't just )eople who happen to export or import who 'benefit from
trade, but everybody gains the benefits from trade. They are widely
shared, and the diflicui ties are experienced by a relatively few whose
jobs happen to be affected, or businesses. I think we should share this
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problem of helping those who are especially disadvantaged by trade
widely.

My own feeling is that it is better to improve the unemployment
insurance system generally than it is to provide something special in
the field of trade. If we think that our system of unemployment in-
surance is adequate, and I do, then we should change it and make
it adequate. We should do what the President proposed, apply Fed-
eral standards for benefit levels so that they get up to an adequate
level, expand the coverage of the benefits so that they apply more
comprehensively, and most recently he proposed a trigger mechanism
that would go to l)articular areas, metropolitan areas, rather than
States, in the triggering of additional duration for benefits. I think
that is a better approach. The fact that with the energy business, we
talk about special unemployment compensation there only suggests
the importance of generalizing rather than particularizing it. I would
have to say the House rejected that argument. They are wrong, I am
right, but anyway they won. [Laughter.]

So here we are, and now we go on within the framework of the
adjustment assistance program, which I accept as a good second best,
and I think here there is a real financing problem, and it seems to
us, it seems to me, that the additional-the, first increment of adjust-
ment assistance paid to workers should be part of the regular unem-
ployment compensation system in the State. It is set up for the purpose
of helping people make adjustments and having it administered so
that State funds take part in the program, gives the States a proper
stake in good administration of the program.

As you know, the way the House bill sets it up, you get a flow of
funds'into the Federal Treasury which finances the whole thing and
I don't think that is a sound way to go about it.

Senator ROTH. I would just like to follow up. You would agree that
while the entire country benefits from liberalized trade, and that there
are certain industries, that benefit somewhat more just as there are
going to be certain domestic industries that are going to suffer more.

I think you will also have to agree we have a deficit in Federal
spending. go I wonder if it does not make good sense to try to find some
vehicle, some means of having those who benefit most at least sharing
more of the cost of liberalized trade policy?

Secretary SIULTZ. Well, it is obviously true that those who are
)articipating in something that is their livelihood and, therefore,

benefit more from it than other people do. I suppose you could say
the people as a whole benefit from the actions of the U.S. Senate, but
would you say that each Senator benefits more than the average citi-
zen just because you happen to participate in it? I do not suppose So.
I suppose people' could probably do better for themselves in a narrow
sense if they did not happen to be sitting here.

So I do not think it necessarily follows that because somebody is
engaged in a particular line of activity that there is a special kind of a
benefit there, but rather that in a large economy that permits speciali-
zation, one of the advantages we have is that it sorts people out accord-
ing to their comparative advantages within the country. And that is
a good thing, but it does not seem to me that we should put a special
burden on exporters or importers for this assistance.

Senator ROTH. My time is up. I hope to explore this subject matter
further.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mondale.
Senator MONDAL%. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Traditionally, trade negotiations have concentrated largely on the

question of access to markets--of how exports call be introduced into a
consuming country despite a host of protective measures, duties, andnontariff barriers.

PROTEcTION NEEDED AGAINST FUTURE EMBARGOES

Although access to markets continues to be a very serious problem,
the world is confronted with disastrous, if not revolutionary, new
strategy of the monopolistic control of short supply materials par-
ticularly crucial to the economies of developed nations. The strategy
with respect to the oil exporting countries, is I think, the classic exam-
ple today. We may well have many others in the near future as a re-
sult of the success of the oil embargo and resultant price increases.

It seems to me that we must concentrate in this bill not only on
- the traditional problem of access to a market. We must come up with

remedies that will protect us f rom future embargoes of the scarce
raw materials. If we do not, we are going to have massive inflation
around the world, unemployment and maybe even more.

There is a story in this morning's New York Times about the polit-
ical troubles that are sweeping democracies in Europe. This, I think,
is a direct result of the problem of the inflationary prices of oil and of
other products in short supply. The British election has caused the
British Government to be paralyzed. We have seen earlier elections in
Holland and Denmark. There w as an election this morning that under-
mines the credibility of the Germany Government. The Scandinavian
democracies are mostly in deadlock. As I go around our own country,
I find people desperate about inflation. Of course some of this infla-
tion is oil-induced, and some of it is food-induced. But both are part
of the fundamental problem: What do we do about limited supplies of
commodities that are critical where a few countries can combine to

j strict supply and extort high prices, often not just for economic
reasons but for political reasons as well?

I know you have commented on some of this in your statement. In
your opion, does this bill contain remedies that will meet these prob-
lems, how would those remedies work and, would they be effective?

Secretary SitLTz. I think the problem that you have identified here
and in earlier statements is a very important one, and it is not ade-
quately represented in the bill that came over from the House or that
we originally proposed. There are things in the bill that will help us
in this regard, and perhaps they should be sort of organized to be
more clear, and then accompanied with some other things. Just what

--those other things should be, I think is-I do not have a set mind on
that subject at all. It seems to me it is a good subject to explore because
I do not think that we are adequately equipped.

But it seems to me there are the following things to be said: First,
in terms of tools to do something about a situation that you do not

'like, our ability to retaliate should be clear, and I think it is pretty
well defined in the bill as it stands now; and, second, it would be
desirable to negotiate internationally agreed rules with the expectation
1thabthere willbe action not just by us but internationally if somebody
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violates those rules. I think probably we have the ingredients of that
in the bill although again it might be well to bring it out more clearly.

Now, oi course, the crux of the matter is, what are reasonable rules.
And certainly, if somebody has commodities within their borders and
they are theirs, yout cannot take them away from them. But it seems
to me that people who trade with them are entitled to have some sense
of stability about the conditions under which they are going to be
traded, that they are not going to be traded on a discriminatory basis.

I think it is sort of on ti other side of the coin that nondiscrimina-
tion in access to markets might be applied here. I suppose it would be
kind of an ideal if we could have an international Sherman antitrust
law but I do not know whether we could find the right forum to pass
such a law, but I think the general idea somehow or other has to be
worked out.

So I believe that you have identified an important problem and I
think there are some things that will help with it in the bill and I also
believe we have a lot more thinking to do before we get to where we
want to go.

I guess Mr. Flanigan has something.
Mr. FLANIGAN. May I add a thought that I alluded to in my pre-

pared statement, Senator, and that is the fact is in considering this
problem we have to consider it not only as a consumer which we are,
but also from the point of view of a supplier. The bulk of our wheat
crop, as you know, each year is exported and in terms of the percen-
tage which that export from the United States represents in world
trade we are more important in the world trade in wheat than all
the Persian Gulf nations taken together are in oil.

Senator MONDALE. May I i,,terrupt, because I believe your answer
shows both sides of the problem-

Mr. FLANIGAN. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. I do not mean to argue that the producing coun-

tries do not have rights. They also, of course, have economic rights.
Indeed, some of the poorer countries almost have a moral claim on
the rest of us for a better break. And as we found in wheat, and with
soybeans, we have problems, too. Right now we are the world's most
bountiful producer of agricultural products. But, the wheat sales, for
example, are going to contribute to inflation in food because we have
had a policy of letting this grain go into the world trade market and
we are now down to very, very limited supplies. As a result, I antici-
p atesubstantial increases in food prices, not just in wheat but in re-
lated grains.

We need to establish some civilized rules which recognize the right
of both producing and consuming countries. These rules should per-
mit producing countries, as in the case of wheat, to have some right
over that production so that they can keep the domestic food prices
in line. But these rules should also recognize legitimate claims of
international trade.

But what OPEC stands for, it seems to me, is an outrageous, un-
civilized, extorting, monopolistic strategy to take a critical world com-
modity, increase the price out of any economic proportion, not only
to generate revenues but to extort political concessions as well, to the
point that the oil prices are doing more to break up NATO and the
Common Market than the Russians ever could do. If we cannot do
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something about inflation in this country, I believe we could well
find governmental instability here.

Mr. FLANIGAN. Senator, I would not for one moment suggest there
is any relationship between our actions with regard to food supplies,because we have been the most accessible market in general, and
OPEC actions with regard to oil supplies. But in considering theproblem, and particularly in considering your suggestion that wecreate some mechanism which will avoid ilation here, we should m-
nember that that mechanism as imposed last year on soybeans, while

it did have an effect for a period of time to lower soybean prices here,
also created additional inflation abroad.

Senator MONDALE. Yes.
Mr. FLANIGAI. And you are concerned not only about inflation here

but the effect of inflation all over the world.
Senator MONDALE. I will just make this one observation. I know theGovernment imposed it out of desperation, and that it did not wantto do it. But we aid not do it for political reasons. We did it because we

were going to have all of our soybeans sold.
Secretary SHtLTu. Well, I think it is a good case and it shows thelimits, too, of what can be done. In my judgment, our soybean action

pricked a speculative bubble and brought the price down for every-
body. We did not keep those controls on long enough to really dis-comfort anybody, although we scared a lot of people, and in many
ways it was unfortunate, but nevertheless, we were faced with a criti-
cal situation.

Now, I think the soybean example illustrates, however, some of thelimits of what a given country can do because the high soybeans prices
have brought soybeans onto the market at a terrific clip, not only herebut elsewhere-Brazil, which I believe, historically has been a big
exporter of coffee, and that has been their biggest export by far,
think their second product is soybeans, so it has come fast. So suppliesof many, but not all commodities come forward from other sourcesand we do have to think, and we have been thinking very hard about
this, and I believe properly, across the board in agriculture. We haveto think of the American farmer, and in soybeans groups of farmershave promoted that market on a world basis, just as we depend for
two-thirds of our market for wheat on world markets. It is important
to somebody who is a producer to have a reputation as a reliable sup-
plier, and so there is a certain competitive aspect to this thing.

Now, I think myself that the oil producing countries have got theprice too high for their own good. It is not good cartel policy if youlook at it just. from that standpoint. I think that, myself, if thingsstay the way they are-I do not believe they will, but if they did-
that, say, 6 or 7 years from now they would look back and say, "Whata disaster we perpetrated on ourselves," because of the increases of
supplies that are going to come forward, and come forward on a mas-sive scale under these circumstances. So I think there are some sort of
economic limits as well as limits to be negotiated. But again, I thinkyour point is very good and it needs to be worked on hard in this bill.

The CHAIRN NI,. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. Gentlemen, I am late and if you covered part of

this in your testimony, if you would tell me, I would appreciate it.
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U.S. EMBARGO POWER S

At the time of the embargo of soybeans we had before the Banking
Committee a question of the export control authority and there was
some question at the time about the legal right to embargo. The admin-
istration was asking for additional authority to embargo. I assume you
would immediately have the power to embargo wheat now if you
wanted to.

Secretary SHULTZ. I think so; yes.
Senator "P,\CKwOOD. We are projected-
Secretary SiUtLTZ. But I would like to enter the caveat that no one

should take that remark as meaning we are about to do so.
Senator PACKWOOD. Oh, no, I wanted to know about the authority.
Secretary Stivizz. I say that because this is such a touchy business,

and you mention that word and you start off a chain of events that is
very'disruptive. It is like price controls, the existence of the ability-to
control prices )rings about price increases.

Senator PACKWOOD. I do not want to get us into a bind and have
the administration come forward and say, "We do not have the author-
ity!" and I am curious if it exists.

Secretary SHULTZ. I think the act, the basic act, is up for renewal
June 30. I think it expires, so in any case, it has to be renewed and
examined.

Senator PACKWOOD. Very good.
We are projected to have 2.1 billion bushels of wheat this year and

we normally use 700 or 800 million bushels domestically. Do you know
what part of that difference is already contracted for exports?

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, we have an extensive set of information on
domestic demand and exports recorded and also export contracts. Con-
tracts to export are, the statistics on that are tricky to evaluate because
again the thought in some people's mind that there might be controls
suggested to them they ought to enlarge the volume of their export con-
tracts so if there is a cutback they are way up here and they would only
be cut back to there, which is where they wanted to be anyway. So
that you can deceive yourself with some of these figures. But we have
been working within the administration to have a good understand-
ing of this, and to take steps that will insure that we will bridge over
to the next crop year in a proper fashion.

Senator PACKWOOD. Would the power of embargo include the power
to embargo wheat already sold under concluded contracts?

Secretary SHULTZ. I am sorry, I could not hear you very well.
Senator PACKWOOD. Does the power to embargo include the power to

embargo wheat already sold for export under completed contracts?
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, one of the problems, of course, is that--we

ran into this in the soybean case-is you get to the point where there
is more sold than there is. That is what tie situation was, at least ac-
cording to the contracts. There were more soybeans bought than ex-
isted, and so if you are going to cut off some place you are going to cut
into some contracts, and, of course, that is undesirable.

FLEXIBLE EXCHANGE RATES

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me switch gears on you now, George. In your
testimony, you talk about the counterveiling duty law. I am not too
familiar with it but I assume ws I read your testimony, it gives you
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some kind of unilateral power to respond to what we would call unfair
unilateral export subsidies; is that correct?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Senator PACKWo0D. OK, the value added tax, your view in a value

added tax to exporters, as I understand.
Secretary SHULTZ. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. Is that a serious detriment to our competing on

our exports?
Secretary SHuLTz. Not in the world of flexible exchange rates.
Senator PACKWOOD. Why ?
Secretary SHULTZ. Because I believe the export subsidy question, as

I said in my testimony, needs to be worked on so that we can get some
multilateral agreements on what we mean by an export subsidy and
what we do not mean, and so on. But I think that the problem is less
serious when exchange rates can take account of particular efforts that
may be made by a country -to affect its flo w of trade. In other words,
an export subsidy in a sense, can be defined as a partial devaluation,
that is what it amounts to. It affects only certain products and it af-
fects only one side of trade, affects every export-import trade but it
has that general effect. When we had a system of fixed exchange rates,
particularly from our point of view, where everybody could sort of
operate against us, which was the situation we were enduring for low
these many years, then it constituted a great problem. But I think now,
while it is still a problem that needs very much to be worked on, it is a
lesser one.

Senator PACKWOO. Do you expect we are going to stick with the
flexiblerates for an extended period of time?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

PROBLEMS IN TE SHOE INDUSTRY

The shoe industry provides a great many jobs in many States, it
provides a lot of jobs in Virginia, and I want to ask three or four

questions in this regard. I have got for myself and for my colleague
from Rhode Island, Senator Pastore.

M:. Flanigan, over 3 years ago the Tariff Commission submitted to
the President a split decision in the escape clause investigation cover-
ing nonrubber footwear which the President himself had initiated.
As I understand it, that was the first and only time to date that a
President of the United States has asked for such an escape clause in-
vestigation. Is my understanding correct?

Mr. FLANIGAN. I do not know whether that was the only occasion in
which such had been-Ambassador iEberle says it is correct.

Senator BYRD. It is the only case. Since the tie decision has been
submitted to the President there has been no action taken by the White
House. Could you tell us what the status of that tie decision is and
when the nonrubber footwear industry and the Congress might expect
some resolution of the escape matter now before thePresident?

Mr. FLANIGAN. Senator, the fact is that there was some action taken
and some successful action, though not the action that the industry
itself wanted under that split decision. At the time the decision was
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rendered, the vote was taken, the major source of imports was Italy,
and the second major source was Spain. The administration, recogniz-
ing the broad economic relations, particularly trade relations, that
existed with these countries, undertook to negotiate a voluntary re-
straint agreement with these countries, and did so successfully with
Italy and, I think, if you look at the record in the last couple of years
you will find that they have not taken an increasing share of our shoe
market.

We also, while having a very significant trade surplus in a broad
range of goods with Spain, only partly offset by their surplus re-
sulting from shoes, did discuss with the Spanish this problem. We
did not get a voluntary restraint agreement but we have found, again
if you look, that within the last year imports from Spain have leveled
offend are no longer increasing as a percent of our market from a
volume point of view.

There were, however two new entrants into the market, Brazil and
Argentina. Both have been very, very small. I think Brazil is just 2
or 3 percent of the market, and Argentina less than 1.

The Treasury is conducting an investigation of the matter to see
what the facts are, ad that investigation is currently being pur-
sued.

But I would suggest that the two major exporters to the United
States have leveled off in their growth and they are no longer in-
creasing their percentage of the market. The others that the Treasury
is investigating are currently a very small percent of the market.

Senator Bym. The Treasury is investigating under the counter-
vailing statute, I believe.

Mr. FLANIGAN. That is correct, and that, I believe, is the area in
question.

Senator BYm. How does that differ from this escape clause?
Secretary SHULTZ. They are two separate acts. In the countervailing

'duty situation the question is asked is whether this particular export
is receiving a subsidy from the State or a bounty, and if the report is
being subsidized then the Treasury may countervail to the extent of the
subsidy. That is a different kind o a question.

Senator BYRD. That is a different action from what we were speak-
ing of a moment ago on the escape clause.

Now, Mr. Flanigan, has the escape clause decision-do you feel
that has been complied with, is that your testimony?

Mr. FLANimAN. Well, it was a split decision.
Senator BYRD. It was a tie decision.
Mr. FLANIGAN. As you pointed out, Senator, so I do not think it

was a matter of compliance. I think it was a concern and we attacked
it in the two major cases through what seemed to us a more appro-
priate and better method, in the best interests of our exporters and of
the international economic community as a whole. If there is a prob-
lem with regard to these two remaining areas in which there is a
growth, although it is on a very small base, that it is appropriate that
it be done on the countervailing duty method basis.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Secretary, could I ask you then, about the status
of the countervailing duty? The first petition to the Treasury Depart-
ment was submitted over a year ago, and the second about 8 months. To
date, as I understand it, no action has been taken. I note in the Federal
Register that the Treasury Department is proceeding to investigate.
Is that the status?
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Secretary SHUIrz. Well, the Treasury Department is investigating,
although our investigation is not as yet in a formal stage. We are try-
ing to find out in a less than formal way as much as we can about the
Spain, Brazil, and Argentina areas, which seem to be the ones involved.

Senator BynD. A year is a rather substantial period, is it not?
Secretary SHUTZ. Well, we have gotten a fair degree of progress,

but not as much as we would like.
Senator Bmn. What progress has been made?
Secretary SHULTZ. We have received, I think, a fair amount of in-

formation from Spain and we are in the process of evaluating that. In
the case of Argentina, the amount of exports coming to us is really
minuscule. It does not seem to be large enough to warrant us moving
forward.

In the case of Brazil, we are trying to get a better understanding
of their export subsidy practices, and we do not feel we have sufficiently
gotten that as yet.

Senator BYRD. Could you indicate as to when action or investigation
might be completed and when it might be analyzed?

Secretary SHU1TZ. Well, I hesitate to lay down a precise date, al-
though I suspect that one reason why the House put in a 1-year time-
span on these matters is in order to prod us along.

Senator BYRD. Well, the year has expired, has it not?
Secretary SHuLTz. Right.
Senator BYRD. Well, may I draw the conclusion from your testimony

that expeditious action will be forthcoming?
Secretary SiiULTZ. Always, always. [Laughter.] Expeditious as is

appropriate under the circumstances. [Laughter.]
Senator BYRD. With the nonrubber footwear industry having lost

better than 40 percent of its market to import footwear, do I judge
from your testimony that there will or will not be relief in sight?

Secretary SHTULTZ. Well, I can speak about countervailing, and to
the extent that we find that this 40 percent is supported by subsidies
from governments, and I do not believe it is, but to the extent that we
find that, then we would countervail.

Senator BYRD. But your investigation does not at this point bear
that out?

Secretary SiuITz. The three countries that we are currently re-
viewing do not amount to anything like that proportion of the total.

Senator Bn. There has been some suggestion about the possibil-
ity of negotiating an international agreement to limit trade in non-
rubber footwear such as the multilateral fiber arrangements recently
negotiated in textiles does that seem a feasible action?

Secretary SnuLTz. Ambassador Eberle volunteers to that. He is
the expert.

Mr. EDRLE. Senator Byrd, there has not been the same interest as
in the textile industry. There are a few countries involved. At this
point my judgment would be it would not be practical.

Senator BYRD. It would not be practical.
I have another subject but how much time do I have remaining?
Senator HANSEN'. May I yield 2 minutes of my time to Senator

Byrd, Mr. Chairman?
Senator BYRD. I thank my colleague from Wyoming.
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REPAYMENT OF RussuN DEBT CONTINGENT ON MFN STATUS

Mr. Secretary, on the settlement of the Russian debt much of that
settlement was made conditional on the Soviet Union obtaining most.
favored-nation status. That is correct, is it not I

Secretary SHULTZ. We are trying to call that nondiscriminatory
treatment status. But with that amendment, that is correct.

Senator BYRD. Whether or not Russia obtains certain concessions,
trade concessions, bears on whether or not she has agreed to pay a
substantial part of her debt, does it not?

Secretary ScnuLTz. '1 iere has been an effort to negotiate an under-
standing about conditions of trade between the two countries, and
one of those conditions is that imports from Russia be treated in
the same manner as imports from other countries are treated so far as
tariffs are concerned and another portion has to do with the debt
Until we are able to implement the whole agreement, it is not pos-
sible to have it totally implemented in each of its parts.

Senator BYRi. So the unconditional part of the debt was that she
agreed to pay it was $48 million and 2 percent of the total. The con-

.ditional part was $674 million. I wonder who established that con-
dition and wh was it done?

Secretary SHuLrz. I think Mr. Flanigan was there and perhaps
he can comment on that.

Mr. FLANIOAN. There was an agreement on the part of the Soviets to
begin the repayment of their lend-lease debt in the amount that was
negotiated. They pointed out that the original lend-lease agreement
made repayment conditional on normal trading relations existing
between the lender and the borrower, and they interpreted these normal
trading relations to be nondiscriminatory trade treatment.

They agreed to begin the payment of the debt, the first tranche, on
the assumption that they would get nondiscriminatory trade treat-
ment, but they put a time limit, Senator, on that period after which
they would suspend repayment until such nondiscriminatory trade
treatment was put into effect. It was that time limit, its expiratiofi,
which I do not recall exactly but I think it was about a year, which
determined how much would be paid before they would expect as a
condition of continued payments nondiscriminatory trade treatment
to their goods entering the United States.

Senator BYRD. I think in regard to that agreement, the same as to
the other agreements made with Russia in 1972, the United States
came out second best by far. I do not want to take more of Senator
Hansen's time, but I ask unanimous consent, Mr. Chairman, to insert
in the record at this point pages 17, 18, and part of page 19 of the
hearing before the Subcommittee on International Finance and Re-
sources of the Finance Committee, October 29, 1973, dealing with the
subject.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be done.
[The excerpt referred to follows:]

Senator BYRD. May I interrupt at this point? The amount which the Soviet
Union owed the United States was $2.6 billion; is that right?

Mr. WEINTRAUn. No, sir. There had been no agreed amount that the Soviet
Union owed the United States. This was subject to a negotiating procedure.

Senator BYnD. What the United States claimed the Soviet Union owed the
United States was $2.6 billion.
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Mr. WEINTRAUB. It was at very early stages of the negotiation process.
Senator BYRD. That is right. But at one point or other the United States

contended that the Soviet Union owed the United States $2.6 billion; is that not
correct?

Mr. WEINTRAvB. This is true. But the discussions had broken off some 10 years
previous to that. The amount we were seeking then was some $800 million.

Senator BYRD. I would like to read into the record at this point a statement
which you made in testifying February 18, 1972, before the House Subcommittee
on Foreign Operations and Government Information:

"In lend-lease settlement negotiation with our allies, including the Soviet
Union, it was our policy to seek payment only for those goods which had use:
fnlness iln the civilian economy. After repeated requests for an inventory of
these civilian-type articles in the Soviet Union went unanaswered, the United
States estimated their value at approximately $2.6 billion,"

So I think it is clear from your testimony as well as from other facts that are
available that the United States did feel that the Soviet Union, did contend that
the Soviet Union owed the United States $2.0 billion.

Mr. WEINTRAUB. I do not contest the statement you just read.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Mr. WEINTRAVB. In negotiating repayment agreements with all major lend-

lease recipients, the United States has sought no payment for goods lost, con-
snied. or destroyed during the war or for combat items letf over at the war's
end. We have sought payment for civilian-type goods which survived hostilities
and for all goods "in the pipeline" but delivered after the lend-lease program
formally ended (September 20, 1945).

The Soviet Union had been making regular payments on the "pipeline" ac-
count and the remainder due on that account was included in the global sum of
the overall settlement.

Negotiations with the Soviet Union to reach agreement on the amount to be
paid for civilian-type goods had foundered over the years on two points: First,
there was no agreed statistical base on which to base the value of such goods
remaining in Soviet hands. The Soviet Union did not present an inventory of
what they had and rejected the estimates which had been put forward -by our
Government. Settlement figures offered by the Soviet Union during the inter-
mittent negotiations were always unacceptably low. This is the point that you
Just referred to a moment ago, Mr. Chairman.

Second, the Soviet Union wanted the United States to give effect to article VII
of the standard lend-lease agreement which stated that the terms and conditions
for repayment "shall be such as not to burden commerce between the two coun-
tries, but to promote mutually advantageous economic relations between them
and the betterment of worldwide economic relations." The article also specially
mentioned "agreed action" directed to the "elimination of ull forms of dis-
criminatory treatment in international commerce, and to the reduction of tariffs
and other trade barriers." The Soviet Union argued that article VII indicated
to them the prospect of improved economic relations, but that the United States,
in 1951, had terminated the most-favored-nation tariff treatment that the Soviet
goods had previously received under a 1937 commercial agreement. Thus, for
the Soviets, a resumption of most-favored-nation treatment became a condition
for a final lend-lease settlement. We argued that a lend-lease settlement was a
condition for even considering most-favored-nation treatment.

The agreement of last October combined a settlement figure close to that which
had been requested by the United States previously, and* comparable to that
reached with other World War II allies.

Senator BYRD. How do you Justify that assertion when you just pointed out
that in your testimony of February 18, 1972, that the Soviet Union owed $2.0
billion?

Mr. WEINTRAUB. From the first inventory given we thought the Soviet Union
owed was $2.0 billion. When the discussion broke up in 1952 the figure that the
executive branch was then seeking to get as a result of give and take over the
interim years was $800 million.

Senator BYRD. The fact is, it gets back to the original figure of what we claimed
was owed to us, And under your own testimony as well as other facts and
figures that have been submitted, it is $2.6 billion. Thus, the settlement is no-
where near the amount really owed to us, it is about 30 cents on the dollar.

Mr. WEINTRAUB. I will submit for the record, Mr. Chairman, a publication on
the lend-lease settlement of the Soviet Union which compares it with the lend,

80-229-74-pt. 1-18
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lease settlement of the United Kingdom. And the United Kingdom's was typical
of some of the other lend-lease settlements-in order to give some indication ot
what was received on the dollar In the lend-lease.

Senator BYRD. What I am suggesting is, and the point I think the record
ought to show, is that the US. Government contended that the Soviet Union
owed the United States $2.6 billion. And you have testified to that. So I do not
think that is a point at issues at all.

Mr. WmxzxT"a. I am not quarrelling with that issue.
Senator Bywa. Will you proceed?
Mr. WENTM&B. The agreement contained a provision making payment of

$674 million of the $722 million conditional upon re-extension of most-favored-
nation tariff treatment to Soviet goods. As you know, the administration has
requested congressional authorization to extend most-favored-nation treatment
to the Soviet Union as part of the Trade Reform Act of 1978.

I might note that the Soviet Union already has paid $86 million of the $48
million payment which is unconditional under the agreement.

For the record, I am submitting an information sheet giving additional de-
tails on the terms of the final settlement and a comparison of that agreement
with the lend-lease accord with the United Kingdom. And as I stated earlier,
for the record, if agreeable, I will submit an information sheet giving additional
details on it.

Senator BYnD. It will be inserted In the record.
Mr. WEINTRAUB. I will be very brief on World War I debts.
Senator BYRD. Before we get into World War I debts, let me ask you a mo-

ment about this proposed agreement with the Soviet Union. They will pay at
least $722 million by July 1, the year 2001. Why would it say at least $722
million? Is that the figure? Why do you use at least $722 million?

Mr. WEINTRAUB. The figure is because the Soviet Union has been allowed to
defer any annual payment up to four annual payments, If they find themselves in
difficulty in any given year during that period of time.

Senator Bysn. How much is she supposed to pay a year under this agreement?
Mr. WEnNERAUB. I am not sure how their payment schedule works, sir. In order

to be able-to conclude the $722 million toy the year 2001, 1 would have to make
that calculation. I an not sure, sir.

Senator BYRD. What interest rate?
Mr. WEINTRAUB. The interest rate is 3 percent.
Senator BYRn. The interest rate is 3 percent?
Mr. WEINTRAUB. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. The Information I have is that they would pay $12 million In

October 1972, $24 million in July of 1978, $12 million in July of 1975, and the
balance in equal installments of roughly $24 million. The interest rate would be
3 percent, and they would pay the $700 million over a period between now and
July 1, the year 2001.

Just one other question in that connection. The agreement that was made by
the State Department and the Soviet Union, will that agreement be submitted
to the Congress for consideration?

Mr. WEINTRAUB. I do not believe so, sir.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.

Senator BYRD. I thank my dear friend from Wyoming.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen.
Senator HANsEN. Mr. Chairman, first let me compliment you on

the initiative you have taken in calling these hearings and getting
some of the legislation that the Congress is considering back into the
proper committees. I think, as a member of the Interior Committee,
we were going to take over Finance and Commerce and several others,
and I agree with what you are doing here this morning.

Mr. Secretary, from time to. time, I have viewed with complete
approbation your position on wage and price controls and your urging
this country to return to a free economy insofar as the restrictions that
have been imposed through the Price'Stabilization Act is Concerned.
I understand further vou have said so long as it is the law you will
do your best to try to make it work, but you believe in the long run
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we will be better served if the free play in the marketplace can workuninhibited and unfettered. Is this essentially an accurate statement?

Secretary SHuLTz. Yes, sir.

OIL PRICES AND AVAILABILITY

Senator HANsEm. I note in your testimony you state and I quote:
Solutions to the energy problem can come about only through the developmentof new forms of International cooperation.
I recall in the last couple of weeks that Kuwait has been unable toget many bids for oil which it has offered to sell at not less than $11.60per barrel for crude.
It is my feeling, and I think it comes into focus this week becauseof the announced intention of the President, to veto the energy bill,that maybe we ought to think more about what the forces in themarketplace would do for our domestic supply here.Would it be fair to say that given the incentive that presently existsin the market, we may very well anticipate the earlier coming of aviable oil shale operation than would have been the case, or that willbe the case if we roll the price back to five and a quarter a barrel?Secretary Stvmrz. Yes; I certainly agree with that.Senator HANsEr. I am told by people who have been working outin the Rocky Mountain area in Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah, thatif the price of crude could be up somewhere near where it is now,which domestically is around $10 or perhaps a little bit more, thatthere would be every reason to think that the technology soon couldbe developed that would within a few years, make a very substantialcontribution to our energy supply. Do you share that view?Secretary SHItLTz. Yes, sir, I do. You hear all kinds of estimatesof the cost of bringing in substantial oil shale, for example, or otheralternative sources. Some are very low compared with current prices,some are in the neighborhood of them. We tried to figure out what wethought was a long-term supply price for oil in this country, thatis a price at which there would be enough supply to clear the marketand from domestic sources only and we thought it was probably inthe neighborhood of $7. But it is a very difficult thing to estimate andI wouldn't put much reliability on anybody's estimate. It seems to mewe are better off to let the market operate and let people make theirown judgments about what' they think they are willing to invest in.That is the way our system has worked in the past and we have worked,,through these kinds of problems. And it seems to me that is the way

to do it now.
Senator HANSEN. Well critics of the industry have repeatedly beenquick to point out that tere are no lines of waiting motorists to befound anywhere in Europe, that only here in America can they befound and that there are some who say the world is awash with oileverywhere except in the United States. Is it not true that in Europethe price of oil and gasoline is substantially higher than it is i theUnited States. Would it be your feeling that the price mechanism,working as it does there, probably accounts for the fact that there
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are not motorists lined up and that the supply has cleared the market?
Would you comment on that?

Secretary SiitWLTZ. Well, where you have a commodity being sold at
some price. and everybody who wants to get it at that price can get it,
then you have got a market clearing price, and so they have market
clearing prices in Europe. They are astronomical by our standards. Of
.coumse. they include a very large component of excise taxes, and the
Europeans, because of these excise taxes, even in times of cheap oil
had high prices, mostly for gasoline. They thereby accustomed them-
selves and made the kind of adjustments that one makes when the price
of something is very high, particularly small cars, as an example, and
motorcycles and bicycles and so forth. We have suddenly been hit
by this rapid change in price and the shift over of people's reactions
to that high price to less energy consuming things such as small cars
causes us in a way more of a transition than it does them.

I believe the ollv other country that is having real trouble with lines
and rationing and stuff like that is Italy. and they have some of the
same efforts to control the price that they do.

Tn.tDn DRFICITS AND RisixO ImPI'OrTED OIL PRICES

Senator HANSEN. In your statement you assert that deficits arising
from the rising costs of oil imports should not call for action to redress
the trade balance. I am not sure I understand exactly what you mean
by that. statement. IHow do you anticipate the Europeans and the Japa-
nese will react to their trade deficits caused by oil imports

Secretary SHULTZ. Well, the problem-I hope that people will react
by not sort of overreacting and trying to cure that balance-of-payments
problem on the trade account because by definition it cannot b done.
That is. you have a situation in which 'a large flow of added foreign
exchange is going to countries that do not want to import to the extent
of their exports and so they will iust accumulate a large balance, and
that means that the world as a whole cannot achieve a trade balance.
An individual country may, but if everybody tries to by competitive
practices, no one will succeed, and we will just undercut each other.
So try to keep the situation in place.

Now, what we, are seeing in the exchange markets is a reflection of
the uncertainties created by this sudden large amount of money which
we know is not just going to stay there in those Arab countries'because
that would be silly for them to just hold the money. They want to
put it out on interest and earn money on it, so it is going to flow back
into investments and the question i. where is it going to flow? And
what those reflows, where they go, will have an impact on the bal-
ance of payments of various countries. And after we have seen the
situation settle down a little bit both in terms of where the money
flows and I believe in terms of the prices coming down and the prob-
lem changing itself, then other rearrangements can take place. But in
the meantime, I believe it is important to hold the present arrange-
ments.

Senator HAN.sEX. My time is up. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
The CR, IIIIAN. Senator Ribicoff.
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XUsp, or AD, MINSTRATION's RETALIATORY AUTHORtr

Senator Riaicopp. Secretary Shultz, I was pleased to hear your
support for the amendment Senator Vondale and I have introduced
regarding access to raw materials.

Now, assuming these amendments had been law at the time that the
Arab oil embargo was announced, do you believe this authority to
retaliate would have been used by this administrationI

Secretary Suiiurz. Well, I think that, first of all, we need, we would
envisage, Ihope, two additional ingredients. One, is a sense of what
are proper rules for behavior for supplying nations, on the one hand,

ind, on the other, international commitments to discipline those who
do not follow the rules. Then, any individual country is in a much
stronger position to act.

If we act to retaliate but our effort is futile, that is, it does not have
any impact, then it does not get us anywhere other than for us to feel
like we tried to do something, but it is frustrating to try to do some-
thing and not succeed. You need to have a broader--based arrangement.

REFUSAL or Cox',rnms To AniDE ny TRAD, AoRr MEN'rS

Senator Rniwovv. But that is the biggest problem we have right now.
You say that you are in a hurry to have this trade bill. Yet, we have
seen in the last few months complete disarray in the European com-
munity. Each nation has been out for itself. We have seen France act-
ing on its own. We have seen the rest of the European community will-
iiig to toiq the Netherlands, one of its partners, overboard. When the
ehi i s are down the nations of the world have indicated that.they will
look out for their own interests and not those of the international
community.

If this is the case, why do you need a trade bill now if the people
you trade with will not'live up to their agreements when there is a
crunch. Why negotiate?

Secretary SiUJJTz. Well, I thought, recognizing what you have said
and the eternal power of selfishness in people's motivations individui-
ally and as countries, it seems to me you have to bank on that and
arrange your policies to a large degree for that. Granting all that, it
was, if think, quite impressive how most countries attending the energy
conference here in Washington, which the President called and th'
Secretary of State managed, joined in calling for a more broad ranging
andi multilateral approach to the problem. France did not, but other
countries did, and I think that that. is a good point and something to
build on.

And I think that, at the same time, we must remember that in many
ways it takes more courage for a country totally dependent on imports
for energy to speak up than it does foi: one lilie, ourselves, which pro-duces 85 percent of our energy right here at home. So while we are
discomfitted a great deal, we are not in a position of a country that
depends et'irely on imports. So I think progress is there.

Senator RiBcOFF. We are going to be faced with this same problem
with tin, copper, aluminum and many other materials.
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Secretary Sitpurrz. I hate to see you state that as a fact. It may or
may not be. We have an important traumatic development in the oil
case. It remains to be seen whether the actions taken by the oil pro-
ducing countries are in' their long run selfish wealth-maximizing
Interests, and I think that a case can be made that their actions are
not in theirown selfish interests. I think in the end we will have to see,
in order to go along with a multilateral arrangement of any kind
that is fundamentally in their individual interests in the long run. Y
hope that this point can be brought out more powerfully, and I think
it lies behind the development that Senator Hansen mentioned;
namely, the fact that these prices have been coming down in the last
month or so.

Senator RiBicon. Well, I.think this is something that you, are going
to have to face in this committee and on the floor of the Senate without
question. What has happened so far is only a cloud on the horizon.

COMPARATIVE ADvANTAoE

'Mr. Flanigan, in your statement you used phrases like fair tr.ado,
open markets comparative advantage these sound like the old cliches
you get in the economic textbooks. Could you tell me which American
industry that has a high labor content do you believe has a compar-
ative advantage.

Mr. FLANIGAN. Given our wage levels, Senator I do not think
it is likely that our comparative advantages are likely to be for us
in those industries which-havd a high labor content. But we do have a
comparative advantage where either the Lord has blessed us with a
fruitful land as in agriculture or our high technology has given us an
opportunity to give our people jobs that have a higier wage rate than
their counterparts around the world.

Senator RIB~cOFF. That is right. But that is not where the crunch
is going to come. As Senator Byrd started to say, a large number of
employees, happen to be in the industries with the low comparative
advantage and high labor content whether it is shoes or textiles or
other industries--and this is a main problem we are going to have to
be concerned with.

FAIR TRADE

Now, you also talked about fair trade. What are the Europeans
and Japanese doing at present that is unfair-and what do you intend
doing about itI

Mr. FLANIGAN. As the chairman said, all of us have certain in.
stances in which we fall from the path of virtue, and we can certainly
point out to our trading partners, the Japanese or Europeans, where
they have fallen from the path oi virtue and, as you know, we often
havec. There are examples, there are instances in the agriculture trade
field we have discussed with them at great length over a long period
nf time.If the Congress lives us negotiating authority we intendtogo to the
negotiating table with them and urge that they bring their feet back
to the path of virtue and no doubt they will urge the same on us, and
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within the context of overall reciprocity we think they and we will be
more virtuous as a result.

\ SeItMM RiBicoF. I think the reason there is skepticism in this com-
mittee is that over the years-I do not confine it just to this admin,
istration-we have found through individual experience that when it
-came to trade negotiations we were always outpointed, and that our
own interests were abdicated. This is one of the problems that I think
we are going to have in this trade bill.

GENERALIZED PPIFEIMNCES

Now, Mr. Flanigan, in your excellent international economic report
you list as appendix C of the text of the Tokyo Declaration, a declara-
tion signed by the U.S. Government. In it there is stated:

The developed countries do not expect reciprocity for commitments made by
them in the negotiations to reduce or remove tariff and other barriers to the trade
of developing countries.

Was there any consultation with the Congress before we locked
,ourselves into giving these countries trade benefits, and would we not
want some concessions from these countriesI

Mr. FLANIGAN. Senator, that declaration was by us and the other
hundred nations in Tokyo. That sets a goal for the overall negotiations
in the GATT, and we did discuss with you and other members of this
committee and the Ways and Means Committee a year ago what our
purposes were here, they included the proposals for generalized pref-
,erences, The purpose of this discussion now is to ask you for author-
ity to negotiate just those kinds of preferences, on a generalized basis
for developing countries.
-Se etaryl fiuiLTz. Ambassador Eberle would like to add a word on

that.7
Mr. EBEILE. Two points here: First of all, a generalized preference

scheme is really what ve are focusing on here because you will notice
it refers to the tariffs and we do expect them to have equal obligations
under the rules of trade but only allow them to increase their foreign
,exchange, and those provisions are subject to congressional review.
.So I-think there is thekind of cooperation that we, in forming the gen-
eral approach, and then bring it back and try to work it out.

LIST OF IMPORTS From Liss DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Senator RixicoFr. Mr. Flanigan, would you provide the committee
Al Nwtlh a list of what products and in what quantities and volume such

less developed countries as Brazil, Mexico, Singapore, Taiwan, and
Korea, sent to the United States last year ?

I think among other things you will find a lot of refrigerator and
automobile parts from Brazil, for example.

Mr. FLANIGAN. I am surprised to hear there were a lot of automoo
biles from Brazil but I will, Senator, provide that list.

Senator RBwrcon. My time is up.
[The information referred to follows:]
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U.S. imports of major commodities front Brazl, 1978
Oommodity Milioans

Imports from Brazil, total ------------------------------------- $1, 183
Beef and veal, canned or otherwise prepared ........................... 80
Fish 80
Coffee, green -------------------------------------------------------- 808
Coffee extracts and concentrates ------------------------------- 45
Cocoa ------------------------------------------------- 86
Sugar 06
Other food, beverages, and tobncco ---------------------------------- 0
Wood, shaped or simply worked ------------------------------------- 27
Iron ores and concentrates ------------------------------------------- 86
Other crude materials -------------------------------------- 84
Castor oil ----------------------------------------------------------- 88
Organic chemicals ----------------------------------------- 17
Radios and TV sets ------------------------------------------------- 16
Television apparatus, except receiving sets and cameras ---------------- 12
Other electrical apparatus ------------------------------------------- 12
Automotive parts and chassis ---------------------------------------
Wood manufactures ------------------------------------------------ 12
Iron and steel -------------------------------------------- 88
Clothing -------- --------------------------------- ----- 22
Textiles, other ------------------------------------------ 27
Footwear --------------------------------------------- 88,
Other manufactures- -------- .-----------------... m ---....... 82
Other imports ------ ------------------------------------- 8

Aource: Prepared by the International Trade Analysis Staff, International Econonio
Policy and Research, diar. 12, 1974.

U.S. imports of major commodities from Me310, 1978
Commodity Millions

Imports from Mexico, total ---- ----------------------- $2, 287

Cattle, live ----------- t----- t- t--------------------------- -- 103
Fish ------------------------------------------------- 128
1eef and veal, fresh or frozen --------------------------------- 52

Tomatoes, fresh or frozen ---------------------------------- 115
Other fruits, nuts, and vegetables --------------------------------- 144
Coffee ------------------------------------------------ 122
Sugar ------------------------------------------------ 100
Othor food, beverages, and tobacco ------------ ----------------- 84
Crude fertilizers and minerals -------------------------------- 48
Silver ores, concentrates, and scrap --------------------------------- 28
Other crude materials ------------------------ ------------- 58
Chemicals ---------------------------------------------- 41
Office machines and parts ----------------------------------- 57
Electron tubes and parts ---------------------------------- 01
Televison apparatus, except receiving sets and cameras --------------- 124
Other electrical apparatus --------------------------------- 168
Passenger cars and other motor vehicles -------------------------
Automotive parts and chassis -------------------------------- 28
Wood manufactures --------------------------------------- 81
Iron and steel.mill products ---------------- ----------------- 24
Silver, unwrought ---------------------------------------- 122
Copner ------------------------------------------------ 16
Clothing ----------------------------------------------- o
Textiles, other . -------------------------------------------
Toys, games, and sporting goods ------------------------------- 26
Other manufactures -------------------------------------- 267
Other imports ------------------------------------------- 21
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U,S. imports of major commodities from Korea, 1978 _
Commodity Millions

Imports from Korea, total ------------------------------ 071
Food, beverages, and tobacco ------------ --------------------- 25
Office machines ------------------------------------------- 18
Radios and TV sets -------------------------------------------------- 88
Electron tubes and parts ------------------------------------ 8
Other electrical apparatus ----------------------------------- 17
Plywood - ---------------------------------------------- 166
Iron and steel -------------------------------------------- 72
Clothing ----------------------------------------------- 245
Textiles, other ------------------------------------------- 20
Handbags ---------------------------------------------- 16
Footwear ----------------------------------------------- 61
Toys, games, and sporting goods ------------------------------- 19
Bound recorders ------------------------------------------ 28
Wigs ----------------------------------------------- 1
Other manufactures --------------------------------------- 87
Other imports -------------------------------------------- 18

U.S. imports of major commodities from Singapore, 1078
Commodity Millions

Imports from Singapore, total -------------------------- $459

Rubber ------------------------------------------------ 28
Electric power machinery and parts ----------------------------------- 9
Electric appliances for making electric circuits ------- ------------- 18
Radios and TV sets --------------------------------------- 31
Electron tubes and parts ------------- ----------------------- 140
Television apparatus, except receiving sets and cameras ---------------- 17
Other electrical apparatus ----------------------------------------- 44
Clothing ----------------------------------------------- 82
Other manufactures ------------------------------------------------- 46
Other imports -------------------------------------------- 40

U.S. imports of major commodities from Taiwan, 1973

Commodity Millions
Imports from Taiwan, total -..... .....------------------------- $1, 772

Fish -------------------------------------------------- 25
Fruits, nuts, and vegetables --------------------------------- 40
Wire and cable, electrical ------------------------------------ 20
Radio and TV sets ------------------------------------------------- 800
Electron tubes and parts ------------------------ ------------------- 02
Television apparatus, except receiving sets and cameras --------------- 07
Other electrical apparatus ------------------------------------------- 60
Bicycles and parts ---------------------------------------- 83
Plywood ----------------------------------------------- 83
Other wood manufactures ----------------------------------- 87
Iron and steel-mill products ----------------------------------------- 19
Household equipment of base metals --------------------------- 20
Furniture ---------------------------------------------- 24
Handbags ---------------------------------------------- 28
Clothing ---------------------------------------------- 805
Textiles, other ------------------------------------------- 25
Footwear ---------------------------------------------- 148
Bound recorders ------------------------------------------ 48
Articles of plastic ----------------------------------------- 05
Toys, games, and sporting goods ------------------------------- 72
Other manufactures -------------------------------------- 171
Other imports --------- ---------------------------------- 21
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U.S. IMPORTS OF REFRIGERATION AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT FROM SELECTED COUNTRIES, VALUED UNDER

$1,000.000 EACH IN 1973
fin thousands of dollars

OtherreflIgeretors,
Domestic refr geratlon Automotive

electric equipment, chassis a d Passenger
Country refrigerators end prt s cars Trucks

......................... .. .
lipore ...................... 603 ) (s

ori ...................... 0lTalWan .................... . .. ~81 6 5

Values over $1,000,000 Included In attached country tabulations of major commodity imports.oNone.

Tie CIAIRMAN. Senator Fannin.
Senator FAqNNIN. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I certainly commend

you for having these hearings. Mr. Secretary, and Mr. Flanigaui and
Mr Ambassador, I certainly agree we do need the right type of a trade
reform bill Mr. Secretary, if you start with the premise that you are
right, and i certainly commend you for feeling that you are we can
easily reach unanimity if we start with that premise, but I think we
are all prone to look at these matters and look at legislation from the
standpoint of our own experiences and personal observations.

JAPAN AND GArr

I have people coming into my office and they are talking about
shortages. Newsprint is in short supply; we- are short of waste paper;
the Japanese are outbidding us, they say, and cotton the same; the
Japanese are outbidding us. Minerals and lumber are the same. Of
course, we know in the Middle East the companies were saying, the
Arab countries were saying, "If you do not bid our products, our
crude, the Japanese will," and they are pying a good price for it.
Can we be spcciflc how will this affect our trading wih JapanI

Secretary S=tqLTZ. Well, this.passage of this ill is essential to the
conduct of the GATT negotiations that have been referred to here.
Japan is a party to those negotiations, and in the process of working
through them reasonably well have mutual concessions of one kind or
another and they will help in our relationships there.

Now, I should emphasize that trade arrangements are not the whole
story, by any means. The operation of the monetary system plays an
important part as well in what turns out to be our balance of trade and
payments with any given country and with the world as a whole.

Senator FANNir. Mr. Secretary, a couple of years ago I happened to
ha','e the privilege of being with some of the Members of Congress when
we were talking with the Japanese in Tokyo. We had them all around
the table-the businessmen and officials ard all-and we asked if they
were willing to cooperate in correcting some of the inequity in GATT
and they were insulted. They said, "!We like it as it is." And Ithink they
are emphatic in that condition and they will not change. If you hmve
different feelings, I would like to hear it.

Secretary SHILTz. They were the host in the opening meeting taking
place in Tokyo and they seemed to be pleased with being in that posture
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and they signed that declaration. I think they have come to recognize
that the extraordinary surpluses that they were running up were caus-
In grat difficulty elsewhere and would eventually cause them great
d4culty because people could not and would not sustain them. Ftur-
thermore, I wouldlike to believe that it isgradually dawning on people
everywhere, here, in Japan and everywhere, that exports in and of
themselves are not desirable. They are only desirable to give us the
means to pay for the imports that we feel we want to have. There is
nothing to be said for just exporting just for the sake of exporting and
when that sinks in, and I know that the world has over the centuries
gone through fluctuating opinions about this, the Japanese themselves
may think that things could be better.

Senator FANNIN. Well, they do not seem to have reached that conclu.
sion with the tremendous exports now that we are taking from their
country, and how they are certainly limiting imports to their country
where it is labor oriented. But I would like to go on with this
because-

Secretary SHmirz. There have been some changes. There is a lot
Senator FANNI. I realize some.

Secretary SHULZ. Ambassador Eberle spent half of his life the last
few years over there negotiating and has made some headway.

Senator FANNIN. I talked to'him a great deal about that.
Now, with regard to your comments on countervailing duties because

this applies to Japan-
Secretary SHULTZ. Could I make an additional observation? Mr.

Flanigan has pointed out to me that our exports to Japan in 19712 were
$5 billion. In 1978, they were $8.4 billion. Imports from Japan were

9.1 billion in 1972, $9.7 billion in 1973. So our trade deficit, this Is just
the trade account with Japan, declined from a $4.1 billion deficit to a
$1.8 billion deficit. Quite alot of change.

COUNTERVAILINo DuTY LAW

Senator FANNIN. I realize most of the raw materials and non-labor.
oriented products and the labor-oriented products come this way; the
nton-labor-oriented products go the other way.

But just to got to this question, in regard to your comments on the
countervailing duty law, it is my undertsanding that your department
interprets this statute in such a manner that relief for domestic pro-
ducers is practically nonexistent. Now, if we specifically say in the new
law that you do not have to enforce the law for 4 more years how do we
protect a domestic producer from an unfair trade practice kor the next
5 or 6 years?

Secretary SHuvrz. I do not read the law that way. In fact we con-
sider it our duty to enforce the law as we see it in any case. Te provi-
sion in the House permits the Secretary to forego countervailing if that
action would in and of itself materially disrupt the multinational nego-
tiations that we hope will go on.

Now, there may be instances where such a disruption might be threat.
ened, but that is not necessarily all the cases by any means.

Senator FANNIN. I have great confidence in you, Mr. Secretary, but
given the mandatory nature of this provision, why should the Secre-
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tary of the Treasury be given discretion for a period of 4 years in
which to waive the imposition of countervailing duties in situations
where they would otherwse be required to be imposed? Although refer-
ence is made to the impairment of multilateral trade negotiations, why
should any country which subsidizes its exports have a right to take
offense at tie imposition of countervailing duties when such subsidized
products are imported into the United States?

I know you covered that previously but I really am concerned about
the trend that has existed in what is provided in this legislation.

Secretary SHTrz. Well, the reason for that provision, why the
House seemed to think it was a good idea, is the recognition that this
term export subsidy is a very tricky far-reaching potential term and
nobody has sat down internationally, let alone here, and tried to figure
out what exactly it is, and which, for example, our own practices might
be considered an export subsidy. Since we subsidize many products-
for instance, our agricultural community, many segments of it are
heavily subsidized by the Government, we have an Ex-Im Bank, and
there are many ways in which we subsidize things and others subsidize
things, and it is a big structure, now we ought to try to straighten
it out before we start giving up on that and just stand around swat-
timr each other. That is the reason for trying to do it this way.

Senator FANNIN.. Mr. Secretary, we are subsidized for our benefit,
they are subsidized against our benefit. That is my contention. Here
we are, they are subsidizing-

Secretary SULTZ. I do not follow that, Senator.
Senator FANNIN. We are subsidizing agricultural products that

they need very badly, and raw materials, things that they need very
badly, cotton and all, but what a'e they doing but subsidizing and
costing us hundreds of thousands of jobs by their exports from their
country into our country of electronic equipment, of automobiles, 81A
percent tariff. If we could build a car and be competitive we could
get, it into their country perhaps when you get it all down with the
weights and horsepower maybe 35, 40, 50 percent tariff or non-
tariff barriers and so that is what I am talking about, and I just
think that it is wrong.

LACK oF JUDICIAL RE'vivW FOR NFEOATIVJ. DiTuMINATIONS OF
AxTIDU*PINO

But we will go on. Although specific provision is made for judicial
review of negative countervailing duty determinations, under this bill
no such provision is made for negative determinations of antidumping
by the Secretary of the Treasury. Under existing law judicial review
can only be had after the Secretary makes an affirmative finding of
bounty 'or grant and levies countervailing duties, this over 10 years
asn by a court which actually has no jurisdiction of customs.

Would it not be unreasonable to include in the bill a brief provision
for judicial review of negative antidumping determinations by the
Secretary of the Treasury ?

Secretary Suvurz. Well, I think we could turn the Treasury over
to the courts if you want to.

Senator FAIN IN. No.
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Secretary SHntTZ. I do not know why we need a Secretary if the
courts are going to review everything he does positively, negatively,
whether he gets in on time in the morning.

Senator FANNIN. Well, I said, I am going in the opposite direction
to what you are saying. I want to go, I am not trying to-

Mr. FiANTOAN. You said would-it not be unreasonable?
Senator FANNIN. Would it not be unreasonable to include in the

bill a specific provision for judicial review of negative antidumping
determinations by the Secretary of the Treasury ?

Secretary SItuLrz. You are against court review ?
Senator FANNIN. No; I am saying it should be dealt with on the

basis of beneficial circumstances, not just trying to place a barrier.
Secretary SiuLTw . Yes; well, I thought you were in favor of it, but

you said not be unreasonable and Mr. Flanigan to think the reverse
that is why I asked.

Senator FANNIN. I think you are twisting a statement that I do not
think I intended to make.

I have one for Mr. Flanigan.
Secretary SHULTz. Our experts think the courts, have that authority

now, although we try not to let that be too widely known. [Laughter.]
Senator FANN I will go more specifically with you.

PRoonEsS IN TIE AREA OF MONETARY REFORM

But, Mr. Flanigan, I agree with the statement in your testimony
that reform of the economic system must take place in all its related
(treas--monetary, investment, and trade.

Could you tell us what progress, if any, is being made in the area of
monetary reform ?

If I do not have time for the answer-
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead and answer it,
Secretary Siiurrz. I think it is my question. It would take a long

time but if you are ready to go on that I would be ready to tackle it.
Senator FANNIN. Could it be adjusted so I will not be guilty of tak-

ing too much overtime?
Secretary SiiuLTz. Well, we have been at this process for a long time.

As you know, we had a system in place going back to 1Vorld War II,
which I believe it is fair to say gradually became out of date' and ef-
forts were made in one way or anotherto patlh it up by capital con-
trols programs, by various means of tying our exports and one thing
and another like that.

Many of our problems that seemed to be related to trade practices, I
believe, were really related to the fact that the exchange value of the
dollar got out of kilter because of the fixed position that it was in.
In any case, the situation came to the point by the middle of 1971,
where the claims on our reserves were so large in relation to the
reserves that when people started to want to cash in there was ob-
viously no way for us to sustain that, and the President then closed
the gold window. And that was a very constructive step to take, and
it opened up a process which has moved us toward a very different
kin dof monetary system.

Now, we had a long period in which the administration was heavily
criticized because we spent, Secretary Connally spent, his time, telling
people that the old situation was over, whether it was monetary or
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trade or what. And the people around the world had to take a new
look, and the United States was not going to be the patsy that it hadbeen. And there was not much point in trying to do something con-
structive until that message sank in. And Ithink it did sink in. And
we have since then tried to play a very constructive role in putting
forward ideas about a monetary reform system. At the same time,
as negotiations were going on in this committee of 20 that was es-
tablished by the International Monetary Fund, we have also had an
emerging reality, which we have paid at least as much attention to,
and that emerging reality is now to all intents and purposes, a system
of floating exchange rates with a uniformly understood pattern of
ad hoc intervention in order to maintain orderly markets.

Now, we think that by, the time next .July rolls around we will have
established more explicitly rules for floating, rules for behavior when
you are employing, a better description of the adjustment process,
lining IMF so that it will be better able to take this emerging sys-
tem from the reality and from the negotiations and turn it into genuine
long-term monetary reform. But in the meantime, we have a new and
more flexible system that I thinic has been serving us and the world
well. Our ciprrency is valued more appropriately than it was before.
And I think ttiat in response to some of these questions about our com-
parative advantage that we have this morning-our comparative ad-
vantage has changed drastically in some industries as many will tell
you as a result of the exchange rate rearrangements, and our balance
of trade has changed drastically as a result of the exchange rate
rearrangements.

It is also true that, in my opinion anyway, that this flexible sys-
tent has served us well in this massive set of energy developments. There
we had an event that took place in a very short space of time that
caused tremendous rearrangements, the flows of money and trade, and
the one crisis you did not read about was the crisis in the monetary sys-
tem. The monetary system has accommodated all of this. Exchange
rate relationships changed a lot in response to what people thought
was an emerging reality, but the system accommodated itself and
we did not have these big crises of people being shut down and the
central banks closing and so forth, that we had in the past. So I think
this notion of greater flexibility, not that what we have is a final satis-
factory solution by any means, but it is an improvement.

Now that is a ihort answer to a question that is really a very big
question, but I think a very important one for your consideration of
this trade bill because you must see monetary trade, and for that mat-
ter, aid and investment, and military flows. ali of these things are what
move together to make up our balance of payments. They are all re-
lated to each other.

Senator FAPNAI. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis.

ALLOWED FooD CRIsIs

Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Tn your statement you referred to the recent oil and food crisis.

With reference to oil,'you are referring to the shortages, the lines at
the filling Stations, thie shortages of products made fmni oil, such as
fertilizer, the necessity for having stations close on Sundays, closed
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certain other hours, the reduction of the speed limit of trucks, which
has reduced their capacity to haul goods by about 80 percent, but I am
puzzled about the statement on the food crisis.

Has the Government had to ask food markets to close because they
could not take care of demands of consumers? Have there been lines?
Have there been shortages of nutritious food of high quality in this
country ?

Mr. FIrANAN. Senator, as you know, perhaps, there have been short-
ages of certain kinds of foods--I think that can be read more in the
international context where there were some countries who were im-
porters both of oil and foodstuffs. Particularly in developing coun-
tries the increase in prices has been for some of them a crisis. But cer-
tainly there has been a significant difference in the two developments
so far as the United States is concerned.

Senator CunTe. Well, reading that it says, "The United States with
its comparative advantages, has clearly much to gain by reliance on
the market in the trade area. Given the recent oil and food crises, our
trade negotiations take on greater importance."

And 17 think~that we need to have the record very clear here in ref-
erence to the food situation. There has been no crisis. The American
housewife can go to the market and buy and get the widest selection of
foods that they have ever had.

Mr. FLANTOAN. Some of your colleagues, Senator, would-
Senator CURTIS. And there has been no threat or demand for ration-

ing or for steps comparable to turning the thermostat down to an un-
comfortable level.

Mr. FLANIGAN. Some of your colleagues, Senator, would express
crisis concern about prices, although I think the operative thought in
that passage is the need to keep trading relations open even though
some people have pressed for some limitations of exports of foodstuffs.
We believe that would not be in the best interests of the United States.

Senator CtRTIs. Now, the thing currently talked about is an embargo
,on wheat.

Mr. FLATOGAn. Not by us, as you know, Senator.
Senator Cunmis. Beg pardon?
Mr. FLANIGAN. Not talked about by us, as you know.
Senator CVIRTIs. But by people in this country.
Mr. FLANIGAN. That is right.
Senator CunTIs. Now, as a matter of fact, the Secretary of Agricul-

ture has pointed out that there is 7 cents worth of wheat in a -oaf of
bread. Bread sells for 45, 47 cents, and the implied demand is that the
Government ought to do something about it. I am sure that none of
these people agitating anything in Ihis regard is willing to lower any
of the costs on any of the other products or any of the factors that go
into the cost of bread.

Some of the processors of wheat in this country join in the demand
for embargoes or Government storage and so on. They are unmindful
of the fact that we do not supply all of our foreign customers and
then they get what is left. They can go in and buy in advance. They are
used to an economy where the IFe-deral Government was the ware-
houseman and the investor in the inventory to assure them the ability
to buy agricultural products at a low price, and that has been the situ-
ation for 80 years.
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I think that then on page 2 there is a further reference to the
dramatic price increase in agricultural products. Would you elab-
orate on that a little bit, what you were referring to there.

Mr. FLANIGAN. Yes, sir.
Secretary SIiuLTZ. Mr. Chairman, could I interject a light note?
Senator Curris. My notes are not heavy. [Laughter.]
Secretary SIULTZ. Don Rumsfeld, when lie was Director of the Cost

of Living Council, we had a month along in there when the price of
food did not go up very much and he went back and he explained it all
to his wife, whlat had happened, the statistics, and she said to him-he
told this story in public-she said, "Don, do me a favor will you?"
He said "What is that?" She said, "Never say that in public, nobody
will believe you." And I think most of the ladies think food prices
have gone up quite a little is my impression.

Senator CURTIS. This oes not say anything about food, this says
agricultural prices. You see, farmers do not sell beef, farmers sell
cattle, and the average feeder in my State the la.§t 0 or 7 months, has
taken a loss of about $150 to $200 per head in his feeding opera-
tions. A local banker called me last week and mentioned one farmer
who had to-to pay his losses in cattle feed-is going to have to sell
considerable land.

I do not blame the executive agencies for this. I think we have a
political custom in this country to demagogue about food prices. I do
not know how we can expect an economy to exist where wages go up,
taxes go up, the price of automobiles goes up, the price, the level
moves forward, but it remains static for food. Percentagewise this
country pays less of their earned income for food than any other
country in t'he world.

I realize that what I am sayinghere is not a direct question to be
answered but I would not feel that I would be justified in, at the
opening of these trade discussions here, to make a .point of these
things. We have the first decent agricultural prices n probably 50
years in this country in spite of the fact that the cattle situation, and
it was largely, the cattle dislocation was largely, caused by the price
ceiling placed on it. When the ceiling was on beef, choice steers were
selling for about $57 a hundred. They took the ceiling off and they
dropped down to about $87, which is where they took their tremendous
loss. It did not serve the consumer, it did not serve anybody else.

Mr. FANIoAN. Well Senator, without debating the quality of the
current prices of food, but just in the interests of defending my state-
ment, having soybeans go from $2.50 to $7, and wheat from $1.50 to $6,
and corn going up substantially also, that is just a dramatic price rise.
Whether the beginning price or the end price is the right one is irrele-
vant. The fact is it is ad ramatic increase in price.

Senator Cuvms. What I want to know is, is that bad?
Mr. FLANIGAN. That is an entirely different subject and I think if

you read the rest of my statement I paid considerable deference to
the market and I think that the market should act as well in the agri-
cultural field.

Senator Ctrrs. Very well. That is what we want. We do not want
any embaro on wheat. We think the embargo on soybeans was a mis-
take. We know that the ceiling price on beef was disastrous, it was
disastrous. It caused dislocations that we have not recovered from since.
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But I think you would agree that from the standpoint of scarcities and
waiting lines and inability to get what you want, there has been no
food crisis, is that not right, from that standpoint I

Mr. FLANIGAN. From that standpoint there have been no waiting
lines at the food counters.

Sehator CurRs. I also was quite impressed by the reference of sub-
sidies to agricultural exports. I suppose there are a few 480 sales made
now largely to the underdeveloped countries, but as much as 18 months
ago agriculture was taking about 4 percent of the Federal 'budget. In
the upcoming fiscal year it is going to be less than 1 percent and that
includes a great many consumer services suoh as inspection and matters
of that kind.

Dirizcmrox oF RAw MATEAL

Could I ask one short question, you can put the answer in the record
if you want to. Mr. Flanigan, in your statement you referred to the
worlds raw materials. You do not need to enumerate them all but
what is your definition of a raw material?

Mr. FLANIGAN. My copy is not your copy. Would you read the
sentence for me, would you I

Senator Cmms. Do you regard farm commodities as raw materials
or are you referring to the minerals, the oil?

Mr. FiANIoANq. Is this in reference to limitations on exports?
Senator Cymta. It says:
In considering legislation directing the President to seek an international

agreement assuring enquitable access to twe world's raw materials-
Mr. FLA4€iGA. In that context, I do consider commodities to be a

world's raw materials. You do not need to enumerate them all but
minerals, et cetera.

Senator CURTis. All right. Thank you very much.
The CHAIR3AN. Senator Bennett.

NFo FOR TR,%DE LEGoSLATION Now

Senator B,,;NETr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to go back to the basic problem that underlies this

whole legislation. We have heard discussions today indicating that
this is not the time for trade legislation. I am going to make a little
speech and then ask if you agree with me.

To me this sounds like the old story of the man who would not fix the
roof because when it was raining lie could not fix it and when the
weather was good he did not need a roof.

Do we need, regardless of the conditions under which we negotiate
or legislate, do we need a change in the basic international trading
pattern?

Secretary SlIULrz. Yes, sir.
Senator B3ENNETT. And would it be beneflcial if we got it now?
Secretary SuuLrz. Yes, sir.
Senator 1Brxzrr. Alright.
Are your problems multiplied by the oil and the wheat and all the.

rest of them but are those contingencies so great that we should put
off trying to solve the underlying problem and wait for the sky to
clear again?

30-229-74-pt. 1-14
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Secretary SHL'TZ. No; on the contrary, this is one route for which
we will help ourselves to solve the other problems,

Senator LhNx r. Is it fair to assume that those problems may be
temporary or short run but. the question of reorganizing and remodel.
ing the basic international trade relations and bringing them up to
date is long run and, therefore, more important.

Secretary SHuLrz. I think that is a very shrewd observation.
Senator B3Nxp.,r. So if we persuade ourselves that. because of Some

of these shortrun problems we should not face the basic reforms and
changes in pattern that are needed, will we be kidding ourselves?

Secretary Sirturz. I think so. I would say whether or not some of
these other problems turn out to he short run or whether it takes a long
time to solve them satisfactorily, we, nevertheless, need this legislation,
and we need to attend to. put the roof on our house. That is at least,
in my judgment, it is going to take us a long time to work our way
out of our present energy problems, and become, have the capacity for'
self-sufficiency in this country. But that, nevertheless, shouldn't prevent
us from continuing to work on this trade problem.

Senator I.NNr. Assuming that the problems we face are in part
our inheritance from the Bretton Woods Agreement and the imme-
diate, postwar period, and assuming that we have been more or less
since that time in a period of continuing change which has upset or
has changed the relationships that existed then, can we be safe in say-
ing that the longer we wait the more difficult it will be to establish a
new and viable pattern based on our modern relationships, and that
by putting it off we are making the problem more difficult rather than
easier?

SecretarT SJT'LTZ. I think that is a fair statement.
Senator "B1r Fxi-r. It seems to me that that is important in this con.

text, because we can get lost, in the question of whether, because of the
oil situation and because of the pressures that that has put on some
of our trading partners we should ignore the long-term problems and
just sit here and wait to do what we have been doing for 30 years,
trying to put out fires from one year to the other.

Now it looks to me as though on the, in the international monetary
field we have tried to take a step which will set a new modern pattern
to replace theold Bretton Woods pattern and haven't we reached a
time when we should try to do that in the trading field?

Secretary Suuraz. I think so, and I think that is.a widely shared
view around the world and accounts for the general good atmosphere
at the time of the Tokyo declaration and, as the preparatory work has
been getting underway in Geneva, I understand that that is basically
been going along well.

Senator B.N'rr. Well, to put the question specifically: Will our
trading partners approach this thing with a realization that it is more
important to them to deal with the long-range thing or will they be
unwilling to deal objectively with the Ibng-range problems in order
to try to get some temporary advantage out of the present situation?

Secretary, SHULTZ. Well, Isuppose that everybody will be trying to
look after his own interest and will be looking for whatever temporary
advantage can be gotten. But I hope that, through the process of dis-
cussion, we can identify in everybody's mind why we need to take steps
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that are to the mutual advantage of all, and thereby agree to a set of
ruhs that do get us to that objective.

Senator BNwrNEr. I will ask that question in greater detail of Mr.
Eberle when I am allowed a shot-at him.

Secretary SHULTZ. Help yourself. [Laughter.]
Senator BENNEm. I have to obey the chairman's rules and set an

example for my other colleagues on this side of the aisle.

NONTAIFF BAMRERS

There is, of course, as we all know, a variety of nontariff barriers
that we are involved with. Could you identify 'for the committee, not
necessarily now, but for the record, those nontariff barriers which you
think you can handle on the basis of the authority you now have and
those lor which you must have additional legislative authority.

Secretary SnuLT. The way we are now situated it is very difficult
for us to participate in these negotiations at all because we have no
authority, so we are seeking authority that will allow us to get at these
matters,'and we will submit a list of items for the record.
. But I think, I was quite impressed with, I think it is appendix C or

B in here, in your staff report just showing the growth of nontariff
barriers, and identifying the nature of them. Quite an educational
writeup.

Senator BENNm'r. Could title I of this bill be used in such a way as to
eliminate congressional review with respect to the reduction or elimi-
nation of important U.S. nontariff barriers. Are there some that would
be subject to the congressional veto procedure and some that would
not be subject to congressional veto procedure? Maybe that is the dis-
tinction I would like to have.

Secretary SiuLTz. Yes. The answer is "Yes" but, perhaps Ambassa-
dor Eberle can describe it. It depends on what the law underlying the
activity in the United States.

Senator BENNmET. Thank you. Can you identify the page?
Mr. EBERa. In your blue book it happens to 'be page 13. But there

are two different approaches here. The first is if there is no domestic
law to be changed then the Executive could if they had under today's
authority as Executive, the President, could go ihead and negotiate
that.

However, the bill provides, and I want to correct my two comments
here, that we will consult with Congress on any of these to bring
back to you before we bring them in here even if we do not have to ask,
for a change of law, so we would expect we would bring these back
in any event.

Senator BNNm-r. So with respect to any nontariff barrier problem
you would expect to consult with Congress and inform us of your ac-
tivities even though you are not required by the law to go through
the veto procedure.

Mr. EBzRLE. That is correct.
Senator BN;NmT. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
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CONDITIONAL MOST-FAVORED-NATIOx TREATMENT NEEDED

The CIAMMAN. I have been concerned about the kind of trade policy
this country has been pursuing whereby we do much for others and
request almost nothing in return. I have never understood that kind of
domestic or international politics.

For 123 years we operated on the basis that most-favored-nation
treatment was not something we automatically gave away. If a country
was discriminating against us we didn't give it the same kind of treat-
ment that we gave to people who were treating us fairly. Then some-
years back this Nation decided to pursue a policy where most-favored-
nation treatment would be unconditional. Let me give you an example.
At one point the Mexican Government proceeded to take over, to
nationalize, our oil investments, and we undertook to try to obtain
some compensation. At the very same time we were negotiating an
agreement with Venezuela to produce oil. Because most-favored-nation
treatment was unconditional we proceeded to give Mexico, which was
in the process of confiscating American investments, the same con.
sideration we gave Venezuela which was treating us in the way people
should in international affairs.

There is no incentive for people to treat this country fairly if they
are going to get the same benefit trading with you when they steal
from you, cheat you, discriminate against you, as'they do if they treat
you fairly.

Why shouldn't we return to a policy of conditional most-favored-
nation treatment-something that is conditioned on the other fellow
treating us the same way he would like us to treat him?

Secretary SiUTATZ. Well, I think we do ask f6r authority in this bill,
Mr. Chairman, to be able to retaliate on a discriminatory basis against
people whom we feel are not playing fair with us. But I do think
that the principle as a principle needs basic underpinning for the
kind of progress that has been made over a long period of years in
world trade arrangements and which has led to a great expansion
of trade to everybody's mutual benefit.

CANADIAN AUTOMOBILE AGREEMNT

The CHAIR-MAN. Well, it sounds like we are not, very far apart. I
just hope when we make a deal with somebody which is supposed to
be to our mutual advantage but we don't get out of it what we are
supposed to get out of it, we will do something about it. I helped to
lead the charge for the Canadian Automobile Agreement. The Cana-
dians just have not done their part. This is one of the big reasons why
we finA ourselves with this very big deficit in our balance of payments
with Canada which has been made worse by the oil crisis. It seems to me
when we make a deal and the other fellow does not uphold his end
of the bargain, we shouldn't let him have it both ways. We shouldn't
let him have all the goodies without accepting the burden of what he
agreed to. I hone that we can work together to do something about this
and that you will help to bring it about.

Secretary SITILTZ. Mr. Chairman, on those safeAuards in the Ca-
nadian auto pact. that is something that I agree with you we should
be doing something about, and we are trying to. I thiink it' is also
worth reporting that whereas last year, in 1972, I think we had a
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deficit in auto trade with Canada on the order of $99 million, this year
we have just totaled up the numbers and it comes to a surplus of
$360 million. So we are better off this year than we were last year in
that sense.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I know that the Canadian auto agreement
is part of our overall deficit with them.

Secretary SiiuLTz. Yes, that is true. And then we also have, as they
point out to us, a big surplus on our capital account.

Fonao.I OIL AND TIHE ENERGY CRISIS

'TM CIIAIIMAN. Well now, Mr. Secretary, I don't quarrel with the
statenment Senator Bennett made about the need of moving on in trade
legislation, but I don't think we can ignore the tremendous problems
in world trade that this energy crisis is foisting upon this country. I
would hope that we could learn from the mistakes that we have made.

Now I, for one, was making speeches as far back as 1959 saying that
---just because those people in the Near East could produce oil for 15

cents a barrel, didn't mean they are going to sell it for that price.
I warned that they were organizing OPEC, the Organization for the
petroleum Exporting Countries, to make us pay everything they could
make us pay and to give them the power to do just the kind of things
that they are doing now.

While you were Secretary of Treasury you have been moving toward
a free trade posture on oil and disposed of the mandatory oil import
quota system. I can recall when those countries would come up here,
all of them, trying to obtain quotas to bring their oil in to our
market. They were willing to make some very nice commitments to
anybody who asked them at the time.

I recall during our consideration of the Sugar Act, I suggested
we put an amendment in there that if we give them the advantage
of having a favored position in the American market they will com-
mit themselves to provide us that sugar if it should prove that the
American market is selling at a price'below the world market, which
is what it is doing right now. Under that provision people who had
the quotas would continue to sell us sugar even when the international
price was higher than our domestic price, that is even though they
could make more money somewhere else.

Secretary SHuLTz. You know more about that than I do. The oil
quotas were the other way around.

The CTAIRMA,. It seems to me that if we had made it a condition
that Canada would have a favored position in the American market
if they agreed to deliver us oil in the event we needed it-we probably
could have obtained that commitment from Canada. Of course, once
you wait until thing are in short supply then it is too late.

Secretary SHUTZ. Well, we tried, Mr. Chairman, to work out an
T -igrie-mnt with Canada. I remember as early, in this administration

anyway, as early as 1969 we stated tryingto do that, so that well
preceded this current situation.

I do think that the oil import quota system while based on what
is a correct, in my judgment, view that we do have a stake in having
the -capacity for self-sufficiency in this country, nevertheless could
have been changed long ago. I think it has been changed to advantage,
f rom a quota type system to a tariff or fee, registration fee type sys-
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tern. And I think it will serve us better in the future to think about
it that way; because really what you come down to is price and you
have a better method of figuring out what price you are going to insert
between the world price and the American price by that method.

The CHAIRMAN. It would seem to me that we will solve this energy
crisis a lot quicker when we are able to gain some firm commitment
such as this. People have a way of keeping their word and living up
to the bargain if they know that we will favor them if they will favor
us when we need that fuel. In spite of the oil embargo we are getting
about two-thirds of the imports we had been getting in the past. We
are also having a chance to see who it is who are not only shipping
us what they have been shipping us in the past but shipping more oil
at a time when we desperately need it. If we will do business in termsof relying upon the people who have proved reliable, it seems to me
we will be a lot further down the road and we won't have nearly as
much gap to close if we are only talking about, trying to close the
gap for 2 or 3 million barrels than if you are talking about trying to
close the gap for 6 million barrels. Doesn't that make sense?

Secretary SHULTZ. You are right.
The CIAIRMAN. It seems to me that when we are thinking in terms

of about how we go about solving this thing one of the things we shouldtake into account in an emergency supply system. They can produce oil
in some of these foreign countries at far less than we can in the United
States on the same capital investment. We ought to have arrangements
whereby those people agree that if the Near East cuts us off they have
standby capacity to ship us more. Right now the way it, is working out
is that they shift the oil around. According to Time magazine, out of
about 1.4 'Million barrel world shortfall we are having to share 1.1
million barrels in this country. Is it the oil companies that are to
blame for that, Mr. Secretary, or is it the administration's program or
is ii the Congress? Just who is responsible for the loss of a million
barrels a day?

Secretary SHULTZ. The Congress. [Laughter.]
Senator HANsPIN. It is the right answer.
Secretary SHULTZ. You laughed but I am serious.
The CITRMAN. Is it the mandatory allocation law that did it? If

so, Iwant to help amend Mr. Jackson's law. If it is the oil companies
then I want to take that into account when that House bill on this
excess profits gets in over here. If it is you I want to do something about
trying to make you do what you ought to be doing. But will you
explain to me why we are losing about a million barrels a day that
ought to be coming in here? Do you agree we ought to be getting
about a million barrels of imports more than we are getting right now?

Secretary SrnULwZ. There are plenty of problems, and so there is
plenty of blame and no doubt all the parties that you mentioned deserve
some. But I think the evidence is, in my opinion, afid what I say Iknow is just what I think, and probably everybody in the room has a
different opinion, but it seems to me the evidence is that despite the'
embargo we continued to get a lot of oil after the embargo was placed
on, which we call leakage and which was very substantial. And then
all of a sudden it declined dramatically, our imports.

Now the timing of that decline more or less coincided with the
coming into being of the mandatory allocation progam which I take
it is what you are referring to as Senator Jackson's bill.
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Now, that allocation-
The CHAIRMAN. If it wasn't Senator Jackson's bill, who was it t

If it were my bill I would just say it is Senator Long's bill and I
would try to correct it provided I agreed with you, but go right ahead.

Secretary SImiTz. Well I think that there have been some very
constructive things accomplished through the allocation program, and
I think, on the whole, the strategy that we had of protecting jobs,
seeing to it that industry got the feed stocks needed has worked out.
in knowing the problems we have we shouldn't overlook the problem
that we don't have and which -we managed to solve.

But the allocation system at the level of crude, which Bill Simon
at the time it was being considered pleaded that it not be put in
there, that is the result of saying to a potential importer of crude
that "If you import this barrel of oil,_which is going to be at the
very high end of the total structure of prices since we control our
old oil at 514 and then you have prices in between, the imported oil
is going to be at a high price. It says to the importer, "OK, you import
thaton, you are importing it at the -high end of this thing. Now as
soon as you get it, then it is subject to allocation and if you have as a
result of your action more than your share then you are going to
have to send it to somebody else so that they have an equal propor-
tion of the total crude available. But you send it to them not at the
price you paid for it," and of course if you just did that it is hard
to see why you would import it to beg-in with, "but rather you send
it to them at a pric that is more like the weighted average price
of all the oil you happen to have." So you import oil in effect for
one price and then you allocate it to somebody else at a lower price.

Now that creates a situation in which you automatically lose money
for every barrel of oil you import. But even worse since there are
competitive problems ini the industry you not only have to do that
for yourself -but you have to hand this oil over to a competitor who
didn't bother to be an importer but just waited there because of the
allocation scheme for you to import to h-and to him to make you hnd
him the lower priced oil. And the effect of that is to say to people that
the Government is going to set up a system under which it is not in
your self-interest to import oil.

Now, you can pound on people and tell them they are scoundrels,
not to operate against their self-interest, and that is what we tend
to do these days. We are going to pass a law telling everybody that
they are gIng to have to act against their self-interest, and I am

,here to tell you it isn't going to work very well.
The CHAIRMAN. If a man on the market goes out and pays $10

which I assume he has to pay if he is going to meet the going world
market price-today it is probably more than that-but assuming he
can buy oil for $10 a barrel and bring it in here and assuming that
he has some domestic production, he has to share these imports with
his competitor but he has to sell it to him for $6 a barrel. Is that
about the size of it?

Secretary SHULTZ. Whatever the weighted average of it turns out
to be, that is about the size of it.

The CHAnRMAN. So he is losing $4 a barrel; he is being made to
sell to his competitor.
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Secretary SHULTZ. Right, and his competitor is being made better
off by that.

The CHAMMAN. And meanwhile the competitor says, "Why should
I buy oil on the world market for $10, when I can buy it from Exxon
or Shiell or Gulf for $6."

Secretary SHULTZ. "I can get the Federal Government to force
them to sell it to me for those prices so why should I go and import it
at the higher prices."- It is not a peculiar thing for anybody to
think under the circumstances--

The CHAM XAN. Can't we find some way to correct that thing? Does
it require a change of a law to correct it?

Secretary SHULTZ. It would be desirable to change the law. We
have tried to figure out-since it can't be that the Congress really
intended this to happen-that there must be some way to work it
through, and Bill Simon believes that he has worked out and is put-
ting into effect a way to get around this. But I think that when you
see a set of figures going along about the volume of imports and then
all of a sudden it cracks down you can't help but ask yourself what is
associated in time with that event, and it turns out, I believe, that-
well, it is oversimplification but the allocation system seems to be the
thing that kindled and produced this problem.

The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me we had enough problems before the
Government started lousing the thing up. [Laughter.]

And if it is the Congress we ought to do what we can to correct
that.

Those are all the questions I have at this time, if other Senators
want to ask any questions.

Well, thank you very much, Mr. Secretary and Mr. Flanigan; we
will expect Mr. Eberle back tomorrow to go into details.

[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to recon-
vene Tuesday, March 5, 1974, at 10 a.m.]
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U.S. SENATE,
CoMMrrrE, oN FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Hartke, Fulbright, Ribicoff,
Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Gravel, Bentsen, Bennett, Curtis, Fannin,
11ansen, Packwood, and Roth.

The CHAIRMAN. This hearing will come to order.
The doorkeeper is instructed to permit as many additional persons

as the room can accommodate to come in on a standing room only
basis.

This morning we are pleased to have Ambassador William D.
Eberle, Special Representative for Trade Negotiations. Ambassador
Eberle, we are pleased to welcome you back. Following your state-
ment we will have a few questions for you.

STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR WILLIAM D. EBERLE, SPECIAL REP.
RESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS, EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THE PRESIDENT, ACCOMPANIED BY AMBASSADOR HARALD
MALMGREN, DEPUTY SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE, AND ;OHN H.
IACKSON, GENERAL COUNSEL AND ACTING DEPUTY SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. EBnra.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was very impressed yes-
terday with the concerns of this committee over changes in the world
economy with particular emphasis on the need for access to supply
and over allegations of the United States having being out-negotiated

, in the past. I think the most important thing that I can say today
is that the legislation we are proposing goes to those concerns.

NEED FOR RESHAPING WORLD ECONOMY

The need for improving and reshaping the world economy has
been evident for some time. The rapidity of change in world supply
and demand circumstances for some key products has recently dram-
atized the need for change. But the growth of world economic inter-
dependence was already well underway long before the energy crisis
broke upon us, and long before problems of tight supply emerged
in such variegated products as wheat and scrap metal.

(211)
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It was evident to this administration in the period from 1969
through the summer of 1971 that drastic action was required to dis-
lodge some of the fixed attitudes and practices of the governments
of the world. We believed then the time had come to start a major
overhaul of the global economic system, in all of its aspects. Beginning
with the international economic measures taken on August 15, 1971,
we did develop a new process of discussion internationally, while
restructuring our own competitive position 'and our relations with
our major trade and payments partners.

Since then, much has been accomplished: On the monetary front,
exchange rates, including the relative U.S. position among them, are
now adapting to changing world market circumstances, and no longer
standing rigdly against the forces of history. New regularized pro-
cedures in the IMF are being established to facilitate coordination of
economic policies and especially harmonization of balance-of-payments
adjustments.

in the trade field this administration has been hard at work with
our trading partners to deal with troublesome problems.

I know 'how strongly the Senate Finance Committee feels about
trade problems, especially where the actions of other nations have
been inconsistent with their international obligations and with ac-
ceptable concepts of reasonableness and equity. Let me review for
you the progress we have made in the last 2 years in solving some
of the residual problems of the past, and in moderating or preventing
new problems from damaging our trade interests.

ELIMINATION OF RESTRIcTIONs ON UNITED STATES

Some of the restrictions which we have successfully eliminated
are the most longstanding barriers against us, such as French,
British, and Japanese restr.-tions existing in some cases for almost
three decades. We have also succeeded in el ininating new restrictions
as they have come into effect, such as tho European Community
compensatory taxes on many agricultural products. Negotiations with
Japan also have resulted in virtual elimination of that country's unfair
incentives for exports. These efforts on our part have demonstrated
that the GATT can work if intense efforts are made and good political
will is demonstrated among our trading partners.

I can say as the man on the frontlines that these negotiations 'have
not been easy and we have not had all the tools necessary to deal with
them, but some of the positive results we have been able to achieve so
far have included in the case of France that the United States was
able to negotiate, in March and April of 1973, agreements that finally
would eliminate the remaining quotas on all but one product. That
product is still under discussion. Quotas to be eliminated under the
agreement with France affected dried and dehydrated vegetables,
canned tomatoes, tomato juice, and canned fruit, except canned pine-
apple, that is, canned peaches, fruit cocktail, and other canned fruit.

In the case of Great Britain, we recently concluded arduous nego-
tiations on restrictions which were designed to favor Caribbean coun-
try exports to the United Kingdom ana limiting those .of the United
States. These negotiations involved extensive consultations by our
Government with Caribbean countries, in an effort to avoid actions
which might damage their export opportunities. The result has been
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that quotas will soon be eliminated on exports to Great Britain of
fresh grapefruit, single-strength orange and grapefruit juices, rum,
cigars, and frozen or canned grapefruit segments.

Tear the end of 1972, the European Community, as a result of
exchange rate changes, authorized the imposition of new compensa-
tory taxes on agricultural products to assist the operations of the
European Community'.s Common Agricultural Policy. The action
affeed some $40 million of U.S. exports. Vigorous efforts by the
U.S. Government, both bilaterally and in the GATT, resulted in
termination of this barrier to our trade on at least 97 percent of the
products which were affected.

In the last 2 or 3 years negotiations with Japan have been intensi-
fied. The result has been major quota and license liberalization by
Japan. In early 1969, 119 products of the BTN cate or were under
restrictions. Since that time most have been liberalzed, leaving 32
items under restriction as of July 1973. Howeveie, among the most
important items remaining under quota restrictions, we now have an
agreement that digital computers and parts will be fully liberalized in
1075 and integrated circuits by 1974. Among the agricultural items
remaining under quota restrictions, most of the quotas have been
increased substantially in recent years. Japan has also eliminated
other import restrictions, reduced tariffs, and has virtually eliminated
its export incentives. These actions, and others, by the end 'of 1973
made a major contribution to the reduction of the imbalance of trade
from levels of over $4'billion to about $1.5 billion.

We believe this administration's record in pursuit of our legitimate
trade interests is outstanding, and proves that when we do follow
sound policy through vigorous negotiations we can create new and
better opportunities for American business, farms, and workers.

EMPLOYMENT OF EEC

At the moment, as you know, we are intensively engaged in negotia-
tions with the European Community concerning the changes in tariffs
and nontariff measures resulting from the enlargement of the
European Community to include the United Kingdom, Ireland, and
Denmark. The entry of these three countries into the European Com-
munity resulted in changes in their tariffs and nontariff measures to
bring them into line with the European Community. For the United
States there have been both pluses and minuses involved-some British,
Irish, and Danish tariffs have come down, while others have risen.
Taking all of this into account, however, we believe that adjustments
have to be made in our favor to achieve a reasonable settlement. We
have been negotiating with a view to obtaining significant trade con-
cessions on selected items of particular value to the United States
which might provide a more adequate counterbalance to the adjust-
ments which the European Community has already made. These trade
talks between the United States and the European Commmity have
not been easy. Both sides have good arguments to put forward, and the
GATT in this case only prescribes that a negotiated solution is needed.
The talks have been going on for a year and a half already. However,
at this particular moment the issue is under the most intense discussion
within the European Community, and between the European Com-
munity and the United States, and I am not able to predict the out-
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come here, but I am sure we are going to find some solution in the
coming weeks.

But these kinds of efforts to deal with some of these residual prob-
lems of the past and with particular new problems, are not enough.
We are now convinced that the problems of the future will grow in
number and size unless we take major international steps to develop
an improved trading system and lay the basis for further expansion
of world trade.

BILL PROVIDES MORE NEoOTIATINo AUTIIORITy

I might add here that the trade bill which you are considering has
two important aspects. The first is to give authority to deaf and
negotiate not only in the GATT but in any forum. Bit equally im-
portant it is to give the tools to your negotiator to deal with these
problems in the event the negotiations are not as successful as we
would hope, and during the time the negotiations go on. This combina-
tion is totally interrelated and we must have them if we are to do the
job that I think this committee wants done.

In the past as this committee well knows there have been only
minor efforts made to deal with nontariff barriers, export aids, agricul-
tural measures which affect trade, and the general rules of the trad-
ing game. The problem which remain after several past negotiations
are obviously the toughest problems. They are. the ones past negotia-
tions could not resolve. We now propose'to deal with them. In fact,
we believe it is crucial to get at these difficult issues now to prevent
growth in their number and effects in the next fi* years. In pursuing
solutions to these complex problems new techniques will be needed
to insure improvement in the conditions of doing business in world
markets.

The problems of managing international economic adjustment, espe-
cally in view of recent supply and price problems and their monetary
effects, will not be adequately dealt with by exchange rate adjustments
alone. The temptation to other governments to intervene with specific
trade measures to take care of this or that section will be great. We
must set up a better mechanism for dealing with these problems as
they arise, before crises are generated. In that regard it is interesting
to note that in the most recent Business Week is the suggestion that
had we had a GATT to apply to oil problems in advance many of
these problems might not have occurred.

Then, too, we have to face the problems generated by abrupt or
severe adjustments in the level of supply in relation to world market
demand. This is not only a question of energy, although that has been
foremost in the public niind. As we have seen over the last year, world
demand changes combined with inflationary problems at'home have
put extreme pressure on supplies of some commodities and raw mate-
rials, both agricultural and industrial. Such problems can be expected
to arise from time to time in an economically interdependent world
characterized by rapid changes. It is part o the price of economic
success that we must constantly alter our own circumstances and adapt
to new opportunities. The energy adjustment, in other words, has
simplv accelerated the forces of change that we were already facing
anyway.
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We could fight these difficulties with unilateral measures to insulate
our economy, but if everyone does this at the same time the collective
effect will be severe damage to all of the free world economies. The
problems cry out for negotiated, common solutions today.

To deal with these old and new trade problems we need new tech-
niques of negotiation and new powers to manage our own national eco-
nomic position better in relation to our national interests. This has
been recognized by Senators Mondale and Ribicoff, of this committee,
in their cosponsored, proposed amendments to the Trade Reform Act
concerning short supply problems. In this regard, I note that Senator
Chiles has proposed an amendment to the Export Administration Act
which bears a resemblance to these same proposals. We believe that
these ideas are conceptually sound and we join in the spirit of the pro-
posals made--although in the course of the hearings and in our work
with the committee on the bill we will have some detailed changes
to suggest to improve the effectiveness of the amendments in the direc-
tion of the objectives raised by Senators Mondale, Ribicoff and Chiles.

In the same spirit we have in the executive branch made a number
of suggestions or future authorities we believe we need to meet the
problems of tomorrow. Many of these are embodied in the version of
the Trade Reform Act as it has emerged from the House. We will,
however, have some modifications to suggest for your consideration.

NEW TECiNIQUES OF NEGOTIATION' SEEN NEEDED

We believe, for example, that new techniques of negotiation are
needed, and that one of these ought to be negotiation within key
sectors. We need to insure that the overall problems of certain key
industries and agricultural sectors be covered in an integral manner,
relating tariffs, nontariff barriers, Government policies, future world
supply, and pace of adjustment considerations. But on the other hand,
we cannot conceivably do this for every sector of our economy, nor
should we. So while we believe the sector approach may be desirable
in some cases, there must be flexibility in the choice of sectors and
in the methods used in each. This can best be resolved in consultations
between industry, agriculture, and the Congress, and we would like
to see more leeway written into the bill to achieve that end. Similarly,
if we are to be effective in negotiating with our trading partners,
we will need maximum leverage and a high degree of flexibility in
applying that leverage. The countervailing duty statute, and regula-
tions under it, have at least recently proven a sound remedy for many
unfair practices. But that law, written in 1897, does not give us nego-
tiating leverage, because the use of it is nonnegotiable. We need some
degree of discretion in the application of the law if we are to find
real, effective long-term solutions in changes of practice by other
nations. We hope some further changes in the bill before you can be
made, to improve our management of this grea at home, while giving
us more bargaining flexibility abroad.

These new techniques of negotiations I call for are necessary, but
not enough. We also believe there is need for new techniques of con-
sultation and new channels of information at home. We believe, above
all else, that theremust be a better and more intimate working arrange-
ment with the Congress than has existed in the past in matters of
trade, and especially in trade negotiations. We have noted in the chair.
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man's, Senator Long's proposal for a more effective liaison and we
welcome the opportunity, because fundamentally it is the Congress'
constitutional power to regulate commerce with foreign nations.

CLosE COOPERATION WITH CONoRESS DURING NEGOTIATIONS SEEN
NECESSARY

But also importantly, we have found that our legislation, our policy
formulation and our negotiations have all benefited whenever the
dialog with Congress has been close. Accordingly, we have invited
the Congress to devise a continuous role for its own participation in
the trade negotiations. I might add I can give you personal assurance
that we are not about to negotiate with our partners-unless we have
that close cooperation with Congress, so when we bring back what-
ever proposals we do bring back there is a full and complete under.
standing of those proposals. This is necessary if we are to represent
the United States fully.

ADVISE OF INDUSTRIAL, AGRICUiLrURAL, LABOR, AND PUBLIC INTERESTS
NEEDED

The industrial, agricultural, labor,- and public interests generally
must also be weighed in a more direct manner. There has been re-
peated criticism t at past efforts to use advice from these elements
of our economy have been inadequate. We agree, they have been
inadequate. On the other hand, the sheer enormity of the task of
hearing and weighing advice from eveyy quarter of Amefican life
must be recognized. We will need great ingenuity both in the Govern-
ment and in the private sector to develop a better apparatus for
distilling the essence of advice from so many people. We need this
committee's understanding in our efforts to build a better consulting
apparatus. Such a system is crucial to the results we can hope to
achieve for our Nation. The Trade Reform Act provides a basis for
a better system, although its provisions need to be adapted slightly
to bring other elements of the American economy, especially agri-
culture, into balance with the weight given industrial consultation.

MOMENTUM DEVELOPED FOR TRADE TALKS

I hope you recognize, in our efforts to develop new mechanisms
and new methods of dealing with our problems at home as well as
abroad, that we have tried to follow a realistic, tough, yet sensible
approach. We have also developed momentum for -trade talks with
our trading partners. The Ministers of some 105 nations met in
Tokyo in September to launch negotiations, on the basis of a unani-
mous declaration. It is also interesting to note there arQ only a little
over 80 members of the GATT and yet 60, a little over 60, of those
are participating in the 105. so this is a very broad group of coun-
tries that have joined together to do a job, and I think it indicates
not only that there is general agreement on the need for this dis.
cussion, but also that the developing countries themselves recognize
that they need to work with us in building a better trading system
for the world.
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Since the Tokyo meeting, work has gotten underway in Geneva
in preparation for the negotiations and to not worry you about this,
these preparations are in fact analytical preparations. They look at
various alternatives. They are underway and all nations are, in fact,
participating in that preparation.

ENERGY CRISIS AND TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

In the light of the energy crisis during these preparations, some
;governments have reexamined whether or not trade negotiations
should be pressed forward. Most of them have concluded that there
is all the more urgency now and have urged us to move forward with
the trade bill in our own preparations.

We ourselves agree with this greater sense of urgency. A rash of
unilateral trade and monetary actions in reaction to energy problems
could only make the problems of world adjustment, and our own diffi-
culties, much worse. I could not help but note in the morning's paper
the European community's commitment to negotiate with some of the
Arab countries, and again a list in Business Week of bilateral deals.
I would say we still have time because these bilateral deals neither are
firm nor have they yet-created any problems. One should not specu-
late on these, but it does point up the urgency for us to have the
kind of authority to sit down and negotiate to see if we can keep
our actions in a multilateral context and to assure that the United
States has credibility at the bargaining table now and not after the
fact, as has been the case in the past.

CONGRESSIONAL ACTION AWAITED

The momentum that has been generated internationally stands now
to wait upon action by the Senate Finance Committee and the Con-
gress. We have put before you what we believe to be a sound set of
proposals--proposals which will help us to manage our own domestic.
position better in relation to the world, and which will help us to
negotiate with our trading partners more effectively, with strength
and with flexibility. We intend to devise and utilize new techniques
of negotiations, and new techniques of cooperation and consultation
with Congress and with the various segments of the American econ-
omy. We hope you see our comprehensive approach as a sensible
one, leading to -i eter equity for America in the world and greater
economic opportunities for the American citizen.

OVERVIEW OF TUE TRADE BILL

Let me now turn briefly to an overview of the trade bill rather
than go through this long volume of testimony which I would like
to file at this time for the record, Mr. Chairman, because I believe
you will find a high degree of logical consistency and interdependence
in the various parts of this bill.

• The broad purpose of the trade bill is twofold, and this is abso-
lutely essential to recognize. It is to enable the United States to par-.
ticipate effectively in the forthcoming multilateral trade negotiations
or any other negotiations, such as the World Food Conference or
whatever may take place and, at the same time, to better manage.
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the domestic issues as they arise. If negotiations are not yet success-
ful today, it is because we do not have those tools today. We will
seek agreements which will stimulate U.S. economic growth in the
context of strengthening our global economic relations through fair
and equitable market opportunities and more open and nondiscrimina-
tory world trade. TmE I

Title I of the bill contains authorities to conduct the new round
of trade negotiations and procedures through which to implement the
results. The primary negotiating authorities would extend for a period
of 5 years and include reduction or removal of tariffs and nontariff
barriers to trade and provisions for increased participation and over-
sight by the Congress and the public. Let me add here that the com-
ments that this is a great grant of power to the Executive just are
not valid. This proposes a joint working relation with Congress, a
joint understanding with Congress during the negotiations and then
procedure for congressional oversight and veto, when we come back.
If we do not have that kind of participation neither Congress nor
the Executive are going to represent the U.S. public well.

To enable us to more effectively manage the trade agreements pro.
gram, there are also authorities to make adjustments on the trade side
to particular inflationary or balance of payments circumstances. As
presently drafted, these authorities are the minimum needed to pro.
vide credibility for the U.S. negotiators in their attempt to
bring about a common realization that international cooperation can
work effectively to deal with new as well as old problems. As I have
indicated, we have proven that in the last 2 years, we have not had the
authority to get at some of these old problems.

TIT s II AMD III
Now, turning to titles IT and III, the authorities to manage trade

problems domestically, I might point out again there are provisions for
Congressional oversight. We want Congress directly concerned with
these problems and we must have congressional cooperation.

Title II provides for temporary import relief and adjustment as-
sistance which is made more accessible for industries, firms and work-
ers. The tests of injury for import relief are eased. Administration
of worker adjustment assistance is streamlined under the Labor De-
partment and its level and scope have been substantially expanded.
Under the import relief provisions an order of preference is expressed.
Tariffs are preferred to quotas and orderly marketing agreements,
which are lowest in preference and incidentally, they are subject to
congressional review.

The provisions of Title III generally improve existing authorities
to deal with foreign unfair trade practices. Authority is granted, sub-
ject to a number of limitations and procedures, to apply duty increases
or quantitative limitations in response to unjustiflable-illegal--or un-
reasonable trade practices by foreign countries. Again, I had to read
the morning paper to see the emphasis on this retaliation. I would like
to make the point as a negotiator that we do need that right for the
world to understand that the executive branch does not have that power,
which we do not today. At the same time, we do not expect to use that
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power unless we fail to find a way of negotiating international agree-
ments or our trading partners do not live up to their international
obligations. No one should fear that we are going to retaliate all by
ourselves, because it takes adverse actions by our trading partners.
before we would do it.

The authority in this area is extended specifically to include export
subsidies to third country markets or to the United States. Any meas-
ure imposed under this authority is subject to congressional review.
Concerning anti-dumping provisions, time limits and procedural and
technical changes have been proposed. Time limits have also been
established on countervailing duty procedures. In addition, the coun-
tervailing duty provisions would be extended to cover duty-free im-
ports. During the next 4 years, the Secretary of the Treasury can re-
train from ,countervailing if to do so would jeopardize the interna-
tional negotiations. There are serious problems with this provision,
which Secretary Shultz has already spoken to.

Finally, I would note that changes in responses to unfair trade
l)ractieve involving patent infringement provide for fairer proce-
dures. a greater role by the 'T ariff Commission, and judicial review.

TTrrE IV

Now, turning to title IV of the Trade Reform Act, this authorizes
the President. subject to certain conditions to extend nondiscrimina-
tory tariff treatment to imports of certain Communist countries not
current Il granted equal treatment. This authority is seen as a key
element in the development of orderly economic relations with the
nonmarket economy countries. As presently drafted, however, U.S.
extension of nondiscriminatory tariff treatment, as well as credits
and guarantees, may well be precluded. This, in turn, as indicated yes-
terday, would prevent the October 1972 U.S.-U.S.S.R. commercial
agreement and the full settlement of lend-lease obligations from tak-
ing effect. The administration is deeply concerned about these con-
straints. while fully sharing the humanitarian concerns which gave
rise to them. We are hopeful that an accommodation can be reached
in the language of the statute, thus enabling us to continue building
upon mutual East-West interests to achieve a stable and durable
peace. TITLE 

V

Title V of the bill grants authority to the President to join with
other developed countries in the extension of generalized tariff treat-
ment, for a period of 10 years, to eligible imports of beneficiary devel-
oping countries. By increasing their access to developed country
markets, developing countries can expand' export earnings-thus en-

hancing their economic growth. In addition, the' United States can
lienefit as it is anticipated that a large share of their increased
export earnings will return to the United States in the form of addi-
tional purchases here. We have put limitations onpreferences so that if
any eligible exports exceeds $25 million or 50 percent of our market
it automatically loses that preference. We have also provided in
section 806 ani 807 tariff treatment of border industries' exports
to the United States that if there is abrupt market disruption, U.S.
competitors will be eligible for import relief.

30-229-74-pt. 1-15
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Let me conclude with a fundamental theme which is that interna-
tional peace cannot be based on just one or another action or negotia-
tion in international relations. The political, security, and economic
issues are all intertwined. Indeed, in the present state of a higher
than ever degree of economic interdependence, this is more true
than ever before. To ensure a stable prosperous world, we must devel-
op an adaptable but orderly world economic system that minimizes
frictions between nations and enhances their common interests. It is
a fundamental tenet of our foreign policy that common problems in
the world should be dealt with collectively, through negotiated solu-
tions, rather than through escalating conflicts of unilaterally deter-
mined national policies and actions. The Trade Reform Act is essen-
tial to enable us to complete our efforts to build peace in this troubled
world.

I would like to close with the President's words from his message
accompanying the trade bill when it was submitted last April. They
are even more urgent today:

This structure of peace cannot be strong * * unless it encompasses inter-
national economic affairs. Our progress toward world peace and stability can
le significantly undermined by economic conflicts which breed political tensions
and weaken security ties. It is imperative, therefore, that we promptly turn our
negotiating efforts to the task of resolving problems in the economic arena.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIARM Ax. Thank you very much, Mr. Eberle. I am going to

try to confine myself to 10 minutes and urge other Senators to do like-
wise in the first roflnd of questions.

TIt.%Dr FioItmI-CIF vs. FOB

I will ask that a member of the staff hold up two charts; I also ask
that the charts be made a part of the record.*

Mr. Eberle, I discussed with you what I am going to illustrate with
the chart.

It seems to me if we are properly to serve the national interest, we
need to take a look at these international programs with some sort of
a comprehensive set of figures so people can see what the foreign aid
program is costing us, what the trade, program is costing us, what the
military program is costing us. The Government must stop deceiving
the American people through statistical games. As it is now we are
told that, no, it is not the trade program that is costing us-we are
making money on that--it is the AID program. Then you go to the
AID people and they say no, it is not the AID program that is costing
us, because most of that'would have to do with exports-it is the mili-
tary program. And then you go to the military and they say, "It's not
our program that is costing you, it is the other fellow 's." By the time
you get through, as Senator Symington said one time, you add up a
great column of pluses and end up with an enormous mins at the end
of the column.

These charts illustrate the difference between the way our balance
of trade books are kept and the way they ought to be kept. The charts
show the difference between our balance of trade, the way that 90 per-

See footnote at end of table.
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cent of the countries keep their books, and what our balance of trade,
has been in the way that the books are kept in this country.

I understand how the books are kept here. We have a provision in
the Constitution, unknown to a lot of people, which says that this,
Nation will not discriminate among ports one poit against the other,.
in the collection of tariffs. In order not to discriminate among l)Ols we
levy our tariff based on the value of a commodity in the foreign coun.
try. We call that the foreign value. That way it doesn't make any dif-

Aference whether you bring the article in at New York or New Orleans,,
the tariff would be the same.

But when you are considering whether you are making money
or losing money on your trade that is not how you should be keeping
your books; your boks ought to reflect whose ship carried this article,
from Europe or Japan to the United States and the full amount
you paid for it. It is 'ust as when a merchant buys something. he puts:
it on his books what he, has invested in that article on his shelf as well'
as the freight. But our trade figures-thse official figures that have
been published for so long-don't include the cost of freight.

As though that were not bad enough, the export figures are inflated
by including all that stuff we have been giving away since World War
It. So the executive branch includes in its export figilres tile things
that they are giving away or the soft loans which nobody ever repays.
And. so by includin, the give-aways on the export side a'nd by leaving
off the fl:eight on the import side, they wind up with a big )IUs figure
for what should be a minus.

Now, according to the chart which is calculated on a cost, insurance,
and freight basis, we have been in deficit every year since 1966, and
that adds up to a deficit of $30.9 billion, roughly $31 billion deficit, in
our trade accounts. This is the way they should keep these books, by
any honest bookkeeping methods.

Now look over at the other chart and you see how those books are
kept for the purpose of issuing these quarterly official good news
announcements. According to this misleading chart, every year, except
the years 1971 and 1972, we made a profit.
- -The-difference is that by adding in something that doesn't belong
hi there and by taking out something that does belong in there, they
can deceive people that we enjoyed a trade surplus, when, in fact, we
were in deficit. From 1966 through 1973 these quarterly good news
announcements would have you believe we had made. a profit of $6
billion, whereas by what I would regard as an honest set of books--
kept in the way that 90 percent of other countries keep their books, as
well as the International Monetary Fund-we didn't make a $6 billion
profit, we lost $30.9 billion, or in 'ound figures, we lost $31 billion.

Now on a liquidity basis, we had a deficit in our balance of payments
during those same years of roughly $62 billion, of which half of it
is what we lost in trade.

Now, during all that period, with the exception of those 2 years
where they admit we lost money, they have been saying that the only
bright spot in all this military aid, military troops for Europe, war in
Vietnam, and all that-the only bright spot in the whole thing has
been the trade picture. So, they said, since we have been making
money in trade, we have to do more of what we were doing the way
we were doing it.
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Well, the fact is we weren't making money, we were losing our
shirts in the trade area, too. So we could t afford that either.

Now what we need, as I see it, is to start out by putting together a
set of books where the American people can look at the AID program,
the trade program, the troops to Europe-the whole thing-and see
what it really is costing rather than each program assessing its cost
over in someone else's basket. As it is now, by the time you get through
it looks as though we are making a profit on all of these and, in fact,
we are making a great big loss.

Ambassador Eberle, do you agree with the argument that I have
been making about that you have no business adding-that is you
have no business leaving the freight off your imports--to see with a
foreign country?

Mr. Enlm&n. Minr. Chairman, as you know, i prIcl am in agree-
ment with you and I commend you for your efforts becauseyou probe.
ably now know that the Department o? Commerce is* repoing these
numbers both ways, CIF, FOB, as of January of this year. Now there
is still a question over Public Law 480 exports, and I am hopeful that
those numbers can also be footnoted. But let me assure you not only
should those figures be reported in both ways but. we from the trade
negotiating side have always negotiated on the CIF, your basis, be-
cause the only way to support these other programs is to see that we
have a positive current accounts balance or a positive basic balance,
before deducting these other programs. You must look -at them in
total.

The CAMRMAN. I don't see how we are going to get anywhere with
these negotiations as long as they keep putting out these good news
announcements which deceive the American public. It seems to me as
though we ought to drop the FOB thing and put it on a CIF basis
so people can see where we actually stand.

I have had the experience of having a member of a Japanese trade
,delegation come into my office to talk about the situation and he
,couldn't understand why I was so concerned, and appeared to be a
protectionist. He showed me this good news announcement in the
New York Times. "Look at all this profit you are making in the for-
eign trade. Why would you want to do us out of it?

I tried to explain to that person "If we kept our books the same way
'that you kept yours we would show a great big deficit rather than a
big surplus.'

I went to a trade conference about 2 years ago in Europe with the
EEC, and our own Secretary of State got up, at that time William
Rogers, and proceeded to explain to those people that they had to
cooperate with us and help us with our big payments deficit because
this military expenditure to help defend Europe was causing a huge
burden on is and in order to sustain that burden we had to make a
big profit in the trade area. He should have been telling them we are
losing our shirt in trade as well as in aid, and he should have put our
figures on the same basis as their's to prove it. If they had been told,
"Here are the honest figures, we are losing money," they might have
been more inclined to help us with our aid burden. Some, of course,
would not be impressed. The French had already asked us to get out
of France and not to come back.
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I think Commerce and all the rest ought to stop putting out these
fraudulent good news announcements about phony trade surpluses
when, in fact, we are losing our shirt and can't keep it lip.

If we start out by putting our trade books on a basis where some-
body can understand them, we then have a starting point from which
you could negotiate and tell these people that we are, in fact, losing
a great deal of money. If we would quit deceiving our own people and
quit putting out the wrong figures and start putting ou the right
figures and insisting on those, we could get somewhere negotiating
with those people.

Do you think that will help ?
Mr.' EnEni,v,. It certainly e ilps because I have the same problem in

negotiating to convince our partners that on that same basis we do
have a deficit in our trade accounts. It is very difficult- to explain this
to them. But I do think the fact that we are publishing it both ways
now will be extremely helpful.

I might also add that some of our trading partners have taken a
look at this new and decided maybe they should report more along our
way so you have two problems on your lands.

the CAIrANTRA. I might say if they want to report it the way the
Commerce Department has been reporting they are in for a real night-
mare of wandering around in the fog because they will wake up sonie-
day and find out what they have been living in a dream world which
has no relationship to fact and truth whatever. So that if we really-
I would think since we are one of the very few people, one of the very
few nations that reports it the strong way we ought to report it the
same way the others do. Of course, I was'pleased to see the Interna-
tional Monetary F und, they don't keep these trade figures anyhow,
they keep a balance of payments set of figures, so that on that basis we
are not (eceiving anybody, even ourselves, but unfortunately, while
they are deceiving, not we, but while this Government, this adninistra-
tion, has had this bipartisan deception going on directed at the Amer-
ican people, I cannot conclude other than it has done a great deal
to prejudice our interests in trying to find and to put into effect the
kind o'f answers toward which you have been directing yourself.

Senator Talmadge.

TOBACCO TARIFF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST THE U.S.

Senator TAIMADOE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ambassador, as you know, the GATT requires any nation such

as those in the European Econonic Community when it, expanded from
six to nine countries last January to negotiate concessions to compen-
sate for losses in third countries.

Currently all tobacco selling above a $1.27 a pound must face a spe-
cial 15 percent value added tax. This specifically discriminates against
American tobacco since it is of a higher quality and therefore higher
value than most other tobacco entering the European Communitv. So
far the European Community has not agreed to chanfre their tobacco
tariff policy. Is the United States prepared to stand firm on our posi-
tion that the European Community should eliminate the so-called
wrapper leaf tariff which discriminates against exports of high quality
American tobacco?
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Mr. EJiERI,. Senator, that is one of the products that has been of
high priority in our negotiations. It is one we recognize as of trade
importance along with a number of others.

As I said in my opening statement, we are in a very sensitive area
now of the wrap-up, hopefully, of the Common Market enlargement
-coinpellsation negotiations, and I would be delighted to brief you in
executive session on all the details of it.

Senator TALMADOE. I would appreciate it. As you know, tobacco is
very important to my State, and a number of others, and it is one of
our principal dollar earners insofar as exports of agricultural com-
modities is concerned.

All'. E1mRIA,. I call assure you it is one of the items which has been
right, at the top of our list in our discussions.

INDUSTRY IREPRtESENTAVrION SEEN NmI,) DUItiNO NEOOTIATIONS

Senator TAT, AME. I want. to get into another area that I feel I have
some familiarity with. You remember the Trade Act of 196'2 provided
for representatives of the Ways and Means Committee and also tho
Finance Committee to be advisers to our trade negotiators. Of course,
we had our legislative duties here. Many of us went over there a time or
two and rushed back. Consequently, w e didn't find out much. We got
to eat some very delightful lunches and dinners and attend a few re-
ceptions at some of the embassies. That was about the extent of it.

'Now while the American business people who had some knowledge of
international trade were excluded totally from our negotiations, the
Japanesel the Germans, and the French, and the European Economio
Community had the best industrial team that was available at the
hands of tie negotiators day and night to give expert.advice.

Don't you think it would be far better rather than having a few
politicians from the Ways and Means Committee and Finance Com-
mittee who had no expertise in international trade, to have represent-
atives from American industry who were competent to advise you as
the negotiations proceed ?

Mr. Em.,,. 'le answer is yes on both counts. And let me say that we
have urged that members of Congress find a way to work also directly
with us, 'whether it be through their staffs as part of the team, or as
members, and I can assure you that you will be kept fully up to date on
our negotiations. It is only a matter of your telling us how you want us
to do it. I have a personal commitment to see that that is done.

Senator T.LMADO. I think we ought to be informed, and I will give
you an illustration. Of course, being from Georgia I had some interest
in textiles, as you might imagine. We could find out virtually nothing
as to what, was going on in textiles at the negotiating conference, but
some of my constituents could call their friends in France and their
friends in Germany and their friends in Britain. Their friends were in
Geneva. being advised every step of the way and advising the negotia-
tors, our adversaries, in the negotiations. It was utterly ridiculous. The
other side had the best brains available and our people who have to
bear the burden of whatever came out of the negotiations were kept
completely in the dark.

Mi'. El;6L,,. Let me go to the business and agricultural and labor
communities now. As I have publiclyy said on many occasions, we are
prepared to have these interests fully'represented, and we have already
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started by asking industry, a riculture and labor to sit down and tell
us how they want to work witl ius. We started forming advisory groups
ahead of the time, because we can't wait for passage of the trade bill.
We think it is that important, and we think they ought to continue not
only just during large multilateral negotiations but on a regular basis.

Senator TALMADGE. I couldn't agree more, but I would hope when
you get down to negotiating you would have the best brains of Amer-
icanlindustry in Geneva 241 hours a day so when any subject comes up
you ean get expert advice in the area.

Mr. EBERLE. We are hopeful that can be done and we have also given
them a commitment that they can go up to the negotiating door with
us and when we come out we will tell them wherewe stand. They can-
not go into the negotiating room but we are prepared to go as far as we
can in two-way communication. We want their advice and we are pre-
pared to tell them where we agree or disagree with them, and the same
thing goes for the members of the Congress.

TI~ere are going to be times, I am sure, when there will be broader
interests but everybody is entitled to know this and we are prepared
to explain that kind of situation. We are, incidentally, also prepared
to review those provisions in this trade 'bill with you if you feel they
are not strong enough as they now read.

The CHAIRIMAN. May I interrupt? I would like to applaud both the
question and the answer. It seems to me that it is completely unfair
that foreign negotiators represent foreign business people, but that the
American businessman is not represented by his government to the
same extent the other fellow is represented by his government.

Now if they do let their businessmen come inside that room I think
you ought to allow our businessmen to come in, too. I think it would be,
ought to be, both ways but I think you ought not to keep them out of
the room.

Mr. EJIERLE. Senator, I hope you have good reports from the textile
industry sitting in with us at Geneva last November and December as
we worked out the textile agreement.

Senator TALMADOE. I congratulate you. You did a very fine job in
that regard but it was utterly inconceivable to me how our negotia-
tors could go to a negotiating table completely unarmed while those
they were negotiating with had the best brains by their side day and
night to advise them.

NEW PROCEDUnEr SEEN NEEDED FOR FINDINo UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES

Let me bring up one other matter that I think gives the world
some cause for concern. As I recall Napoleon Bonaparte once made the
statement about China "Let the sleeping giant sleep. When he awak-
ens the world will tremble."

Now you recall how the Japanese, with their expertise, their scien-
tific aehevement, and their work habits, have sorely disrupted markets
primarily in this country but in other countries as well to some degree.
Our unfavorable balance of payments with the Japanese, I believe,
in 1972 was $4,200 million. I think that was on an FOB basis, not CIF.
What is going to happen when the Peoples Republic of China with
800 million hard working people gets geared up to take over any mar-
ket in the world it wants to.
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Mr. EBFRLE. We have recognized that there is a problem with such
a "sleeping giant" particularly where it is a nonmarket economy and
we have special provisions where there can be prompt decision by our
Government if an expanding country should elect to segment a U.S.
market and try to move in onit and disrupt it.

Senator TALMADOE. We have had provisions like that in previous
trade acts and no President had the courage to invoke them, as you
know.

Mr. EnRLE. That is why we are providing for an oversight by Con-
gress on some of these provisions.

Senator TALMADGE. Who is going to trigger it, the President?
Mr. EBarm. First of all, it depends on what the provision is, but the

one on the nonmarket economy would be the Tariff Commission
through a complaint, and a complaint could be raised by the Congress,
couldbe raised by my office, it could be raised by a company, or by the
President.

Senator TALMADO. I am informed that it is harder to find unfair
trade practices on the part of the Communist countries than it is the
free world countries, and we haven't been able to find much insofar as
free world countries are concerned.

Mr. EBERLE. There are two different parts of the law. You are cor-
rect in the anti-dumping countervailing duty provisions. On the other
hand, in the escape clause it is a great deal more easy and those are. the
provisions that we would eKpect to move under because we simply have
an absolute right to move under those.

Senator TALMtADOE. Would yotit have any objections of Congress put-
ting some provisions automatically triggering the law without having
to rely on an Executive who heretofore has not been willing to invoke
the law?

Mr. EtERLE. We would object, I think, to absolutte percentage or
quotas at this time because there are many areas in which there are not
problems, and many areas in which you do get products in that are
reasonable and cause no injury. But we are certainly prepared to work
with you where there is an injury, to find ways that you would be sat-
isfied with.

Senator TALMADGE. I wold like to put some mechanism in the law
where we wouldn't have to rely on an Executive who may not invoke
the law. Couldn't we come up'with some system? I am not an all out
protectionist but, at the same time, I don't want our country's labor
force and our own domestic industry destroyed by a flood of foreign
imports. It seems to me that with all the brains y(ti have at your dis-
posal and all the brains that the committee has at its disposal'we could
come up with some device which would automatically trigger the law
when some particular peril point was reached.

Mr. EBERLE. Let me put it this way: The Tariff Commission makes
a recommendation. We have provided even when there are tie votes
such as the shoe case on which the Senator from Connesticut raised
questions.

Senator TALMADGE. How many recommendations has the Tariff
Commission made in the past 12 years, Mr. Ambassador?

Mr. EBEniLE. That is the point I want to get to. We have proposed a
change in the. law so the Commission does not have to tie injury to
previous tariff concessions, and two, that the President must have the
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same time limitation in tie votes as he does whether he takes positive
or negative action. Now le must report, and if he takes action and in-
poses import relief, Congress has a veto procedure on that. If he re-
fuses to take import relief he must report to Congress precisely why
he didn't do it.

Now I recognize that you have a veto on the one side and you have
only the information so that Congress could act on the other. But if
there is no provision or no program under which to act we have pro-
vided that Congress must get the information if the President refuses
to act and, therefore, is able to act on its own once it has that infor-
mation.

Senator RuilcoFF. May I ask you to yield? I am in the process of
drafting an amendment to carry out just what you suggested. I would
be pleased to submit it to you and I would hope you coiild cosponsor it

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, sir. It seems to me we must do that.
When the staff was briefing us on the I-louse-passed bill the other

day it was pointed out that under one provision in the bill importers
can complain but the poor fellow who is trying to pay taxes and keep
his pJant going and give jobs to his employees in the face of these im-
ports can't complain. We can't have that.

I believe my time has expired, Mr. Chairman, and I yield at this
point. CIF vs. FOB

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Like all the rest of the committee I have enjoyed the discussion of

the difference between CIF and FOB but I would like the record to be
very clear that our use of FOB has gone back to the beginning of the
time, and if there has been any Inovement away from it, at least so far
as records are concerned, it is this administration that has made this
movement, and I wouldn't like the record to indicate that this admin-
istration is not responsible for the FOB situation.

The CHAIRMAN. If the Senator will yield, you understand I didn't
just start raising the devil about this when this administration came
into office. I have been complaining about it for a long time.

Senator BENNEmr. In the course of your statement you said this
administration should do it and hadn't done it and I just want the
record to be straight on that.

The CHAIRMAN. I think I referred to it as a bipartisan deception, and
I am satisfied that is just what it has been.

Senator BENNETr. We will have to blame the men who wrote the
Constitution.

The CGIAIRMAN. No, just blame those who keep the figures.
[Laughter.]

PRF,-SENT STATUS OF TRADE NEcoTIATIONS

Senator BN-:TT. Mr. Eberle, just what is the present status of
trade negotiations in a general sense? Where are we? Are we at the
beginning of a situation, at the end, in the middle?

Mr. EBERLE. We are, Senator Bennett, we. are really at the beginning
because the United States has really no authority or'at least any credi-
bility with which to enter into negotiations and, therefore, we are at the
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threshold of a very major opportunity. We will have to decide whether
we want to walk into it. Preparations for the multilateral trade negoti-
ations committee are underway. The United States cannot participate
or give leadership without congressional blessing and authority on a
joint basis when we bring it back so we can enter into agreements.
We have the same thing going on, a whole range of international
opportunities whether they be in the food conference or wherever they
might be, trade barriers, whether they be the oil, the energy, wherever
wve can t.ry to solve some problems like common standards and labeling
procedures. The United States has no viability or credibility at the
negotiating table unless we have a I)rocedure wth Congress as to how
we are going to negotiate and bring agreements back for approval and
that is what we are asking for here.

Now, secondarily, we are also in the same position as that, even for
small deals, and I am talking about, Senator 'almadge, a question
about tobacco. We could have settled that 2 years ago if we had any
authority to compensate just. a* tiny bit, and yet we have absolutely no
authority. We provided for that kind of authority in the bill so we can*
make some of these deals to solve some of these problems as we go
along, again, authority to negotiate in conjunction with participation
by Congress. So we have a great opport unity to deal internationally, to
manage our problems domestically, and what we are saying is are we
prepared to walk forward and accept that opportunity. I think we
should.

Senator BENN-xr. Just to clarify it still further, is there any-when
and how did this series of negotiations start. Who supplied the in-
centive to start them? Or the other nations working at them? How
long have they been working at them? We used to talk about the
Kendtnedy round and assume( that was a specific pattern that began
andl ended at a certain time. 'When did this series begin?

Mfr. Ex.nRi. If you had to set a date, they really bgan on August
15, 1971, when then Secretary of Treasury Connally and the President
closed the gold window and said we had to look at the whole economic
System. Between that date and the Smithsonian Agreement we were
looking at how to get the monetary structure, the trade structure, and
it is from the resulting Smithsoniaan Agreement that countries must
now also take a look at the exchange rate monetary system and also
the trade system. In February of 192, we entered into a declaration
with the European Community and with Japan that we would try to
find a way to begin multiliteral trade negotiations in the fall of 1973.
That was the beginning of it.

They have proceeded along those lines. there have been a mmber of
countries that have from time to time said they were not interested but
as recently as during the last 3 weeks we have had the reinforcements
of the European Community, the developing countries, and with
Japan, all saving there is more urgency now to have a framework for
trade discussions because if we don't te opportunities to move back-
ward are very serious.

Senator BiNNF.TT. Will these negotiations or will the pattern of
negotiations continue among our partners even though we might not
have the opportunity to negotiate on the basis of the powers given in
this bill.
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Mr. EBERLE. The answer is they will continue to negotiate but they
will do so bilaterally and regionally, to the probable exclusion of the
United States.

BILL SEEN IMPRIOVINO NiAEOTIAT'INO AUTIIORITY

Senator BENxN.ETT. Just at the risk of repeating, could you outline
for us again the specific differences that the passage of this bill will
make with respect to your power and ability to negotiate successfully.

Mr. IEAIRLE. Specifically the bill will authorize, first of all, advance
authority on the tariff side and a credible procedure in cooperation
with Congress, both during the negotiations and bringing agreements
back for approval, to reduce NTB's. Our partners have said, "You
have no authority. We can't come to the negotiating table until you
have that authority."1

In addition to that broader based multilateral negotiation or other
multilateral discussions such as the Food Conference, and so forth,
there are a great many bilateral issues that cauld be solved by the very
authorities that we are seeking. We have no authority, as I indicated,
for compensation. If we give import relief, other countries have the
right to retaliate. We have no authority for small deals such as in
the tobacco wrapper case as an example, where we by modifying an-
other tariff by a very marginal amount, we could have eliminatedfthat
problem. It would allow us to get at some of these problems, and
equally important to those negotiations which Live an opportunity
to U.S. leadership in the trading world, the bill will give us the author-
ity from the management standpoint to get at some domestic problems.

An example, if other countries are going to subsidize products in
third markets, this will allow us to take action against countries
which do that. We don't have any authority to do that today. We
don't have authority to respond in a very prompt manner on industrial
products even in the United States. As a former businessman, I simply
have to say that when you are dealing with competition, even though
they are trading par tners, we have both to negotiate with them and
have the authority to discourage derviations from those agreements.

We must have the authority to see that our interests are protected
in the event they do not live up to their international obligations and
attempt to go around and do some things that we would consider
either illegal, unfair, or unreasonable. And, incidentally, most of these
authorities that I have talked about, both on the negotiating side and
on the so-called reaction side, management side, all other countries
have today. So that it isn't something new, but I can tell you as a
negotiator we are at a handicap in going to the table without the kind
of provisions that we have in the bill leaving open what we have said
to you, you tell us how Congress wants to work with us because we
mutst have that in order to have a successful negotiation.

Senator BENmET. Well, in view of the oft quoted energy crisis-
I will go back and start over again. You said earlier that you were
afraid if these negotiations didn't succeed the world would break up
into a series of bilateral and regional deals.

Mr. EBERLE. Yes.
Senator BENNEr. Do you think that danger is greater because of

the energy crisis?
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Mr. EBFRLE. The answer is very clearly yes, because of the tremen-
dous pressure on the current account international payments balances
of countries. They all want to see now if they can't find some ways
to ease their problems and this desire. It is reflected in bilateral deals,
and it is reflected in currency devaluations or export subsidies or im-
port or export restrictions, and we are confronted with those today.

Senator BWNiqrTT. So is it fair to say that you feel there is a real
urgency for the passage of this legislation?

Mr. EBERTE. There is.
Senator BFNNF Tr. I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman.

CO-3f3ODITY SHORTAGES

The CHAIRMrAN-. Senator Fulbright.
Senator FIrtLnBioHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Eberle, as you know, my State is deeply interested in this mat-

ter because we are major exporters of such commodities as rice, soy-
beans, cotton. and poultry. So that I have a very deep interest, aside
from the national interest, in a large volume of international trade.
It would be a serious thing for my State to lose access to these markets.

I wonder, terms of trade which have now arisen as a result of ac-
knowledged shortages in such things as oil and copper and bauxite,
manganese, tin, and so on. these basic commodities. They have changed
dramatically in the last year, I believe, against us, is that not so?

Mr. EIIn R,. That is trie, but I don't believe there is an exact identity
of situations between oil and these other products.

Senator FULBRmTIT. Well, oil is the most current one but we import
very large quantities. 50 percent of ore of a number of the basic com-
molities basic to an industrialized society.

Mr. EBIERLE. Correct.
Senator FUtr.nnIoIrT. Aren't we in a similar situation with regard to

bauxite, which is the basis for aluminum, copper, tin, and so on? Isn't
that so, it is just a matter of time that they are likely to follow the ex-
anmle of fuel oil?

Mr. EBERLE. Let me take the example of bauxite.
Senator Fui niIHT. Let me say I didn't want to go into detail. All

I wanted to ask you is how serious do you think our situation is in
regard to internatCional trade.

Mr. EBrERLF,. The situation is serious. It is serious is a number of ways
because. the rules of the road are being undermined. We must find ways
to deal with these problems and if we cannot deal with them in a multi-
lateral context then we must have the authority in the United States
to deal with that.

Let me turn to the question of bauxite as an example because there
is a case where the producing countries have already had one meet-
ing, including some of our trading partners. But the tact remains that
even though we do import 50 to 60 percent, we have in Georgia and in

V, coming and in Utah more reserves of alumina in clay than all the
known bauxite reserves in the world, and they can be turned up in a
very short period of time.

Senator FULBRIGHT. At what cost? At a cost similar to what we have
had?

Mr. EBERLE. At a cost similar to the present cost, the industry tells
me.
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Senator FULBIUGIIT. It seems unusual for them to go to all the trouble
of importing it f rom Jamaica if the costs are similar here.

Senator BE,,ETT. May I interrupt? I come from a State with
alumina. The investment is in bauxite and there is no incentive to
invest in a gigantic way in alumina as long as the bauxite is available.
But we are not in the same situation with the basic material from
which aluminum can be made that we are in oil and I think we could
move fairly fast. But as long as people are satisfied with their source
of supply it is just inertia. They don't get rid of that and turn to an-
other one.

Senator FULBRIOHT. Then do I conclude, Mr. Eberle, that, you do
not think it is serious, that we have all the resources we need and it
is not a very serious matter after all. That this an illusion that we
need international trade.

Mr. EBEiRIE. No, it is still a very serious problem because of a lot
of reasons. But the only point I want to make is if we get put in a
short-supply position on a number of other products we have got a lot
better answer. We shouldnt be put in that position because it does
raise our costs. It breaks down the world trading system and these
irritations and tensions are going to flow over into the security and
political side very fast.

Senator FULBEIOIIT. I didn't want to go into each detail. I was un-
der the impression from your previous statement and others that
we are as a great industrial nation faced with some much more
serious problems than we have ever been with regard to the terms
of trade. It is the basic commodity versus the industrial commodity,
is that not so?

Mr. EBEJiE. The answer is it is true, that is a fact, but each pro-
duct has a different problem. You cannot generalize, that is the only
point I was making.

INTERNATIONAL PEACE AN-D TRADE AGOREEM.%ENxS

Senator FULBRIOIIT. Yes. I didn't mean to imply they are all the
same. But I thought your statement was a very impressive one when
you say:

The key elements in the development of orderly economic relations with the
nonmarket economics as presently drafted. However, U.S. extension of non-
discriminatory tariff treatment as well as credits and guarantees may well be
precluded. This in turn could prevent the October 1912 U.S.-U.S.S.R. commer-
cial agreement of the full settlement of lend-lease obligations from taking effect.

Then, I won't read it all, you say,
It is the fundamental theme of the administration which is that interna-

tional peace cannot be based on just one or another action, international action
on international relations. The political security and economic issues are all
Intertwined.

What disturbs me is since you proposed this trade agreement, which
was about the time of the President's policy of normalizing our rela-
tions with Russia in particular, but with other countries in a similar
situation also, there has been a steady deterioration of that movement.
There was an interesting article this morning by one of the authorities
on conditions in the Soviet Union, that it looks as if they have about
given up or are in the process of giving up any hope of what they
call d~tente with this country, and that being so then there is little
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chance of a relaxation of the apprehension which has accompanied this
rivalry now for 25 years. It seems to me your trade program is de-
pendent upon that element. You say political, security, and economic
issues are intertwined. I agree with'that, and if we fail in that aspect
I don't know where you can make very much progress in creating an
atmosphere in which international trade can expand, and proceed in
an orderly manner.

Mr. EBERi.E Let me say, as for U.S.-IV.S.S.R. trade and title IV of
the bill. I would like to defer that. until Secretary Kissinger is here
on Thursday, and let him address himself to those relationships. But
if that should happen and if the, article you cite is correct, it seems
to me that the bill takes on even greater'importance because it does
provide- the ability for the free world to have negotiations and to
strenaothen the economic relationships of the free world and, in par.
ticular. Japan, the EC, and the United States in a framework with the
developing countries that makes some real economic sense and can build
on the strengths we have today and that is certainly equally as im-
portant or more important than'the other.

Senator Fu.imUGHT. I would agree with that. But the fact is that if
the cold war is revived, and if there is no success in SALT, and we
continue to devote our major part of our assets to military actions
around the world, such as new 'bases in the Indian Ocean, and so on,
it will not be an atmosphere in which long-term trade agreements are
likely to be made because everyone is then apprehensive about the in-
ternational political situation.

And accepting your own statement, with which I agree that the
political, security, and economic issues are intertwined, I don't know
how you would feel very confident that even if you got the trade that
it would amount to much unless you have also a relaxation of the ten.
sions that have accompanied our international agreements.

Mr. EBERLE. There is no question that if the political relations turn
for the worse that it does have the impact that you suggest, but, at
the same time, the growth in world trade in the free world is still
tremendous and we need the framework in which to keep that going
on a multilateral basis because as these political tensions from the
other side become gerater with various economies there will be the
opportunity for the other, the nonmarket economies to try to separate
the free world, and we need a way to be sure we have a framework in
which to work together.

Senator FVLBRIOIT. I thought it was the theory of the Government
and of the administration that for trade to develop you had to have
this period of relaxation of tensions or a peaceful period and a prospect
for peace.

Mr. EBnRL. Well, certainly we want that also. We think we need
both. It would be desirable to have both.

Senator FXLBRIGHT. Well, I don't make myself clear, I guess. You
seem to say that, well, it is all right but we can proceed under a period
of the survival of the so-called cold war where everyone is apprehen-
sive about further military action.

I don't know how our country will ever manage our international
payments if we continue to expend the kind of money we have, re-
ferred to bv the chairman, on foreign aid, military aid, in particular,
and upon 'the maintenance of military forces all over the world,
which we are now doing. I had gathered from the actions of our
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markets and many other aspects of our economy that we weren't in
such good shape as you seem to feel. This morning I heard, I believe
on the radio, that there were another hundred thousand, of motor
elI)lovees laid off, for example. I thought we were in some serious
difficulties, but you seem to be more optimistic than I had anticipated.

My tine is upl).
Mr. EBE JLE. Senator, maybe I misunderstood you. I think in the

longer term I am optimistic but I think from the shorter term we
need the kind of authority we have asked here in order to see prob-
leins that we have today w.e are facing, and we do have serious prob-
leins, can be managed more effectively.

Senator FULBRIGIIT. I thought the MFN was an essential part of
it, but. you backed down.

Mir. EJitRLF. No, it is an essential part of it and we need this in
addition in the free world.

Senator FULBRIOHT. My time is up.
The CiAIArANT. Senator Famnin.
Senator Ribicoff.

BALLBEARING INDUSTRY

Senator RimooFF. Mr. Secretary, we have already heard about
tobacco from Georgia, and chickens from Arkansas. Let's get down
to ballbearings from the State of Connecticut.

As you know, the Tariff Commission some months ago recommended
escape clause relief for the ballbearing industry. There has been a
delay in your own recommendation to the President because you
want(el new information. Now that you have it, isn't it time you
carried out the intent of the 1962 Trade Act before you ask for brand-
new authority in this bill? What is the use of seeking liberalization
of this clause if you have been so reluctant to apply even a stricter
clause?

Mr. EBE TLE. Senator, I would like to defer this question to my
deputy, Ambassador Malmgren. I disqualified myself from any con-
nection with this matter because of prior connections in business so I
would defer this to Ambassador Malmgren.

Senator RIBICOFF. Let's hear from Ambassador Malmgren. It seems
to me the President is waiting for a recommendation, and I don't feel
any compulsion to give you new authority if you don't carry out the
authority that you already have.

Mr. M.,LMGTIEN. Senator, we have this problem under intense exam-
ination right now, indeed these very days, today, tomorrow, yesterday,
in the executive branch and a decision has to be reached by tihe Presi-
dent by March 29 at the latest under law. I think you can expect a de-
cision 'by that time. In the course of these examinations internally
we have not only looked at the Tariff Commission report but we have
had consultations with all the interested- parties, including consulta-
tions with Members of Congress who have been concerned about this,
including yourself. We have taken your views quite seriously, and we
have beeji'talking to labor union people, mayors, town council chair-
men as well as the people in the trade. So that we hope that we will be
able to give a good decision but I cannot say at this time what it will be.
You can expect it soon.

Senator RIBICOFF. In other words, by the 29th there will be a decision.
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EEC AND OIL-PRODUCING COUNTIES

Now, Ambassador Eberle, you seemed optimistic about getting to-
gether with the European Community, especially in the oiltield.

This morning's press carried a story that the European Community
is going on its own into negotiations with the Arab oil-producing
States. If I have ever seen the back of the hand given to a nation it was
this report in the press. This seems to be so contradictory to what took
place in Washington a few weeks ago.

Do you want to comment on that?
Mr. EBERLE. Senator, needless to say we are concerned but I don't

think anyone should draw a final conclusion or project what this is
really all about, and I did comment in my opening statement that if
you look at the number of bilateral deals that have been made or dis-
cussed in a sense there is nothing wrong with some bilateral deals
because'they are even made in relation to the GATT so long as they
fit within some overall relationship. We certainly need to know myore
about this. We have had some discussions on these and I would hope
that until we know more about them you would refrain from a final
judgment, and I will try to get more information as to what they really
are all about.

We do know that some of the bilateral deals we read about today
really are not going to be completed, and are not the kind of things
that we will worry about. Again, here is a case where frankly we just
don't know enough and we are following it and that is all I can say
this morning.

Senator RIBICOFF. But as you follow the various trade actions the
European Community and Japan over recent years, it becomes very
apparent that irrespective of the language they use, when the crunch
comes invariably they will opt for their own specific special interests-
what will be best for their own country. I think what worries many of'
us is that we, in turn, don't always base our decisions on what is good
for the United States. But the Euiropean Community invariably makes
the decision as to what is good for itself. This was indicated in the
opening statement by the chairman of this committee yesterday when
lie cited the organization of the European Community, and the pro-
spective loss of a billion dollars to U.S. induAry without anything
having taken place in the way of compensation during this'entire
period'of time.

So when you come to a showdown the community acts for itself
against the United States. When it is in their own interests then they
want to cooperate with the United States.

Mr. EBERLE. There have been, of course, in the past some cases of
this. I have reason to believe that there are a number of cases where
we have been able to solve some longstanding problems. I think there
is an opportunity to, for us to get in and work on some of these
problems.

But let me remind you that as an example, if there are export sub-
sidies in a third market we have no authority in dealing with those, and
these other governments know it and that is what we are asking for
here. Today we have no authority to sit down at a negotiating table
and even discuss this with them because they know we don't have any
authority. And I think that until we have that authority we are not
going to be able to represent the United States as well as we should.
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SLow PRocEss SEEN IN TRADE BILL PASSAGE

Senator RnilcoFF. That brings up a very practical problem. It be-
comes Very obvious that this trade bill is going to be a long-drawn-
out legislative process. I believe the staff told me, there were 150
witnesses who wanted to be heard. It also becomes very obvious that
there are a number of controversial issues in this bill'that will take
considerable time to markup in this committee, let alone when it comes
to the floor.

Under thcse circumstances do you think it would be advisable to con-
sider some simple resolution giving you authority to proceed with
negotiations without nailing down the parameters'of that authority?

Mr. EBERLE. Senator, without knowing what those are I cannot re-
spond directly but I can tell you that I am deeply concerned with the
same issues that we are confronted with in working with the Con.
gress-tlat is, of what authority we may have-which would be just
as hard fought out over those resolutions as they would be over these
issues we have here in the bill. So without knowing my guess is that
we really are better off concentrating on the bill, because unless some
r_:sliition created credibility for the U.S. negotiators abroad we
wouldn't have accomplished anything. If they knew, if our partners
knew, that we had to come back and negotiate all over again with the
Congress my guess is it would be even more difficult to get along with
them. I think we have to settle these issues at home first and that
unless you do that I for one would not be prepared to go out to the
front line of the negotiations because I couldn't represent the United
States the way it ought to be represented in a way in which we don't
get out-negotiated.

INVASION OF U.S. MARKET BY EEC AND JAPAN SEHN IMMINENT

Senator Rmicorr'. We have seen estimates of what Europe and
Japan's oil bill this year would be, how they will skyrocket to some
$70 billion in 1974. There is going to be a great problem as to how the
Community and Japan will pay for this ,additional oil. Won't there
be big export drives mounted to penetrate the American markets to
earn additional trade surpluses to pay for this oil?

Mr. EBERLE. There is no doubt about it that pressures will be there
to do this. We have not seen it yet. We are watching very carefully
and that is another reason why we need this kind of an approach in
order to take those issues up directly and resolve them internationally,
if they continue to have the power to proceed promptly because it may
not be U.S. markets but third country markets, and they may wish to
do that in other ways in which the United States could not be respon-
sive. So long as you have one hand tied behind yourback there isno way
to deal with it effectively, but the challenge is there.

Senator RiBICOFF. But the indication is that the Community has
really thrown down the gauntlet to the United States and that has
been highlighted by the news story I mentioned earlier. Now you face
$15 billion in additional expenses by the United States for imported
oill this year. There is an additional $70 billion costs to be borne by the
other industrialized nations. We have the biggest market in the world,
so an invasion is in prospect by Japan anc the Community into the
American market.
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Ihere we are, with many potential economic strengths, and I am at
a loss to understand why we don't use those strengths instead of stand-
ing supinely by when the rest of the world is getting ready to raid
U.S. markets.

Mr. EBERLE. We do have a lot of leverage and I think what we need
is the authority to use it, and, frankly, that is one of the integral parts
of this total package, an integral part in the sense that you try to
negotiate internationally but while you are negotiating if anyone
takes advantage of you, you have got to have the authority to quickly
respond, and I can tell you today I am not the most popular man in
some parts of the world because we have responded and we have been
firin in the American interest.

Senator RInICOFF. I think that is good news that you are unpopular.
I would just as soon you stay unpopular in that field.

My time has expired, Mr. Chairman.
The CIIAIRMAN. Senator Hansen.
Senator 1HANsEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I do have some questions that I realize I won't have time to

ask. I will submit. them in writing.
[The questions and answers follow:]

AMBASSADOR EBERLE'S REPLY TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY
SENATOR HANSEN

Question. Why have orderly marketing agreements been given a lower pref-
erence that quotas under the Import relief provisions of the bill? Would it not be
preferable to attempt to work out voluntary arrangements with our trading
partners as you-the Executive-did on textiles and steel rather than using
quotas or adjustment assistance?

Answer. The preferred order for providing import relief in section 203 of the
Trade Reform Act was established by the Ways and Means Committee. Although
the Committee Report on section 203 does not state the Committee's reasons, sev-
eral policy arguments support the Committee's position which places orderly
marketing agreements last on the list of import relief measures.

First, quotas are arrived at openly and administered under public scrutiny.
Import shares under orderly marketing agreements have sometimes been nego-
tiated and implemented without such scrutiny, Foreign governments and sup-
pliers divide and police the agreement quota outside of the public view.

Second, orderly marketing agreements can encourage the cartelization of for-
eign industries. When agreements are regulated at least partly by foreign sup-
pliers, they must divide among themselves the allowed exports to the United
States. To do this effectively, they are forced to organize to ensure that imports
to the United States do not exceed the orderly marketing agreement levels.

Third, tariffs, quotas, or orderly marketing agreements restrict the importa-
tion of goods priced at world market levels and thus protect higher domestic
prices. The difference between the domestic and the world price is "windfall"
revenue for someone. In case of a tariff (or a tariff quota), the government gets
the revenue. In the case of a quota, this revenue goes to the government when
the quota rights are auctioned, or to the domestic importer when the quota
rights are distributed on a non-fee basis. However, under orderly marketing
agreements foreigners police their exports and therefore are likely to supply
their guaranteed share of the market at the premium protected price. In this
case, the difference between the world price and the domestic price is cap.
tured by the foreigner under the orderly marketing agreement as "windfall"
revenue. It is estimated that under the steel orderly marketing agreement In
some years foreigners captured $175 million in revenue. (See Steven-P. McGee,
"Welfare Effects of Restrictions on U.S. Trade", Brookings Papers on Rconomfo
Activities, Volume 3, 1972, p. 672).

Finally, orderly marketing arrangements are difficult to administer with re-
spect to producers not included in the arrangement. There are also difficulties
in shifts In the product mix of imports under each arrangement.
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Question. Would you give us a list of the developing countries which would
qualify under Title V of the bill.

Ans% 'er. The bill does not contain a definition or list of developing countries but
rather sets out several mandatory and discretionary criteria which will limit and
guide the selection of beneficiary countries. Twenty-six countries are designated
as developed and not eligible for generalized preferences.

It would not be wise to list those countries deemed "developing countries" in
the legislation as this would give rise to expectations of a "right" to participate
in the United States program. Since neither U.S. governmental nor international
agencies agree on objective criteria to define a developing country, whether a
country qualifies can only be determined by an investigation of tile circumstances
obtaining when preferential treatment is implemented. This is especially signifi-
cant for nations which grant preferential treatment to the products of another
developed country. These nations must be permitted an opportunity to provide
assurances to the President that such preferential treatment will be eliminated
by 1970. Most importantly, changing circumstances will probably necessitate
Presidential action to add or delete beneficiary nations during the course of
the preference program. The Ways and Means Committee emphasized this in
their Report stating, "Some countries now regarded as developing countries may
reach a high enough level of development well before the end of the 10 years
to justify termination of preferential treatment to them. Consequently, no defi-
nition or list of developing countries has been included in the bill." (p. 84)

The bill provides that generalized preferences may not be extended to (a)
communist countries not eligible for most-favored-nation tariff treatment and (b)
countries which grant preferential treatment to other industrialized countries
unless they indicate that these "reverse preferences" will be eliminated by Janu-
ary 1, 1976. When designating a beneficiary country the following factors will
be considered:

Whether the country has expressed a desire to be so designated;
The country's level of economic development;
Whether other industrialized countries extend generalized preferences to the

country; and
Whether the country has nationalized property of a United States citizen or

corporation without the payment of prompt, adequate and effective compensation.
No decision on beneficiary countries will be made until the trade bill Is signed

into law. In accordance with the current provisions of the bill, we will notify
both Houses of Congress of the countries we Intend to designate and the con-
siderations on which these decisions are based.

The following is a list of countries and dependent territories which have re-
quested or which have been granted beneficiary status under one or more of the
existing systems of generalized tariff preferences. Those which would be ex-
cluded or potentially excluded by the MFN and reverse preferences provisions
are designated.
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COUNTRIES AND TERRITORIES REQUESTING BENEFICIARY STATUS

COUNTRIES

Afghanistan Libya
Albania Malagasy Republic'
Algeria Malawi '
Argentina Malaysia'
Bahamas' Maldive Islands
Bahrain Mali '
Bangladesh Malta
Barbados Mauritania 1

Bhutan Mauritius 1

Bolivia Mexico
Botswana Mongolia
Brazil Morocco
Bulgaria Nauru
Burma Nepal
Burundi Nicaragua
Cameroon Niger'
Central African Republic" Nigeria
Chad Oman
Chile Pakistan
Colombia Panama
Congo (Bras)' Paraguay
Costa Rica Peru
Cuba ' Philippines
Cyprus 1 Portugal 1

Dahomey Qatar
Dominican Republic Romania'
Ecuador Rwanda 1
Egypt 1 Saudi Arabia
El Salvador Senegal '
Equatorial Guinea Sierra Leone
Ethiopia Singapore 1

Fiji Somalia 1

Gabon' South Yemen
Gambia Spain 1
Ghana Sri Lanka (Ceylon)'
Greece Sudan
Guatemala Swaziland'
Guinea Syria
Guyana 1 Taiwan
Haiti Tanzania 1

Honduras Thailand
India I Togo
Indonesia Tonga'
Iran Trinidad & Tobago'
Iraq Tunisia 1

Israel Turkey'
Ivory Coast' Uganda'
Jamaica United Arab Emirates
Jordan Upper Volta'
Kenya I Uruguay
Khmer Republic Venezuela
Korea (North) Vietnam (North)'
Korea (South) Vietnam (South)
Kuwait Western Samoa'
Laos Yemen
Lebanon Yugoslavia
Lesotho' Zaire
Libera Zambia

' Potentially affected by reverse preference condition.
'Countries which do not receive most-favored-nation treatment from the United States.
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DEPENDENT TERRITORIES

Afars and Issas (Territory of the)"
American Samoa, including Swain's Island
Angola (including Cabinda)
Australian Antarctic Territory
Bermuda 1
Belize I
British Antarctic Territory
British Indian Ocean Territory (Aldabra, Farquhar, Chagos Archipelago, Des

Roches)
British Pacific Ocean (Gilbert and Ellice Islands, 1 British Solomon Islands, 1

New Hebrides Condominium, Pitcairn Islands)
Brunel 1
Cape Verde Islands
Cayman Islands and Dependencies
Comoro Archipelago'
Cook Islands
Corn Islands and Swan Islands
Falkland Islands (Malvinas) and Dependencies
French Polynesia 1
French Southern and Antarctic Territories'
Gibraltar'
Guam
Heard Island and McDonald Islands
Bong Kong1

Macao
Mozambique
Netherland Antilles 1

New Caledonia and Dependencies'
New Guinea (Australian) and Papua
Norfolk Islands
Portuguese Guinea
Portuguese Timor
St. Helena includingg Ascension, Gough Island and Tristan da Cunha)
Saint Pierre and Miquelon'
Sao Tome and Principe
Seychelles (including Amirantes)'
Sikkim
Spanish North Africa: Sahara (Rio de Oro) ; Saghiet-el-Ilamra
Surinam'
Territories for which New Zealand is responsible (Cook Islands, Niuwe Island,

Tokelau Islands and Ross Dependency)
United States trust territories of the Pacific Islands: include-Midway Islands,

Johnston and Sand Islands, Wake Island and the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Tslands: the Caroline, Mariana Islands

Virgin Islands of the United States (St. Croix, St. Thomas, St. John, etc)
'Wallis and Futuna Islands '
West Indle.s*-Leeward Islands (Antigua, Montserrat, St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla,

and British Virgin Islands) and Windward Islands (Dominica, Grenada, St.
Lucia and St. Vincent)
Question. Could communist countries be included in our system as beneficiaries?
Answer. A country must receive non-discriminatory (MFN) tariff treatment in

order to be eligible for the proposed U.S. system of generalized preferences. All
Communist countries are currently ineligible under this provision except Yugo-
slavia, which has requested beneficiary status, and Poland, which has not. Poland,
along with the Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, and the USSR, is on
the list of 26 developed countries contained in the bill and would not be designated
in any event. Yugoslavia, which considers itself a developing country and is
generally recognized as such by other developed countries, would not be ex-
cluded by any of the mandatory criteria. If non-discriminatory tariff treatment

IPotentially affected by reverse preference condition.
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is extended to other communist countries, under the provisions and procedures of
Title IV of the Trade Reform Act, their subsequent eligibility for generalized
preferences would be subject to the same provisions which apply in designating
other countries.

Question. Would countries that are associated in one way or another with the
European Common Market be included as beneficiaries?

Answer. Most countries associated with the European Communities (EC)
provide, as part of the association agreement, trade preferences to EC products
which enter their markets. Countries which have such association agreements
with the EC or with any developed country than the U.S. will have to provide
satisfactory assurances that these "reverse preferences" will be eliminated by
January 1, 1976 in order to be designated a beneficiary of the U.S. system. Pref-
erential treatment would be withdrawn If a country giving such assurances has
not eliminated reverse preferences before that date. Tie condition would not lie
met if the developing country simply extends those preferences to the U.S. It
should be noted that these preferences do not require that potential beneficiaries
dissolve their a.sociations with tlte EC.

Question. Would oil-producing countries be included as beneficiaries in our
system of generalized tariff preferences?

Answer. None of the major oil-producing countries (except Canada and com-
munist oil producers) will be excluded by the mandatory criteria contained In
the title of generalized preferences. These oil-producing countries are beneficiaries
of all 17 generalized preferences systems operated by other countries. The econo-
mies of Arab oil producers are such as to make it unlikely that they will benefit
from the proposed United States system. Non-Arab producers appear to be in a
somewhat better position to benefit but only in the long run.

No decisions will be made on whether or not to designate these countries as
beneficiaries until after the trade bill is signed into law. Considerations to be
taken into account in making such decisions will include, but need not be limited
to, factors such as the level of economic development and whether or not a coun-
try has expropriated U.S. property in violation of international law. As the bill
is now written, the President would have discretionary authority to provide or
to deny generalized preferences to any of these countries. Congress will, of course,
be kept fully informed of the basis for any decisions on beneficiary status.

INCREASING WOiRui) TRAI)E

Senator HAN-SEN. I would like to pose a couple of philosophical
questions. When the Secretary testified yesterday, Mr. Shultz said that:

During the time of rapid Inflation and a short supply situation in many con-
modities It has become more important than ever to remove artificial barriers
that result in fewer goods being produced both here and abroad. Tariffs, quotas.,
embargos, and other restrictions on imports and exports generally prevent each
country from producing what it could produce more efficiently. Thus fewer goods
are produced at higher costs and there is a loss of economic welfare to the coun-
try as a whole.

I think I have heard some of the arginmients that have been made
in support of this concept articulated by Secretary Shultz but I would
ask you if it isn't fair to assume, given the ease with which people can
travel around the world and the increasing ease with which we can
communicate one with another, and that there will be a free movement
of capital and technology as well as labor, which I think is implicit in
what he was saying, that we are going to have to anticipate the time
if we remove all tariff barriers and if we try to let each part of the
world produce those thing which they are best able to produce, that
there will also be eventually a leveling out of standards of living world-
wide. Is that a fair assumption, Mr. Ambassador?

Mr. EBERL.. No, it is not necessarily on that basis. We can all phi-
losophize but I have to deal with the real world to try to implement that
philosophy and, first of all, let me comment by saying that I do not
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believe such total free world trade is practically possible in the near
term or maybe even the long term.

Senator HANSEN. I don't either.
Mr. EBERLE. What we are really talking about here is how to con-

tinue to increase world trade. Two, that the so-called protectionism of
the twenties and thirties will probably not come back for the reasons
that the Secretary outlined, but that there will be a different kind of
approach to so-called protectionism, which I have called defensive na-

- tionalism. That includes regional developments, preferential tariff
arrangements as an example, or export subsidies to third markets. So
fundamentally there still will be continued room for major differences
both in the sovereign governments domestic policies and those policies
will be more or less brought together, first of all, in a world of floating
exchange rates which will absorb some of those differences, both the
rates of inflation and also the differences in standards of living; and,
second of all, in the trade framework where there are some countries
that have greater stakes it will take a longer time for other countries
to develop those stakes.

Hopefully, some of the developing world will move up in this arena
with some preferences so that they will get out of poverty but I do not
foresee in my lifetime this so-called leveling. I think it is more a
question of bringing up than it is of leveling and of participating in
a way and in a framinework which takes dldvantage to the maximum
extent possible of increased trade, comparative advantage to keep costs
down and create more jobs. That is the approach that we are trying to
take as a practical matter to the trade problem.

Senator HANSEN. Well, I appreciate your saying that because I
share your view that we aren't going to reach the miillenium that seems
to be implicit in this concept that we could achieve at one fell swoop,
world peace, and better living for everybody by simply erasing all
evidence of any national interests and trale barriers.

Many people have talked about the oil boycott, and there were some
of us who are members of this committee who had made a tour of some
of the countries in the Middle East just after the first of the year, who
talked about the threat that escalating oil prices posed, not only to
developed economies but to the developing nations as well. We dis-
cussed this with a number of world leaders, including King Faisal of
Saudi Arabia, and his response was:

We are Just catching up. When you look at the costs that we pay for steel and
for cement and all of the things we have to import and have been buying from the
western world for a long time you surely wouldn't begrudge us now for our
getting a little more for what our oil is worth and what we have been selling
so low for a long time."

It is pretty hard to answer that. And when you look at them and
compare their standard of living with us, and'I am sure a lot of us
wouldn't want. to change places with the typical Arab in the Middle
East. I think it is easy to inveigh against what is happening around
the world, and too often what we are doing is reflecting our own
appraisal of our own situation as compared with that of someone else
in another country when we make these assertions.

I think also that as we consider a new trade policy we have to ask
ourselves where to draw a line between what might be desirable on the
part of making our markets available and opening other markets
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to our products so that we can have a freer exchange of goods, on the
one hand, and our national security, on the other.

We have certainly seen what can come, following undue dependence
on any foreign source of supply for something as important as oil and
I just think that we must keep in mind the considerations that seem
to be important for us as a nation defensively as we try to structure
the kind of mechanism that will make it easier for our products to
go abroad and those of other nations to be imported.

I)o you share that feeling?
Mr. EBERLm. I think there are really two issues here that you bring

out very clearly: Firs t of all, Congress and particularly the Senate
Finance Committee, has to answer these questions: The first one is
does Congress want to participate with the executive branch in trying
to enter into these negotiations, whether they be multilateral, bilateral,
whatever they are, and try to solve some of these problems, recog-
nizing the philosophyy that you and I have talked about and that is
fundamental because if the answer is "No," you don't need me.

If the answer is "Yes," then the second question is simply how do we
define the terms under which those negotiations and the trade bill
and the management are going to take place. But I am hopeful that
we are really-talking about the second issue in these hearings and
wh., in response to Senator Ribicoff, I made the point that if we are
to have really true negotiations to represent America it takes the
backing of both Congress and the Executive because of the constitu-
tional provisions to have a trade negotiation, and we have got to
find a way to put that in perspective and in a trade bill before the
United States can be effectively represented, and we haven't resolved
those issues in the past and if we are going to do a good job of negotia-
tion we have got to have that kind of backing and, therefore, I think
now is the time to face it.

Ex-hIr BANK LOANs TO R-USSIA

Senator HNsENv,. I appreciate that response, Mr. Ambassador.
I understand that the Export-Import Bank has made and is con-

tinuing to make financial commitments with respect to projects under-
taken in the U.S.S.R. notwithstanding the fact that one House of
Congres has already adopted legislation which would likely have the
effect of precluding such Export-Import Bank operations in Russia
under present circumstances.

Can you explain this policy and do you expect that the Export-
Import. Bank will continue to" finance projects in Russia at 'the same
rate as it has done in the past?

'Mr. EnFRLE. Senator, I think there are two issues involved here.
Fi st of all, there was a congressional action 2 years ago which allowed
the Export-Import Bank to make loans to nonmarlet countries spe-
cificially. and that is the authority under which I understand that com-
mitments have been made to Russia. The fact, that one House has moved
on this is certainly an indication, and I can assure you the Export-
Import Bank is ve;yN knowledgeable and is concerned' about this.

Now, the commitments, and I would rather have the Eximbank
speak for itself, but it, is my understanding that they have a procedure
where they make a commitment and then they go ahead and make
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the loan. If the loans that have been made to date that we have read
about in the paper were those in which the preliminary commitments
were all made before this sense of Congress resolution-my colleagues
advises me there may be an exception to that, but I think this is the
road they are following, they are concerned, they do want to recognize
the congressional wills, but at the same time, they have this other
authority generally to move on. But I might add that the program
of the Eximbank, is a normal program, whici is no different with

, Russia than with anybody else, and there have been no massive credits
of any kind.

Senator HAXSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My time is up.
The CHAIRMAN Senator Harry Byrd.

MFN TREATMENT AND EXTENSION OF CREDITS TO R USSIA

Senator BYnD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ambassador, I am basically inclined toward this legislation.

I want to reserve judgment until all the facts are developed but I
am inclined to support it in general.

I note in your discussion of title IV of your statement today you
say title IV of the Trade Reform Act authorizes, "The President
subject to certain conditions to extend nondiscriminatory tariff treat-
ment to imports of certain Communist countries not currently granted
it."

I see you are shying away from the term "most-favored-nation
treatment" and you are substituting the words "nondiscriminatory
tariff," but what you are saying in effect is that you seek authority
to extend the most-favored-nation treatment which is a term which
has been used for 25 years. Why do you want to get away from that
term?

Mr. EBERLE. Very simply, Senator Byrd, it is the same as the most-
favored-nation treatment but because most nations now already have
that, it is simply to give the other countries, namely the few that are
left equal treatment to the rest of the world.

Senator BYRD. Then you say, "as presently drafted, however, U.S.
extension of the most-favored-nation tariff treatment as well as credits
and guarantees may well be excluded." As presently drafted, the
credits and guarantees and the most-favored-nation treatment are ex-
cluded, are they not?

Mr. EBERmr. 'here is the provision under the Jackson-Vanik amend-
ment that would require the President to make certain certifications
country by country, and it is on that basis of those certifications that
we doubt that they could be granted.

Senator BYRD. Do you think that credits and guarantees of the credit
of the U.S. taxpayer should be-that an administration should be
permitted to use the credit and guarantees of the taxpayers without
congressional approval?

Mr. EBFPRt,. The answer is that Congress must give its approval. It
already has given its approval. It is a question of removing it at this
time insofar as credits aie concerned. Insofar as the equal tariff treat-
ment is concerned, Congress also must give its approval.

Senator BYRD. Not to the specific negotiations just abroad-you are
seeking, I assume, a blanket authority.

Mr. EBERLE. That is correct.
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Senator BYRD. You are seeking a blanket authority.
Mr. EBERLE. For the remaining countries, correct.
Senator BYRD. You are seeking the right to extend credits and guar.

antees without limit by broad constitutional action.
Mr. EBERLE. No. On the question of credits there is nothing in this

bill which extends the authority for credits. That authority lies in
the legislative authorization of the Eximbank. There is a restriction
in the Jackson-Vanik amendment to the trade bill that would limit
the granting of credits. So we are not asking for any more authority
on credits at all. It is that we are opposed to the restriction as drafted.

On equal tariff treatment, we are asking for authority to grant this
to nonmarket economies under a procedure, and that is the new author-
ity that has been requested.

Senator BYRD. What is the procedure?
Mr. EBERLE. First of all, the President must reopen negotiations

with these countries, either to enter into the GATT, join the GATT,
and be obligated to the GATT rules or to have a separate trade agree-
ment which cannot exceed more than 3 years. and if those can be done
on a satisfactory basis then he could extend the equal tariff treatment
to the nonmarket.

Senator BYRD. The most favored nations treatment.
Mr. EBERLE. The most favored nation treatment.
Senator BYRD. Then vou say this. in turn, the way the legislation is

currently drafted, this in turn "would prevent the October 1972 U.S.-
U.S.S.R. commercial agreement and the full settlement of lend-lease
obligations from taking effect."

Mr. EBEHRE. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. That is a justification for me to vote against your

proposal.
Mr. EBFRLE. The proposal was amended with the Jackson-Vanik

amendment which provided that additional considerations must he
comlied with relating to immigration. It is our opinion that U.S.S.R.
would not be able to comply and, therefore, the agreement could not
be carried out. Secretary 'Shultz addressed that issue specifically
yesterday.

Senator BYRD. What I am suggesting, insofar as this Senator is
concerned, that one situation you mention would be enough to cause
me to support the House proposal. The United States got very little
out of that October 1972 agreement. It got 2 cents on the dollar ($48
million) on an unconditional basis. It got $722 million on a conditional
basis, conditioned on the Soviet Union getting most favored nation
treatment, credits and guarantees. You start out with the U.S. lend-
lease profrram of about $1 billion to Russia. That was written down
to $2.6 billion and tln from that point on it, waq neovotiatod down
to where we got $48 million on an unconditional basis and $722 million
conditional agreement to repay a loan that they owe providing we give
them credits and guarantees and the most. favored nation treatment.
I think that was a very poor and very undesirable agreement that our
coiintrv made.

Mr. EBERLE. Senator, let me say, it is true that that agreement is
conditioned on most favored nation tariff treatment. It is not condi-
tioned on credits at all. There is no condition on the credits but only
on MFN.
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Senator BYRD. But, Mr. Ambassador what they are seeking is credits,
isn't that right? Let's be practical about it. You and I know what they
want are credits.

Mr. EBR .There is no question about that.
Senator BYRD. As a practical matter that is where it leads.
Mr. EBPiE. But not in the agreement.
Senator BYRD. Perhaps technically, but what they want, as a prac-

tical matter are credits.
Mr. EnERiE. I think vou will find if we acted on MFN and the

Congress acted on credit, that the agreement could still be fulfilled.
Senator BYRD. What I am saving is even if the agreement is fulfilled

we get very little from it. and they are only willing to fulfill it if
they get certain concessions from us. That w as a loan that we made
to them and they say, "We will pay you back partially but only if
you make additional concessions to us." I think we cam off second
best in that just as we came off second best in all of those 1972 agree-
ments with the Soviet U1rnion. in my judgment.

Mr. EBERL. Senator, I think'I would like to add to that point
there there are other provisions in here, in other words, the Soviets
also agreed under that agreement to provide an equal amount of
credits to the United States.

Senator BYRD. Equal amount of credits to the United States.
Mr. EnernE. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. I-Tow does that work? Have we gotten anything from

the Soviet Union in the way of credits and what sort of credits?
Mr. EnBmRF.. Whether we had any extension of credits I am not

sure but as goods start to move from Russia to the United States
the U7nited States can borrow under a similar type Ex-Im Bank from
Russia.

Senator BYR-D. When the Russian debt had to be negotiated down
from $2.6 billion down to 4,8 million on an unconditional basis it
seems to me we want to be very careful before we go into any more
arrangements with the Soviet U7hion.

Mr. EniwrL. Well. as von know, you will have Secretary Kissinger
as your witness on Thui'sdav and'he is certainly a great deal more
familiar with this,-vould 'also like to point ouit, however, that the
settlement on the lend-lease side was the same settlement as with
other countries, it compares favorably with the English settlement.

Senator BYRD. ,Just because we gave away the taxpayers' funds
to one country doesn't iustify givinq them away all around the world,
although we'have done thai, too. I am just suggesting that in these
negotiations. a, I see it. our country has come off second best. That
is why while I want to su,)port this legislation, and I am going to
support a great deal of it. I have some hesitancy in giving authority
to any administration, and particularly to an" administration that
has refused, in my iudgment, to do hard bargaining with the U.S.S.R.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Ambassador.
The ChIANRA,. Next in the order we are proceeding is Senator

Packwood of Oregon.
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CONGRESSIONAL ROLE IN RATIFICATION AND NEGOTIATION

Senator PACKWOOD. Ambassador, you used to he, and I am sure you
could again, be a very great legislative leader in Idaho. You and I first
met in the (lays when we were in the State legislature, and it seems to
me we face twNo philosophical problems in this bill. One is what power
shall the President have to negotiate subject or not. subject to ratifica-
tion by Congress, and I realize'the diflculIties he. is in. In most cases he
or his representatives are negotiating with heads of parliamentary
governments who can both negotiate agreements and deliver on them
because they can control the legislative branches of their government.
Once they conclude an agreement they are dealing with members of
their government, because they can hold the members of their govern-
ment because their responsibility is responsibility to their prime
minister.

So if the President is going to negotiate on any kind of equal basis
and promise delivery he has got to have some kind of close equivalent
capacity to be able to deliver.

Yet we come back to a Congress that has been burned several times
because of the Vietnam war and a number of statements and misgiv-
ings about powers we gave away, so we try to write a bill that will
give the President power t.o negotiate and yet give us power to some-
how do more than siml)ly ratify-

And vet.. Bill, you and I know the provisions that are written in this
bill for ratification are almost illusory, and I am not sure but what
they shouldn't be. but they are almost illusory. We will have 90 notices
of some intent to enter into some agreement, which has proba'.iv been
under negotiation for several years anyway, and Congress will get 90
days' notice that we are thinking of hegotiating an agreement with
the Common Market, and after you negotiate we get. 90 days more to
disapprove, of it, which any committee gets for 7 days and if there is a
motion of disapproval on ihe floor of either House the resolution goes
out, and I don't, think the process is going to work.

Let me ask you, first, returning to my second point: One, does the
administration genuinely want a significant congressional hand in the
power not only of ratification but of negotiations and, if they do, two,
how do we driw up a better process than what we have in this bill ?

Mr. EIERLE. Senator, there are days when I wish I were back in
Idaho.

Let me say we do desire a significant participation by Congress in
these negotiations and the negotiating process because, firt of all, it is
constitutional and Congress under that Constitution really must
participate.

Second, I do not believe the process that has been proposed here is
illusory. There are very specific provisions in the bill for Memibers of
Congress to participate with us during these negotiations before any
agreements are drafted in final form so that you will have seen it and,
second of all, for the committee procedure. drawn by the House. This
was deliberately not proposed by the administration. in order to
allow the House to handle it appropriatelv. That was their choice in
the House. It was to see that the bill would not get tied up in commit-
tee, there was time for adequate committee hearings. which then leads
me to say we are prepared and we would urge. the Senate to tell us
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how you want to operate on that procedure in the Senate. We are not
locked into this.

All we would say is we would like to leave this procedure that is
here for use in the House because that is what they want. If the Senate
wants a. different procedure we would be delighted to have the Senate
have a different one. So the answer is yes, we want a significant con-
gressional participation. No, it is not-illusory, and yes, we want you to
tell us how to do it.

Senator PACKWOO). Bill, I wish you could figure out a way to do it
because as I listened :to all the other Senators around here, because
among all the other legislative bodies in the world they are beholden
to their prime minister, we are here beholden to our constituents. We
are not beholden to our- chairman but our constituents, and as we lis-
ten to ballbearings, rice, or lumber, in my case, and I want to make sure
that in drawing this we don't end tip with a bill where the powers in
Congress are able to upset a very finely tuned agreement because par-
ticularly if we being on the Ways and Means Committee or Finance
anl go back to our States and blow very hard about how well we have
done and done vert well for our States, the national interests may not
have been served. 'I don't, know how to get around that problem and
I would e perfectly willing in private conference with you to draw
Utpon our legislative experience on how we come up in avoiding those
sl)ecial interests, protecting the national interest, and yet getting good
legislative input into this bill.

Mr. EiETiLE. I would be delighted to have that private conference. I
have enough problems negotiating abroad, and I don't want to negoti-
ate with the entire Sena'te and make suggestions as to how it should
organize itself.

CAN THE U.S. HAVEr A FAVORABLE BALANCE OF TRmADE?

Senator PAtCKWOOD. TI'he second question, philosophic question, this
other part. and that is the whole concept of trade over the next 10 or
20 years. Are you convinced in your own mind on a cost, insurance, and
freight basis that the [United States can over a decade or generation
have a reasonably balanced balance of trade?

Mr. EAiERLE. Yes, I am. I think the United States today, providing
we can continue with a flexible monetary exchange rate, can remain
highly competitive in it broad range of l)roducts, and I might go back
to the question that was asked yesterday about labor not being com-
petitive in the labor-intensive area. We have a number of industries
that are labor intensive such as the aerospace interests where we have
developed a high degree of skills, where we will remain highly com-
petitiv'e, in the coml)uter business, the radio business, and in manmifac-
turing operations where you put all these things together by hand. We
lost them but we got the business back because we developed higher
skills, and I think we have that kind of ability and, therefore, can
maintain, in fact we must maintain -this kind of approach if we are
going to be able to continue to have a positive payments balance, cur-
rent account balance to give leadership in the world, we have got to,
and I think we have the ability to do it.

Senator PACKWOOD. Bill, agree with you. I hope we don't turn
our back, whether it is trade with the Soviet bloc nations or otherwise,
it is in our benefit and their's for an expanded trade. I just feel frus-
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trated by this bill because it doesn't quite accomplish what I was hop-
ing and I was hoping I could draw amendments which would mace
it better.

I wish you good luck, I have no other questions.
Mr. EBERLE. Senator, I can assure you it is my intent that we are

openninded to find a way to make Congress an effective participant
because it is essential.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Roth?

Sic'i-oiT APP'ROACII TO TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As has been indicated by a- number of the committee, we are in-

terested in tough negotiations but it concerns me that some of the
provisions of this act which may on the surface appear to provide
for tough negotiations may have the opposite effect. For example, as
I understand this one section it requires you to the extent feasible to
negotiate on the basis of product sectors in manufacturing and mining
and in agriculture. I wonder whether this makes for as tough negotia-
tions as we want or whether you wouldn't be better off perhaps to be
in a position to make trade-offs between one :ector and another, for
example, between the industry and agriculture. I wonder if you have
any comments on this aspect of the legislation.

M[r. ERERLE. Yes. As I tried to indicate in imy opening statement that
we do believe a sector approach is one important technique for certain
parts of the negotiation for a number of reasons. We think, however,
this language could be interpreted as requiring us to use it through-
out the negotiations and not have the opportunity to look at the over-
all benefits and reciprocity.

For example, standards are a very important factor in our industrial
world and yet we are probably going to have to start with standards on
a broad basis of an agreement on Government procurement. You can't
negotiate those on a sector-by-sector basis. There has got to b more
flexibility, we believe in this, and again we are prepared to recognize
the need for sector negotiations but I think we also have to have some
flexibility to approach theproblem because it could be interpreted, as
for an example, by our trading partners that we have to start all nego-
tiations on a sector basis and some of our trading partners would like
that and it would put us at a disadvantage and, therefore, we do think
there is more flexibility needed here.

DRUG TRAFFIC AND TIlE TRADE BILl,

Senator ROT!!. In another section, 606, it provides that it is the sense
of Congress that effective international cooperation is necessary to put
an end to illicit production, et cetera, of dangerous drugs. Then it
goes on to say "In order to promote such cooperation the President
shall embargo trade investments, public and private."

I agree, as I say, very much with the goals of this part of the legis-
lation. But one country, for example, that has been criticized for hav-
ing inadequate controls is France. I wonder how you construe this lan-
guage in section 606. Does this mean we would have to embargo all
trade and investment to France or can the President selectively use
his weapons? Should lie have this flexibility?
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MLr. EBERLE. We would have to admit, Senator, that we are not very
happy with this provision and it is, unfortunately, subject to two dif-
ferent interpretations.

The way out of it is that it is a judgmental decision, but I think it
could lead to some Draconian action being required which should not
necessarily be taken.

The words need to be clarified if that section is to stay in the
act. We would agree with that.

Senator ROTH. It seems to me, as I say, I agree with the purpose
but I suspect under this language the President would rarely if ever
use it, so it is probably self-defeating.

Mr. EBERLE. I think that would probably be true.

AI)J lSTMIENT ASSISTANCE

Senator ROTIh. I raised some questions yesterday with the Secretary
of the Treasury with respect to adjustment assistance for both workers
and firms and I am sure, as you are well aware, there has been a lot
of criticism of the present legislation, even though I think it has
to be admitted that the present Administration did a lot better job
than has been done in the past in this area.

One question I have is why should worker adjustment assistance
for workers, be dependent upon increased imports affecting the firms
as well as workers. The converse is also true. W hy should a firm adjust-
ment assistance have to depend lay-offs of workers? Perhaps if we
had given more aid to industry earlier we could have avoided the
unemployment which is a desirable, objective.

Do you have any thoughts on this? Do you feel this language is
adequate or do you have any suggestions about how to better trigger
adjustment assistance to both workers and firms?

Mr. EBERLE. I think it is our feeling that the, words are adequate.
The problem is how to tie assistance to injury caused by imports.
There is a whole range of other programs that are involved. So long
as we keep this related to imports we think we are all right.

Senator ROTH. Let me ask you again, do you feel assistance to the
workers necessarily must be triggered on assistance to the industry?
Why the dual criteria?

Mr. EBERLE. I think the rationale for this was that imports normally
-affeg-an overall industry and if it is only a segment of it or a part
of the industry that is 'being hit it is probably due to some other
reason. It may have been a technology problem. Unfortunately, we do
get into the bad management problem, so that we try to hold it pretty
tight to the import relief area, hopefully, the general provisions for
other programs can deal with other problems. -

Senator RoTh. I must confess that this double test concerns me and
I am not sure I understand the reason behind it.

What does the Administration estimate the cost of the adjustment
assistance for both workers and firms to be? Do you have any figures
on that?

Mr. EBERLE. I don't have a precise firm figure handy. We had esti-
mated on the labor side in excess of $300 million, $300 to $350 million.
On the firm side it was substantially lower than that. It was in the
range of $25 to $50 million.
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Senator Rorii. As I indicated yesterday, that is a sizable figure. I
think this is a. very important aspect of the legislation but it-does
seem to me that there is some merit to the contention that it is a cost
that the international trade should bear.

PRFFERMED ORDER OF 'MEASURES To Mmrr DisRUI'rIvE INCREASES IN
IMPORTS

I would like to go to section 203 of the bill which establishes a
preferred order of measures that the President might take to meet
disruptive increases in imports. As I understand it, the most preferred
means is an increase in duty, followed by tariff rate quotas and quan-
tative restrictions, and the last and least preferred means is orderly
marketing arrangements or what we more commonly call voluntary
agreements.It seems that the Administration has quite effectively used volun-
tary agreements recently. I understand, for example, something like
50 percent of the imports from Japan are under some form of volun-
tary restraint.

I wonder. Mr. Ambassador, if'you are in agreement with the pref-
erence list that is outlined in this bill and, if so, does this signify an
intention to move away from voluntary agreements toward other
forms of import restraint?

Mr. EBERLE. In principle I am in agreement with this, although I
would have to say that the provision for precise ordering was put in
by the House.

Let me respond by saying that, although we would expect to use
ol:derly marketing agreements from time to time, they are the kind
of agreement that the public can suspect because they are negotiated
between governments and as you may know the Consumers Union has
challenged a number of these.

I think there are proper places for them, but that they should not be
used on a wide basis. We want to be sure that our consumers are rep-
resented in these agreements and, therefore, if we can't solve the prob-
lem in one of these other ways then we can turn to this kind of agree-
ment. It may be that we turn to it first because it is the only effective
way to do it, but it does have some antitrust and consumer implica-
tions that make the agreements very difficult to work out. As you
probably know, a number of the Members of the Senate have
raised serious questions about voluntary agreements. In the limited
areas where they might be effective we would certainly want them
but I think they are n ot the things that we should put at the top of the
list. It is a question of what is going to be effective and if that is it, why
fine, and if not, they move down.

NONTARiFF BARRIERS

Senator ROT. Mr. Eberle, as I understand, any agreement on non-
tariff barriers would require a change in domestic laws subject to the
disapproval of the Congress. If it does not entail such a change, then
the President can conclude an agreement on his own authority after
consulting the Congress.
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I wonder could you give me any examples of significant nontariff
barriers we would want to negotiate that do not require changes in
domestic law.

Mr. EBERLE. I think probably the most significant one, Senator Roth,
is the administrative regulations relating to the paperwork on exports
and imports. We probably have more documentation than most other
countries of the world. We estimate the cost is $5 or $6 billion a year
to the importers and exporters that are involved in this. It could be
simplified.

The important fact here is, that could be done today, as a matter of
fact, without a trade bill, but we do want to advise the Congress where
there is no authority to take action. If we take an action and you
tell us that we shouldn't be doing it, I can assure you that we are going
to listen because we have other provisions where we have the authority
to act, and we think it is this kind of cooperation that is important.
Because it does fit into the total pattern here, we will be bringing most
of these agreements back for approval, so I think the supposition of
your question is there are not going to be too many of these, but where
they are we certainly want to consult with Congress about it.

Senator Rom. In conclusion, just let me say anything you can do
to minimize and simplify the paperwork and redtape of this Govern-
ment will be a step forward in my judgment.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HARTKE [presiding]. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. Yes; thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

NEaOTIATING AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL PRODUOTS SEPARATELY

In the past the Japanese and the Europeans, Mr. Ambassador, at-
tempted to negotiate separately on agricultural products as opposed
to industrial products and in the Kennedy Round we actually made
very little headway on agricultural products. We saw the French
abstain from negotiations for almost a year. So my question is, do you
think it is more feasible to negotiate on industrial products, commod-
ities and agriculture, all in the same package, and if we cannot, do
we have enough leverage in agriculture to negotiate separately on that,
apart from the industrial products I

Mr. EBFaFr. I have the feeling that we must weave them into one
negotiation. If we do not we will not have the maximum leverage either
on the industrial side or the agricultural side to achieve the kind of
progress that we ought to have.

Now, we have made a maio breakthrough recently in the prepara-
tion work, that these are goixm to be kept together and looked at, and
there is significant reason to believe that we can make progress in a
number of different areas keeping them working together.

Now, as a practical matter, that means that you will have to look at
a sector to find out what the problems are, to find out what the negotia-
ble issues are, and you will be looking at those on a segmented 'basis.
But when you get down to the crunch they are going to have to be
brought together for an overall look. This is the only feasible approach
this country should take,

W0229-74-pt 1-17
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UPIRADIINO COMMERCIAL AI'rAcirs

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Ambassador, one of the things that concerns
me as I visit embassies around the world and talk to the commercial
attacks is that time and time agin I find he is a man who has little
background and experience in that field, lacking business experience,
lacking a study of economics, MBA, what have you; and then I talk to
the American businessmen who tell me that they feel they do not have
the expertise in some of these embassies that they need in trying to ex-
pand sales of American products when I think it is to the benefit of
American labor and American business as well.

I think of situations like the little country of Finland sending
around trade experts to brief their consuls in some of the smaller towns,
to really sell their products.

What are we doing in that regard in trying to upgrade our commer-
cial attaches?

Mr. EBEJI JA. As a former businessman I share your concern. I do be-
leive, however, that the Dl)epartment of Commerce and the State )e-
partment have started a program to upgrade U.S. commercial repre-
sentation overseas. It has a long way to go, and I think that this would
he a good question for you to discuss with the Secretary of State when
he is here Thursday.

Senator BENTSE-N. I anticipate doing that.
Mr. Em.xr,.,. And the Secretary of Commerce on Wednesday I think

fundamentally here that this administration has made considerable
progress, and we do have some very outstanding economic and coin-
mercial attach(!s at a numbler of our embassies.

One of the objectives and achievements of some of our trading
partners at. some of their embassies is economic, with politics and secu-
rity as secondary goals. A country our size cannot do that. But what I
think is important is that we do'have, and it is the policy of this ad-
ministration to put economic, security, and political objectives on an
equal basis, and we have to keep trying to do that, and upgrade our
commercial and economic attaches.

Senator BFNTs,-N. I wish you would do that. because I share that
concern. -

Mr. EBERLE. I assure you we will.

RAW 'MATERIAL SHORTAGES

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Ambassador, with the oil cartels that we have
been facing and the incil)ient cartels we are beginning to see in other
raw materials, we are experiencing a great change in conditions of'
supply. Many materials are now in relati-ely short supply, and it looks
like this is going to be a long-term problem. What are we doing in
the way of long-range planning in these negotiations to try to help
assure long-term supplies of some of these raw materials?

Mr. EBmuy. Let me try to put that in perspective this way. Access
to markets and access to supplies are the opposite sides of the same
coin. We have focused on one of our objectives in these negotiations to
be sure that that issue is handled in two ways. First of all, we have a
framework, a system, that will have a better guideline as to what you
do when you have short supply, and then what actions countries can
take if other countries do not respond within the acceptable range of
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agreed access assurances. The problem right now is that we have a
general rule in the GATT but it has never been used and it has never
been defined or clarified, and that has to be done.

Second of all, we have proposed in this bill, following some of the
suggestions of Senator Ribicoff and Senator Mondale to be sure that
we have the kind of response-ability-response, and I add the word
"ability" to that--to react, so that if countries do not maintain access to
their markets or their supplies in an open, fair-, and e(luitable way
that we can take the necessary quick response. I think you need both
the incentive out in front to try to negotiate these rules and then you
need the kind of international sanctions and the domestic management
sanctions that can be taken if they do not. I think this will be veryhelpful.think before you came in I did point out that it would be a

mistake to attribute to many other products aside from oil the same
situation because each product is quite different, and I think as we
pointed out in the case of bauxite even though the bauxite producers
are all starting to get together we have at a pretty equivalent cost
reserves many times over foreign supplies in alumina in Georgia,
Wyoming, and Utah to replace imports on an immediate basis if they
start to create problems. It is an investment problem, not a reserve
problem. It is a d ifferent kind of situation.

T i E TRADE BIL,. EXPORT OF SERVICES

Senator BENTSEN. Mrt. Ambassador, the trade bill calls for a specific
delegation of authority to the President to reduce barriers on com-
modities and manufactured products. But one of the major sources of
revenue for us in our balance of payments in a nation that now has over
50 percent of its GNP in services is the export of services.

Now, in what way will the export of services, being such a valuable
source of income to us, be affected by the negotiations?

Mr. EBP.RLE. To the extent that'it wouli fall within the trade area
we think that this bill could and does encompass it. However, there
is separate legislation that affects maritime, freight rates, for example,
and other services that do not fall in thlis bailiwick. It is a very im-
portant problem to us. As you know, the disparities of shipment out
of the United States as opposed to shipment into the United States is
a serious one, but again one which is not covered here because there is
separate legislation. The same thing is true in the aircraft landing
rights. It is in another agency. Unfortunately, or fortunately, as the
case may be, a number of those various service areas are co ered by
separate legislation and not covered here.

Now, we feel there are a number of areas which we should and prob-
ably can got at, such as the insurance area, with which you are familiar.
We are watching this carefully but. we are also recognizing that we
do have some limitations within the law.

TiE EEC AND PREMFENTIAL TRADE AGREEMFNTs WITri LDC's

Senator BNTSEN. I know that the European Common Market with
its preferential trade agreements for developing nations has continued
to increase the number-I am told that it might reach as high as 80
countries. With these, of course, come reverse preferences, working
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for the benefit of the European Common Market and obviously, to
our disadvantage.

To what degree are we going to be able to ameliorate the negative
impact of these reverse preferences?

Mr. EWxnix. There are two or three different ways that the problem
must be approached and, as you know, we have protested and are
continuing to object to this program of the European Community. In-
sofar as these reverse preferences are concerned, we have a provision in
the bill which will not allow us to grant generalized preferences to
any developing country which grants reverse preferences to any-
body else so that we can get at it that way.

Two, that as we lower trade barriers, particularly tariffs, that lowers
the preferential rate; and, if we have the right on the management
side to focus on a particular discrimination in a third market, we can
then react to that. So I think we would have for the first time the
kind of tools to get at this problem.

Now, having said that, because I am a somewhat frustrated negoti-
ator on that particular issue because we have not made the progress
that we would like, hopefully we can negotiate a better understanding
with Europe and that would be our objective. But if we cannot, then
we are provided the tools to deal with it.

Senator BENTSEN,. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator IrAR'rKE. Senator Curtis.
Senator CUJTIS. Mr. Ambassador, forgive me for being late. In

general, I favor this legislation. I think the administration's approach
to this at this particular time is the right answer. I am sure I am in-
fluenced somewhat by what it has meant, what the present administra-
tion's trade and foreign affairs policies have meant not only to the
peace of the world but to quite a number of agricultural comiiodities.

There are some mechanics in )rocedures that I am not entirely
clear on. It has been my privilege to sit in on the formation of the
legislation for trade agreements laws now for quite a while. I was
10 years on the House Ways and Means Committee when the trade
agreements law first came in. The Executive was granted permission
to reduce our tariffs by a certain percent, and then the law would be
renewed and authorize him to give another piece of our protection
away, and then we would renew it again, and we would authorize
him to go a little lower.

AVERAGE TARIFF RATES BY COUNTRY

My question is this: From what point in rate schedules do foreign
countries start to negotiate now?

Mr. EBFLJ. From a tariff point of view, the European Community
has an average common external tariff on dutiable industrial imports
is around 8 percent. Canada's, as I recall, is about 14 percent; Japan's
is about 11 percent. We are about 81/2 percent across the board now.

Now, I have to note an exception in the variable agricultural levies
in Europe, which apply on a different basis. They are not tariffs per
se, but when you add those, then Europe is at least as high as we are
if we start from an equivalent base. So we all are within those ranges
today, and why it is important is that sometimes it is a tariff that
holds back trade, and sometimes it is nontariff barriers.

Senator Cuwns. I am aware of that.
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Mr. EERnLa Sometimes it is a variable levy which the European
Community claims is neither one, so we have a third area to talk
about.

Senator Cunns. Is it not true most of those countries can raise
their tariffs without an act of their legislature?

Mr. EBERLE. Normally, yes. But if they have to have the act of
their parliaments it is the same people that are negotiating with so
it is not a problem.

Senator CuRiTs. But what I mean is they can raise tariffs rather
quickly, can they not?

Mr.EBERLE. I think-
Senator Curis. They ate not faced with the same procedures if

this Congress went back to write the tariff law like they wrote the
last one, is that right?

Mr. EBERLE. That is correct, absolutely correct.
Senator Cunris. And on rather short notice they can create a barrier,

tariff or nontariff, is that not right?
Mr. EBIERLE. Relatively short. Although if it is a bound-duty item

they must notify the GATT and there is a procedure for that.
Senator Cmrrm. Now, when you said our average duty was around

8 percent., how do you arrive at that average? Is that the average
for all imports that come into the country, the dollar value?

Mr. EBERLE. No; it is on the dutiable items based upon a weighted
average of trade. We go all the way up to very high tariffs in the
40-, 50-, 60-percent area.

Senator Cun-ris. So you include in there our tariff rates on some
things that we do not import any of or import very little, right?

Ar. EBERLE. Yes, but weighted. To reflect the relative importance
of that import.

Senator CrRTis. What would be our average duty on the imports
that actually come in?

Mr. EBERLE. It would be, on all industrial products-dutiable and
duty free--that come in would be 6.1 percent.

Senator CUmRIs. 6.1.
Mr. EBERLE. And that would compare with the EC average of

3.9, Japan of 5.7, and Canada, 6.4.
Senator CURTIS. You mean our tariffs are twice as high?
Mr. EBERLE. On all imports. There is more duty-free trade in

other countries. They have more products which come in duty free.
Just to give you an example: We have duty-free trade at 28 percent

of our industrial imports and the European Community is 51 percent.
Senator Cunris. Now, the difference on that is they are importing

something that they either cannot produce at all or cannot produce
in the amount that t hey need?

Mr. EBF.TE. That may be true to a degree, but let me take the next
step with you. On the range of industrial tariffs of from 0 to 5 percent
we have 36 percent of our business and, of course, the EC has only
13, so that it is a different kind of a structural problem the way their
tariffs are formed from the way ours are. So you may be right. It is
certainly true in Japan because of the high raw material content
that they import.

Senator Cuo rs. What is the average tariff charged by the EEC
on manufactured goodsI
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Mr. EBELE. Manufactured goods it would be on dutiable items
8.3 percent.

Senator CURTIS. What do we charge?
Mr. EBERLE. On dutiable items we would be 9.2.
Senator CuRTis. I wonder if there is something in those averages

that I am missing out on.
Mr. EBEILRE. Senator, I would be happy to submit for the

record -
Senator CURTIS. I mean, not in a meeting of our minds.
Mr. EBERLE. The source of this information is a GATT tariff study

which sets out how they average them and I would be happy to
submit it for the record at this time so that-

Senator HARTKE. Let us put that in the record. We will put it in the
record so we will have it.

[The information referred to follows:]
The four columns of averages on Industrial products prepared by the GATT

shown in the Finance Committee Staff Report on HR 10710 were calculated
according to the following methods:

Simple Arithmetio Average is a simple (unwelghted) arithmetic average of
all most-favored-nation duty rates applying to tariff lines classified in a com-
modity category. It was calculated directly from national tariff lines.

Average Weighted by World Trade was calculated in two steps. First, a simple
t unweighted) arithmetic average of tariff lines, the same as the simple
arithmetic average was calculated for each BTN heading In a category. Each
of these arithmetic averages was then weighted by total (most-favored-nation,
preferential and intra-area) combined imports of the industrial countries
covered by the study in calculating an average for a category.

Average Weighted by Country's Own Trade is a weighted average of all duty
rates classified under a category using most-favored-nation imports of the
country concerned at the national tariff line level as the weighting pattern.

Average Weighted by Country's Own Trade and World Trade was calculated
In two steps. First, a weighted average based on a country's own most-favored-
nation imports up to the BTN heading level was calculated. The results in
individual BTN headings were then weighted by the total (most-favored-nation,
preferential and intra-area) combined imports of the industrial countries
covered by the study in calculating an average of each category.

There are two basic types of averages presented. First, a simple average, in
which individual tariff lines are averaged without any weights, and, secondly,
a weighted average in which individual tariff lines are assigned a relative Im-
portance corresponding to the amount of imports entering under them. The
unweighted average confers the same importance to all tariff lines and may
therefore assign to an item a weight which would be disproportionate to that
item's importance in trade, even under free-trade conditions. It thus tends to
result in higher average figures than an averaging procedure which uses weights
derived from the actual or potential trade importance of the item in question.

An average- weighted by the ountry's own imports, on the other hand, tends
to overstate the importance of tariff lines subject to low duties. This results
from the fact that the higher rates are usually more restrictive, sometimes even
prohibitive, and, consequently, the relative amount of imports entering under
them understate their actual importance in trade.

It Is also important to note that the results of the two averaging procedures
differ according to the degree of detail in individual country schedules. The
discrepancy between the simple and the weighted average is generally small in
the case of a relatively homogeneous tariff; considerable discrepancies between
the two averages occur, on the other hand, in the case of tariffs containing
large numbers of very high and very low rates in the same product group.
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TABLE I.-AVERAGE POST-KENNEDY ROUND MFN TARIFF LEVELS ON INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
Iln percent

Semi.
All products Raw materials manufactures Manufactures

All items:
United States .......................... 6.1 2.7 5.1 8.4
European Community .................... 3.9 .3 4.7 8.0
Japan .................................. 5.7 3.2 6.2 12.0
Canada ................................ 6.4 .4 9.4 6.6

Dutiable items:
United States ........................... 8.5 5.7 8.3 9.2
European Community .................... 8.0 3.4 8.5 8.3
Japan .................................. 10.7 11.2 7.6 12.3
Canada ................................ 14.1 6.4 14.0 14.3
TABLE 2.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL MFN INDUSTRIAL IMPORTS BY RANGES OF TARIFF

LEVELS

Duty free 0.1 to 5 5.1 to 10 10.1 to 15 15.1 to 25 Over 25

United States ........... 27.9 35.8 21.1 5.2 6.0 3.9
European Community .... 51. 1 12.9 24.8 8.0 3.1 .............
Japan .................. 46.8 7.6 17.2 23.7 4.1 .7
Canada ................ 54.4 2.0 16.4 11.0 14.7 1.5

Source: GATT tariff study. The averages are calculated by weighing each country's 1972 duty rates by corresponding
1967 imports (1970 imports for Canada). The results are not strictly comparable since the averages for the United States
and Canada are based on f.o.b. values, averages for the European Community and Japan are based on c.i.f. values.

Note: The Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations subsequently submitted the following
information:

Senator Curtis end Ambassador Eberle referred in the above colloquy to Tables I and 2. These tables show the
1972 tariff rates, weighted on the basis of 1967 imports, except for Canada, the figures for which are based on
1970 imports. As Table 1-A of the Committee Summary and Analysis of the Trade Reform Act shows, com.

parative tariff levels for the major trading nations do not differ significantly between the 1967 and 1970 import
weghts.

Senator CURTIS. How recent is it?
Mr. EBERLE. 1972.
Senator CtRTis. It was published in 1972. W hen did their studies

take place?
Mr. EBERLE. These are based on the weigliting of each country's 1972

duty rates by 1970 trade.
Senator CURTIS. 1970 trade?
Mr. EBELE. Right.
Senator CURTIS. So it will soon be 4 years obsolete now.
Mr. EBERLE. The tariff rates have not changed since that time. The

trade may have shifted somewhat. But we took the weighting on
1972 tariffs but the actual trade on a 1970 base.

Senator CURTIS. I do not want to be argumentative, I just want. to
understand it.

Mr. EBERLE. Of course.
Senator CURTIS. In arriving at the average tariff in Japan it does

include the vast amount of raw materials that they want so desper-
ately and charge no tariff on, is that right?

r. EBMLE. The answer is yes, that is right.
Senator CURTis. And that is true of the other countries?
Mr. EBERLE. The raw material rates are all low. That the rates on

raw materials, of all raw materials, are relatively low. But there are
some dutiable items in a country like Japan on raw materials where
it brings their average up to almost as high as their rates on all indus-
trial products of 11 percent.

Senator CuRTIS. Mr. Ambassador, the staff hs given me a table here
which appears on page 80-

Mr. EBERLE. 80*.
*Comminttee on Finance coninlttee print entitled "Summary and Analysis of I.R.a,10710."
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Senator CURirs [continuing].--of this summary analysis, dated Feb-
ruary 26, 1974, and on agricultural products the United States has an
average tariff of 15.1 percent; Canada, 9.6 percent; Japan, 40.6 per-
cent; the European Community, 16 percent; and the United Kingdom,
10.8 percent.

Mr. EBERLE. I see. That is the column which has the simple arith-
metic average for these tariffs. What you look for is the weighted aver-
age which brings those down'substantlially.

Senator CUuns. Yes, but what it does it put the United States as
the lowest. Ours is 4.8.

Mr. EBERLE. I think that is correct on agricultural imports.
Senator CURTIs. Canada is 5.7, Japan is 27.4, European Community,

8.8-8.4, the United Kingdom 5.
Mr. EnEvRv1. That is absolutely right. We do have the lowest tariffs

on agricultural imports of any country, and I would point out that the
footnote in your staff's excellent preparation notes that the European
Community tariff of 13.9 does not include the variable levy.

Senator CURis. For the European Community?
Mr. EBERLE. That is right. Those come on top, and range from 20 to

a 100 percent.
Senator CuTmris. In other words, our tariffs are lower on agricultural

products and agricultural products are one of the very redeeming parts
of our foreign trade, is that not right?

Mr. EBERLE. That is right, and that is the reason why we think it is
so essential to have this negotiation with these people who have higher
tariffs.

Senator CuRTs. Now that same table separates the dutiable products
which I assume leaves out bananas and coffee and things of that sort,
and the average rate in the United States is 8.5, Canada 9.9, Japan 39.7.
European Economic Community 13.9. But that does not include th
variable rates, is that right?

Mr. EBERLE. That is correct.
Senator Cuis. And the United Kingdom 9.9. There again, we are

the lowest, are we not?
Mr. EBFRLE. That is correct. I would point out, the United Kingdom

now would fall within the European Community.
Senator CURTIS. That is correct.
Would it take a long explanation so that our record would be com-

plete, of what you mean by a variable duty?
Mr. EBERLE. Variable levy.
Senator CuRTis. By illustration or otherwise, in reference to the

United Kingdom or Economic Community.
Mr. EBETRLE. Let me submit to you a one-page insert. It will take time

to explain how it works because it varies from day to day. It is an
arbitrary point as against the world market price and I would rather
submit it to you in writing.

Senator Cums. Could you give us the tariff equivalent of the varia-
ble levy?

Mr. EBaRLE. What happens is that it depends on the world market
price, and it differs by various products, and can run from zero up to
100-150 percent of the world price.

Senator Currris. And oftentimes it runs 40 to 120 percent.
Mr. EBERiL. Oh, yes, absolutely.
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Senator CURTIS. And that is true of agricultural products. -

Mr. EBERm. It is probably ziro today, I can check.
Senator CURTIs. That is true of agricultural products.
Mr. EBmu . Not all of them. Soybeans are not under the variable

levy and we have a favorable position both in the EC and Japan on
that.

POSSMLE SACRIFICING OF CERTAIN INDUSRS?

Senator CuRTIs. I know this proposal gives unemployment compen-
:sation which would seem to indicate that it was anticipated that we
would sacrifice certain industries or parts of industries or products.
What criteria will you follow in determining whether or not an in-
.dustry will knowingly be damaged to the extent that their workers
and possibly the industry, too, will 'seek these benefits?

Mr. EBF.RLE. Well, let me start by saying that we need this kind of
provision whether we have negotiating authority or not because that
happens on a daily basis.

Senator CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. EBERLE. What we want to look at here is whether you have

an industry that may have a rather sudden impact from imports and
you must determine whether that is having an abrupt market impact
and, if it is, we have provided that there can be relief provided, not
through adjustment assistance, but through temporary tariff safe-
guards at the border.

Senator CURTIS. Increased protective tariffs or other things?
Mr. EBERLE. Tariffs, quotas, orderly marketing agreements, what-

ever it may be because it may be for some reason the industry, either
fairly or unfairly, is being taken advantage of or can become com-
ptitive if they get help of these kinds, so we look at that first.

On the other hand, there may be a segment of that industry that
simply is not going to be competitive and I think probably the best
example of this lay in the radio electronic field where suddenly some
items just simply could not be made competitively here ana some
production moved abroad, but now is coming back again. Our tech-
nology was brought up to date and there was a transition period here.
But it is that kind of approach that we will be taking and are taking
today. We do not plan to "sacrifice" industry.

Senator CURTIS. Will products made by one or two manufacturers
:get the same consideration if it is a widespread industry?

Mr. EBERLF. No; we are looking for an overall impact on an industry
because, as I tried to explain, because it may not be the import problem
that causes it if it is only one or two manufacturers within an industry.

Senator CUTIs. I mean, if the whole industry only constituted a few,
,one or two, manufacturers.

Mr. EBERLE. Absolutely, they would get the same treatment.
Senator CURTIS. For instance, I am not asking for solutions at this

time but just throwing it out.
Mr. EBERLE. Surely.
Senator CURTIS. In Lincoln, Nebr., we make the Cushman scooters

and golf carts, and the Polish similar product undersells them by
;about $200 a unit and, of course, they are a low-cost vehicle to start
with. Yet, there are not many factories in the country that make that
sort of a product, and so its effect on the overall economy of the country
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and the overall employment may be small but in a particular spot it is
very serious.

Mr. EBERL If the industry consists of one plant they will get the
same treatment as if it got 200 plants and if that is a problem we would
be happy to consider that one.

VARIABLE LEVIES

Senator CvRTIS. Yes. This one can be answered for the record. On
the variable levy, I think I understand it, but would you spell out two
or three concrete examples and date them?

Ir r. EBERLE. All right.
Senator CURTIs. As to when they existed, where the variable levy

was reasonably low and still was there and one where it went high and
a little explanation of the time and the circumstance and the world
price which brought it about, about three illustrations.

Mr. EBERE. I would be happy to do it.
Senator CuRTIs. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The information referred to follows:]

The basic problem facing U.S. agricultural exports to the European Community
is the EC's use of trade devices to support its internal farm pricing system. The
most important and most troublesome of these devices is the variable levy. This
is an Import charge to keep prices of imported products at least as high as
domestic EC prices, eliminating price competition from outside countries. The
variable levy is applied on about one-quarter of U.S. agricultural exports to the
enlarged EC. These include feed and bread grains, beef, veal, pork (excluding
variety meats), lard, dairy products, poultry and eggs.

In the case of grains, threshold price which is the minimum import price into
the community serves as the base for the calculation of variable levies on im-
ports. Every working day the Commission, the executive arm of the EC, collects
price quotations for each grain on international markets and adjusts those prices
to what they would be if the grain had been of a standard EC quality and had
been offered for delivery. c.i.f. Rotterdam. The lowest such adjusted price for
each grain is then deducted from the corresponding threshold price. The differ-
ence is the variable levy, which is then collected on all Imports of that grain
regardless of the actual price of the particular shipment. In this way, the EC
eliminates both price and quality competition from imports. Imports are effec-
tively limited to those quantities and grades that cannot be supplied by domestic
production. Community preference is absolute. "Seasonal" competition is also
eliminated by raising threshold and Intervention prices monthly during the year
to cover storage costs for domestic grain.

-In the case of long grain rice, the Import levy-related to the difference In
prices of EC grown varieties-is generally set by price quotations for cheaper
medium grain varieties, and is higher than would apply if a true long grain
standard were used.

Drum Husked
wheat Corn rice long Lard I

Levies (dollars oer metric ton): I
Aug. 1,1972 ----------------.................... 70.96 49.33 135.17 114.10
Set. 1, 1972 ................................... 68.56 45.94 95.54 114.10
Feb. 1, 1973 .................................... 34.76 26.15 44.37 108. 9Mar. 1, 1973 ......................... . 52.17 46.08 0 121.11Threshold pricesI ........................... .... 141.58 108.08 251.99 ..............

I Levies on lard lmpnrts, set quarterly, are derived from the orice of feed rains.
I Converted from units of account at UA I equals $1.08571 before Feb. 13, 1973 and UA I equals $1.20635 after Feb. 13,

1973.
Marketing year 1972-73.
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Senator H.RTrKE. MNr. Ambassador, time is late but let me say to you
that I think all members of this committee share a very high regard for
your intelligence and your ability in the trade field.

I must hasten to add that I do not know of any one man that I dis-
agree with so totally in this critical field of trade. Our decision should
be to disagree agreeably. I disagree with your policies, but I do respect
your professional ability.

Second, I would like to say for the record, that the staff work which
has been done in this field has been effective, accurate, and objective.
I want to compliment Mr. Best for the excellent job he is doing. Don't
you agree, Mr. Ambassador?

Mr. EiiE.RLr,. I certainly do.

BROAI) I)E.EoLTION oF AUTHORITY TO THE PRESIDENT

Senator HARTKR:. Do you agree that the administration's trade bill
is the broadest delegatin of legislative authority to the executive
vlich has ever been requested in the history of the Urnited States?

Mr. EBEnLr. No. I would have to say that it is the broadest delega-
tion of joint participation with Congress that has been asked for.

I do not think you can call it a solo delegation because it does have
congressional review and participation in it.

Senator IATAim'E. But of such a limited nature as to be practically
ineffective.

The second tiing which disturbs me is that the President is under
rather severe attack. Impeachment proceedings are being considered
in the House of Representatives, and here we are preparing to delegate
extensive authority to that President whose ability to lead is being
challenged.

Do you feel that that, is a proper exercise of the separation of powers
doctrine under such circumstances?

Mr. EiEr.R-. The answer is yes, I do, and let me explain why.
First of all, on tariffs, there was more authority, advance authority,

granted on tariffs in the Kennedy round than this bill proposes at
this time.

Senator HArITKE. But Mr. Kennedy was not under the pressure of
such severe charges at that time. I was a cosponsor of that bill and I
certainty am not a cosponsor of this measure.

Mr. EInImE. The point is there was more authority granted in that
than today. Two, on nontariff barriers, negotiated agreements on these
must come back for congressional review and veto by either House
of Congress, so I do not, think it is the kind of delegation you suggest.
Then, too, if we are successful-and I hope we will be in having Con-
gress participate with us during these negotiations-it is the kind of
discussion that gives you the opportunity for input and if you dis-
agree, you have the chance to veto.

IMPORT PROTECTION

Senator HAR E. I am one of the sponsors of the Burke-Hartke bill
and I have been dealing with specific trade legislation since 1971 and I
dohave some disagreement with you on that. But the point still re-
mains that the administration's trade bill does delegate unprecedented
authority to tIe executive for imposing quotas or eliminating them,
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for imposing tariffs or eliminating them, and for renegotiating GATT.
You do not have to accept that conclusion. It is also the conclusion
of the working population of America and the two most organized
labor groups, the AFL-CIO and United Automobile Workers. This
latter group is now asking for import protection from small imported
automobiles.

Do you think that the union people are blind, therefore, to their
own best interests?

Mr. EBERLE. Not at all. I would only suggest to you that our approach
and several of these unions' approach are not that totally dissimilar
Let me try to explain it to you this way, if I can. The placing of
quotas on a calculated percentage of imports goes across the board
on all products whether there is a problem or not. This bill, by apply-
ing the import relief section on a very much more liberal standard
than in the past, will allow those industries to quickly come in and
get the kind of relief they want when there is a problem.

We are facing that problem issue this way, and -the difference is
that our trade is only 6 percent of our GNP and exports somewhere
around 12 percent ot our total manufactured productive capacity. In
other countries, if they respond by an automatic quota it can react
against all of our other exports whereas if we have this product-by-
product approach, we do not risk that kind of reaction-against the
United States. That is why we think we can solve the same problem
when there is injury without having our other exports-12 percent of
our productive capacity-attacked and precluded from the world
markets. It is a two-way street.

Senator HARTKE. The only difference between you and organized
labor is that you intend to follow the quota procedure too, but through
a different mechanism?

Mr. EBERLE. Only when there is injury and a problem which can-
not be solved through other means.

S=TTLEMENT OF DEBTS

Senator HARTKE. I think there would be deep apprehension if peo-
ple really understood what you propose to do in this legislation..
Senator Byrd, in his questioning of you, did not take full credit for
his own participation in the amendment which was adopted by the
Senate. If you will recall, the Byrd amendment was attached to the
debt ceiling bill. The Byrd amendment would have required congres-
sional approval of any settlement on debts owed to the United Slates
by foreign countries. The administration opposed the Byrd amend-
ment and it was deleted in the House. Is that a fair statement? The
administration opposed it?

Mr. EBERLE. That is my recollection.
Senator HARTKE. The House deleted it because of administration

opposition.Plt me give you the facts of the case. The lend-lease debt was

about $10.2 billion, if I recall correctly. The agreement which was
executed provided for $48 million unlimited payment, with the rest
conditioned upon the restriction that there must be most-favored-
nation treatment granted, is that right ?

Mr. Enxmm. Correct.
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Senator HARTKE. Under the circumstances that agreement was
executed Without any request of or authority or without consultation
with the members of this committee or of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee, is that not true?

Mr. EBERL.. I do not know. I did not participate in it.
Senator HARTxE. Yes; I will tell you that is true.
Do you remember the Moynihan agreement. Pat Moynihan is from

Jefferson, Ind., just for the record. I was talking with Dr. Moynihan
recently and he told me that the administration just wiped out $2.4

- billion in commodity credit loans which had been granted to India.
That was completely eliminated without congressional authority. The
Byrd amendment would have prohibited both of those actions, and
would hav6 required you to come to the Congress.

The administration has not acted in good faith on these matters.
How can we expect the administration to act properly if we grant them
all this authority.

RIGHT To EMIoiRATE AMENDMENT

Let me give you another example. The Jackson-Vanik amendment
was passed in the House, right?

Mr. EBERLE. Right.
Senator HARTKE. It prohibits credit to a country which discriminates

against citizens desiring to emigrate.
Since the House acted, $120.8 million in Export-Import Bank

credit to the U.S.S.R. has been approved. There are currently pending
credits of $211 million for the Soviet Union-1890 million of which
will directly aid Occidental Petroleum. It seems to me that this ad-
ministration has had an attitude of near contempt for the Congress.

Given the% facts, the chances of eliminating the Jackson-Vanik
amendment are probably minuscule. It is obvious that the Executive
is paying absolutely no attention to the action in favor of the amend-
ment taken by the House of Representatives. There are 80 sponsors of
the Jackson amendment in the Senate.

POSSIBLE PREsMENTAL VETO OF BILL

Let me ask you this question: Would the President veto the bill
with the Jackson-Vanik amendment in it?
"' Mr. EBERLE. I think you have to take a look at that at the partic-

ular time. He certainly has indicated on several occasions that at this
point this would be a very serious matter for him, and one could cer-
tainly not discount a veto.
, Senator HARTKE. The President publicly stated that he would veto

the trade bill with the amendment. Can we believe him ?,
Mr. EBErL. I think you can, yes.
Senator HAnTKE. If this is true, then we ought to call a halt to

these hearings right now. We have 150 witnesses to hear from and if
the President intends to veto, the Finance Committee is simply per-
forming'an exercise in futility. Don't you agree Mr. Ambasaorf

Mr. ERERA. Well, let me give two respns& First of all, I think
we have talked with Congress on-& number of these and I can tell
you the Eximbank, as I tried to explain, made most of these on a
very preliminary commitment basis and is very cognizant of Con-
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ross concern over this, and, two, as I tried to say, and Secretary
Shultz has said, we think there can be some reformulation which

could bring about a resolution of the Jackson-Vanik amendment that
would be acceptable.

Therefore, I would not be here if I did not think that we need this
bill for the United States, and Congress needs it to participate ill
international trade negotiations and that if we do not participate In
these international negotiations the people who are going to suffer are
the workers and your constituents right back at home because that
_means jobs if we lose exports.

EQUITABLE TRAD,, TnEATMiENT NEEDED

Senator HARTKE. All of us agree that we need more world trade. It
would be preferable to get it on an equitable basis. Even previous ad-
ministrations have not done this. During President Johnson's admin-
istration, the Canadian automobile agreement was put into effect with-
out consulting Congress. President Johnson tried to buy Canada's
participation in the-Vietnam war by making economic concessions to
them which were very damaging to our ba ance of payments.

The Kennedy round too was merely a propaganda victory at best.
Is that fairI

Mr. EBERLEP. I think there was some real legitimate progress.
Senator HARTE. If you examine the negotiations in detail and I

have, you will note that nothing was done until 30 days before the
final report had to be filed. They finally agreed that some progress had
to be made, so they eliminated all the consideration of nontariff bar-
riers which are at this moment much more effective barriers to trade
in the international marketplace than tariffs. Only tariffs were reduced.
As one of the members indcated here, we reduced tariffs on products
which were not being shipped. The delegation to trade negotiating au-
thority bore sparce results. Now you want the same authority. Little
progress was made -then, how can we expect a better showing from
this administration ?

Mr. EBERLE. I would like to come back and simply say that I concur
that there were a lot of problems in the prior negotiations that I can-
not speak to other than to what my office is doing. We are committed
to this kind of cooperation, I think we have proven it in the textile
agreement, working with Congress and with industry. I think we have
been able to come up here and say, "You tell us how you want to work
with us," and that is an open ended challenge.

Senator HARrKE. I tried to tell you but you would not follow my
advice.

Mr. EBzmi, .This is how to work with you, not how to draft a bill.
Senator HARTKE. I just thought that effecting legislation was my

job.
Mr. EBERz. Well, certainly..
Senator HAnTx. From 1971 until last year, the Hartke-Burke bill

was the only trade legislation before Congress. I still think it is the only
comprehensive bill which treats the major problems confronting the
working men and women in this country.

You pointed out the tremendous skills we have in the aerospace
industry and how this has contributed to our balance of payments. Sell-
ing airplanes abroad has been favorable to our balance of trade and
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balance of payments. Yet, at this moment jobs in aerospace are 33 per-
cent under the 1968 peak and are expected to fall another 3 percent by
June 1974. Jobs totaled 949,000 in June 1973 and there will be 32,000
fewer in June 1974. Scientists and engineers have been the hardest hit.
Is that not right?

Mr. EBeiRLE. Yes, sir.
Sevator HAnTKE. And no relief is being provided for them under the

Adjustment Assistance Act.
Mr. EBR.RLE. Well, there is no import competition either. The import

adjustment assistance would come in through import competition.
Senator HARTKE. You call this a great success for adjustment assist-

ance when there is so much unemployment and so little aid to these
people?Mr. EBERL. There are $4 billion ayear in experts.

Senator HARTKE. The question is American jobs. $4 billion dollars in
experts evidently is not creating jobs.

Mr. EBERLE. But without exports the unemployment would be a
great deal higher if you eliminate $4 billion.

Senator HATUE. That is the argument of the multinational corpora-
tions. Tiey raised a $1 million fund to defeat my bill. They don't agree
with me and I don't agree with them.

In 192 the largest 500 industrial multinational firms employed
136,960 fewer workers than in 1969 and even though in 1972 they had
$113.1 more in sales than in 1969. The real question is whether this Gov-
ernment is going to be a government of the people or a government of
the giant multinational corporations and that is the question which
concerns me very deeply.

1974 BALANCE TRADE FORECAST

Mr. Ambassador, what is the anticipated trade surplus or deficit for
1974, excluding oil?

Mr. EBERLE. One's crystal ball at this time of the year is never very
good. I think one could anticipate-on a CIF basis-the positive ba-
ance in our trade in 1974.

Senator HARTKE. What is the forecast?
Mr. EBERLE. At this game, you know it is too early-
Senator HArrKz. A calculated guess then. I mean you have to have

some type of forecast. You do have economists who formulate these
kinds ofprojections ?

Mr. EBERmLE. I think the best thing to say is that it would be a posi-
tive balance on a CIF basis.

Senator HARrIM I didn't hear you. Did you give a dollar value?
Mr. EBERL. As I say, I am not in the projecting business. I will

defer that to Secretary bent tomorrow.
Senator HAirrKS. I intend to ask him tomorrow. Would you agree

that Mr. Walter Levy is a leading authority on oil?
Mr. EBRvL. Yes, sir.
Senator HAIrrK. According to him the projected deficit would come

to about $14 billion in 1974 because of the increased cost of oil.
Mr. EBrim. For the United States?
Senator HArrKE. For the United States, $14 billion.
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Mr. E mt. I would simply have to say to you that that number
seems high based on my knowledge, but I would defer that to Mr.
Simon. I can find out for you.

Senator HARM. I am going to read to you, Mr. Ambassador, from
Mr. Walter Levy's study of exploding world oil costs, of January 4,,
in which he says in Item 11:

For the United States total exports are estimated at about $70 billion in 1918,
total Imports about $69 billion for a net trade surplus of $1 billion. United States
oil imports FOB in 1978 are estimated at some $7 billion. United States oil
imports costs amount to $21 billion in 1974.

Now, Item 12, which is the conclusion which I have just given you:
The indicated 1974 level of U.S. oil import costs represented a $14 billion

Increase over 1973. This would be equal to 20 percent of total imports last year.
An expansion of imports of this magnitude would be enough to swing the United
States trade balance from a surplus of $1 billion to a deficit of $18 billion, In other
words a #14 billion loss. Such a deficit would exceed the United States gold ad
foreign exchange holding of $4 billion as of October 1978.

And that is why I say to you that some place along the line some-
body had better get their hands on the tradehandle and start worrying
about putting this country back on its feet.

Mr. EBPAIU. That is the very thing we are trying to do. That im-
pact,-assuming that it is right, and e is mor of an expect than I
am, but the numbers I have seen do not go that high-he omits, Sena-
tor, the fact that some of that money is going to come back into the
United States and the impact will not Ge of that magnitude. As a
matter of fact, the numbers that the OECD protected for 24 countries,
if their increased costs as Senator Ribicoff indicated this morning, $40,
$50 $60 billion, come out to a net to those countries, including the
United States, of $25 billion, because of the reflow of funds.

The point I want to come back to here is that if we don't have the
kind of international institutions that can work on these problems on
the trade side the United States then will have to decide on its own
what it is gong to do and that could be a very painful kind of a process
where we do not have the kind of opportunity to continue to build up
our exports to help pay- for this in the long run and that is going to
impact an awful lot of jobs.

TAXATION oo Foimn INCOMz

Senator HARTKE But you see that takes you over into other field
which my bill addresses itself to and yours does not$ and that is the
question of taxation. You cannot approach trade matters without con-
sidering the tax structure applicable to foreign income.

Let me ask you, if you would agree with the following statement:
Since the multinational oil producers have convinced some of the oil
exporting countries to charge them a tax in place of a royalty, they
are benefiting via our present tax laws? For example, the greater their
costs, the more substantial the tax break they receive.

Mr. EBEaaR. Well, I have no doubt that there Will be some changes,
as Secretary Shultz has indicated, in this area, that he has recom-
mended some changes. As you know, there were some specific tax pro-
visions submitted a ong with the trade bill when it went tplast April.
The House decided that it would handle that as a separate matter
and, as of today, we think that is the proper way. There are some of
these issues that should be addressed.
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Senator HArK& Frankly, I think the President has adopted part.
of the Burke-Hartke bill provisions on foreign taxation in his energy
message. If the oil companies should have to, why isn't it right to go
ahead and apply it to all the manufacturing industry ? As much as I
decry the oil companies bleeding the U.S. consumer white while we
are sitting in line trying to get gasoline, I think it is just as fair to
complain about ITT which paid in 1972 an effective corporate tax rate
of I percent according to Congressman Vanik's statistics. (ITT argues.
their tax rate was 9.5 percents-hardly a spectacular amount.) General
Motors, afraid of antitrust suits, paid an effective rate of 44 percent
in 1972. I am not giving General Motors any special accolade but.
somebody has got to make up the difference andI think it is high time.
that the multinational corporations paid their fair share of taxes.

General Motors is a manufacturing com pany, and the corporation
paid a 44.6-percent effective tax rate in 1972. Juxtaposed to this are
the oil companies, Texaco, Mobil, Exxon, and so forth, and they aver-
aged an effective rate of 2 to 4 percent. If you are going to deal with
trade correctly I would hope that you would somehow get your fingers:
into those thing which heretofore have been sticky with oil.

Mr. EBERLE.We do get our fingers in a lot of these issues but I also
know when you try to get as complicated a bill when you keep adding-
everything into it you will never get it through because it does cover
so many subjects.

Second of all, I don't want to duck the tax question but I am not
a tax expert. But I would call your attention that we do have a lot.
of tax treaties and that there arc some very important things that can
be solved in this area and again it is part of Che world of international
negotiations and we ought to have more of these so that the country
can be treated on a more equal basis. If there is no tax treaty there can
be more inequities.

On the other hand, you can also get to the point where you can tax
at 110 percent.

Senator HARTKE. I understand that. I am not interested in overtax-
in ole. I just want fair taxation. I do have another quick question.

Withthel two devaluations the United States is supposed tobe more
competitive. West Germany today has a higher wage rate than the
United States and as a result of their revaluation of their mark and
our two devaluations of the dollar, and still their No. 1 export
is manufactured goods. Our primary exports are, like a developing-
country, agricultural products and raw materials. Why don't we have
a comparative advantage in manufactured products ?

It is late, and I do want to let you go. Thank you very much for join-
ing us today and discussing'with us the vital issues of international'
trade.

Mr. EBERLE. Thank you.
[Mr. Eberle's prepared statement follows:]
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INTRODUCTION

'The overall purposes of the Trade Reform Act are to stimulate United States
-economic growth in the context of strengthening our global economic relations
through fair and equitable market opportunities and more open and nondis-
criminatory world trade. The Act as passed by the House of Representatives-
H.R. 10710---consists of three categories of authorities to achieve further trade
liberalization and to deal with basic foreign and domestic trade policy problems.

First, the authorities contained in Title I enable full participation by the
.United States in the comprehensive multilateral trade negotiations under the
GATT launched in Tokyo in September, 1973. These authorities aim to achieve
further trade expansion through the reduction or removal of tariff and non-
tariff barriers to trade and to develop a more open, nondiscriminatory, and
equitable international trading system through reform of present trading rules
and institutions. Title I also contains various authorities to provide for more
effective management of the trade agreements program.

Second, Titles II and III contain improvements of present laws and programs
to facilitate orderly adjustment by domestic industries, workers, and firms to
'increased import competition and to deal with unfair foreign trade practices in
.a more adequate and timely fashion.

Third, Titles IV and V contain authorities designed respectively (1) to ex-
:pand our trade relations and opportunities with countries on a nondiscriminatory
.basis; and (2) to promote the economic development of developing nations by
providing them greater access to the benefits of an improved international trad-
ing system.

Throughout the Trade Reform Act there are procedural safeguards to ensure
,exercise of the authorities in the United States national interest. It also provides
for greater participation by and fuller partnership and cooperation between
the Executive branch, the Congress, and the private sector in establishing the
:goals and reviewing the implementation of United States foreign trade policy.

The Congress last granted the President major authorities in the trade field
-under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. The principal negotiating authority ex-
pired on June 30, 1967. It has been 12 years, therefore, since the Congress has
articulated clear guidelines and directions through comprehensive trade legis-
'lation in this highly important area of United States foreign and domestic
policy. The need for broad new trade legislation to enable United States leader-
.ship and participation in international cooperative efforts to meet the important
and urgent economic challenges of our time has probably never been greater.

Many significant and dramatic changes have taken place on the world economic
scene in the decade since the Congress last approved major trade legislation.
Partly through our efforts and with our strong support, basic structural changes
have occurred in the world economy as Europe and Japan have become major
-economic powers and strong competitors with the United States. Rapid devel-
opments in technology, communication, and transport have resulted in more
efficient production, and distribution of an ever-increasing number of goods.
Improved allocation of productive resources, more and better employment op-
,portunities, higher incomes and standards of living, and the availability of a
wider choice of products for consumers are attributed at least in part to the
tripling of world trade in the past decade. Increased prosperity has both created
:and resulted from mass markets, rapid flows of capital and investment, and a
growing dependence on foreign markets for exports and on foreign suppliers
tor imports.

The present new era of global interdependence among nations, shared leader-
ship,' and'rapid change also means that the various elements of each nation's
domestic and foreign policies are increasingly interrelated and of significant
impact internationally. Trade policy has important political as well aS economic
ramifications at home and abroad. Trade policy is linked with other areas of
domestic and foreign economic policy, such as monetary and fiscal policies,
Investment, and foreign aid. These various elements of economic policy are,
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in turn, interrelated with and have important ramifications on overall foreign
policy and security objectives.

None of these areas can be treated any longer in separate or isolated fashion.
A country's chief economic concern is still to provide more and better jobs and
sufficient supplies to meet demand at reasonable and stable prices for its own
citizens. But global interdependence requires that national domestic and for-
eign policies at the same time be carefully balanced with multilateral respon-
sibilities and obligations and the need for collective discipline in order to avoid
international economic and political frictions.

Significant progress was made in liberalizing barriers to trade through multi-
lateral trade negotiations in the past decade. Some important' trading problems
have also arisen, however, which demonstrate the significant consequences of
domestic and foreign economic policies on international relations, and the need
for authorities to devise appropriate remedies. Regional trading blocs have
proliferated in recent years, often with discriminatory elements disadvan-
tageous to the trade of the United States and other non-participating countries,
The relative importance of nontariff trade barriers and unfair trading practices
have also increased.

The uneven distribution of trade benefits among various segments of domes-
tic economies have often given rise to protectionist sentiment in the United
States and abroad to impose damaging import restrictions. In recent months,
attention has shifted from the traditional problems of achieving more open
and nondiscriminatory f6i-eign market access to the other side of the coin-
maintaining availability of adequate supplies of essential materials at reason-
able prices, and the threat of "new protectionism" in the form of both export
and import restraint measures as pressures increase on balances of trade and
payments.

The resort to measures, often of a unilateral and ad hoe nature, outside the
context and framework of the international trade and monetary systems is
partly a reflection of the fact that these rules and institutions have no kept pace
with the major and rapid changes on the world economic and political scene in
recent years, The principles and practices whicr date from the post-World War II
era when the United States was the predominant economic, financial, and polt-
ical power have become outmoded and far less effective in dealing with present-
day problems and challenges.

Clearly new principles and rules of behavior as well as reform of the present
rules and institutions are required, and with even greater urgency now. The
pressing problems of supply shortages and price increases require new policies
and methods of international economic management and rethinking of old ones.
This process can best be facilitated by utilizing the trade negotiations based on
the authority of the Trade Reform Act. Supply problems have redoubled the need
for major trade legislation. The authorities contained in the Trade Reform Act
are more relevant today than even a few months ago.

First, the Trade Reform Act provides authorities which are flexible enough
to be a vehicle for dealing with the new problems of supply access and export
restrictions as well as with the traditional problems of market access and import
barriers. For example, the authority under section 102 to negotiate agreements
to remove or reduce nontariff barriers and other trade-distorting measues is
broad enough to encompass export restraint measures as well as import barriers
and export subsidies. Section 123 authorizes the President to suspend import bar-
riers when supplies are inadequate to meet demand at reasonable prices. Section
301 is flexible enough to permit retaliation by the United States in the form of
increased duties or other import restrictions against unreasonable or unjustifl-
able foreign export controls and embargoes. Fulfilling our international commit-
ment to participate with other developed countries in the granting of generalized
tariff preferences would help to improve the climate for cooperative efforts gen-
erally with developing countries, which are a major source of essential raw
materials.

Additional modifications of the Trade Reform Act to make it even" more respon-
sive to supply problems could be An important contribution of the Senate. The
Administration is willing to discuss and work with the Committee on proposals
already made by Senators Mondale and Riblcoff, and is also proposing some
amendments of its own as Illustrations of proposals which could be useful.

Second, while headline attention may have shifted at th moment, the tradi-
tional problems of reducing trade barriers which impede market ar'ce. and
Insulate significant areas of economies from the adjustment process have not
disappeared. In fact, the new problems of supply assurance and stability at
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reasonable prices and the older problems of market access and elimination of
obstacles which hinder efficient allocation and use of productive resources are
inextricably interrelated as two parts of the same equation.

Short supply situations reinforce the need for international negotiations on
import barriers and export subsidies. There is an even greater danger today than
in the 19M0s of "beggar-thy-neighbor" policies--the new form of protectionism-
whereby countries not only impose export restraint measures on some goods
while promoting exports of others, but face strong domestic pressures to impose
or increase import restrictions on other goods in order to finance the increased
cost of importing fuel and raw materials..

Increased access to foreign markets is vital both in present circumstances and
in the longer run. Present and potential trade restrictions will become more
serious, particularly with the continued proliferation of regional trading arrange-
ments, increasing environmental standards, and regional harmonization of laws
and practices which can have trade-distorting effects unless equitable interna-
tional principles and solutions are devised to govern their form and evolution.

Furthermore, the need for the provisions in the Trade Reform Act not directly
related to the multilateral trade negotiations is even more urgent under present
circumstances. For example, present laws and programs are inadequate to facili-
tate timely and orderly adjustment by domestic industries and workers adversely
affected by competition even from some imports at present levels. Enactment of
Title II and the revisions under Title III of present statutes which safeguard
against unfair foreign trade practices are also necessary to reduce new domestic
pressures for import protectionist measures. Normalization of trade relations
with Communist countries is just as important now in pursuit of an overall
defente policy. Our'international commitment to developing countries to help
achieve their economic development needs through our participation in granting
preferential access to developed country markets is not yet fulfilled.

Third, it is vital that there be an ongoing International process of negotiation
where new problems can be placed and dealt with in the broader perspective of
global Interdependence. Unless it is demonstrated that the process of multilateral
negotiation and a cooperative approach to solving old and new international eco-
nomic problems can and will work, the opposition of unilateral trade restraints
and the seeking of competitive bilateral arrangements to ensure distribution and
control of available supplies are likely to escalate. This backsliding could not only
halt progress toward reform of the international economic system, but could
disrupt international trade flows, create inefficient allocation of resources at
reasonable prices, and threaten the structure and fabric of the international eco-
nomic system itself.

The multilateral trade negotiations in the GATT. as well as the Energy Con-
ference, the World Food Conference. and ongoing talks to reform the international
monetary system. are important elements In the process of seeking viable coopera-
tive solutions to global economic problems. The GAT consists of 83 members,
both developed and developing countries. Its primary orientation in the past has
been on problems of market access and the reduction of import barriers. It pro-
vides for solving difficult problems which have been apparent for years, for
example, subsidies, government procurement, standards, and international safe-
guards. Specific GATT rules and the institution itself also provide, however, a
basis and a workable framework and forum for multilateral discussion and formu-
lation of principles, guidelines, and procedures to deal more effectively with short
supply problems on the basis of international cooperation. Reform of current
GATT principles is also necessary to conform the international trading system
with, present-day realfties, including the need for revision of GATT provisions on
export restraint measures.

The Trade Reform Act is an essential prerequisite for maintaining and intense.
fying the momentum for progress in the multilateral trade negotiations. The toolA
and authorities in the Act reinforce and complement overall efforts to achieve a
more rational and equitable economic system to deal with both old and new prob-
lems. Without the Trade Reform Act. the United States will lack both negotiating
authority and credibility in the GATT and another international negotiations to
exercise leadership in bringing about effective multilateral cooperation and disci-
pline in international trade.

To be able to conduct effective negotiations on international trade issues. the
Congress must grant the authority and set the guidelines under which it is to be
exercised to set and to achieve our trade policy objectives in the overall national
Interest, full cooperation and partnership between the Executive and Lerisitive
branches and between each of them and the public are essential. The requirement
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has resulted in new provisions being added by the House for Congressional over-
-eight and public participation in the exercise of the authorities under the trade
-agreements program. On the whole, these are very thoughtful and useful additions
-to the program.

The House of Representatives has greatly narrowed the scope of Executive
discretion originally requested by the Administration. The present version of the
Trade Reform Act reflects a concern throughout for an increased Congressional
and public role. It provides various mechanisms to ensure a substantial increase
In the direct participation of the Congress in the formulation, conduct, and Te-
view of United States trade policy. It also ensures opportunities for all domestic
public interests and private organizations to bring their Ideas, information, ad-
vice, and concerns to the attention of those responsible for executing the legis-
lation.

Many of the authorities in the Trade Reform Act are a continuation of the
historic trade agreements program. In these as well as in other areas where the
authorities break new ground, the bill passed by the House emphasizes:

1. Specific limits on and standards for the use of the authorities delegated;
2. Timely notices and reports to Congress, and public notices of actions con-

templated and taken;
3. Required consultations with the Congress and interested persons, particu-

larly when permanent changes in trade restrictions are contemplated;
4. Participation by members of Congress in the United States delegation to

'international trade negotiations;
5. Numerous public hearings and other public procedures In advance, including

a public advisory committee mechanism for trade negotiations and investiga-
tions by and advice of the Tariff Commission;

6. Time limits on the use of the authorities and specific requirements that the
Congress must extend actions taken by the President if they are to remain in
force; and

7. Special procedures, including a new Congressional veto procedure, to fa-
-cilitate decisions by the Congress to disapprove or to terminate Presidential
:actions.

Never before in the history of the trade agreements program has the partici-
pation of the Congress and the publte in the process of execution and admin-
istration of the authorities granted the Executive branch been specified in such
detail. The authorities are subject to a degree of Congressional oversight and
-control and public scrutiny that are unprecedented. The substantive limits and
the elaborate procedural requirements are based on a valid need for Congres-
-sional and public -participation, but In some instances they may prove admin-
Istratively burdensome. A balance must be struck between meaningful and ap-
propriate safeguards to ensure that the authorities are utilized in the overall
United States national interest, and the need for sufficient flexibility in admin-
Istration to avoid the hamstringing of effective action or the taking of actions
which are unwise.

The present version of the Trade Reform Act is In most respects consistent
-with purposes for which the original Administration proposals were designed.
The Administration Is pleased overall with Its outcome in the House, in fact in
many areas we recognize that the Committee on Ways and Means made a num-
'ber of improvements in the original bill. The Administration urges prompt pas-
-sage of this legislation in the Senate so that further progress can be made in
the multilateral trade negotiations and the urgent work of solving the trading
problems we face internationally and the improvement of trade laws domestically
Scan proceed. There are a few areas, however, where it is important that improve-
ments be made in the bill. The Administration is also suggesting some other
modifications of a substantive and technical nature for further improvements.

The following testimony submitted for the Senate record explains the various
provisions of the present bill in detail by title and section, the reasons for the
provisions, and legal interpretation bv the Administration as part of the legis-
lative history of the Act, Attachment A contains all of the amendments, including
proposed statutory language, suggested by the Administration. Amendments
listed in Attachment A of a substantive nature are also discussed in the appro-
priate sections by the testimony. Attachment B outlines the relation of the pres-
ent bill to the current short supply situation.
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TITLE I-NFEGOIATING AND OTHER AUToarY

Title I contains the authorities necessary to conduct and implement the results
of the new round of comprehensive multilateral trade negotiations to achieve
expansion of world trade on an open, equitable, and nondiscriminatory basis.
These authorities encompass access to supplies as well as access to markets.
The Administration suggests an amendment to the purposes of the Act under
section 2 to provide explicit reference to supply access as an objective.

T he provisions of Title I can be divided into three basic categories: (1) au-
thorities to enter into trade agreements with foreign countries during the next
five years for the reduction or removal of tariffs and other barriers to trade, and.
procedures for implementing these agreements; (2) a negotiating mandate from
the Congress for the reform of international trading rules and practices, other
trade authorities to help deal effectively with more general trade-related eco-
nomie problems, and authorities to manage and administer the trade agreements
program more effectively and efficiently; and (3) procedures and mechanisms to
ensure Increased participation by and liaison with the Congress and the public
in the formulation and implementation of trade agreements.

A. BASIO NEOOTIATINO AUTHORITIES (SECTIONS 101-108)

,Chapter 1 of Title I contains the basic authorities necessary to conduct the
multilateral trade negotiations, namely, (1) concerning tariffs: Authority, sub-
ject to specific limits, to eliminate, reduce, Impose, or increase tariffs, or to con-
tinue existing rates of duty or duty-free treatment pursuant to trade agreements
entered into with foreign governments during the next five years; and (2) con-
eerning nontariff barriers: A mandate urging the negotiation of agreements
with foreign countries during the next five years to reduce or eliminate non-
tariff trade barriers, and a new optional method for implementing such agree-
ments through a Congressional veto procedure.

The Kennedy Round of trade negotiations resulted in overall reductions of
about S5 percent in tariffs on industrial goods by the United States and the other
major participants. These and previous reductions through trade negotiations,
reduced the significance of tariffs overall as barriers to trade. However, overall
tariff averages obscure the fact ,that duties continue to afford significant protec-
tion and are highly trade restrictive on many individual products and product
categories in the United States as well as in foreign countries. Of particular con-
corn for United States manufacturing export interests are the relatively high
tariffs of our major non-European trading partners, namely, Japan, Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand.

As tariffs have been reduced, other trade barriers and trade-distorting meas-
ures have become relatively more Important, partly as a result of regional trading
arrangements and Increasing concern with environmental considerations. An in-
ventory prepared in the GATT of identifiable nontariff barriers and other trade-
distorting measures in effect In member countries consists of more than 800
notifications, which have been organized into 27 different categories. Substantial
preparatory work for the multilateral trade negotiations has already been done'
and Is continuing in the GATT and OECD on a number of these nontariff barriers.
Unlike tariffs, these measures are highly diverse and heterogeneous in nature and
are usually Imbedded in domestic laws or administrative practices both here and
abroad.

Many nontariff barriers limit import competition directly and many are framed
or administered to give a significant competitive advantage to domestic producers.
Some measures restrict imports but were instituted for health, safety, or en-
vironmental reasons. Others, such as subsidies, are widely used to stimulate ex-
ports, or have been imposed to limit exports of particular products. Some non-
tariff barriers probably do not have a major trade impact. Some others restrict
trade more than tariffs or have reduced or nullified benefits from tariff reduc-
tions. In some cases nontariff barriers effectively shelter and insulate substantial.
areas of production and trade from intended effects of the adjustment process,
including price and exchange rate changes. Non-tariff barriers can also arise in,
the area of services, for example when freight rate disparities in shipping con-
ferences alversely affect our trade or when restrictions on direct investment or
on distribution facilities effectively limit sales of United States goods.
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The need for further reduction or removal of tariffs and nontariff barriers
Is particularly important with respect to the increased competitive disadvantage
for United States exports inherent in the expanded membership, the tree-trade-
area associations, and the special preferential trading arrangements of the
European Community. These types of arrangements Will probably extend to
nearly 80 countries and dependent territories In Europe, Africa, and the Mediter-
ranean and Caribbean areas by 1975. As a result, United States and other third
country exports face higher import barriers in these countries than the goods
of participating countries. Some of these arrangements with developing coun-
tries also involve the granting in return of "reverse" preferential treatment by
'those countries to the products of the European Community, resulting in dis-
crimination against the products of third countries.

The reduction of tariffs and nontariff barriers is the only long-term effective
means to reduce the discrimination faced by United States exporters as a result
of these arrangements. Further liberalization of foreign trade barriers would
also encourage American industry to remain in the United States rather than
to relocate abroad in order to compete in foreign markets. The need for multi-
lateral trade agreements to reduce trade restrictions and to institute more ade-
quate international trading principles is even greater today than just a few
months ago. The efficiencies of production and resource allocation and the greater
assurance of adequate supplies which result from exporting products on the basis
of comparative advantage are of increased importance today because of the rising
costs of importing energy and raw materials.

The multilateral trade negotiations under GATT auspices, launched in Tokyo
in September 1973, will be broader in scope than previous trade negotiations
which focused primarily ol tariffs. As indicated in the Tokyo Declaration, the
negotiations aim to deal with the whole complex of barriers affecting agricul-
tural and industrial products, including raw materials, and with, multilateral
safeguard mechanisms. The negotiitions will be conducted "on the basis of the
principles of mutual advantage, mutual commitment and overall reciprocity."

Major trade agreements authority under Title I of this Act is required to pro-
vide the credibility necessary for United States leadership in demonstrating that
International cooperation through multilateral negotiations can work effectively
to deal with new as well as with old problems. For these negotiations the Presi-
dent requires not only bargaining leverage but flexible tools which enable use
of the negotiating approaches and techniques most suitable to obtain maximum
possible foreign tariff reductions and equitable solutions to nontariff barriers.
One essential bargaining tool for gaining concessions from our trading partners
is a willingness on our part to negotiate reclnrocal concessions with respect to
our own trade barriers. The United States must be able to do its part in main-
taining access to our market and supplies, which is of equal concern to our
trading partners.
1. Tar ifs (sections 101 and 103)

Since 1934 the Congress has periodically delegated to the President authority
to reduce or increase United States tariffs within specified limits pursuant to
trade agreements with foreign countries. The last grant of such authority under
the Trade Expansion Act of 1902 expired on June 30, 1967. Since that time the
President has not had authority to implement trade agreements insofar as they
affect tariffs or other domestic laws.

Section 101 of U.R. 10710 continues the precedent by renewing the basic au-
thority of the President to enter into and implement trade agreements with
foreign countries for a period of five years. The grant of authority for this ex-
tended period of time is essential to ensure maximum participation and commit-
ment by other countries to reduce their trade barriers. It also enables the United
States to prepare for, fully participate In, and complete the multilateral trade
negotiations.

Section 101 of the Trade Reform Act authorizes the President to reduce tariffs
existing as of July 1, 1973 up to the following amounts in conjunction with trade
agreements:

July 1, 1978 rate of duty Peroentage reddotlois athorized

5 percent or under 100 percent
Over 5 percent, -not over 25 percent 60 percent
Over 25 percent 75 percent. but not to a rate of duty be-

low 10 percent
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The Administration proposes an amendment to section 601 to expressly include
within the definition of "modification" the conversion of specific rates of duty
into their ad valorem equivalents in order to apply the different levels of tariff
authority for the purpose of negotiating trade agreements under section 101.

Section 101 also authorizes increases in duties (or the imposition of duties
where none exist currently) up to a level of 50 percent above the rate existing
on July 1, 1934 (Column 2 rate) or to a rate which is 20 percent ad valorem
above the rate existing on July 1, 1973, whichever is higher.- For example, a duty
of 5 percent ad valorem with a corresponding Column 2 rate of 10 percent could
be increased up to 25 percent ad valorem under the Trade Reform Act, as com-
pared to 15 percent (i.e., 50 percent above the Column 2 rate) under the Trade
Expansion Act. Greater tariff increase authority than under the previous au-
thority is needed since Column 2 rates of duty are low or noti-existent in some
cases, particularly in the case of specific rates (duties assessed on a wilt of
quantity, e.g., cents per pound rather than on value). Specific rates were based
on 1930 prices and have declined in incidence as a result of price increases over
the years.

The authority to increase tariffs would not be used to raise tariffs across-the-
board. Any duty increase requires the agreement of our trading partners and the
acceptance of a greater inflationary impact on the domestic economy. This au-
thority is required, however, for use in special circumstances, for example, if
tariff relationships In a particular product sector warrant the harmonization of
duties among major countries involving tariff increases as well as decreases.

The upper limits on tariff increases would not apply where other types of trade
barriers are converted to fixed tariffs pursuant to trade agreements on non-
tariff barriers. In these cases no limit is necessary because the maximum per-
mitted is the level which converts nontariff trade measures to rates of duty
affording substantially equivalent levels of protection. Section 101 authority

-Cannot be used to convert nontariff 'barriers to tariffs under the veto procedure of
section 102. This can be accomplished solely under section 102(g).

Where an increase, decrease, continuation, or imposition of a rate of duty
requires the subdivision of an existing classification, such subdivision is author-
ized under section 101. The same authority was available under the Trade Expan-
sion Act.

The Trade Expansion Act of '1962 authorized tariff reductions of up to 50
percent below then existing duty levels, with several very significant exceptions.
The limitation did not apply to rates of duty of 5 percent or below, to trade
agreements with the European Community on agricultural products, or to cetrain
tropical agricultural and forestry products. Duties could be eliminated in these
cases. In addition, the Act authorized the elimination of duties on products for
which the United States and the European Community, of which the United
Kingdom was then expected to be a member, accounted for at least 80 percent of
world trade.

Consequently, the tariff-cutting authority provided under section 101 is not
overly extensive in comparison with the substantial authorities granted under
the Trade Expansion Act, particularly given the fact that overall tariff levels
were about 50 percent higher wltor to the Kennedy Round of trade negotiations
than they are today. Present United States tariff levels on dutiable industrial
goods average only about 8 percent.' Furthermore, substantial bargaining lever-
age is necessary for the United States to obtain meaningful reductions in the
discriminatory aspects of preferential trading arrangements and in the com-
petitive disadvantage to United States exports resulting from tariff elimination
within the expanded membership and association agreements of the European
Community.

The tariff authority in H.R. 10710 provides the flexibility necessary to permit
the use of various types of negotiating techniques such as those discussed in the
pre-negotiating preparations of the GAT'T and the OECD. These methods include
tariff reductions by a fixed percentage across-the-board, various forms of tariff
harmonization among countries overall or on particular products, item-by-item
negotiations, a sector approach encompassing all trade restrictions applied to a
particular product category. or a combination of these techniques,

Section 101 could be used to reduce tariffs where United States import barriers
are impeding inflows of essential materials in short supply. The concession by

i Comparable averages for our major trading partners as a result o reduetlons in the
Kennedy Round are about 8 percent for the European Community, 11 percent for Japan,
And 14 percent for Canada, -
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foreign countries in return could be in the form, for example, of a commitment
to maintain supplies or not to impede their exportation.

The exercise of the tariff authority is subject to a number of limitations and
procedural requirements, First, while higher-level tariffs can be reduced by larger
percentages than lower-tariff tariffs, duties above 25 percent cannot be reduced
below a level of 10 percent ad valorem. This floor guarantees affected domestic
industries a minimum level of tariff protection roughly comparable to present
average duty levels on all Industrial products.

In addition, the. staging provisions of section 103 require the phasing In- of
total tariff reductions by no more than 3 percent ad valorem per year or by fif.
teen equal annual Installments, whichever is greater. For example, total
reductions in tariff levels up to 25 percent ad valorem (maximum reductions of
15 percentage points) could be completed within five years. Minimal reductions
of 10 percent or less of an existing duty (e.g., a reduction from 50 percent to 45
percent ad valorem) are exempt from the staging requirements, The purpose of
small percentage point annual tariff reductions under the staging provisions Is to
provide a reasonable period for adjustment by domestic producers and workers
to Increases in import competition.

Products subject to import relief or national security actions would be ex-
empted from tariff reductions, as required under section 128. In addition, negotia-
tions will be preceded by a number of procedural requirements. Tariff Commis-
sion advice, public hearings, liaison and consultations with the private sector
(required under sections 181-135), and the participation of Congressional ad-
visers in the negotiations (provided under section 161) assure that the broadest
possible range of domestic and International interests will be taken fully into
account in the exercise of the negotiating authority.

Sufficient guidance ir defining and reviewing United States economic Interests
should be provided under these procedures to enable the use of the authority
under section 101 to lower United States tariff barriers. The benefits from re-
ducing our tariffs are not only the expanded trade opportunities abroad granted
in return, but also the greater supply and choice of products, employment oppor-
tunites, and more efficient production generated at home through increased trade.
2. Trade barriers other than tariffs (section 102)

Section 102 of H.R. 10710 provides for the first time an explicit Congressional
mandate for the President to negotiate and enter Into agreements with foreign
countries for the reduction or removal of nontariff barriers and other trade-
distorting measures.

The provisions of this section fulfill a two-fold objective. First, a specific
mandate from the Congress to seek agreements which involve the overall re-
duction or removal of nontariff barriers provides greater assurance to foreign
countries that the United States Is serious in its intention to seek solutions to,
nontariff barriers as a major aim of the multilateral trade negotiations. Second,
a new Congressional veto mechanism (particularly applicable to cases in which
nontariff barrier agreements will require modification or extension of domestic
statutes and regulations) provides a solution to the complaint of our trading
partners that United States negotiators lack credibility because of the Con-
stitutional division of authority between the Elxecutive's role as negotiator
and Congress' authority over foreign commerce. It enables prompt yes or no
answers to the implementation of proposed trade agreements.

Section 102(a) contains a statement by the Congress that nontariff barriers
and other trade-distorting measures are reducing the growth of foreign markets
for United States exports, diminishing the intended mutual benefits of trade
concessions, and preventing the development of open, nondiscriminatory inter-
national trade. The statement also urges the President to take all appropriate
and feasible steps within his power to reduce or eliminate such barriers, in-
cluding the full exercise of United States rights under international agree-
ments. The President Is also urged to use the authority granted him under sec-
tion 102(b) to enter into trade agreements with foreign -countries during the
next five years to reduce or remove existing nontariff barriers and other trade-
distorting measurse.

Various types of nontariff, barriers and other trade-distorting devices which
could be covered by agreements under section 102 are contained in the GATT
inventory of nontariff barriers and are illustrated in the background briefing
materials on. the Trade Reform Act published by the House Committee on
Ways and Means. The inventory and the illustrative list, which was referred
to frequently by the Committee during Its consideration of the Act, included
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citations of various export-restraint measures, as well as export-stimulating
measures such as subsidies, among other type of nontariff barriers. The Ad.
ministration proposes an amendment to section 102(a) to make it explicit that
the denial or limitation of access to supplies constitutes a nontariff barrier
within the scope of the negotiating authority under section 102. This wil
provide a clear Congressional endorsement of the negotiation of nontariff bar-
rier agreements on supply access.

Section 102(b) refers to "existing barriers to (or other distortions of) inter-
national trade". With respect to tariffs, a country is free to raise or impose
duties to any level at any time unless the rate of duty or the duty-free treat-
ment is "bound." The absence of a "binding" acts as a barrier to trade and is
.a valid subject for a trade agreement. The absence of any obligation by a coun-
try to refrain from imposing nontariff barriers or other trade-distorting de-
vices in the future can similarly constitute a barrier to trade. Consequently,
the Administration proposes an amendment to section 102(b) (1) to make it
explicit that section 102 includes authority to enter into agreements which
involve an obligation to refrain from imposing nontarIff barriers or other trade-
distorting measures where none nresentlv exist.

In order to induce countries to enter into nontariff barrier agreements, it may
be necessary to apply the benefits of a nontariff barrier agreement only to
signatories. There is little incentive for other countries to become signatories
if they can receive all the benefits without incurring any of the obligations,
merely by failing to adhere to the obligations themselves. Some nontariff barrier
agreements by their very nature would not be capable of being applied to all
countries. Consequently, the Administration proposes an amendment to section
02(i) to clarify that benefits under nontariff barrier agreements may be applied,

solely to signatory countries, if desired.
An agreement under section 102 could involve the direct reduction or elimi-

nation of the nontariff barrier itself. Alternatively, an agreement could involve
the conversion of a United States nontariff barrier to a rate of duty affording a
substantially equivalent level of protection. Such an agreement could also in-
clude the reduction of elimination under section 102 of that portion of the
resulting tariff which represents the conversion of the nontariff barrier. The
limitations of section 101 would not apply to the tariff resulting from conver-
sion, thereby making the treatment comparable to the reduction or removal
of nontarff barriers without conversion.

An agreement under section 102 cannot provide, however, for the reduction
or removal of the rate of duty existing prior to conversion. Section 101 may be
used for this purpose, subject to the limitations under that section and to
staging. In addition, Congress must be specifically advised of any intention to
reduce these duties at the time the nontariff barrier agreement is submitted
under the veto procedure.

Given the great variety and complexity of nontariff barriers and other trade-
-distorting measures, their embodiment in domestic legislation in all countries
and their varying Impact on trade, there is no single negotiating approach to
their solution, Nor is it possible to predict in advance the various types of
nontariff barrier agreements vihich may be entered into or the domestic
* statutes and regulations which they may affect. Consequently, the Trade Reform
Act cannot provide a single appropriate method in advance for implementing
such agreements.

Section 102 does stipulate, however, certain procedural requirements which
must be followed in the implementation of nontariff barrier agreements entered
into under the Act and provides a Congressional veto mechanism as an alternative
to existing methods for' implementation. The President is to consult with the
House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance as a
lirst step in connection with the negotiation of any nontariff barrier agreement
under section,102. It is the Administration's understanding that the main purpose
of the consultations is to determine the ways in which such an agreement would
affect domestic statutes or regulations and consequently, whether further Con-
gressional action is required or, appropriate before the agreement can have domed-
tic effect.It is the intention only to affect those portions of the law through nontariff bar-
rier agreements which have an impact on trade. It is also Intended to keep to a

-minimuml the changes in existing law that would be necessary under the veto
procedure. If the President implements a trade agreement where his Constitu-
tional authority or authority delegated by the Congress was an Insufficient basis
for such action, there are two remedies which are traditional in our system of
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government. Either of the other two branches of the Federal Government can
overturn his action-the judiciary by declaring the action null and void, and the
Congress by enacting subsequent legislation. This latter course is open to the Con-
gress whether or not the President's action exceeds his powers.

The Act preserves the traditional methods available for implementing non-
tariff barrier agreements: (1) Submission of the agreement to the Senate as a
treaty ;. (2) negotiation of an agreement on an ad referendum basis and its sub.
mission to the Congress for approval through implementing legislation; and (8)
the Constitutional or existing statutory authority of the President to negotiate
and implement agreements in the limited number of cases which do not require
additional legislation. The prior consultations with the Congress could indicate
that one of these existing methods is sufficient or preferable to the use of the
Congressional veto procedure.

The new optional Congressional veto procedure is particularly designed for
and applicable to implementing nontariff barrier agreements which prior con-
sultations with the appropriate Congressional committees determine will affect
domestic statutes or regulations. It may also be used when further Congressional
action is appropriate even though not required.

The nontariff barriers and other trade-distorting measures listed in the GATT
Inventory could be the subject of agreements implemented under the Congres-
sional veto procedure. The veto procedure could be used to implement agree-
ments with respect to both practices which currently burden or restrict trade and
the obligation not to Impose barriers or other trade-distorting devices in the
future.

It is expected that agreements relating to the American Selling Price and the
Final List methods of customs valuation, for example, would be subject to the
Congressional veto procedure. This procedure could also be used to implement
an agreement involving elimination of the wine gallon/proof gallon basis of
assessing duties and taxes and agreements on subsidies and countervailing duties,
for example. As noted in the Committee on Ways and Means report assurances
have been given by the Administration that adoption of a new overall system of
customs valuation or of the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature would be the subject
of affirmative Congressional approval through the legislative process.

The Congressional veto mecl'anism consists of three steps which must be
followed within the time limits specified for any agreement submitted under the
procedure to be implemented, and for any necessary or appropriate proclamations
or orders to take effect.

1. The President must give both Houses of Congress at least 90 days advance
notice of his intention to enter into a nontariff barrier agreement, and must
publish the notice in the Federal Register. The purpose of the advance notice is
to ensure consultation between the Executive branch and appropriate Congres-
sional committees on the subject matter of the agreement. It also affords the
Congress an opportunity to hold hearings and to Influence the content and form
of the agreement before It is concluded, if it wishes.

2. After entering into the agreement, the President must submit a copy of the
agreement and of any proclamations and orders to both Houses of Congress. He
must also submit an explanation of how the proclamations and orders affect
existing law, and a statement of why the agreement serves United States ,in-
terests and why each proclamation and order is necessary or appropriate to
implement the agreement.

If the agreement Involves conversion of a nontariff barrier to a fixed tariff, a
copy of the Tariff Commission advice as to converted rates of duty which afford
substantially equivalent levels of protection must also be submitted on or before
submission of the nontariff barrier agreement. In addition, if reduction in the
Column 1 rate of duty existing on the articles prior to the conversion are pro-
posed, have been agreed to, or have taken place under section 101, a statement of
these section 101 reductions must also be submitted on or before submission of
the nontariff barrier agreement. The duty reductions under section 101 may take
place earlier, simultaneously with, or later than submission of the agreement
under section 102. As a result of these procedures, the Congress will have full
and complete information on all proposed tariff modifications on the article before
it considers a nontariff barrier agreement. These provisions also ensure that
further tariff changes on the article cannot take place subsequent to Congres.
sonal consideration of a nontariff barrier agreement under the veto procedure
without its advance knowledge.

3. The nontariff barrier agreement and the proclamations and orders enter
Into force only if within 0 days after their submission neither House of
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Congress disapproves the agreement by a majority of those present and voting,
If either House disapproves the agreement, it may be resubmitted to the Con-
gress with new proclamations or orders without the first requirement of a
90-day minimum advance consultation period.

Sections 1fl1 and 152 outline the detailed Congressional disapproval pro-
eedures. These sections are similar to provisions in the Reorganization Act
of 1940. Sections 151 and 152 would be enacted by the Congress as part of
the rules of the House of Representatives and the Senate with respect to
resolutions of disapproval. One of the requirements under section 151 is the
referral of disapproval resolutions relating to nontariff barrier agreements
under section 102 to the committee or committees in the House and Senate

i having jurisdiction over the subject matters covered by the proclamations and'
orders submitted with the agreement.

The veto procedure meets two objectives. First, it provides a mechanism
whereby the Congress can play a continuing and important role in shaping
the agreement through close consultation with the Executive branch before
the agreement is concluded and through subsequent oversight and review. Sec-
ond, it increases the ability of the President to negotiate agreements in the
nontariff barrier field by expediting and clarifying the procedures for implemen-
tation. Foreign governments have expressed little interest in negotiating future
agreements unless there is a reasonable degree-of assurance that such agree-
ments once negotiated will in fact be implemented by the United States and
that uncertainties inherent in the present implementation process can be reduced.

Section 102(c) stipulates that a principal United States negotiating objective
with respect to trade agreements on non-tariff barriers is to attain competitive
opportunities for our exports in developed country markets equivalent to those
accorded imports of like or similar products in our market for agricultural prod-
ucts and for product sectors of manufacturing, taking into account all trade
barriers (including tariffs) affecting that sector. Negotiations on nontariff bar-
riers under section 102 are to be conducted on a product sector basis to the
extent feasible and to the maximum extent appropriate to achieve this objective
and the broader objectives under section 2 of the Act.

While agrictilture would be one sector, it is intended that equivalent market
access also be sought for major agricultural products. Industrial products sec-
tors would be as broad in scope as appropriate to accomplish the negotiating
objectives. They would be defined by the Special Representative for Trade
Negotiations with the Secretaries of Commerce or Agriculture, and in consulta-
tion with the Advisory Committee for Trade Negotiations established under sec-
tion 135 and interested private organizations. The President must include a sec-
tor-by-sector analysis of the extent to which equivalent competitive opportuni.
ties have been achieved, in his statement accompanying the transmittal of each
trade agreement to the Congress after it comes into force (a transmittal required
by section 162(a)).

Limiting the negotiations too closely to a sector basis could cause damage to
the overall goals of the Trade Reform Act (section 2) and of the trade negotia-
tion, We assume that section 102(c) of the House bill is not intended to have
this result, but we would like to state some possible difficulties we foresee by way
of explaining the concern that exists concerning section 102 (c)

Nontariff barriers differ greatly both in form and in their impact on trade
from sector to sector. Furthermore, many nontariff barries apply to a number of
different products or to many or all product sectors. Consequently, the possibility
of arriving at mutually beneficial sector agreements will be the exception rather<
than the rule. Tradeoffs of concessions between product sectors, including between

- agriculture and industry, are necessary to maximize negotiating results for all
sectors.

Continuing work in the GATT and the OECD on possible solutions to non-
tariffs barriers has demonstrated that agreements on the practices themselves.
such as International codes or guidelines, are more likely to be the appropriate
approach and more acceptable to governments than separate sector agreements
When a nontaiff barrier applies to more than one sector. Across-the-board solu.
tions would "usually be considered self-balancing. Since, without international
agreement there are few limitations on current and future use of nontariff bar-
riers to trade an overall solution has an unlimited an nonquantifiable trade value
to all parties bound by that solution.

An approach tilted too strongly toward sector negotiations could result in
least common denominator results in the negotiations. To conduct negotiations
on all products on a sector basis, as opposed to sector negotiations, as a com.
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plementary approach in certain areas, risks each participant selecting only

those areas of export interest to them for concessions, while maintaining existing

barriers in more import snesitive sectors. Increasing pressure on balanceof-

trade positions as a result of the energy crisis and raw material supply shortages

enhances this risk.
United States negotiators should not be expected to expend negotiating lever-

age or to make trade concessions to obtain equivalent market access abroad in

product sectors for which the United States does not have an actual or potential

export interest in the short or long term. Otherwise, there is the likelihood of not

obtaining foreign concessions in other product areas which are of greater value

,to United States trading interests.
Flexibility in the choice of techniques for conducting the negotiations in both

tariff and nontariff barriers Is essential, therefore, for maximum achievement of

the negotiating objectives and to provide the bargaining leverage necessary to

obtain foreign concessions in areas of significant United States export potential.

A sector approach may well be most appropriate at least as a complementary

technique in certain product areas, particularly those in which major trading

countries have similar trade liberalization objectives. The specific product areas

In which this approach is most appropriate could be determined through the

advisory committee mechanism established under section 185.

There is some ambiguity in the provisions of section 102 (c) as presently drafted

which we would hope to see changed in the Senate. Our understanding of an

appropriate Interpretation of this language as It now stands, however, Is as

follows:
1. A principal goal, but not the only principal goal of the Trade Reform Act and

the trade negotiations is the ",sector-equivalence" requirement defined in section

102(c) (1). The goals of section 2 of the bill are also principal goals, however.

'Equivalence" is to be measured by looking at all the products in a sector to-

gether, and judging the overall competitive opportunities within that sector,

not on a product-by-product basis. Equivalent competitive opportunities, however,

do not necessarily signify equal or identical treatment In all countries on all

products within a sector. Different levels and types of barriers may be equal

in their trade restrictiveness or the same levels or types of barriers may afford

different degrees of protection.
2. Broad discretion to define sectors Is granted to the Special Representative

for Trade Negotiations and the Secretaries of Commerce or Agriculture as ap-

propriate, following consultation with public advisory committees.
8. The sector-equivalence objective of section 102(c) (1) along with the ob-

jectives expressed in section 2 of the Act, are to guide the negotiators in selecting

negotiating techniques, but the provisions of section 102(c) are not intended to

limit the negotiators to product sector negotiations if sector negotiations are not

well-suited to achievement of the objectives.
4. The requirement of section 102(c) that nontariff barrier negotiations be

conducted on a sector basis "To the maximum extent appropriate . . ." and

"'to the extent feasible.. ." is not intended to prevent opening the negotiations

on an across-the-board basis. Negotiating techniques could include linear tariff

negotiations and generic nontariff barrier negotiations on barriers that apply to

many sectors, such as government procurement, standards, subsidies.
5. We understand that the determinations of appropriateness and feasibility

are to be made by the United States negotiators. This interpretation is necessary

to avoid the danger of negotiating arguments being advanced by foreign govern.

ments on the basis of their interpretations of United States laws.

0. Section 102(c) is not a "sector-reciprocity" measure which would require

equal reductions of barriers within a sector, but Is a "sector.equivalence" meas-

ure looking to the status of market opportunities that would prevail at the

end of the implementation of the whole negotiation. Specifically, as was explicitly

recognized in the House Committee oh Ways and Means report, "negotiations

may 'take place across sectoral lines with tradeoffs of concessions between sec-

tors, Including between agriculture and industry.

7, It Is recognized that there will be cases where achievement of "equivalence"

within a sector would "cost too much" in terms of concessions which the -Uited

States would have to grant, in relation to other better export opportunities which

the United States could obtain with that portion Of its "bargaining power." in

such cases United States negotiators would make their decision on the basis of

the broader purposes of the Act.
The Administration, which will be charged with the responsibility for negotiat-

ing under the authorities of the Trade Reform Act, would like the opportunity to
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make some suggestions regarding section 102(c), so as to avoid conflict between
achieving 'the goal under section 102(c) and maximizing the achievement.of the
goals in section 2 and to prevent It being a negotiating tool in the bands of foreign
government negotiators against the United States. For example, dropping para-
graph 2 of section 102(c) is a change that would help avoid some of the problems
of this section. We are prepared to discuss. this and other proposals with the

B. OTHER AUTHORITIES TO MANAGE TRADE AGREEMENTS POLICY
(SECTIONS 121-128)

Chapter 2 of Title I contains various provisions related to the management
of trade agreements policy. Some relate to modifications Of trade barriers under
certain circumstances and subject to specific limitations. Other provisions relate
to reform of existing international trading rules and practices. Some are new
provisions to provide more explicit and flexible authority to deal with economic
problems which are broader in scope than strictly trade matters. Others are
implicit in existing law but should be clarified and made more explicit. Finally,
some of these authorities enable more effie4ent and effective "'housekeeping" in
the day-to-day operation of the trade agreements program.
1. Revision of the GATT (8cotion 121)

Section 121 recognizes the need for reform of some existing international
trading principles and practices and for ,the addition of new rules In some areas
where they are presently inadequate in order to bring the world trading system
and institutions up to date and into conformity with present-day circumstances.
The section directs the President to seek certain revisions of the GATT to
strengthen it as the basis for the international trading system. In particular, the
President is directed to take action as soon as practicable to obtain:

1. Revision of the GATT decision-making machinery to more nearly
reflect the balance of economic interests;

2, Revision of GATT Article XIX into a truly international safeguard
mechanism;

3. Extension of the coverage of the GATT Articles to trade practices
which presently are covered inadequately or not covered at all;

4. Development of international fair labor standards and procedures to
enforce them in the GATT;

5. Revision of the GATT Articles on the treatment of border adjustments
of internal taxes to ensure their trade neutrality; and

6. Specific recognition in the GATT Articles of import surcharges fis the
preferred means to handle balance-of-payments deficits when import re-
straint measures are required.

As indicated in the Committee on Ways and Means report on H.R. 10710,
some of these proposed changes may take time to attain and others may prove
extremely difficult to negotiate. Some, in fact, may be Impossible to negotiate
without a bargaining cost to the United States which would be exorbitant.

Section 122(a), as presently stated, is directed in most cases toward revision
of individual Articles of the GATT. In many cases, methods other than formal
amendments to the GATT Articles, such as supplementary agreements, protocols,
or cords, either in conjunction with or separate from the GATT, may be a more

practical and acceptable means of change internationally and would accomplish
the same objectives. Amending the GATT is often difficult and requires con-
currence by many nations which do not have an interest in the particular
measure.

If an international agreement must take a particular form, for example the
revision of a GATT Article Itself, foreign countries may use this as a pretext
to refrain from entering into agreements which are in the best interests of the
United States but which may not fulfill the Congressional directive in every
particular. A detailed directive can also pose difficulties if an international
agreement could be reached but it is not in a form that is consistent with the
best interests of the United States.

Consequently, the Administration proposes an amendment of section 121 (a),
which provides a negotiating mandate from the Congress with respect to reform
of the international trading system Which Allows greater flexibility in the
means for achieving the stated goals. The amendment lieludes each of the six
objectives contained in the current version of section 121(a). The Administra-
tion also suggests an amendment to add a seventh objective which focuses
attention on the need for more adequate international rules and procedures to
deal with problems of supply access and supply shortages.

80-229-74---pt. 1-19
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Section 121 also authorizes an annual appropriation of funds to cover the
United States share of the expenses of the GATT organization. The United
States adhered to the GATT in 1947 by executive agreement under the authority
of the Tariff Act of 1930, Section 850, as amended. The United States' contri-
bution to the GATTr budget has been funded under a residual-category appro-
priation to the Department of State for international activities for which no
provision has been made for United States participation by treaty, convention,
or special Act of Congress.

Section 121(b) would place United States participation in the GATT on a
normal basis and would enable the Department of State to request funds from
the Congress for this purpose under its appropriation for contributions to inter.
national organizations. The United States assessed contribution for GATT4 ex.
penses was only 15.45 percent or $1.1 million In 1973 as compared to 25 percent
or $7.5 million for the QEOD, for example. The contribution Is relatively small In
view of the importance of the functions and work under the GATT organization.
2. Balance-o-pavments (8ection 122)

Section 122 provides more explicit authority and criteria than stated under
present law to apply trade measures temporarily as one means to help deal with
serious and fundamental international balance-of-payments problems.

A major United States objective in the current negotiations for international
monetAry reform is to achieve a more effective adjustment process. This process
should avoid the emergence of large and persistent payments Imbalances expe-
rienced in the past and reduce the likelihood that trade measures would be used
for balance-of-payments purposes. Should the need arise, however, the United
States should have the tools available, Including temporary use of trade measures
if necessary, to achieve and maintain international payments equilibrium. More
explicit authority to take action in the trade field for this purpose may in itself
encourage the development of a more effective international adjustment
mechanism.

Use of the Trade Expansion Act and prior trade agreements legislation for the
Imposition of a surcharge is limited to a maximum of the Column 2 rate of duty
for eavh commodity, thereby effectively precluding uniform application. There is
no satisfactory authority to reduce trade restrictions in a balance-of-payments
surplus situation. It would also be difficult under present law for the United
States to participate effectively in an international cooperative effort to facilitate
world payments equilibrium through the use of import restraints.

In August, 1971 the President utilized the authority under the Trade Expan-
sion Act to terminate partially prior trade agreement proclamations as the basis
for imposing an import surcharge. No specific standards exist under that author-
ity to govern the action taken. There was no fixed statutory ceiling on the amount
of the import surcharge which could have been Imposed uniformly on all com-
modities or a limit on the time it could have remained In effect.

Section 122 of the Trade Reform Act remedies these types of defeats and speci-
fies strict standards and limits on the President's discretion In exercising the
authority. It authorizes the President to impose a temporary import surcharge
of no more than 15 percent ad valorem or temporary import quotas to deal with
the following specific balance-of-payments deficit situations:

1. 1. A "large and serious" United States balance-of-payments deficit,
which is substantial over a period of time and likely to continue In the ab-
sence of correction action;

2. To prevent an "imminent and significant" depreciation of the dollar in
foreign exchange markets, but not to alter long-term trends in foreigo3 ex-"
change rate; or

3. To cooperate with other countries in correcting an international balance-
of-payments disequilibrium, when allowed or recommended by the Interna-
tIQnal Monetary Fund (IMF).

Any action is limited to a period of 150 days unless extended by Act of
Congress.

The section reflects the conviction that price-based measures such as import
surcharges are clearly preferable to quantitative limitations for balance-qf-
payments purposes. It permits the use of quotas only if they are a legitimate
measure to deal with balance-of-payments problems under the international
trade or monetary agreements to which the United States Is a party. This does
not, under the current GATT provisions, require GATT approval prior to the
use of quotas for balance-of-payments purposes.
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Quotas may be imposed only to the extent that the fundamental imbalance
cannot be dealt with effectively by an import surcharge. Quotas cannot roll
back imports to leves below those in the most recent representative period, as
determined by the President. Since the quotas are for balance-of-payments pur-
poses rather than for altering trends in import growth, any increase in the
domestic consumption of the article since the end of the representative period
must also be taken into account in setting the quota level.

While explicit GATT rules envisage only the u.se of quotas for balance-of-
payments purposes, surcharges have been preferred in practice and have
gained de facto acceptance through their use by a number of countries. Section
122 expresses the sense of Congress that the President should seek modifications
in international agreements to allow and govern the use of surcharges in lieu
of quotas as a balance-of-payments adjustment measure.

Quotas must be applied on a most-favored-nation basis and aim at a distri-
bution of trade approaching that which foreign countries might expect In the
absence of quotas. Import surcharges, however, may be applied on a selective
basis against only one or more countries having large or persistent balance-of-
payments surpluses, provided the President determines that the purposes of
section 121 would be best served by such action. The aim is to create incentives
and pressures on surplus countries which have disproportionate reserve gains and
persistently refuse to take effective adjustment action. However, the President
must Impose surcharges in conformity with new international rules for the re-
form of balance-of-payments adjutstment procedures when and if they take effect.

It is important that the Administraton not be effectively proscribed from using
the balance-of-payments authority itself because the impact on a country or group
of countries would be unacceptably harsh. There should be authority to exempt a
country or group of countries whose trade with the United States may represent
a sizeable proportion of their international trade. It has also been widely recog-
nized that it may be desirable to exempt developing countries from such
measures. The Committee of Twenty of the IMF reportedly has agreed that
developing countries would be exempt wherever possible from trade and capital
controls imposed by other countries. Recently-terminated United States capital
controls programs had provided, where possible, special dispensation for the
developing countries.

The Administration therefore believes that the President should have discre-
tion to exempt a country or group of countries from a surcharge if he deter-
mines that such exemption is necessary to avert a serious adverse economic
Impact on such country or group of countries. The Administration proposes
the amendment of section 122(c) (2) to permit application of import surcharges
on a non-MFN basis in order to exempt certain countries, pending the entry
into force of new international rules regarding the application of surcharges.

Import-restricting actions for balance-of-payments purposes must apply uni-
formly to a broad range of imports. Exceptions may be made to meet the needs
of the United States economy, for example, to ensure availability of domestic
supplies at reasonable prices, the importation of necessary raw materials, and
to avoid serious dislocations in the supply of imported goods. Consequently,
the exceptions to the application of Import surcharges and quotas explicitly
include items in domestic short supply and items on which the United States
depends for its supply on foreign countries.

Exceptions may also be made when application would be unnecessary or
ineffective (such as on goods in transit), or for imports under binding con-
tracts which would only result in higher domestic prices. The imposition of or
exception to import restricting actions cannot, however, be -for the purpose
of protecting domestic industries from import competition.

Section 122 also authorizes the President to reduce tariffs temporarily by
not more than 5 percent ad valorem and/or to reduce or suspend import quotas
temporarily to deal with the following specific balance-of-payments surplus
situations:

1. A "large and persistent" United States balance-of-payments surplus,'
which is substantial over a period of time and is likely to continue In the
absence of corrective measures: or

2. To prevent a "significant" appreciation of the dollar in foreign
exchange markets.

Any import-liberalizing action for balance-of-payments purposes is limited
to a maximum period of 150 days unless extended by Act of Congress. The
reduction or suspension of tariffs or quotas cannot apply to imports of articles
on which the President determines such action would cause or contribute to
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material injury to firms and workers in the domestic industry or would impair
the national security. Articles subject to import relief or national security
actions are also excluded, as required under section 128.
8. Inflation restraint (section 123)

Section 123 recognizes that the reduction or suspension of trade restrictions
can provide an effective and flexible tool to help assure the availability of
sufficient supplies to meet domestic demand at reasonable prices. At the present
time, the President does not have the authority to suspend import barriers as a
means to help curb inflationary pressures, although he does have authority
in certain circumstances to suspend certain quotas.

Section 123 provides the President authority to proclaim fdr a period of 150
days a temporary reduction or suspension of duties and a temporary increase
in the level of Imports under quota on any article or groups of articles in inade-
quate supply to meet domestic demand at reasonable prices during a period of
sustained or rapid price increases. The exercise of this authority is carefully
circumscribed by a number of specific limitations:

1. Any action is limited to a maximum duration of 150 days unless extended
by Act of Congress.

2. Actions at any one time cannot apply to more than 30 percent of the
estimated value of total United States Imports.

3. Articles will be excluded from such action if, in the President's judg-
ment, it would cause or contribute to material injury to the firms or workers
in the domestic Industry, impair the national security, or be otherwise con-
trary to the national interest. Articles subject to actions under section 22
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act must be exempted. Actions also cannot
apply to articles which are subject to import relief or national security
actions, as required under section 128.

4. An article cannot be subject to more than one such action within one
year.

5. The President must promptly notify both Houses of Congress of his
action and the reasons for it.

These limitations on Presidential discretion are designed to provide effective
safeguards against abuse of the authority and to ensure that It is not used to
the detriment of individual segments of the economy.

Section 123 Is the principal authority in the Trade Reform Act specifically
addressed to problems of short supply In the United States. It covers suspen-
sions of duties and other import barriers on articles for which there are short-
ages manifested by price increases. Even if price controls prevent price increases
from occurring, the statutory criteria for use of the authority could still be met
if there is inadequate supply at the controlled reasonable price level.

The Administration proposes two amendments of section 123 to make the
authority more fully responsive to short supply situations in the United States
and to change the focus of the section from general inflation to short supply.
The Administration is also interested in discussing other proposals for Improve-
ment in this area.

A short supply situation may occur where antidumping or countervailing
duties are applied. The first amendment provides authority In these cases to
reduce temporarily or suspend these additional duties as well as the normal
rate of duty. More time is necessary to evaluate the effect of the suspension of
duties or the increase of imports under a quota before action by the Congress
to preserve the duty suspension or quota liberalization. The second amendment
provides for maximum period of one year for maintaining an action prior to
obtaining legislation, rather than 150 days, in order to provide much better
information on which to evaluate experience under the action,
4. "Compensation" Agreements (section 124)

Under GATT Article XIX a country which increases duties which have been
bound in the GATT against increase or which imposes other import restric-
tions as an import relief measure is required to consult with foreign countries
having an export interest in the articles involved. They may request the country
taking the action to offer new con essions on other articles as "compensation" to
replace and offset those withdrawn by an equivalent amount In order to restore
the general level of concessions. If "compensation" is not forthcoming or If It Is
judged Inadequate and a negotiated settlement is not reached, the countries
adversely affected have the right to restore the balance of concessions through
retaliatory action by increasing or imposing new barriers of an equivalent
amount on the country's exports.

9
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Section 124 provides the President permanent authority to offer "compensa-
tion", as needed to offset increases in United States tariffs or other import
restrictions imposed as import relief measures under section 203 and to avoid
offsetting actions gy foreign countries, which could be far less advantageous to
the United States. Section 126, on the other hand, provides the United States
permanent authority for "self-compensation" when foreign countries do not pro-
vide adequate "compensation" to the United States when they withdraw conces-
sions.

Authority in the past to reduce duties for "compensation" purposes has been
included in the general negotiating authority. The President has lacked such
authority since the expiration of section 201 of the Trade Expansion Act on
June 30, 1967, The authority to grant "compensation" should be unlimited in its
time frame. It should be coextensive with the permanent authority to impose
import relief measures under sections 201-203 which give rise to international
obligations to pay "compensation."

Under section 124 the President has discretionary authority to enter into
trade agreements providing for reductions in duties or for the continuation of
existing duties or duty-free treatment to the extent he determines necessary or
appropriate as "compensation" to maintain the general level of concessions. The
President would provide foreign countries having an export interest in the prod-
uct affected by the import relief action an opoprtunity to consult with respect to
concessions which might be granted as "compensation," to the extent required
by international obligations.

Exercise of the authority is subject to several limitations:
1. Duty reductions are limited to no more than 30 percent below the exist-

ing rate of duty.
2. The pre-negotiation procedures under sections 131-134 apply,
3. Articles subject to import relief or national security actions are

exempted (as required under section 128) from use as items on which "com-
pensation" would be granted.

4. The authority applies only to import relief actions taken under section
203.

5. The authority can only be used following the expiration of the five-
year basic tariff authority under section 101, which may be used during that
period for "compensation" purposes.

5. Supplemental tariff agreements sectionn 125)
The purpose of section 125 is to provide the President temporary authority to

enter into and inplene-r trade agreements of limited scope with foreign coun-
tries following expiration of the basic tariff authority under section 101. The
authority would authorize small agreements; for example to remove tariff
dicrepancies or anomalies in two-way trade of an article which often become
apparent only after the results of a major trade negotiation come into operation.
There may also be opportunities following the major negotiations for the reduc-
tion of a limited number of tariff rates in return for foreign concessions advan-
tageous to United States exports.

Use of the authority is subject to several strict limitations:
1. It is operative only during the two-year period immediately following

the expiration of the tariff authority under section 101.
2. Tariff reductions are limited to a maximum of 20 percent below the

existing rate of duty, and the increase or decrease in any duty cannot be
more than to a rate authorized through maximum use of the authority under
section 101. For example, a duty of 20 percent ad valorem, which has been
reduced to 10 percent in the major trade negotiations, could not be reduced
below 8 percent under section 125.

3. Duty reductions or the continuation of duty-free treatment under sup-
plemental agreements entered into in any one-year period cannot apply to
more than two percent of the total value of United States imports during
the most recent 12-month period for which statistics are available.

4. Use of the authority Is subject to the pre-negotiation procedures of
sections 131-134.

5. Articles subject to Import relief or national security actions are auto.
matically exempt, as required under section 128.

As under section 101, the conditions for exercising the authority permit the
reduction of import barriers which unduly burden and restrict trade, such as
imports of articles in short supply,
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• 6. Withdrawal or su*pension of trade agreement conceafons; termination of
agreements (section 126)

Section 126 is designed basically as a "housekeeping" provision to grant the
President explicit authority to exercise United States rights and obligations
under trade agreements and to enable management of the trade agreements
program in an effective and efficient manner.

The authorities under section 126 are four-fold: (1) continuation of the tradi-
tional requirement in previous trade legislation that every trade agreement be
subject to termination or withdrawal at the end of a specified period; (2) domes-
tic legal authority to terminate proclamations, partially or fully; (3) specific
domestic legal authority to Implement the withdrawal or suspension of trade
agreement concessions in exercising United States international rights and
obligations; and (4) explicit authority to prevent the application of prior rates
of duty after a termination of all or part of a trade agreement.

Traditional withdrawal or termination requircment.-Every trade agreement
entered into under the Trade Reform Act must be subject to withdrawal or
termination in whole or in part upon due notice at the end of a period specified
in the agreement. This period cannot be more than three years after the agree-
ment goes into effect. This provision under section 126(a) is traditional in
previous trade legislation.

Done8tio legal authority.-In order to implement domestically the withdrawal
or suspension of trade agreement concessions internationally, the President may
terminate partially or fully the proclamation implementing that trade agree-
ment, thereby restoring partially or fully the prior proclaimed rates or the
statutory rates. In addition, he may utilize section 126(c) to increase existing
rates of duty up to any level from existing rates to a maximum of the greater
of (1) 50 percent above the Column 2 rate or (2) to 20 percent ad valorem
above the rate existing on July-1, 1973, to the extent such action is consistent
with United States international obligations and with the purposes of the Act.
These limits are identical to those contained in section 101 (the tariff authority).
The President must provide for public hearings before taking any action to
terminate a trade agreement under section 126(b) or to withdraw or suspend
trade agreement concessions under section 126(c).

The requested authority would permit the partial withdrawal of concessions,
that Is, intermediate rates may be established between those presently in ex-
istence and the Column 2 rates. It would further permit the termination of
concessions to be for a limited period of time, that is, for a suspension of the agree-
ment rates, following which duties could be returned to prior concession levels.

Partial withdrawal or suspension would also authorize the President to carve
,out any Item from a concession and to Increase the duty on the article or articles
so carved out. This procedure has been used In the past to minimize the impact
on non-offending countries of withdrawal or suspension of a concession on a most-
favored-nation basis, pursuant to United States rights under GATT Article
XXVIII.

Action to withdraw or suspend trade agreement concessions under section
126(c) could be useful in several cases. The principal and most frequent case Is
in the exercise of the right under GATT rules to make offsetting withdrawals to
restore the general balance of concessions if another country withdraws conces-
sions but does not provide adequate compensation. The right of "self-compensa-
tion" may occur if a foreign country does not offer satisfactory compensation, for
example when it renegotiates a trade agreement under GATT Article XXVIII,
Increases restrictions as an Import relief measure under Article XIX, or with-
draws concessions Incident to the formation of a new customs union under
Article XXIV. If such actions adversely affect United States exports, the
United States could respond on a most-favored-nation basis under the authority
of section 126 by Increasing tariffs on Imports from the foreign country for the
time and In the amount necessary or appropriate to the exercise of United States
rights under the agreement, for example in an amount which would restore
the balance of concessions under the trade agreement.

A second case in the right of the United States to Initiate a unilateral with-
drawal of concessions under the renegotiation rights of GATT Article XXVIII.
For example, the United States exercised this right to modify concessions In order
to establish a tariff-rate quota on stainless steel flatware In 1971, relying partially
on the termination authority In the Trade Expansion Act for domestic authority.

A third case, which has not yet occurred, would be a multilateral withdrawal
or suspension, of concessions. For example, the contracting parties could authorize
collective action under GAT'T Article XXIII to offset trade measures of a coun-
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try which damage the trade of third countries, as a means of obtaining its com.
plinnc'o with International rules.

The President does not have explicit and suMclently flexible authority at the
present time to exorcise fully United States rilts in those types of situations,
The section clarifies and makes more explicit the more general authority under
section 25(b) and section 201(a) (2) of the Trade Expansion Act which has
been used for such actions in the past.

section 12 0(c) does not contain Independent authority to decrease tariffs,
Itn us is limited to the exercise of United States rights and obligations under
trade agreements, Section 120 Is implementation utlhotly for the iurposo of
exerising those rights and obligations ns contrasted with section 301, which Is
domestic authority tlhnt is indepemnd(nt of an International right to act In response
to foreign uit'air practices. Action ul(ler section 120 must also le consistent with
Uite(d States intern tionnl obilill it, ls, whereas these obligations have only
to ie consIdeired under section 301. 'le ipurlpose of section 120 Is to provide
a(1dllnil ilexll)lllly and more explicit aut hority than under iremont law to ,nablo
the Unitel Stats to protect ius trading interests is fully as foreign countries can
under (IA'irT Iroedurem,

.uthorivit ion to) prevent "sptrlitn bae,"-ection 12((d) providts explicit
autfforizallon to deal with titrIlff changes following tis termination of a trade
agreement by the United States or boy a foreign (,,)til ry.

Exitlng authority does not specifically provide for maintaining current rates
of ditty resulting from trade agreement concessions in lieu of a "spring back"
to statutory rate# or other pro-existing rates if a trade agreement is terminated
in whole or In part.

Section 120(d) permits tile continuation of tle trade nagreemont rates of duty
for one year following the termination of the agreement, unless the President
deelits to restore tile pre.agreenent rates, Withlli 00 days after the termina.
fion, the lresi elnt must sulinilt to the Congress recommendations for maintain.
Ilg or modifying tile rates of duty on tie articles involved in tile termination.
If the Congross (loon not act within tile oneyear period, the rates would "spring
Iaek" to pre-agreement levels.

The purpose' of this provision Is to prevent a seriouso shock to thle national
economy which could result If tariffs were required to springg 1)ack" to 1030
rats of duty in tile absence of any trade agreements. It enatiloe concession rates
to lie maintained on the basis of (o fatto mutual Ibeneflt, The prevention of "spring
back" Iprovidi's time for possible rentgotiation of the terminated agreement and
esnal'si Congrsoilonail review and l)posslle action In light of the now situation.
7. Nondlortitnatory treatment (sectioni 127)

Section 127 requires that duties, other iniport restrictions, and duty.free treat.
ment proclaimed to carry out any trade agreement under Title I of the Trade
Reform Act must be applied on a nondiscriminatory (most.favored.nation)
basis, unless another provision of law specifies to the contrary, Tile term "other
imlxirt restrictions" Is defined under smtion 001 as Including "a limitation, pro.
hihiten, charge, and exaction other than duty, imposed on Importation or in%.
posed for the regulntion of Importation." The term does not include orderly mar.
keting agreements. The Administration interprets this definition as referring to
measures imposed at the border for the purpose of restricting imports. For (sx.
ample, automobile emission standards or health and safety regulations have an
effect on trade but are imposed for environmental and social reasons rather than
to restrict itnports. Consequently, these types of measures would not be covered
by the definition.

Section 227 is virtually identical to section 2,51 of tile Trade lixlztmslon Act,
The principle is consistent with United States International obligations tinder the
OAT' anid is thebasis for efforts by the United States to achieve an open and
nton(liscrimlnnatory world trading system.

Specilc exceptions to requirement for most.favored.nation treatment under
tile Trade fleform Act Include: (1) discretionary authority under setion 122 to
Lmipose an import surcharge against one or more countries having lirge or per-
sistent balanoe-o.iayments surpluses, (2) application of retaliatory action un.
der section 801 against an unreasonable but not unjustifiable foreign trade prac.
lice only to imports from the offending foreign country, and discretionary
authority to act only against offending countries in the case of unjustifiable
acts; (8) nonapplication of most-favored.nation treatment to countries which
do not currently receive or qualify for such treatment under Title IV; (4) dis.
cretionary authority to apply import relief measures under the market dis.
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ruption provisions of Title IV only to imports from a count ry or countries granted
nondiscriminatory treatment under that Title; and (6) application of generalized
tariff preferences only to developing countries designated as boneflclaries under
Title V.

8. Roaervatlon of artilOes Irom negotlatlons (8seton 158)
Section 128 requires that the President exempt any article from any reduction

or elimination of duty or other import restriction under the Trade Itoform Act
when (1) he determines such action would threaten to impair the national
security; or (2) an import relief action under section 203 of this Act or section
851. of the Trade Expansion Act, or a national security action undtr wetion 282
of the Trado 10xlanslon, Act Is in effect. ito may also reserve from trado nego.
tiations any other article he determines appropriate after taking into consider.
nation the Information and advice supplied undor the pronogotiatlon Iprcodurels
of section 131-184,

This provision is silitr to section 225 of the Trnde F, xianslon Act. It would
permit the exeniption of artleles from tariff reMuctlons if short supply situations
could be alleviated over the long.tern by oncourgling loss dependeno olin-
ported raw materials.

Keetion 282 of the' Trade lNxl)nnIslon Act will remain fin effect. It authorizes the
president to restrict linisirts of an article which threaten or Inipalr the national
security. Under section 11. the( President must report any nctions takeit unler
sectIon 232 nd the reasons for them to the Congress within 60 lays. lito must
also submit an annual reliort to the Congress on the operation of section 282.

The Adinilstratlon ljroposem nn anenlment to Irmit broad nontariff barrier
agreeoenti to covor An article sulject to import relief or liational security ac.
lions when a nontariff bnrrier agreement is not loOnsistent with those afloons,
for exanple, an agreement on stitdards or customs documentation, Dutles or
ktltr Import restrictions Imposed its national security or Import relief 1teasures
or normal ('olumnt 1 duties existing on such articles could not Ibe reduced pur.
suantt to the international agreement.

0. PUIRINYOTIATION IIlOC1F)I0 I5IM CONOR1140IONAI LIAISON AND REPORTS
(NECTIONS 131-108)

Title I also contains provslong to ensure that the authorities contained in the
Title are exercised it the overall national Interest. The procedural requiroments
are of three basic typo:

1. OlbtainIng ativeu aind Inftrmation from tie Tariff Commission prior to
negotlationx;
2. OlbtInng advice and InforimntIlon from nlProi)rinte Executive ranch

Depbartlments, through public hearing, and through a new mochanin for
linson wlthh flip private sector; and

3, ('ongressional partlelpl111on In the negotiations andt submission of re.
ports by the Prosidint to the Congress for Its oversight and review of the
trade agreements program,

The pre.ngotliatlon requirenents to obtain Information and advice front the
Tariff Commission aind front the 1Executive branch D~epartments and to hold
public hearings apply, in either minndatory or optional form, to (1) tariff agree.
ments under section 101; (2) nontariff barrier agreementst under section 102;
(8) compensation agreements atnder section 124: (4) supplemental tirliff agree.
ments under section 1250; and (5) the eligibility of articles to receive generalized
tariff preferences n nndolr Title '. The mechanItsm for liaison with the private
sector applies to tie miegothitloni of trade agreements only under sections 101
and 102.
1. Tariff Commlsalopt adjqce (section 131)

section 181 Is similar to section 221 of the Trade Expansion Act. It requires
the Preosildent to publish 0nd furnish the Tariff Commission lists of articles
which may be cotsldered for duty elimination, reduction, implostilon, or Increase,
or for the continuation of existing duty or duty.free treatment. The Tariff
Commission must then advise the Presldent willln six months of the probable
economic effect of duty modifications on the domestic industry producing a like
or directly conpptitliv article and on consumers. 'he advice ia In also Include
the 'Tariff Commission's Judgment, as to whether a dluty rtuctioll should lie
staged over longer than the mnuinum period authorized under soctiou 103,
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Tie. Tariff Commision Must Itlo make other Investigations 'and reports
reqluested iy the President, including advice as to the probable evonoil (fleets
oil tl domestic industry and litrciser anl(d oil domestic su)p lies and ltriea
of Iltodifyllg or olltiating it lnontariff barriers or other trade-distorting itieig.

tIr Uader , jloqL102. Tho advlico would include a deternilutaion by tile 'Triff
Omm 1irn'io (if rates of duty affording substantially oquivilent itroieetioll iii

cases wlpro convorsiol of a nontitriff barrier to it tariff Is contteliteihlted tinder
section 102.

Section 181 etnumeratei a number of econoile factors which the 'Tariff Coln.
milsson mtust investigate atid ainlyzo to the extent iractlealilo In preparing
Its ndvit(e, Tils advice should include t, nlleviatlon (f dointstlri short supply
"itutitllins, The ComIsIsionl tiust also hold pulblico hearitigs durlng the course
of file igeotl tattOnh

'iTho Adimliimtrallton proposes n amendment to stetlon 181(b) to reduce the
1In111 from six Mouths to 00 das)1 within which tis Tarilff (L'oIIIImIissionI Joust give
advice to itle President with respect to Itesll. sulijet to ollllpenllatioll tgroetlliellis
under sectioti 124, or supplenmelntal agreements utnoder section 125. While six
lio0hs is4 nIeNess ary for the Tariff Couii ont to give advice with resp-e0t to
the lengthy list of articles which In typical of seelloi 101 agreements, (0 ilys
should provide sufficient the for advice on the limited coverage agrellielts
tnder sections 124 and 125,
2. Dopoiltutadi7o sectionn 13J)

The Presidpit must welc Information nold advice utelr section 182 front the
Deloorilmelts of Agriculture, Coinerce, defense , Interior, Labor, Statt, and
Treasury, from the t Special Ilopresentaltihe for Trade NegotlItlonis, aliod from
o0lth-.apilrOltritu sources before he eaitrs ito it trad tigrmeitment, 'hbis provi.
sOlt 15 tisllar to section 22.2.1 of the Trade -xlmtaslion Act, The information and
advice would relate, for examiiale, to Ittcreaslthg access to sitlilles through
lowering of trade barrhrm,
8. Pblfo hraphrlng (collotn 1I .J)

Section 283 requires tho Predint to deslgatote anlageniey or Itterageney
conlilmitee to hold public livarlngN oil matters relevant to a prolmood trade
agreement, Tist purpose of tie blearings fi to olitln Illforlaflolln and views
with respect to diuty laodlllaliitIlols oil illY article ot I he list sutbmnittedl to the
Iarlff Cotmttmission for Its advice under stellotl 131, articles which should be

Nio listed, or trade coacessitlln whicht sollnld It, soulltht frolt foreign countries,
This provision In fitnilar to Seetioi 23 of lhp Trade l itl tlloi Act, A It" lur.

iose IN to make a full range of view attd inforltitlon avallitloe to file .IXieci!l.
tive branch oll ti possible i aImpl, of Uinited Mtottes ('olt(,etlolt otil domsltle
econOlltle Iirestm and of tile market wecesm and supply problems oil which
itegotiating antetitlon should lie focus d ill soeeklng ,oeoSions from foreign
countries of greatest value t ' nlted States trading InterestN,
4, PrercquMiile for offers (8ectlon 18J)

Section 134 stipulates that the President must receive tteadviceo of the Tariff
Commission under section 181 providedd it Is supplied within fltopelfied six.
month period) and a summary of tile public hearings under section 188 before
ite.atwjos-anytfl to eliminate, reduce, Increase, or Impose duties or to con.
tinutO existing duty or duty-free treattemt in tie legotiatio of it trade agree.
mont,

This provision Is simlilnr to section 224 of the Trade lxpnion Act, Its pur-
pose is to ensure tlint Ile information and advice obtained from time Triff (om.
nissio nmtd from the pmblie hearings is taken Into accountt prior to the offer
of tariff concessions.
8, Adviev from the prlrate vertor (i etdon 138)

Section 31F, establishes for the first tite a formal Instltuitioital fralowork
to ensure a two-way Illisoi between the (loverienet nod the private sector
witit respIet to the mull laternl trade tnegotintionts, consisting of: (1) A ittech.
aitnin for file E~xecutive Birantch to Obtain information and advice froml riopre"
sentatives of private Interests with respect to United 1States negotiating abje.
ties and Iarganlng positions prior to entry Into a tariff or iontariff Ibrrler
agreement; and (2) consultative produres for the Executive branieh to re.
ceive advice and provide representatives of the private sector Information on
significant developments and Issues and overall negotiating objectives and posi.
tions prior to and during the course of negotiations.
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Section 1315 explicitly creates a mechanism consisting of an Advisory Commit.
too for Trade Negotiations and of Individual Industry, agriculture, or labor ad.
vlsory conimittees roprosentjtive of particular product setors as the Presldent
determines necessary for trade negotiations. The President must also provide
adequate opportunity on a continuing and timely basis for other private orga-
nizations and groups to pride information and recommendations pertinent
to trade negotiations on an informal hals,

Th Of ie of the Special Represontative for Trade Negotiations will appoint
a Dhrector of Government Liaison with Indnstry, agrietlture, and labor for
trade negotiations whose responsibility It will be to carry out establishment and
continuing operation of the formal advisory structure, Ito will also become the
focal point for all private sector contacts of an Informal nature with th Offie
of the jpeclal Representative for Trade Negotlations,

''hie Advisory Committee will provide overall policy advice (on any trade agree.
ment under section 101 or 102. It will consist of no more than 41 Individuals
representing movement, labor, industry, agrlcultate, ,onsnmer Interests, and
the general public, Its purpose is to provide negotiators with a balanced view
based on a broad range of lnteresi of what United Hteiths objeetives should
be in the multilateral trade negotiations. The Commliteo will be chaired by
the mel Itopresentative for Trade Negotiations. The membprs will be ap.
pointed by the President, for a twotyear period, subject to reappointment for
one or more periods,

Tie sector advisory committees will he established by the Presidont on his own
Initiative or at the request of organiations within the sector as he determines
necessary, They are to be representative of all industry, labor, or agricultural
Interests within the sector to the extent practicable. They will be organized by
the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations and the Secretaries of Com.
more Labor, or Agriculture on the basis of consultations with interested private
organizations, taking into account patterns of International competition nod trade
barriers affecting such competition. Tho committees munt necessarily be limited
to a reasonable number and also, and the products covered by each should be
reasonably related.

The purpose of the sector advisory committoes'is to provide policy and tech.
nical advice and information , th respect to particular domestic and foreign
products, and advice to the IExecutive Branch on other Issues relevant to United
States positions prior to and during trade negotiations. These committees should
be particularly helpful in providing Information as to concessions which should
be sought as having the greatest potential for expanding United States export
opportunities. Tho Special Trade Representative must adopt procedures to
consult with the advisory committees to obtain their Information and advice, and
to provide them with timely information on significant Issues and developments
during the negotiations and on United States and foreign overall negotiating
objectives and positions,

Tho peclal Trade Representative is not bound by the advice or recommend.
tons of the advisory committees since he is responsible for conducting the nego.
tiations on the bnl of the overall national Interest, He must Inform the com-
mittoes at an appropriate time, however, If their advice or recommendations have
not been accepted, The report to the Congress by the President under section 108
must also cover the consultations, the issues Involved, and the reasons for not
accepting advice or recommendations, if that Is the case,

TWh provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act apply to the public
Advisory Oommittee for Trade Negotiations, T e provisions of that Act relating
to open meetings, public notice, public participation, and public availability of
documents do not apply, however, with respect to the sector advisory committee
whenever disclosure of matters discussed In the meetings would seriously co .
promise negotiating objectives or bargaining positions. This exemption Is designed
to ensure an effective two.way liaison between the private sector and govern.
ment which cannot take place if negotiating objectives, tactics and strategy, as
well ns business confidential Information Is available to the public in open meet-
Ings including the pross and representatives of foreign governments.

In this regard, R., 10110 as passed by the House exempts the respective
advisory committees except the overall public Advisory Committee from Bection
10(a) and 10(b) of the Federal Advisory Committee Act. To avoid any question
as to whether Section 11 of the same Act, which requires transcripts to be
made available to the public at cost, might be interpreted to circumvent the
purpose of the section 10(a) and 10(b) exemptions, the Administration requests
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that section 186 (o) be amended by Including a section 11 exemption of the meet.
ings of all of the respective Industry, nariculturo and labor advisory committees,

Section 185 requires by far the most extensive consultations with the private
sector over undertaken i preparation for trade negotiations, In fact, the Admli-
istration is going even farther than the section requires. In the ease of Industry,
the Administration has created an Industry Policy Advisory C'ommittee in flddl.
tio to the required product sector committees. This conmllttpe, which will net as
an overall advisory body representing the board Interests of United States In.
dustry, Is composed of about .'O indtlsory pille-lovel Individuals representative
of a cromassoetion of Industry, It will also lie linked with the work of the prohluct
sector committees. For example, It will have the opportunity, to review tie $lih.
stanceo of the reports of those sector comnmittees, which will allso be siiliiltteX|
directly to the United ltes negotiators, A summary of that review and other
policy advlco will be forwarded to the public Advisory Committeo for TradeNegotiations,

ho Adilnilis rallon belleven this approach will wore fully Integrate the private
sector Into the negotiations and will provide n mechanism for reviewing tlo IIilSS
of work produced by the sector committees. Tills approach was adopted ffter
extensivo formal consultations (almost 80 Industry sector meetings) with the
private sector. A similar al)proacll may be useful with agriculture ani labor If tile
private Interests in those sectors so (loslre. The Administration propose, s an
amendment to section 185(c) to Include the flexibility to adopt tis approotach,
0. On groenlonal delegates to negotlatlons ( seotloii 101)

Under section 101, five members of the lonse Committee on Ways and Means
and flve members of the Renate Colnmittee on lfinnnoe will he selected at till' Ieo
filliiiu of each regular soon of the Congress to lie accredited as omelal advisors

tho United States delegation to International conferences, meetings, and negot
tinting sosslons on trade agrenelts, The ilembrs will be seleetel Iv til I'mri.
dent upon the recommendation of the Speaker of the ouso and the trosilent of
the Senote and may be resoleeted in order to provide oe 'ontintluity if (hlerid,

Section 101 is virtually Identical to section 248 of the Trade Mxpansion Act,
except that It ex)aldIs the number oft nngresslonnl ndvisors tron folr to tell, It
ensures on.tlo.spot Congresslonal oversight and partleliation In the nulltilate'al
trade negotiations,
7. Transmlsston of agroemenot to.copuress (seetlot 1o00)

Mveon 1t 2 requires tilo President to tranisnit a copy of eai trade agreement
entered Into under nec, 1lo41 101 (tariT agreements), section lr (nontariff bar.
Nor agreemeit). section 1241 (comlielinsatlon agreements), or setiol 121 (suip.
plonental agreelllelit) to botl IlXouSe of ('ongrem an soon in practicable after
the agreement has entered into force, If lie ias not already done so. The President
must accompany tile nreement with a report of Itis reasons for entering into the
agreement, In light of th(, advice of the Tariff Colllnllssion under section 181 and
other relevant considerations. A suimary of tile information will be sent to each
member of the Congress.

This provision is similar to section 220 of the Trade Expanslon Act, It ensures
the Congress of current Information as to tile content of trade agreements entered
Into by the United States,
8, Reports to the (ongres sectionn 108)

Section 108 requires tile Proident to submit an annual report to tie Conres
on various aslects of the trade agreemens program and (in the operation of the
Import rellef and adjustment assistance provisions of tile Trade Reform Act, The
Tariff Commission must also submit a factual report to tile Congress at least olicO
A year on the operator of tIle trade agrenemnts program. Section 108 Is similar
to section 40, oftho Trade Expansion Act.

TITMa I-V.,lI.Pr FROM INJURY GAUsKUJ1 BY IMPORT COStPrTITION
Title I of tlie Trade Reforln Act represents a lnjor reform of priet statute

and programs vhlich Irovilde pinporary rellef to dolnestie Industries and firms
nnd workers In order to facilitate thtir orderly adjustment to fair Ilniport coil.
petition. The domestic snfeguards imder Titlo It are of two types: 1) Import
relief measures for domestic Industries seriously Injurod by increased imports;
and 2) adjustment assistance paymenta and programs for groups of workers and
for technical and financil assistance for individual firms.
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Many of the domestic criticisms of Administration trade policy are directed

toward tho Inaduqtles and Incflllencles of Import relief and adjustmint nssixt.
once t irogrnnso under proauent Inw, "1Hscapl claumo" pricednores currently iwlt.
tiblO under lih Trade xinltlon Act have been intleqnaite in oonit ilnses to

falshlon approprltilo relief for Individual Industries seriously IJured or threat-
ened with seriotis Injury fly Inereased import competition. Current prmwdtres
(1o lnt provide for tie grnniin of relief In time to be of gr ateAt benefit, Mos t
of nil, tho ellgiblifty criteria hdve been too ittrinfent, In only three out of 20
cnases in which Induitres have pletitioned the 'foerlilf Cu mlltnlsotn for hiliort
relhf under lle T1'rade IxPanslon At love iti nijority (of the t1olnnissionern
foluid fie qulliltflh relliilltOlfin met. 1in only mix oilier relies the (011l1llig.
.plonerm were etuallyli dvihed onl tile quetion of serious Injury duo to Ilncrt nked

Plite lreelt "eseamenle clati," proviNlon involve two nusal retlitireieiit or
'1l0m," ft fi.t li , tilli'r have falhed to mleet Ilie reqriirepmlt flint lterepasd
Illlsiprtm result iln ijoer isllt fronm prev'iot irode nareenlint eon(exNioils, It, bus"
leeti very dilmtitllt ind often lln)omIble to dlomnoistrito al (,itio anid efl'ect reln.
tioushilp lietwee'la Incri'lwtd iliorts and tariff redtictlon whl¢,li nny havo taken
pIle'p niny years lgo, Prodlcts caltuil injury now Inmy not hove linein in exist.
once wen'lt the V'Ollet'IMS1011 wero liade, Heondly, file requirement, tlint ileramm
Inilsirtx lo ftie "inn Jor" ftllor catiing erlous injury tinx iliposel two (lifflellt'
it tent to provi(l NHl lelat accts to relief for Indumtries exporieneing injury fromilnl11ort vmlill li Ioll,lontlliti,'l, oereslrest hive nrensed (in tIth the Congress and tho I, xeu.

live lirameh for splecial plurliose legislation nd ad hot! arrangememit to deal with
Indvilhl Iindusotry problem . Proponts linmve Included those for leoilation of
'iUftoiiiti doiutie saft mnegiordls to limit annual ilimlrts neross.thileonrd ril the

absic arithmetic criteria, Th se tyi es of menoures hno sorlous deficiencies and
aro lint. ni fll ioprinte approach to Imlport relief. They would apply arbitrary
formtuila to thI widely diverse eircumsmineoit anti compllve presitures ox.
ierienced Ivy different Indntstrip, precludo flip colisdert lon of other economic
ftors which -Iflly be tie ciltill onuse of injury, lend to tie inequtlll'14 of
windfall relief fill Industrils which do not nee0d it, and risk the rilt reoulhtiton
of world trade, The result would be to Inhibit economic growth, and conso.
quenitly job opportnnitle, rather than to stimulate It.

A determination of whether nn Industiry In experlencic or threatened by serinu
Injury dto to Imiorts cannot ie based solely on quantitative evidence, Qualitative
fnetor mtst lo Is,e condItored,

The olilbillity criteria tnder the Trade Expanion Act for trade ndjustment
nsistanceo for workers have lNo been too stringent for the program to have a
major Impact in dealing wlti Import.relnhd unlnmpoymont, Ilotween 1002 nod
Into 100 no workers wore certified ollgible lbv the Tariff Commision, Since 101Y"
only about 48,000 workers have been certified ns eligible for asiltance, of which
only ahntt 31,000 have neltuilly removed benefits, In ces where workers have
been certified ligiIle, the effectivetess of file program In achieving itN primary
goat of raiid adJtximent of workers to new employment has been limited ly In.
brent delays in the procedurnl requirements, Tt ha been Impossible for most
workers to quality for ilnd actually receive assistance in time to be of mnximtitn
benefit,

One of the mnjor purposes of the Trade fleform Act Is to correct these do.
flelenels In fle Import relief and adluxtnent asslitaneo prograns, Title IT pro.
vides (1) more reallittle ACeOs criteria for Import relief and adjustment nssist
ancel (2) more expeditim l)rocedttresn etnstire provision of Import rolled and
ndjtutment ass lstnce In tltnely fashlon 1 (8) a greater vnrloty of rllief nesntres
to fashion offeclive remedleis stilted to the pnrtlelar elretisnneos of each ease:
and (4) more Adeqlate benefit pnymentm and services for workers displaced by
Ipert tion,

,hningel n present dometio xafestuard programs tinder Titlo I are needed
oven in the nisemice of further trade expansion through uts of the ntfnrties
under Title T. Tile eneflita overall from Increased trade have not been distributed
equally among nlil s neints of the domestlc economy. Wlilo Increased oxports
have expanded blslness and Altered the mix of job opportunities, Increased Im.
port competttion ia caused Joh displacement and buninesx loses in certain In.

.duxtrleo. Change in competition resulting from the growth and changing Coln.
oiition of trade have not always provided sufficient time for workers and Indus.
rides to adjust without undue hardship.
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Our national objectives nIn the trade field aro to reduce trade barriers and

thereby maximize tho benefits through Increased trade of Income growth, more'
productive and efflilent Industries, it more rational mix of Joll opportunities, a
wider consumer choloe of products, and adequate supplies of essential materials.
At tile sale time It Is appropriate for the nation as a whole to share tile economic
costs of temporary nasistanco anti relief measures to ense the liurlon of ndjust.
inent and to support the economic and social well.hing of particular scglielits of
the economy wlieni trade a(Justlnent problen1 are th conteiluence of govern.
ment policies over which Individual Judustries, firms and workers do not exoreiso
control,

Import relief should be fashioned to minimize tie costs to the overall economy,
of any Import relief tieasures wliclh may lie required, but tit time Knino lime be
sufficient to bring about the orderly adjustment of the particular Industry ind
its firms and workers, The adjustinont ma consist of a transfer of lil'oductive
roources to now and more efficient uses. Or the relief map enable J basically
viable industry to take the measures necessary to become eonpetitive ilailln
tile 4111110 linle of activity,

(olsistent with tile adjustment purpose, relief should be granted only to tile
eoent anl for the priod of taim netiositry to induce nd ald adtlptatlon to coni.
petitivo pressures. It should no(t be a llin to Insulate and shelter Inisically il.
efficlent Industries aind 11Inus behind premulnaelt trade barriers,

A, IMPORT ARLIKY (SECTIONS 201-008)
Sections 201-203 contain fundamental revisions of the current "esApo clause"

provision of the Trade INxpansion Act iln order to Ilereaso access to and expedite
tle provision of Illort rollf to donesote industris, Tile illjor changes are:

1. llberallzation of existing criteria for (eterminlng Import Injury to a
domestic Industry. Tile eligibility criteria to qualify for Import relief nre liberal.
Ind In two major ways: (a) Tile "causl link" reqlliremnt that Increased II11.
ports result ill major Iart fronm perVliollS trndIo concessions Is removed ; an( (b) Ill.
creased imports need only lie a "subsxtati l" (aumo rather thoun tie "major" cause
of actual or threatened serious injury. While there have beenu differences of
opllilon anong Ilndividuill Tariff Commissioners ov(-r tile definition of "mnljor"
cn1sP, "nliiajor" cause lls been inttrpreted as a grPter eaUSo than all otler
causteis combined. As stipulated on pligo 40 of tile Collmittee ol Ways and MeallS
report on 11,11. 10710, tile new criteria of "*sutbstantial cause" means thlit "imlorts

ulist (onstitute al important cnuo and be no less important than any other
single cause."

2, llnmneratilon of certain of the factors to be taken into account by the Tariff
Commission ill deternlhilng the existence of serious Injury, the threat of serious
Injury, and substantial, clise. 1he statute also lists the considerations tile
President must tike into account lit Iil determination of whether and to what
extent to provide Import relief. These considerations Include tie effect of imnilort
relief on consumiern, sucll ns tile price andi availability of tie imported article,
and tile effect on United States international economic lintorests.

3, Al explicit order of preference for the fera of relief tile Presilent should
provide, nnd an expansion (if tile range of import renledles avallablo, fellef
measures Inelude tile suien1lsi on of tile appllication of Items 80.30 aid 807.00
of the Tariff Schedules of tile United States (THUS) and susliension of general.
ised tariff preference granted un(ler Title V.

4. Tighter time limits for tile leternination by tile P'resildent whether to
provide Import relief and oil tile durationof relief, as w(ll as the phasing out of
sucll relief.
1. 'Jar170mionllssion findlln (scoton 901)

Section 201 of tile Trade Iteform Act sets forth the procedures and crtorita to
be followed by tile Tariff (omnisslonln lits Ilnvestigation and determination
of whether a domestic Industry qualities for import relief,

A petitioner, the President, tile Special Ilepresentative for Trade Negotlationst
the louse Ways amd Means or Senate Finane Committee may request an
investigation by tilt Tariff Commisslon, or the Commission may Institute one
on Its own notion, to determine whether Increased Imports of an article are a
substantial cause of actual or threatened serious Injury to tihe domestic industry
producing a like or directly competitive article, As under present practice, the
petitionor, such as a trade association, firm, union, or group of workers, must
ho representative of an industry, The petition must describe the specific purposes
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for whiel the rialief is souglt, mUch an to facilitate adjustment to new competi.
tive conditions.

Section 201 enunerates a number of factors which the Thriff Commission must
investigate and take into account during the course of Its investigation. The
Tariff Commission must also take Into account, nil the economic factors it con.
siderh rlovant fit its Judgment of whether the elii bility criteria of "serious
injury," "threat of serious Injury," anti "substnnt fal cause" are met, Conse-
Suently, the factors enumerated fi the statute are not exclusive criteria, The

donitile Industry would not auhfointienily quality for Import relief by demon.
straling the presence of sonm or nll of the factors listed.

Serious injury includes the significant idling of productive facilities In the
Industry, the Inability of a algnficant number of firing to operate at A reasonable
level of profit, and significant unemployment or underemployment In the Indus.
try. Those factors are similar to thoso qnder the Trade expansion Act.

Threat of serious injury Includes f decline in sales, at lher and growing
inventory, and a downward trono in production, profits, wgas, or employment,
or increasing underemployment In the domestic industry, The existence of nny
of thee factors would not be relevant to the threat of import Injury if it re.
stlts from conditions unrelated to Imports, An Industry may be in serious
dimlipultios for a variety of reasons, such n changes in technology and in con.
sUner tastes, donilesti eoiietition troi submtlitute products, plant obnoles.
cee,. or poor mnnagelnent. TIle0oss Incrpated Import coimpetltlon Is also a
"submiantit al' cause, the Injury would not he eligible for Import relief,

The Committee on Ways and Menns report on the Act stipulates on page
47 that serious injury, although not yet existing, must be imminent for the
threat of serious injury to exist. Consequently, It Is the Administration's under.
standing that the Tariff Commission must determine whether the factors cited
with respect to serious Injury are iminnt, n well no tako into account all
other economic factors it considers relevant, If serious injury Is unlikely to
occur soon, a threat of serious injury could not be found,

SUbetin#fal causo Includes an Increase in imports either actual or relative
to domestic produ(tionl, ind a deelin, In thie I'r',j"rton of he dontletil nlarket
supplied by domestic orducers, The determilnflon of "substantlal cause" re-
quires that a dual test Ie met: Jmports must be an Important causeo Of the ntual
or threatened serious Injury, and they must le no less important than any other
single cause. For example, It imports wore one of many factors of equal weight,
they would meet tite second test but It Is unlikely they would be deemned nn
"important" enuse. If there were any other ense more Important than Imports,
then the second test of being "not less than any other cause" would not be met.
If, for example, Imports were one of only two causes of equal weight and there
were tin other factors, both tests would be met,

A determinnton of the existence or the threat of erilous injury must be
industry.wide in order for a domestic industry to qualify for import relief,
not merely to certain fim or portions of the domestic industry. Tin determlnin'r
what constitutes the "domestic Industry," however, the Tariff Commission int
discretion to treat only the domestic production of a producer which also fl.
ports as part of the domestic industry.

The Tanrift Commission may tilso "segment" a domestic producer of more
than one article by treating only the portion or subdivision of the company
which produces the like or directly competitive article ns part of the domestic
Industry, If a company has several Independent operating divalons, the Tariff
Commission would presumably be concerned with the question of serious Injury
to the productive resources (employees, physalen facilities, nnd capital, for
example) of only the plants or divisions In which the article in produced, unless
there were compelling rea ons not to do so, These reasons could Include
adjustment possibilities within th company or insumcient Information to sop.
arate the company's operations,

Jn the case of multlproduct plants or divisions within the Industry where
productive resources are devoted -to more than one Individual product, such as
assembly line operations, the Tariff Commission would be concerned with the

poprnting unit an a whole not merely with the specific product line in question.
It would not find actual or threatened serious Injury to that particular establish.
iicnt if It (lid not exist with respect to Its olporntions na A whole, This nppronel Is
insistent with the adjustment purpose, which may be achieved by the shifting
tif productive resources from one Individual product line to another within
the plint or subdivision, In mnny cases accounting procedures do not permit sep.
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ration of the productive resources within the plant devoted to a particular
product.

The Tariff Commission will also Investigate and report to the President on
the efforts made by the firms and workers In the industry to compete more of.
fectively with imports to aid In his determination of whether to provide relief.
If the Tariff Commission has reason during the course of its Investigation to
believe that increased Imports are attributable In part to unfair foreign trade
practices within the purview of the Antidumping Act, countervailing duty law, or
section 887 of the Tariff Act of 1080, or other remedial provisions of law It
must promptly notify the appropriate agency so that action may be taken. ihis
provision Is designed to provide a remedy appropriate to the cause of the
problem and to avoid owing compensation to orelg countries or Inviting re.
taliation needlessly,

As under the Trade 1Oxpansion Act, the Tariff Commission must hold public
hearings during the course of Its investigation, It must complete the investigation
and report the findings to the President within a maximum of six months after
the filing of the petition or request for an investigation. If the determination is
affirmative, the Tariff Commilion will include a finding as to the amount of re.
lief it deems necessary to prevent or remedy the injury. The Tariff Commission
must also publish the report (except for confidential information) and publish
a summary in the Federal Register.
9, Preuldon flag doermrniatnot (acfti 1)

Section 202 contains the time limits the President must moot and enumerates
the factors he must take into account in determining whether to provide import
relief following an affirmative finding or n tie vote from the Tariff Commission
under section 201 of actual or threatened serious Import injury tbo a domesticindustry., ,'ho P'romhent now has 00 days following nn afllrinativo Tariff Commission IO.
cape clause" finding in which to mnko either a determination or to request sup.
plomental information from the Tariff Commission, Tie Tariff Commission has
10 days fit which to submit the supplemental report, following which the Presi.
dent has another 00 dnys to make his determination, There is no time limit for
the President's determination In the caso of a Tariff Commission tie vote.

These time periods will be greatly shortened under the Trade Reform Act,
The President will have 00 days to uako a dlternliation in the eao of eltor
an affirmative finding or evenly divided Tariff Commission finding, or 45 days in
which to request supplemental information. The Tariff Commission will have 80
days (00 days if extensive Information in required) to submit the snuplementnl
report, and the President must make a decision within 80 days after t at report,
ln other words, the maximum time for the Presidential determination will be
reduced from 240 days to 185 days,

Section 202 listh various international and domestic factors which the Presi.
dent must take Into account, In addition to other relevant conidorations, in de.
tormining whether and in what form to provide Import relief. Presidential con.
sidoration of these and other factors Is to ensure that the decision Is reached on
the Masis of the overall national Interest,

Consistent with the purpose of providing relief, the President must consider
the probable effectiveness of import relief as an adjustment measure and effortsby thle Industry itself to adjust to Import competition. He must take into account
whether Imports are concentrated In A particular geographic area of the country,
causing undue economino and social hardslfp to workers and communities in a
particular location, lie must also consildor whether the United States constitutes
a focal point for exports of the article duo to restraints In third country markets,

The President must also consider whether Import relief will have a significant
Inflationary Impact for consumers, which would require a consideration of avail-
nbility of supplies, The possible adverse Impact on other Industries as a result Of
componsation which might be owed foreign countries In the form of tariff reduos
lions on other products must be weighed, as well as the possible adverse Impact
on International economic interests If, for example, the compensation were

Smudged inadequate and foreign countries retaliated against United States exports.,
.. ually, the overall economic and social costs to taxpayers, communities, and
workers of providing or not providing import relief must be considered.

In reaching his decision, the President must evaluate the extent to which ad.
justmont assistance has been made or may be available to workers and firms In
the Industry. Following this evaluation lie may direct the Secretaries of Labor
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and Commerce to give expeditious consideration to adjustment assistance peti.
tiOns, He way also decide to grant import relief. If the President decides not to
provide import relief he must submit a report to both Houses of Congress of
the considerations on which the decision was based. Io must also submit a re.
port to the Congress on any relief granted.
8. Pormo of import roliof (section 208)

Section 208 expands the typos of Import relief measures available under cur.
rent Iaw, stipulati their order of preference, and places time limits oil the dura.
tion of relief,

The following order of priority is established on the methods of providing
relief :

1. Ittoreaoes in or tO imposltion of dutleo.-Dutlos may be Increased up to
0 porcontage points Ad valorom above the existing rote, Inder the Trade JRx.
iniisloii Act rat increases are lnited to no more than 50 percent abovo the
column 2 rate, Since olumnn 2 rates are low or not miluch higher than Ok)lumn 1

rates In sonie cases, duty increases do not always provide a sufficient form of
rolif tinder the present law,

Itelief it the forin of tariff increases Is expanded to Include suspension of the
nppllicailon of THUS items 80,80 and 807,00 or the suspension of generalized
tariff preferences granted on Ite article under Title V. Before thees special rates
may be msuspnded, however, the Tariff Conmission must have determined in its
section 201 Invemstigation that the serious Injury to the domostio Industry resulted
from the a pplication of theso provisions, Susponsion would he on a mot.tfavored.
nation basis oven though only one or two countries would be affected in mout

2. Tarlf.rato quotla,-lmports may enter at existing rates of duty or at some
other rAto ostabilisliod under the tariff quota up to a certain quantitativo level!
over-quota imports enter at a higher duty. The samo limitations apply as for duty
increases.

8. QuantitatIvo rostrllono.-Tho quota cannot provide for a rollback of Im,
ports of an article front their level during the most recent representative period
os determined by the President, The President must provide regulations or trie
eflfient and fair administration of quotas and, to the extent practicable and con.
slstent with these standards, insure nginmt Inequitable sharing of the quota
Amounts by a relate vely small number of large importers.

4. Orderly mirkotlhi agre'ment.-As In the camp' of quotas, orderly marketing
ngroemnto cannot provide for a rollback of Imports front their level during the
most recent reprosentativo period as determined Iy the President, Rgultions
must Insure Against Inequitable sharing of Import levels to the extent prac.
ticablo and consistent with fficelent and fair administration.

The President may Insue regulations to apply the restrictions under the agree.
ment to Imports of the article fromt nonsignotory countries in order to carry out
one or more agroononts with countries Accounting for at major part of United
States Imports of the article. There must he two or more bilateral agreements
or one or moro multilateral ngreononts covering a major port of United tites
Imports before tho restraints coin be extended to non.lprtlclpating countries,.
One agreement with one country, even If It covers a Itnjor part of total United
States imports of the article, could not serve As a basis for imposing restraints
ol Imports from other countrles.

The quantitative test is changed from "a significant part of world trade" under
section 852 of the Trade Expansion Act to "a niajor part of United States fl.
ports". "World trade" Is an amilguous term which can be delinod in several ways
ind Is not directly relevant to United States action. The term "niajor" Is not

defilnel since It should not bo limited to A pilealti quantitative amount. It Is
intended to institute more than a significant portion." 6. Any combination of the above aotio.,-One of the major changes tinder
section 203 front existing law is greater flexibility In the combination of relief
monesurs which may be applied, Under section 852 of the Trade 1Nxipanslon Act,
the [President may negotiate orderly marketing ngroonents "in Iliu of" providing
other forms of Import relief, Under section 208 the "in Hl of" language is ellmi.
noted and the President could, for example, proclaim tariff Increases, tariff.
quotas, or quotas while negotiating an orderly marketing agreement. Or the
Presilent could suspend the application of other relief measures during the
course of the negotiation if he announces the intention to negotiate such an
agreenont within 15 days after his decision to l)rovide relief, lie may also suspend
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appllcation of other Inport relief measures while an inlital orderly marketing
agreement Is in effect. If li0 negotitntionts are untisuccessfli in obtinilng at least
one agreement during Ihe follow jig W0 days, the Initial proclaination of anothlier
forn! of relief must go Into effect on or before the li411 (liy. iuty increases,
tariff.quotas, or quotas must be plied on a must.favored.naltlo basis (with the
exception of actions under section 40),).

The President must grant Import relief within 16 lays tiater ilis deterniltlltion
under section 202 to provide relief unliuss le announces his Inientlon during thli
)6.diy period to negollato one or inoro orderly marketing agrli'eiilolts, The pur.
paso of tel 10.day period Is to provide sullicient 1 time for lireljlnatlon of Ilia
procnlmation and otliw' legal menmorandi, and far their consideritt lol by the
President.

Tho President umt exorcise due diligence to notify those who may 1) adversely
affected by import relief, and provide for a public hearing oil the Irojosed method
of relief before It goes Into affect, Sixty days following a Ta nr Coiniisslon
finding Is not suilelpfnt inle for the lxoutivo branch to forniulate ni p Import
relief proposal, to give rensonablo notlike of public hearings (ofiu 30 dayss, to
conduct tie hoanrings, to take tiho Information they produce into account, and
for the President to mako his final decision oil the form of import relief. There.
fore, the Administration proposes aiending section 202(h) to extend the time
period by 80 days Ili eases of afflrinativo serious Injury ludlngs by thu Tariff
(Comunisslon under section 201, I.e., to provide IX) (days (00 days in (le caes of a
supplemental Tariff Comunission report under section ftj(d)) between the time
of the finding and thie lresidont's decision oil the form of import relief. Altorna.
tivoly, the Administration would recommend the deletion of the public hearing
and notice requirements under section 208(g) because they duplicato Tariff
Commission procedures under section 201.

The President must report to the Congress the Import relief action Ile is taking
and why le has chosen the partioular form of Import relief rather than relying
on adjustment nssistance. In addition, he usl t report the reasons for selecting
a nethod of relief If It ranks lower ili the order of preference,The choice of quotas or orderly inarketing agreements, third and fourth
respectively in the order of priority, Is subject to Congresslonnl disapproval under
tWe veto procedures of section 204. Under these procedures the President inst
submit promptly a copy of the n xort quota proclamation or the orderly market.
Ing agreement plus tile report iv ills reasons for this relief to both Housus of
Congrom. If a majority of those present and voting in either llouso adopt a dis.
approval resolution within 00 days after reoeiving theso documents, then the

quotas or orderly marketing agreement cannot go into effect. Ihe President has
10 days following the (into of a disapproval resolution to provide import relief
in the form of tariff Increases or a tanrff.rato quota.

The order of preference In the choice of Import relief measures, the required
evaluation of the availability of adjustment assistance the public hearings on
the proposed remedy, the report to the Congress on tie reasons for choosing
import relief rather than adjustment assistance, and the Congrolsonal veto
over the selection of quotas or orderly marketing agreements reflect the belief
that the method of import relief should meet essentially two criteria: 1) It
should be the remedy best suited to achieve the purpose of facilitating orderly
adjustment to Import competition under the particular circumstances of each
case: and 2) it should at the same time Incur as low a cost as possible to the
dometie economy as a whole and to other Individual segments of the domestic
economy, much as to other industries and the conmumor. Consequently, adjustment
assistance for workers and firms within the Industry Is the preference method,

If a(justment assistance Is not suffilont to handle the problem, then tariff
increases or tariff.rate quotas are the preferred methods of import relief
since they poso the least risk of trade regulation, excessive protection, and wind.
fall profits to particular firms in the industry. If quotas or orderly marketing
ngreements are selected and not disapproved by Congress, they will be regulaited
In an equitable a manner as practlcble and consistent with efoont and fair
administration.

Section 208 Imposes stricter time limits than the Trade Expanslon Act on the
duration of Import relief. Present law provides for an Initial four.year term
of roilef. Relief may be extended for additional four.year periods following an
Investigation and advice by the Tarlff Comminlon, Under the Trade Reform
Act import relief may be granted for an Initial maximum period of five years,
Any relief granted for more than three years must, to the extent feasible, be

80-229-74-pt. 1-20
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phased down beginning no latter than the third year. relief may be extended for
only one two-year period,

The President may reduce or terminate the relief at any time if he determines
such action would be in the national interest. The decision must take into
account the advice of the Tariff Commilion, including public hearings during
its Investigation, and the advice of the Socrotarlo of Commerce and Labor.
Two roars must elapse following the expiration of tny relief granted under
section 208 before A now Investigation of the same industry under section 901 can
take place.

The 'luriff Commlsion must keep developments in the industry under review
while Import relief Is in effect, Including progress and efforts by the Industry
to naJust to Iml)ort competition, Tie Commission must report those devolopmonts
to the l'residont at lis request. The annual report requirement under present law
has p on burdonsomo and the data often do not change sufficiently to warrant
such frequent Investigations, It must also advice the President, upon his request
fir on Its own motion, of the probable economic effect on the industry of reducing
or terminating import relief,

The domestic industry may file a petition with the Tariff Commission between
six and nine months prior to expiration of the Initial period of relief requesting
an extension of relief-, The Comumisslon must conduct an Investigntion, Including
publi hearings, And advise the President on the probable economic offets on
the industry of terminating tle initial relief, The domestic Industry cannot poti.
tion the Tariff Commission, however, with respect to the phasing down of relief,

The President may extend the relief If he determines it Is in the national
interest after taking into Account tho Tariff Commission advice and the con.
uidorations undor section 202. The extended relief cannot be greater than the
level which ws in effect immediately prior to the extension. For example If
a duty of 10 percent Ad valorem was Increased to 40 percent its import reitef
and phased down beginning in the third year to 20 percent ad valorem In the
fifth year, then the extension of relief in the sixth And seventh years would be
at tihe 20 percent level,

The purpose of these provisions is to provide Incentives for the domostirv"
industry to utills effeetively 1ho period in which it roeolves relief to adjust
to now competitive conditions, The time limits on the duration of relief And its
phsling out are doigned to emphasize that relief is only temporary In nature
and Is granted in order to provide a reasonable period for the industry to adjust
to import competition,

11. AIIJUNT..NT ASIRTANC'FH MR11 WORIRPA (1111I'1ONS 221-9110)

The Trnde roforma Act contnins major changes in tho adJuntment nssistanea
provisions under present law for worketr And for firms, The purpose of these
programs Is to asmint groups of workers and Individual firms to Adjust to
increased competition when they Are advorsely affected by Imports, whether or
not the domestic Industry an A whole Is sorlously injured by Imports and there-
fore not qunlifled for import relief mensures,

The adjustment asslstance provisions for workers under Chapter 2 of Title I
deplart mignIli untly from and in fact rel)lace the current program under the
Trade J xxlitlliolon Act. The reforms aire Intended to correct tief mnaor deflencles
under present law nnd to create a viable assistance program through:

1, Ulioraillation of tIme criteria for workers to 1)0 certified As oligiblo to apply
for ndjustment ssiostaneo, Tito easier access requirements are similar to the
changes in the olilg)illty criteria for Import relief, (a) the requirement of a
"causta link" between inronaed imports and previous trade greoment con.
cessions is eliminated: iAnd (h) Increased Imiports need only contributoro
important" to rather than be the majoro" cauise of unemployment or under.
employment and of the decline In sales and/or production of the firm or
subdivision.

2. A streamlined pietitioning propessn to expedite the consideration of options
And to provide program benefits In time to be of maximum benefit. The con.
solldation of the entire worker ndjuttnment aoistanceo program in the Depart.
ment of Labor will eliminate the delays currently resulting from separate Tariff
Commission ind Labor Department Investigations And determinations.

8. Increased benefit payments, and improvement of other Adjustment services
and allowances to promote the rapid reemployment of workers,
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1. Fliplb(itU requirenwnts ad procodurca
A group of workers, their union, or onotber duly authnrized repremontaUve may

file a wtition with the Secretory of lonbor for 'eortifitilon of eligiblity to apply
for n Jusment assistance. It Is intended that a group of three or more workers
itn firm may qualify as a petitioner. It it lIso Intended that the filing require
manta Io minimal so that normally a petition will lie ohillorod lled uponreveipt,

The Secretary of Lobor must Ipromlptly publish a nolie In flat Federnl Rogistol
of having received Ila petition ittl(l having Initlhted tin Ilnvestlgatlon, HIe
must provide for a p)Ublie hearing If re'quested by aln Intorested party within
10 days after the publication.

Within 00 days after Ii filing of ile petition lie Seretary of Ttbor must do.
termino whether tho petiioning group mtsle lie eligibility ('ritorla and Issue
a certification of eligibility to atpPly for alljustment nsislttnee If the requirements
are met. A suntary of the eteritinillon will be iubhilshied promlltly In the
Federnl Register. If tlm detfermtination In aflirnative, flip 4ertary would Issuo
a certification and th mutiinory would ho of the (,ertifleiIlon,

The odditiolitl Invetilgatlons and detprilmillons by thl I'riff Commission
tinder setion :102 of lie 'rrade 1fxtintilf, Aet ore elliainted, lit normal cles
it iin token ahout three imonthn from fillig of a litiilon Io certification under
lprenelt procedures, EvIn longer delys hln(# rpsullthd in the claeo of eSel
(livIled 'Poriflolnilmisnon findings,

'rhe Seretory of Lar nmust dPlerminle (halt ill of the thl'iep erlterla are met
Ifi order tn eerilfy a group of workers am tliglh to oplply for adjustmentitssittiiw'O I

1. A signilicont nuilier or proportion of workers in ite lrni or Its subdivilion
"hovO become or are threotened to beome totally or parthlly separated. This
criteria would he uildrstood to he inet It flip total and/or iarllnl separation Il A
firm or sultlinlon is equivlent to it total inlployient of Ore percent of the
workers or 10 worker, whhlie'er Is hss, flhie many fnirms iiloy fewer ttan
50 workers, there may Ih, e(is Il which na few is three workers in a firm or
subdivilon wosmtitftl, it aigtifleloat tullflr or proportion of flie workora,

2. Poles and/or produtlon of th lli',a or hubdivlision have decreased
ahlmohttely.

R. Increased Imports (on ait indaistry hitisis) of niticb's like or directly corn-
petitive with those produced by 0wh firmn or stihdivision coat rIbhted importantly
to factors I and, 2 above. 'llto retilreiit uttifr pri-xvit low to show that
inere sed Imports restilled li major part tromt trnte agreement conoeslons Is
elimnited.

The requirenit flint impnrts "contrilbute Imprtantly" Is for leso a stringent
crlterll than tllI current requirement t hilt llipoirls Ponsiltute the "major" factor.
It Im also n eAs4ier standard to Imet than thp "submtantianl caused" text for Import
relief tinder section 201. "Hubstntll eume" ivolves n itial text, whleh Includes
te concept "ImlrInrltt" btut Mto requtlrem tlint Increnned Imlorts be no less thtan
n' olher single caue. itdPr the adjustmlont amlsistance criteria iatportm must

be more than a do mllimum cats, but they niny have contributed importantly
(vvi, though IP flit 1 ,Iol he r sl illi' lli.

It Im the AdtminIt ration'st intention fit ute trnle ndjt atil,,t asmimtaite wien
In'relted int)lor1 hatve lwell it llitpirtwAit cault of the .loi dimplaellent aind
l,1ss of xh,s and/or production If, for example, another iause sielt as flood or
ire were so domininnt lhat fite result wotild haye been essenflally the Monte

Irrelptetive, of fli l Impoanee of Itcreamod Imttrts ns n factor. It Is Inl tle
Intention if the Adinlailmtriolln to provifhl adi ustinent naitttnee to workers
whoe unemploymtet or ttdretpliiyitntet Im clearly tite result of normal sell.
sittel or eyellal factors, if shift In fchnologsy, or of domestle cnitpelitlon.

The regular unemployment Insutrance and manpower programs are designated to
deal with these typeA of dlsplacement problemnt.

The certification of eligibility to apply for adjlmment amistancv. will feifelty
the egrile't dlte on which any part of the sepnrations Involving a silgliflcant
nitumber or proportion of workers began or threatened to aein (the "limlact
dote"). Ito date on which they threaten to begin is when the itelaration eould ite
rtasionahly predicted to be Imninent. ohe crtifIntion Is of entinuing nature and
cotvers workers totally or partially ieparated Ietween tl impact dalte and term.
nation of the certification, The certification of ellibIllt cannot apply to any
worker who was totally or partially selprated more than o n year before the date
of the petitlon or more titan six months before the new program tinder the Trade
Reform Act goes Into effect.
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The Secretary of Lalbor must terminate Ihp ceortIlleton whlnever ho dtaer.
mines the operations aro 110 longer attributable to tie conditions unier the ollgi.
lillty criteria. A notlce of the termination will be pulilsbed lit tle Federal leg.
Sister, Tle termination will apply only to olarttlons titr the termination date.
It will not affe t th eligibility of workers separated beforo that data to apply for
and receive nssltuine.

Thie Tariff Commission will notify promptly tlo secretary of Labor wll It
begins I import relief investigation under setion 201. The Hearttary it Labior
Will thin study theo ilablitblllty of aljuslnmat It~4i1tilliOe to workers fAl tilh
donestllu Industry and the extent to which exiting programs many faellitalo worker
tcIjusmtitnt to Import coinipotition, Ie will submit a report to tile Preidunt wilhin
16 lnys after tle Tariff Comnillslon submits Ih' retort of Its Invilas igniIon tlmdi4'
section 201, The Secretary will publlslh a summiry of lho report In tle 10't,1-,11
Ieg ister, If thle Tariff Qomu1isi olO finds sorlous Ilnjury to I h diom,-tilc indolll ry,
tile eeretary of Labor will, to the extnt familie-, fully Info~rm workprs in lit'
Indtistry of adjustment programs aitnd nsolit flio-iI i plreporing mid pIrocesiml
peltilons and applilLations for program hL inllm,
2. itwfit payinwnts

Tlu qualification requirements for Imdiidunl ivorkers to rsavlvo adJuittinsent
aistlnco benefits will lbe e11t1er to Ieet t n tha inder In' lirpesAit Ilow. Al I ndil
vilual worker covered by a certification miut tilt! ll lpl ivcitloll for leiellfit piy.
nlents with a cooperatillm state agency. Ili order tot qualify le ImIst int~ beenI
employed lt wages of $80 or more por wtVoe. w'katith a snglp advermly afffeletd firt
for it leaIt 20 weeks of tle 2 weeks inmedlftyly pr(vcediIg his sein rat lo, or, If
(latn with respect to weeks of employment re Iiot available, equlvalet amounts
of eimipoymie0nit computed under regulations lby ti' Hperetiry of Labor.

lIs last total or partial separation prior to hisfl lpplication mslt have o'veurred
ol or after the "Impact dIto", within two years after tle c'rtllltllit was istul,
ind before the termniiation (ito (if aly) of tile certillhction. Imier li,,spnit law
the worker has to lie eailpioved lit h'nxt 78 of the 150 weeks iniadlltely predlmIg
selaratiol t wages of at klast $10 a week, of which 24 of li intvdlatoily pr'.

edingc 52 weeks his to be with one or moro adverstly.Affeted flirnl.,
Weekly trale readjust meat illowail'ex are moiver Ibtieral as compared to Iliome

under the Trade VIxanslon Act:

t974 i9G2
Trade Trade

Reform expansion
Act Act

litll bnirds,
erciftl O01veral weekly wage:

Mlxlmrium weekly benefit based on average weekly manufactrigU wti ............. J6

(slim 17,11:
Note: Benefits for workers over O yearI sl ag, 13 ldlitlonat weeks. Benefits to complete training, up to 26 additional

Tile new program contains proviislon simlahr In nature to thome udr tile
Trade xpanshon Act to deduct worker earnings and unemp tloymnent Inisurance
from trado readjustn tent allowanc, pity lents. The purlirio (if tlieo Irovlmlois is
to create Iicentveii for workers to Peck reemploytnlt fI m0o11 11 p 1ossib, for
low aind mednlium wago workers to stupplianent tho relldJttinent 11llowance' by
lart-time earnings, ulid to prevent workers earning high average weekly wl as
from cont inuing to receive adjuistinnt assistaico benefits.
8. RrecanptOyitnI I oertdCeC and ollo1irancea

The Trade Reforn Act phces renew(ed emphnsi on emiloymelt services,
training, manpower programs, and relocation benefits. These IprovIslon are
designed to promote rapid reemployment of workers in jobs bot suited to their
prteS',nt or potential skills.

The Secretary of lbor must make every reasonable effort to obtain conseling,
testing, plaeeh ,nt, and supportive and other services provided under tiny F'ed
'ral law for vetrillftd workers through HOtaL' agencile wh'nevor appropriate,
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These supportive and other services will include to the extent provided in Fed.
eral low. services such as work orientation, basic education, communication skills,
'inlloytnctt skills, minor health services, and other services necessary to prepare

a displaced worker for full employment in accordance with his capabilities and
employment opportunities.

The Secretary of Labor will provide or assure appropriate training through
manpower programs If he determines that suitable employment is not available
for it certified worker but would lie available as a result of training. The pro.
grains will Include training for technical and professional occupations.

The Secretary of Labor may authorize sulph)lemental assistance payments to
(efray transportation and subsistence expenses if the training Is not within the
worker's cimmnuting distance, These payintents are limited to a maximun of 10
eits per rill, for transportation and $5 per (lay for subsistellee. As under cur-
r'nt hiw, i worker will ho disqualified from receiving any benefit payments dur-
Ing any period of time that lie refuses without good cause to accept or continue
fri inixg or falls to make satisfactory progress ili the training to which he has
liven, reftirred.

Jo) search allowances are provided for the first time in the readjustment a.
sistance program. The purpose of the allowance Is to encourage workers to seek
eiiioyii'awnt its quickly as possible In other locations when none is available
locally. A certified worker may tile an application with the Secretary of Labor
for a Job search allowance, which reinburses the worker for 80 percent of his
neeesutry Job search expenses up to a maxinmn of $500. The worker may re.
(,elv all allowance only if It is to assist in obtaining a job within tie United
States, suitable employment within lls commuting area cannot be reasonably

XJ(,ected, and he files the application within one year after his last total separa.
tion lprior to his application for trade adjustment assistance.

Assistance allowances for relocation within the United States will lie more
readily available titan under current law to certified workers who file an applica.
lion with tie ,-ecretary of Labor. In order to qualify, the worker cannot be reason-
lily expectd to ollain suitable employment within his commutting area, and he
intist have obtiaineld suitable employment reasonably expected to be of long-term

ltiral ion or have a lona tide offer of such employment. The worker will receive
tle relocation allowance only If lie Is entitled to a trade readjustment allowance
for tMe week in which tile application is filed. The relocation must also occur
within a reasonable time after tile filing of the application or the conclusion of
training.

Tie new program liberalizes the present qualifications by deleting the head.of.
ionsthold requirement. Tie allowances will be more readily available to single
individuals who are imore likely to be able to use them. Only one member of a
family call receive an allowance for the same relocation. The allowance will con.
sist of 80 percent of tile reasonable and necessary expenses of transporting the
worker, ilis family, and household effects, plus a lump mn payment of three times
the worker's average weekly wage tip to a maximum of $500.
4. Fundnig

Se t lon 245 establishes a trust fund to finance tile costs of the ndjustment assist-
anee program, Including tle administrative costs of the Department of Labor and
tl coop.'rating ttes. Training nnd other services will be funded under other
programs, Incliding revenue-sha ring arrangements. Annual appropriations to tile
trust fund are authorized out of thie general fund of the Treasury attributable to
customs collections. The estimated total first-year cost of the program is about
$320 million.

It Is noted that weekly traile adjustment allowances should be supplementary
to ntintployment Instrance payments received by workers so that State trust
funds bear the costs of tUeutiployment Insurance payments to which workers would
lit, entitled anyway In the absence of a trade adjustment assistance program.

C. ADJUSTSMENT ARSBSTANCE FOR FIRMS (SEC'TIONS 251-264)

Clinaptr .3 (if Title I coutnties In Inproved form, the provision of assistance to
firns to facilitate their adjustment to changes In import competition. Tile revi-
sions of the present program are dfhsigned to simplify and expedite the considera.
lion of petitions for certification of eligibility and the delivery of more effective
and timely issistfance to qualified firms.

T'lie naionr changes to the firm adjustment as.4istance program are:
1. Liberalization of tile criteria under which firms may be certified eligible to
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apply for adjustment assistance, The new criteria (a) eliminate the "causal link"
between increased imports and previous trade concessions: and (b) increased
imports need only have "contributed importantly" to rather than constitute the
"major" factor causing or threatening work separation and decreased sales and/or
production of the firm.

2, Simplification of the procedural requirements to expedite the processing of
petitions and applications and to enable the delivery of more timely and effective
assistance. Responsibility for determining eligibility for assistance will be con.
solidated in the Department of Commerce, thereby eliminating the delays inherent
in the separate investigations and determinations by the Tariff Commission under
current law.

8. Emphasis on the provision of benefits to small and medium-sized enterprises
which are the most likely firms to experience any adverse effects from increased
import competition and ie in need of adjustment assistance,
1. ElIgIbility requirements and procedures

A firin or Its representative may file a petition for a certification of eligibility to
apply for adjustment assistance with the Secretary of Commerce. Ile must
promptly publish notice in the Federal Register of having received the petition
and having initiated an investigation. The Secretary must provide a public hear.
Ing if the petitioner or another interested party submits a request within 10 days
after publication of a notice.

The Secretary of Commerce must then make a determination and Issue a cer-
tification or denial of eligibility to apply within 60 days after the filing of the
petition, Under current law, the normal time from the filing of the petition to a
certification by the Secretary of Commerce has been three to four months, with
significant longer delays in those cases where applications followed findings of
injury to an industry or evenly divided Tariff Commission findings,

The eligibility criteria are identical to those under the new worker adjustment
assistance program:

1. A significant number or proportion of workers In the firm or sulbllvision have
become or are threatened to become totally or partially separated:

2. Sales and/or production of the firm or subdivision have decreased absolutely;
and

3. Increased imports of articles like or directly competitive with those produced
by the firm or subdivision have contributed importantly to factors 1 and 2,

The requirement under present law that Increased Imports result In major part
from previous trade agreement concessions is deleted. The requirement that In.

,creased imports "coWttribute importantly" to the actual or threatened separation
of a significant nunber or proportion of workers In the firm and to the absolute
decrease in the sales and/or production of the firm bas the same meaning and
interpretation as under worker adjustment assistance. The same contrast with the
term "substantial cause" under the new import relief provisions also apple

As In the case of worker adjustment assistance, It is the Administration's
Intention to use firin adjustment assistance when increased Imports have been
an important cause of the worker displacement and decline In sales and/or pro.
duction of the firm. Imports would not have "contributed importantly" to un.
employment or underemployment or the loss of sales and/or production if. for
example, another cause were so dominant that the result would have been
essentially the same irrespective of the importance of increased imports as a
factor. It is not the Administration's intention to provide adjustment assistance
to firms when their difficulties are clearly the result of normal seasonal or
cyclical factors, of shifts in technology, or of domestic competition.

As under the Trade Expansion Act, a firm may file an application for aa.
justment assistance following certification of eligibility at any time within two
years after the date of the certification. The firm must accompany the applica-
tion with a proposal for its economic adjustment. The Secretary of Commerce
will approve the application and provide assistance only if he determines that
the firm satisfies the following criteria :

1. The firm must have no reasonable access to financing through the private
capital market. This requirement, which is similar to a provision under current
law, is designed to orient the program to small and medium-sized firms, which
are most likely to be in need of Government assistance. It also precludes a
firm from obtaining Government funds if it can obtain all necessry financing
from private sources at reasonable rates of interest. It does not preclude Gov-
ernment assistance if the firm is only able to obtain a portion of the needed
funds from private sources.
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2. The firm's adjustment proposal must be reasonably calculated to contribute
materially to its economic adjustment, give adequate consideration to the
interests of the workers in the firm, and demonstrate that the firm will make
all reasonable efforts to use Its own resources for economic development. These
provisions are virtually identical to those under tile Trade Expansion Act.

The Secretary of Commerce will terminate the certification of eligibility when.
ever he determines the firm no longer requires assistance. He must publish
notice of the termination in the Federal Register,

The Secretary of Commerce, upon notification by the Tariff Commission that
it has begun an import relief investigation under section 201, must conduct a
study of the firms in the domestic industry which may be affected, their eligibility
for adjustment assistance, and the extent to which existing programs miral
facilitate the orderly adjustment of firms to import competition. The study must
be submitted to the President within 15 days following submission of the Tariff
Commission report. This is similar to a requirement imposed on the Secretary of
Labor under the new worker adjustment assistance provisions,

If the Tariff Commission nmikes an afllrmative injury finding under section
201, the Secretary of Commerce must, to the extent feasible, fully inform firms
in the industry of available programs to facilitate their orderly adjustment. He
must also assist them in preparing and processing petitions and applications for
program benefits. As under the worker program, the purpose of these provisions
is to anticipate trade-inmpact problems in advance as much as possible rather than
merelyto-reactLto them after the fact, and to make firms and workers aware
of available adjustment programs and benefits.
R. Adjustrntnt agsa8timoe benefits

Adjustment assistance to qualified firms consists of technical and/or financial
assistance. Technical assietan cc ay consist of assistance to the firmm In develop.
ing viable economic adjustment proposal and/or assistance it the Imlmenwtation
of the proposal. It will be furnished through existing agencies and through
private individuals, firms, and institutions. Firms are expected to share the cost
of technical assistance to th(, extent. possible and, in any event, the government
cannot bear more, than 75 percent of the total cost of assistance front nongov.
ernment sources. If a firm cannot afford to pay any of the costs, the Government
may extend the total amount, It there is adequate provision to ensure repayment
of at least 25 percent of the total.

Finatoial assistance may take the form of direct loans or guarantees of loans
as the Secretary of Commerce judges will materially contribute to the eco.
nomic adjustment of the firm. Financial assistance canl be provided only for the
purposes of (1) acquiring, constructing, Installing, modernizing, developing,
converting, or expanding land, plant, buildings, equipment, or facilities; or (2)
to supply working capital necessary to enable the firm to ilmplelmnnt its adjust-
meat proposal.

Since working capital is the most frequent l)roblem encountered by adversely.
affected firms, the new provisions remove the retirement un( er Current law
that financial assistance he supplied for working (.apllnl only in exceptional cases
following a determination by the Secretary of C(omnerce. 'lhe requirement that
funds not be available from the firn's own resources and that there be reason-
able assurance of repayment of tim loan are similar to present criteria.

The total amount of direct loans outstanding to any individual firmi at any
time cannot exceed a mnaxiniuna of $1 million. Direct loans cannot hi provided
to the extent that the firn ('an obtain loan funds, with or without at guarantee,
from private sources at a rate of Interist up to time mlaxilinun pernWissible in the
case of loans to small businesses guaraiteed by the nSmall lusinmss Adminis.
tration (SBA).

Currently, section 255(b) states that time rat, of interest oi direct loans slm11
be the prevailing rate authorized for loans to small Iltsinesses by tIhi MI.A. The
SBA has several rates for direct loans. Oil Is 5.5 parent, another Is S percent,
and yet another is 3 percent. Still others are formula rates of Int(,rest, iM. cost
of money to the 0overnimnt plus it small additional frallon to cover adilnils.
trative costs. These formula rates of interest are currently appllealile to loans
to small businesses which are Impacted by Federal urban renewal. highway or
other construction projects, Fe(h, ral health, welfare nml ftfety hgislation (or
State legislation enacted in conformity therewith), and United 4Stutes Govern.
ment international strategic arias limitation agreements.

These formula rates are applied in cases which are analogous to trale adjust.
meant .assistance, and therefore the ambiguity should be resolved in favor of a for-
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nutla rate. The Administration liroposes the otneIldinent of section 2153 (b) to make
It clear tlhat the Interest rate applicable to direct loans is a formula rate. The
language establishing a maxilnum rate for gunrlantees of loans under this cha-p
ter ham been clarified by citing the basis for SIA's guarantee rate.

Th total amount of loan guarantee which may 1be outstanding to any single
firm at any one time is a nmaxinim of $3 million. Am under the Trade Expamsion
Act, ihe Governunent may gullranltee uill to 00 percent of the portion of the loani
which Is mude for adjutment assistance pnrpost-s. The hitere.t rate will lie no
higher than ime nximumn pernmissa hlo commercials rate for loans gnarauteed by
the HIM,. Both direct lons and loon gunrantees are limilted 1in normal cases to
a tnximmnmnm maturity of 25I years. as uader preent law.

The inaxillutni limits on tlle' ait1outnt of di'eet loats anl bait gu1rantees, and
thel priority which tip Mieretary of 1'mnmnerce mst give to its whieh are small
within the nlenling of fle Small Business Act emphasize the intention to con-
eettrate the lrog'aun o11 small mid 1medhin-.lzed fInls. With respect to small
11in1, Ile Secretary of commercece nay delhgile till or any parl of his functions
other than el Imi ntion of eligihility to tihe Adminitstrator of tMe HIIA.

An Ad.ilsimnent Assistaee ('oordinnlng ('otmmittee establilhed 1nider set ion
240, to lie elt'lred by a Deptity 14Speehil Tinade Reiremseitative and inludlng rep.
1rcentllltlves of 0tle l)epa irtlnlenl of LI br and (omlnerce mid the HIMl., will co-
ordinate the adjustm(,nt ns.stalnee pollees nnd programs of the various ageneles
to ipromnote eflicientt nid ,lifeetive delivery of benefits.

'i'rr.m: I T--r mt.11,:p l'o, Ux1, ,R TAD PRIIACTI'ES

Whil, Title 1T T lil' ,ted towa rd providing more efTeetlive dlontlesle sofeguard
mteaslre to facilitate orderly adjustiMment to fair Imp)rt eni sltitlo1, Title III
authorizes nmemtsire against uintfair trinlde irate ice of foreign etitrles.

Four prineliple present laws are revised under Title III: (1) The authority
under seeton 252 of le T'rad' ]xlaimlsion Act to take retallinory action against
1ireasonable or uijustiflable foreign trade restrictions or otlier nets which die-
crininate against or otherwise burden United States trade; (2) the authority
under the Antidumping Act, 1021, to Impose duminitg duties when the Secretary
of the Treasury determines Intl)orts are entering at less than fair vanu, and
when the Tariff Conumisslon determines isthat sulh Imports are causing Injury
to lie domestic industry ; (3) the authority under section 803 of the Tariff Act
of 1).30 to Ililfose eountervailing duties when the Secretary of the Treasury
determines thiat dutitblde Inports are receiving a bounty or grant; and (4) Time
authority umder section X37 of the Tariff Act of 1130 for tite 11residient to exclude
imports of articles subjeet to Unfair methods of import competition.

The overall purpose of tie amendments to these laws under Title ITT Is to
promote tle developnmlnt of a more equltalle and less diseriminnatory interna-
tional trailding system. Improved authorities are needed to enable more effective
action to deal with unjumstillalle or unreasolable foreign trade practices which
violate the Inipelples of fair competition both li United States markets and
abroad and thereby unfairly prejudice tite ability of the United States to com.
pete or to obtain access to markets or supplies.

A. FORoIGN IMPORT RtKsTR'IONS AND EXPORT 8UJOsIDIZE (sHcTION 301)

V'nder seetilon 252 of ile Trade Expansilo Act, the President has discretionary
authority to tnke retaliatory action against unjustifiable or unreasonable foreign
import restrh'tins or diserinitintory or other nts or policies which restrict or
substantially burden Uaited States conmmerce. Section 801 of the Trade Reform
Act simplifles section 252, removes fie defects, and strengthens and broadens
the authority to fake retaliatory action to safeguard ited States trading In.
terests against 111jtlstiflable or unreasonable foreign trade practices which Im-
pair the value of trade ,ommnitments by foreign countries, displace competitive
United States products it home or abroad, or otherwise burden, restrict, or dis.
criminate agaitist United States c'nnmer'e.

TIte new section (1) removes the distihtion under spellon1 252 between Agri-
cultural nd nonagricultural products to provide equal authority for all prod.
lcts: (2) strengthenm the retaliatory 1meastires which nny lie taken toy removing

the present statutory linlts ol tariff increases in the ease, of nonagrieultural
prolets and unreasonahle restrietionq: (3) extends the nuthorlty to cover for-
eign subsidies on exports to tle unitedd States (or to third countries which sub-
stantially reduce sales of competitive United States products; and (4) requires
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the consideration of United States international obligations before taking action
in all cases. In addition, section 801 includes new procedures under which Con,
gross may disapprove of any measure imposed by the President.

The purpose of these changes is to strengthen the retaliation authority as a
lover for resolving International trade disputes In an effective and even-handed
manner and for obtaining conpliance by foreign countries with International
trading rules and practices. The authority under section 252 has been invoked
only once, in the so called Chicken War. It has provided a useful behind-tile-
scenes tool on a nuiner of other occasions, however, for international settlement
of trading problems without formal invocation becoming necessary.

Section 801 requires the President to take all appropriate and reasonable
steps within lis existing authority to obtain the elimination of (1) unjustifiable
or unreasonable import restrictions whicl 'he determines impair the value of
trade concessions to the United States or burden, restrict, or discriminate
against United States trade; (2) unreasonable or unjustifiable discriminatoryy
or other nts or policies which burden or restrict United States trade; or (3)
foreign subsidies on exports to the United Stattes or to third countries which
substantially reduce sales of competitive United States products in the United
States or in these third country mrkets. In addition, the President ra11y (1)
suspend, withdraw, or prevent the applieatlon of trade agreement benefits to
the country ; and (2) Impose duties or other import restrictions on the products
of the country for an appropriate porlod of time.

As undtr the present section 252, tile term "unjustifiable" refers to restric.
tions which are illegal utlder or inconsistent with international obligations, such
as violations of a country's obligations to the United States tinder tile GATT.
The word "unreasonable" refers to restrictions, acts, or policies which are not
necessarily illegal, but which are generally regardled as unfair either under
International agreements or InI the actual practice of nations. For example,
actions equivalent to those which could be considered as nullification or Im.
pairment of benefits within the nmaning of GA'T Article XXIII would be
"unreasonaible." The President will make the judgment as to what constitutes
an unjustifiable or unreasonable measure, without a requirement for a GATT
determination.

Section 301 removes, the distiction tinder present law between agricultural
and nonagricultural products. Under present law, the President has greater
authority to retaliate against unjustifiable foreign practices on agricultural
products than on nonagricultural products. IResponses to either unjuntlliable
practices on nonagricultural products or unreasonable practices oil any produOt
are limited to suspending, withdrawing, or preventing the application of trade
agreement concessions. Section 801 l)rovl(s coniparable authority ap!ivcmble
to all products and unfair foreign practices. The removal of these distinctions
under present law Is necessary since the detrimental effects on United States
trading interests may be as great in any case,

Section 801 enhances the retaliatory power by removing the ceiling on the
amount of tariff increases which may lie Imposed, Under present law, tile Presl.
dent's retaliatory action is limited to tile Imposition of additional duties uip to
tile Column 2 levels, except in tile case of agricultural products. The withdrawal
of tariff concession consequently varies as an effective remedy in acl case,
depending on the level of the Column 2 rates on the products for which the
offending country is tile principal supplier, InI some cases, these rates are very
low and, therefore, provide only very limited authority to deal with unreasona-
ble practices or with unjustifiable restrictions on nonagricutural products. There
may also be eases for which quotas are a more effective response, for example, if
tile foreign country Imposes anl illegal quota on certain United States exports.

Under present louw, tile President must have due regard for United States
International obligations fit taking retaliatory action against unreasonable re-
strictions. In determining what action to take under section 801, the President
must consider the relationship to United States international obligations as well
as the purposes of the Trade Iteform Act in all cases.

This requirement shall not constitute a limitation on the legal scope of tile
President's authority to take action in tile national interest. The consequences
of Imposing retaliatory measures and of non-compliance with international oblil.
gntions dictate, however, that the President would resort to action which is In-
consistent with international obligations only on a matter of Important princi-
ple and in the national interest, where effective International procedures for deal.
ing with the problem are not available and only after all other possible measures
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which are consistent with international obligations are considered and are judged
inadequate to remedy the problem.

Actions under section 252 may be applied on either a most-favored-nation or a
non-,NI'N basis but tile statute is not explicit on tile point. Section 801 provides
explicit authority to apply actions on a most-favored-nation basis or only against
imports from the offending country in the case of unjustifiable restrictions or
policies. If the restriction is unreasonable but not unjustifiable, the action must
lie taken only against the offending country. A nondiscriminatory response is
made by selecting articles of particular interest to the offending country, Where
retaliatory action is taken on a nondiscriminatory basis, the President may
carve-out from tariff classifications articles on which concessions may be with.
drawn oi suspended or on which duties or other import restrictions may be im.
posed, so as to minimize tile adverse impact on nonoffending countries.

The Administration proposes an amendment to section 801 to remove tile re.
quirement for United States action on a selective basis it response to unreason.
able but not unjustifiable Import restrictions. There is no clear logical basis for
(lstinguisling between foreign unjustlflle and unreasonable trnde practices to
warrant the requirement that the response lit thie latter case lie ol a selective
(nondilcrimninatory) basis.

Included in section 801 Is the authority to take effective unilateral action in any
situation if the United States cannot obtain a solution in the GATT to foreign
trade practices which are Inconsistent with international trading rules or which
otherwise unreasonably or unjustifiably impair United States export oppor-
tunities. The language of section 801 clearly provides sufficiently broad anu.
thority for the United States to retaliate through imposition of duties or other
Import restrictions against unfair foreign export controls on essential raw mate-
ials or other products and against other unfair denials of access to supplies,

Including foreign discriminatory actions, It would, for example, provide au-
thority to take effective unilateral action in response to such practices as un-
realistic competitive depreciation or devaluations designed to achieve a trade
advantage for foreign exports vis-a-vis United States exported goods,

Section 801 also extends the retaliation authority to cover foreign export
subsidies to third countries and to'the United States which displace competi-
tive United States products. This authority will provide the United States
additional negotiating leverage to obtain an international agreement on subsidy
praictles, It will also provide an additional deterrent to subsidies on exports
to the United States by enabling the President to go beyond a mre offset of the
foreign subsidy under the countervailing duty law by imposing additional duties
or other Import restrictions of a greater amount.

The countervailing duty statute will remain the primary recourse to deal
with foreign bounties or grants on products exported to the United States.
Consequently, section 801 can be used for this purpose only if (1) the Secretary
of the Treasury determines that a subsidy or another incentive having the effect
of a subsidy exists on such exports: (2) the Tariff Commission finds that the
subsidized exports substantially reduce sales of competitive products made in
the United States: and (8) the President determines that the AntidumpIng
Act and the countervailing duty law provide insufficient remedies to deter
the subsidies,

Section 801 Includes procedural requirements for public participation in and
Congressional oversight of actions under the authority,

1. The President must provide an opportunity for interested persons to
present their views, including public hearings upon request, concerning foreign
restrictions, nets, or policies which fnll within the scope of section 801, and
with respect to taking retaliatory action on the product involved. Theo pro.
visions provide domestic interests an opportunity to bring restrictive foreign
practices and their views on the consequences of taking or not taking retalia-
tory notion to the attention of Government officials, The President -may alo
request the views of the Tariff Commission n to tile probable Impact on the
domestic economy of taking action on the particular product.

The Administration proposes an amendment to section 801(d) that would allow
the President to retaliate or respond quickly to a foreign action when It Is in the
best Interests of the United States, without the necetmity of a prior public hearing.
The President would still be required to provide a public hearing, but it would not
have to be held prior to his action.

2. Any retaliatory action taken by the President In subject to a Congressional
veto procedure, similar to that which applies to the imposition of quotas or
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orderly marketing agreements as import relief under section 208. Section 802 re-
quires tile President to report import restrictions imposed under section 801 to
both Houses of Congress with a statement of his reasons for taking the action.
The action will terminate if either House passes a disapproval resolution by a
majority of those present and voting within 00 days after submission of tile
report.

3, ANTIDUMPINO DUTIES (SECTION 821)

Under the Antidumping Act, 1021, special dumping-duties may be imposed on
imports of any articles which the Secretary of the Treasury determines are being
sold or are likely to be sold at less than fair value if the Tariff Commission do.
terinines that a domestic industry is being injured or is likely to be Injured or
prevented from being established because of such imports, A dumping duty is
imposed on imports covered by tile finding if tile purchase price or exporter's
soles price is less or likely to le less than the foreign market value or, if it cannot
lie determined, the constructed value.

Section 821 of H,t. 10710 contains several amendments to the Antidumping
Act which codify some existing Treasury practices and others which make cer-
tain changes of a basically procedural and technical nature: (1) A requirement
that published determinations of the Treasury and tile Tariff Commission contain
statements of findings and conclusions with the reasons and bases therefor on all
the material issues of fact or law presented; (2) Imposition of time limits for the
Secretary of the Treasury to determine whether there is reason to believe or lis-
pect dumping; (8) a requirement for a hearing prior to the Treasury, and Tariff
Commission determinations; (4) technical amendments to the definition of "pur-
chase price" and "exporter's sales price"; and (5) two amendments dealing with
the determination of foreign market value. The purpose of the changes is to im.
prove further tile effective administration of the Antidumping Act and to ensure
doniestic producers adversely affected by dumped imports of vigorous and timely
relief.
1, Detailed tatement of reasons

Section 821 amends section 201 of the Antidumping Act to require the Secre.
tary of the Tredsury and the Tariff Commission, upon making a determination, to
include in their published determination a detailed statement of the bases for
their findings and conclusions on all material issues of fact or law presented, This
change will make the administration of the Act a more open amnd understandable
process than has been the case in the past. It provides vital information to all
concerned with antildumping investigations, while still preserving the confiden-
tiality of detailed business information acquired by the Treasury and the Tariff
Commission in the course of their investigation.
2. TIme limits

Section 821 amends section 201 of the Antidumping Act to require the Secre-
tary of the Treasury to determine whether there is reason to believe or suspect
imports of an article are or are likely to be entering at less than fair value with-
in six months after a question of dumping is raised or presented, or within nine
months in more complicated investigations, Final determinations by the Secre-
tary, whether affirmative or negative, are required by the Treasury Department's
Antildumping Regulations to be made within three months after the above pre-
liminary determination, Since the three-month period for the injury determilna.
tion by the Tariff Commission would be maintained, final action on an anti.
dumping investigation would take place within 12 months in normal eases and
not exceeding 15 months in more complicated cases, Amendments to Treasury
Antidumping Regulations which were put into effect in ,Tanuary 1078 provide for
the Treasury portion of the processing of applications to be completed in nine
months in normal cases, 12 months in more complex ones, This has greatly re.
duced the length of time for completing investigations and has brought about
an alpreciable Increase in tihe number of determinations issued,

Notice of all significant actions In the deelslon-making process, such as tenta.
tire and final negative determinations or tentative and final discontinuances of
investigations must he published in the Federal Register, The Secretary may
order publication of a notice of withholding of appraisement within three
months after publication of notice of a tentative negative determination it lie
has reason to believe or suspect dumping. In this case, the withholding Is treated
lit the same manner as in the ease of an affirmative determination. If no with-
holding Is ordered within the three-month period, the Secretary must issue a
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filial negative determination or a notice of discontinuance of tile investigation.
These time limits largely parallel those under present Antidumping IRegulations,

Section 201 of the Act is also amended to provide that the date of the FederalRegister notice that information relating to dumping has been received in ac-cordance with regulations is the date that tile question of dumping will he
considered raised or presented to the Secretary. Current Treasury regulationsprovide that this notice will generally be published within 30 days after receipt
of information in an acceptable form.
3. Hearings

Section 821 provides a new requirement under the Antidumping Act whereby
both the Secretary of tme Treasury andi the Tariff, Conlmissitn must hold it
hearing prior to their deternminations. Under current regulations, interested
parties have an opportunity to be heard only at the discretion of tile agency. Inorder to preserve the informal, non-adversary nature of the hearing and to
facilitate rapid and fair investigation,' the hearings will lie specifically ex.
empted from the procedural requirements of tile Administrative l'roeeduro Act.
A transcript of the hearing plus all information developed in connection with
the Investigation will be publicly available, excluding only detailed business in-
formation which must be kept confidential to protect all parties concerned
with the investigation and information exempt front disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act.
4. "Purehase price" and "e portcr's salve prices"

Section 321 contains several technical anendmnents to the definitions of "pur.
haN price" and "exporter's sales price" under section 203 and section 201 of

time Act:
1. Any export tax will be subtracted from the purchase price rather than

added to it in making the necessary calculations to compare prices, Tils amend.
ment corrects an error in the statute and makes the puremase price treatment of
export taxes comparable to that under the definition of exporter's sal's price,
which already provides for tile subtraction of any export tax Included in the
price to the United States. If the export tax is not subtracted, It would distortany comparison between the export price to the United States nid time homomarket price of n particular product, thereby artificilny reducing or olilmlinatilng
any dumping margin that might otherwise exist.

2. The definitions of both "purchase price" and "exporter's sales price" areamended to harmonize the treatment of foreign tax rebates under the Anti-
dumping Act with the standard for their treatment under the countervolling duty
law. No adjustment for tax rebates to the advantage of the foreign exporter wifIbe permitted unless tile direct rela.;onslip between the tax and the exported
product or its components can be demonstratedl. For exalnple, if the exported
product benefited from a tax rebate on time mortgage on the plant that produced it,
tile rebate could not be used in the computations to reduce the dumping margin.Moreover, in adjustment for a tax rebate will be permitted only to the extent
such taxes are added to or included in the price of the merclnn'dise when sold
in tile home market, To the extent tile exporter absorbs indirect taxes In sales
In the home market, no adjustment will be made to, purchase price. 'rhe effect
will be to Increase the size of dumping margins under such circumstances.

3. Merchandise benefiting from tax rebates which the Secretary of the Treasury
has already determined are a bounty or grant, and thus subject to eountervaillng
duties, wilt not be unfairly penalized by being also subject to antidumping duties
by virtue of the same tax rebates.

In addition, the exporter's sales price computation is amended to provide for
the subtraction of the value added when merchandise subject to a dumping find.Ing Is Imported by a person or corporation related to the exporter and then sold
to an unrelated purchaser in tile United States, This amendment codifies (xlst-isting regulitions and ensures that merchandise imported In an exporter's sales
price situation and then changed in form or condition before being resold to an
unrelated purchaser is within the purview of the Act. The amendment will not
apply if the resold product does not contain more than an insignificant amount
by quantity or value of the imported merchandise,
5. Foreign market value

Section 321 also contains two amendments to section 205 of the Antidumping
Act for the determination of foreign market value:

1. Sales in the home market of tile country of export or to countries other than
the United States may be disregarded in certain situations if the sales prices
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represent less than the cost of producing the merchandise. If tle Secretary of
fhe Treasury determines there are sales below cost, lie will disregard them in
determining foreign market value if (a) such sales have been made over an
extended period of time and in substantial quantities; and (b) the sales are not
at prices which permit recovery of all costs within a reasonable period of time
i the normal course of trade.

For example, obsolete or end.of-model year merchandise is frequently sold
below cost, nind initial prices of products involving large research and develop.
inent expenditures may not reflect all overhead costs. The former types of sales
will not be disregarded if they are normal in the trade and not made in substan-
tial quantities over an extended period of time. The latter tyls of sales will not
ho disregarded if the sales prices'permit recovery of all costs based on anticipated
sales over a reasonable period of time. On the oiher hand, systematic sales at
prices which will not permit recovery of all costs of production will be dlsre.
garden. If the Secretary of the Treasury determines that the exclusion of sales
below cost results in an insufficient number of sales at or above cost, in either
the home market or to third countries, to provide ni adequate basis to compare
prices, tile Secretary will determine that no foreign market value exists ind
will resort to constructed value for a comparison with purchase price or ex-
porter's sales price.

The purpose of the amendment Is to prevent foreign sales below cost of produc.
tion being used as the basis for determining whether sales of such merchandise to
the United States are at less than the foreign market value. Otherwise, sales
below cost to purchasers In tile United States could be exempted front the provi.
sons of the Act if sales prices In the home market or'to third countries are also
below cost by an equal or greater amount.

2. A foreign manufacturer will be found to have sold merchandise in the United
States at less than the foreign market value only If its price to purchasers In the
United States is lower than that of the same or similar merchandise sold by the
same manufacturer in the home market or to third countries. Constructed value
will be used if no sales or an insignificant number of sales are made to countries
other than the United States.

The purpose of this amendment is to remove occasional inequities under the
present law. There are cases in which one manufacturer's sales prices to the
United States must be compared with sales prices of a different manufacturer In
the home market of the country of exportation If the first manufacturer makes no
or insignificant sales of the merchandise in the home market, Consequently, a
manufacturer's exports to the United States may be subject to dumping duties
under situations lie cannot control and even though his sales to the United States
are at prices higher than those to any other market. Once subject to a finding, he
continues at a serious disadvantage by being unable, without violation of anti-
trust laws, to obtain the home market prices of his competitor in order to elimi-
nate dumping margins from his sales to the United States under the Act. Con-
versely, a manufacturer who sells only to the United States and third countries
presently could escape liability if Treasury were forced to use the home market
prices of a different manufacturer rather than what might be the higher sales
prices of the first manufacturer to third countries.

Existing practice under Treasury regulations with respect to dumping of mer,
chandise from state-controlled economies will be codified. If the economy of the
exporting country is controlled to the extent that price determinations cannot be
made In accordance with the normally applicable rules, the Secretary of the
Treasury bases sales at less tin fair value determinations on prices at which
similar merchandise of a non-state-controlled economy is sold in the home market
or to third countries, or on the basis of time constructed value of the merchandise
in non.state-controlled economy,

0. COUNTERVAUM0o DUTIES (SEMo0 881)

Under section 308 of the Tariff Act of 1080, the Secretary of the Treasury
is required to impose a countervailing duty whenever he determines that a
bounty or grant has been paid, directly or Indirectly, on any dutiable im.
ported merchandise. The countervailing duty is equal to the amount of the
bounty or grant and Is collected In addition to the normal customs duty on
tile article.

Section 331 of the Trade Reform Act makes several Important changes in
the present countervailing duty statutes: (1) imposes a time limit on making
determinations of whether a bounty or grant exists; (2) broadens the scope of
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the statute to cover imports of duty-free articles if there is also a determination
of injury; (3) grants temporary, and in certain cases permanent, discretionary
authority for the Secretary of the Treasury to refrain from imposing counter.
vailing duties; and (4) provides for Judicial review of negative countervailing
diuty determinations.
1. 11me limits

While the imposition of countervailing duties following a determination that
a bounty or grant exists is mandatory under the present law, there is no
ierio(l of time Spt(ifled for the Secretary of the Treasury to make such a
determination, St,-lion 381 requires the Secretary of the Treasury to deter.
mine whether a bounty or grant exists within 12 months after the question is
presented, The Treasury Department will issue new regulations to require
the Commissioner of Oustoms to determine within 30 days after the informal.
tio is recelvedl whether it is adequate to proceed with an investigation,
The dote of publication of a countervailing duty proceeding notice will trigger
the initiation of the 12-month period for the formal countervailing duty
investigation. All Treasury decisions in countervailing duty investigations,
whether affirmative or negative, must be published in the Federal Register, A
countervailing duty order requiring the assessment of duties equivalent to the
amount of the bounty or grant will become effective 30 days following the
publication in the Pedernl Register.
2. Duti.yfreo imports

Section 331 extends the application of the countervailing duty law to non.
dutiable Items, Including Imlorts made duty-free as a result of generalized
tarlff preference treatment under Title V. if the Tariff Conllsslon deterinines
that a donestle industry Is being or is likely to be injured or is prevented from
being established as a result of the Imports benefiting from the bounty or grant,
The Tariff Commission must make its finding within three months after the
Treasury decision that a bounty or grant is being paid or bestowed. All affirma.
live and negative detormninations by the Tariff Commission will be published in
tho Federal Register,

If Treasury determines that a Iounty or grant is being paid or bestowed on
duty-free imports, it must suspend liquidation of imports of the merchandise
which enter or atre withdrawn from warehouse for consumption oi% or after the
30th day following publication of the determination in the Federal Register.
The countervailing duty order following an affirmative Injury determination by
the Tariff Commission will be effective as of the (late of suspension of liquidation.
The purpose of the suspension is for affirmative determinations on duty-free ima-
ports to become effective on the same date as affirmative determinations by the
Secretary of the Treasury with respect to dutiable imports.

The lowv is extended to cover non-dutiable items because of the much greater
volume of duty-free imports, some of which are competitivewith domestic pro-
duellon, following several rounds of tariff negotiations since the law went into
effect in 10,30. Duty-free Imports will increase further as a result of generalized
tariff loreferenees under Title V and authority to eliminate certain tariffs under
section 101,

The requirement for an injury determination by the Tariff Commission with
respect to duty-free Imports will remain In effect only as long as United States
international obligations under the, (A'VI11 require a material injury determaina-
liei in countervailing duty cases, Since the United States countervailing duty
law was in existence at the time time ('AViIl was formed, tihe absence of an in-
jary determnintlor with respect to dutiable articels is consistent with United
f4tates international obligations. The GA'IVp "grandfather clause" allows the con-
tinued application of certain mandatory legislation which predates the oA'T.
The (IA'vl' "grandfather clause" would not apply to ain extension of the law to
articles which were not covered by the original statute,

S(,(tion '31 as presently drafted requires the Tariff Commission to find only
time presence of "Injury" to the domestic industry. The Trade Reform Act as
submnitted by the Administration required the determination of "material In.
jury," in order to be consistent with GATTr Article VI, which requires "material
injury' as a prerequisite to the application of countervailing duties, Tile Ad-
minilstration assumes that the Congress intends for the United States to comply
with its international commitments in this regard and, therefore, that the in-
jury requirement will in practice be administered in a manner consistent with
the GATT' requirement.
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The mere enactment of the injury provision without the qualification 'mate.
rial" would not itself constitute a violation of the OATT. However, without that
word in the statute, our foreign trading partners are likely to raise tile issue
whether the United States is living up to its international commitments with
respect to each cose in which countervailing duties are applied on a duty-free
article. In order to avoid placing the United States In a defensive position on
this issue, the Administration urges restoration of the "material" qualification
in the statute to the Injury requirement applicable to duty-free merclandlse,
8, Di8erotionary application

Section 331 authorizes the Secretary of tile Treasury to refrain from applying
countervailing duties to imports which are subject to effective quantitative
lhinitations upon importation or exportation, lie nmust determine that the limitam.
tons are ai adequate sulmlitute for countervailing after seeking Information
and advice from appropriate agencies. The purpose, of this lprovlsion Is to nvol
excessive trade restrictions that might result by countervailing oil an article
which is already subject to a quota or restraint arrangement.

In addition, section M31 grants the Secretary of the 'i'reasury tenilmrmry dis.
cretionary authority for four years from the (lato of enactment of the Trade
Reform Act not to impose countervailing duties If, after seeking information
and advice from appropriate agencies, he deternomes that such Imposition would
be likely to seriously jeojrwrdize satisfactory completion of trade negotiations
under Title I. Similar discretionary authority is restricted to one year II tile
case of imports produced by facilities owned or controlled by the government
of a developed country if the investment in or operation of the facilities is
subsidized,

The purpose of the four-year dliseertionary authority Is to provide latitude
-in assessing countervailing duties in eases where tlh.t Secretary of the ''reasury
concludes that a countervailing might well frustrate the sucessful outcome (if
the trade negotiations, particularly with respect to aciileving an Internatimul
agreement on tile types of subsiduition i)ractliPs whihh would be considered
)erlsdbile and nonprmlissble. With tle 12--months time limi t for comlhting
investigation, the United States could, without such dlimrptlonary a authority,
be forced to impose countervailing duties against a practice while it. is the sub.
Ject of negotiations and which might become a pernissible export assist under
an International agreement The four-year limit on such discretionary authority
could strengthen United States negotiating leverage for obtaining an interna-
tlonal agreement,

On the other hand, the one-year limit on discretionary authority with respect
to articles produced by a governmentowned subsidized facility in a developed
country poses very serious problems. Achieving international agreement on per-
missible and nonpermissible export subsidies is likely to be a difficult and long
negotiation. There are many differences of opinion Internationally on what
constitutes an export subsidy and which specific practices should or should not
be sanctioned. The United States itself utilizes certain types of export assists
which foreign governments may well find contrary to International law or
practice,

One year does not provide sufficient time to negotiate an agreement which
would resolve all these issues. Tile requirement for mandatory application of
countervailing duties after one year on one type of measure which could cover
a broad range of products from a number of countries while negotiations are
underway could seriously jeopardize attainment of an international agreement.
The purpose of the four.year discretionary authority is to avoid imposing counter.
ailing duty actions which would "seriously jeopardize" trade negotiations. It
is Irrelevant for these purposes whether the product exported to tile United
States is from a nationalized company. The one-year restriction of tile Secretary's
discretionary authority should lie removed from the bill.
4. Judicial review

The fourth major change tinder section 331 to tile present countervailing duty
law is to provide for judicial review in the Customs Court (with appeal to the
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals and, by certiorari, to the Supreme Court)
of negative countervailing duty determinations by the Secretary of the Treasury.
Tho amendment is necessitated by a 1)71 decision of the Court which held that
the right of Judicial review of negative determinations Is not available to
domestic producers,
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Reaction 51 of the Tariff Act of 1930 presently permits American nintifac-

turers, producers or wholsalers to file a petition with the Seeretary of the
Treasury contesting import aipraismenient, classification, or duty assessment. If
tie seereta ry of the Treasury tgres with Oie claims, he d(eterminlies thel proper
apprais-lit, ('llissflcation, or rate of duty, then notifies tie petitioner and also
lailillhes tl(, d'trinhnt ion it the Custonms Bulhtln. ''he determination applies
to all inorealiiidile (blter'od aift,,r the (ite of pulienat',on of the notice.

The petitioner may file a jioti'e to contest it negative decision on the claim by
the Secretary of the Treasury within 30 days following notification of a negative
derision, The Secretary imst Ihln piulillsh his detornlination and tlit, fact that
the petitioner desires to contest tie decision. Following a decision by the
Customs Court In favor of the petitioner, liquidation of all entries of the
merchandise Is st ended pending a fiuial Judicial ruling, Tile merchandise
becolnes subject to tile appraisement, classiflcation, or rate of duty In accordance
with the final court (Ic(ision effective as of the (late of the first decision.

These same procedures under section M16 of the Tariff Act of 1030 will apply
In the rIght of judichial review of negative countervailing duty decision, except
tlt notices of decisions by tile Secretary of the Treasury will be published
In the Federal IlegIster. ''hme eourt will determine whether or liot a bounty or
grant Is being paid or lbstowed an the particular merchandise. This amendment
Is consistent with the right of Importers to Judicial review of affirmative deter-
minations under the countervailing duty law,

M. UNFAIR IMPORT PRACTICES (RECTION 1357)

Sectoln 337 of the Tariff Act of 1030 authorizes the Tariff Commission to
Investigate, on the basis of a complaint or on Its own initiative, alleged unfair
methods of competition and unfair acts In the Importation or sale of imported
articlh(ms In the united State-s. The Tariff Comtnission determilnes wlhther the (ff(,(t
or tendency of the methods or tiets is to destroy or substantially Injure a domestic
Industry, prevent the establishment of an Industry, or restrain or monopolize
trade and commerce in the United States. While the statute covers all methods
of Import competition, in fact virtually all cases tinder section 337 have Involved
tent Infring'ment (unlicensed importation of articles falling within the claims
of a United States letters patent).

If time President Is satisfied that the statutory criteria have been met, he must
issei an exclusion order barring Imports of the article Involved front entry until
the conditions leading to the excluslom order no longer exist. Pending a full
investigation, the President may issue a temporary exclusion order whereby
imports of the article enter tinder bond payable to the VnIted States.

Section 341 of II.R. 10710 makes no change in the existing provisions with
respect to unfair Import practices other than those relating to patent Infringement.
Section 341 does make three amendments to section 337 with respect to cases
Involving patent Infringement :

1. It changes the roles and authority of the President and the Tariff Commils-
slon by vesting authority in the Tariff Commission rather than the President to
issue an exclusion order following its investigation and finding flint articles
are Imported or sold in violation of the statute based upon claims of United
States letters intent.

The Tariff Commission may Issue a temporary exclusion order following a
hearing on the record during Its preliminary Inquiry or Investigatan but prior
to completion of the Investigation, if it is satisfied from the Information avail-
able to it that: (1) there is a probable violation of the statute: and (2) Ia.
mediate and substantial harm would result to the domestic Industry in thea)-.
sence of exclusion. Imports may enter under bond until the Investigation-ir
completed.

Any temporary or final exclusion order will remain In effect until the Tariff
Commission determines, upon request or its own motion, that the conditions
leading to the order no longer exist. The Tariff Commission might terminate
or suspend the order If, for example, a court of competent jurisdilctlon holds
tle patent involved In the order Invalid or unenforceable or ipon abandonment
or unreasonable delay of the proceedings by the complainant prior to a final
determination.

2. It provides the right of judicial review of either action or Inaction by the
Tariff Commission in the United States Court of Customs and Patent Appeals.
The right applies to a complainant as well as an importer. While the present
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statute provides for judicial review of Tariff Connisslon(l deterllinLtions, thir is
a serious legal question as to whether the Court has Jurisdiction over such t'1,ses
since the Tariff Commission's fidiigs are advisory and not binding on tOe
President. Following an exclusion order by tie 'resident, te i'xclusitoi of
imliorts by Customs is subject to Judicial review by the Uiiited States ctUms
Court. Section 341 removes the legal qjuestlon and clearly provides for juditail
review ilx the Court of Customs ald Patent Appeals.

3. It expressly authorizes tit, Commission to take into considratioi it-giil
defenses Including the enforceability of jatents in reaching its del'erlilitimis.
Under present law, the Commission lis considered United States patients valid
uiless a Court of a competent jurisdiction has held otherwise.

With regard to the provisions of section 341 as enacted by the lHouse'of Itep.
resentatives, the Administration believes that two additional changes are itetes-
sary. The first change concerns the bonding procedures under a tetlorary
exclusion order. The provisions of lilt. 10710 retain the language of the present
statute which provides, li the case of a temporary exclusion order, for entry
under bond us may be prescribed by the Secretary of tit Treasury, ~iider cur.
rent law, the bond runs to the United States Government, in the amount of 1(x)
percent of the domestic value of the imported article In question. This strlng'nt
standard has had the effect of )recluding importers from bringing ill any goods
and has meant, In effect, that temporary exclusion has tie saint, effect as a is'r-
manent exclusion. Consequently, the original intent of the stattte to allow ill)-
ports to continue while the investigation proceeds has ievn nullitied.

To remedy this problem, the Administration prolpo ,d a nw bondllilg prs't'leur
but the provisions were (elete'd during consideration of the loill In tli(, luous,.
Taking into account the objections to that proposal, the Admintistration has re-
formulated the provisions and is recommending ani amendment to provide that
the bond (1) shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury; (2) shall I~e in
the amount of 12 percent of the domestic value of the imlrted article: and (3 )
shall be ityable to the patentee upon the final determination that such article
be excluded.

The bond will remain in effect as long as tMe temporary exclusion order retiaits
in effect. As inentioued above, a temporary exclusion order would ternlitlat,
upon a final determination by the Tariff Commission or upon a Commissioll
determination that the conditions leading to the order no longer exist. Such
conditions Include, for example, ie abandonment or unreasonable delay of thit-
pr.oceedihgs by the complainant, The term "domestic value" is to be Interpreted
according to the' definition provided Ii sectioll 12.39 of the Custons Iteguhatiouis.

The Administration believes that the prol sse(d amendment provides a work.
able solution upholding tile original intent of the statute while, at the sane
time, protecting time patented's rights. A bond of 12 percent, payable to the
patentee, would be sufficient to protect time patentee's Interests ii almost ill
cases. Ii this regard, the Administration expects that to prevent unjust double
recovery, the courts, In awarding danages, will take Into account any reninnera.
tion received by tile patentee through tle bonding procedure should litigation
arise with resiK'et to the same Importation as that which was sulbject to it
section 837 proceeding.

The second anaendient prolsised to section X11 Is to exempt tie 'nited Shtt,es
Government froim any exclusion order that might e issued by tile Tarif (,nt-
mission, This exemption would make section "937 and section 3:17a of the Tarif
Act, as they apply to patents, consistent with (lie provisions of 28 P',.C, 140s
which provides an exclusive remedy In the United States Court of ('minis for
reasonable and entire compensation for Infringement of a patent by tie t'iJted
States Government.

This amendment provides that temporary or pernianent exellsion orders
would not apply to articles Imported by the United States, or imiorted for the
United States with tile authorization or consent of the iovernnment if su(h
articles are for use by tit United States or for use for the Ulnited States with
the authorization or consent of the (overnmnent. To prot-ct tit, rights of tin
owners of both produt and process patents when Iinportatlon Is by or for fte
Government, the stat it, further provides that when artles ha ve been ,xelltle,
permanently, tie patentee shall be entitled to petition the Court of Chiuns for
reasonable and entire com;s'iisation for use of tile imported articles lpursuant
to the procedures of section 1498, title 28, United States Code'.

It Is expected that the Tariff Commission shall make lit, delisioll prerill.d
In subparagraph (2) of subseltlon (i) notwitlhstalding the fat tht the only
known Importation Is by or for the United States. If the Conljisslon finds that

30-229 -,-74--jol. 1-21
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tli(, conditions itreserlbed by subsection (a) have been met, It shall order the
lperilmeant exclusion of tie articles in question. 'hie statute is not Intended, how.
evpr, Ito preclude the presentation of legal defenses by the United States (tov.
e'renenlt i the' Coturt of ('laims, If the (overnment hes not partic'ipated it p~ro.
(*ev'eings before tiwl Tariff Conmission with respect to the sinme articles.

TriE V--''TAi), IIEI.ATIONS WITi ('OUNTIIES 'Ner ]e?.NJOYiN( NONIIIHCtI M INAToIlY
TllEATM ENT

'ith'le IV ef Ile Trade leforn Aet authcorizes the Presieint, SiibJe(t to erialn
(eeleni t lons Iad lrov'edlitire's, to exte nltd nondiseriineitory (most-favored.nation)
Itriff t retllneit to imlnirt s front countries ('irrently subject to the generally
ligh Colunl 2 rates of (lilly.

Te'l iiite'd t tes ctrretl ly extelns nmost.fitvoredtcintlon treatnietit to all non.
'.'iiiiiilist t'ri res andl to ]Polal alud Yugoslavia. Under sctioin 231 of the

'iu1144 ]'.Xeinsioll ,Act, however, till ('omuiinlst countries except l'oltii(I 1ll(d
Y tigoslieviii ire suldejct to the lilgher ('olulnil 2 rates of duty estallllhed Iillder
ie Sift.liniwley Tariff Act of ll)30, tThet trade igr( ',leuit ilelween the United
til e's indel t, SovietI 'lliill, conleclled lit O (to(er, 1172 togpilher with a selte-

ile'ict cef leniiel.hle'ns oldigtlons, provides for the ( xtelmieel of nlost-favored.nallol
trelmenIi t to it, Soe'1vie, Uniion. 'The iigreeln('tit adl lie s etlletent will Iiot take
fill 44,-0t,, lowe've'r, mi Il lie tathorily iiiler ritle IV of llt, 10710 to extenlld
ieiiescrlnil ietory Il rifT t i rt0 ine'nt is iieletetl.

The terie "llmos-favorel.nation" should not be inistinelerstood. It does not
Imly xlpec'lel or inore favorale treatment. It Is, in fact, normal or nondiscrni-
hiaiieery Irptiliient extended to Imports from all countries other than moot
C'etiiiitiinist counters. Most.favorede.nflIon rates tire the (oluinti 1 rates of duty.
'T'1,ie' rate, have leee'n successively reducee through a series of bilateral land
tIclillt erl negot iii ions from 1134 through 11107.

I A've1 of Visite(d Mttiles trade wilh Ibhe Soviet Union a1nd1 Mils Elropean colil.
11-'119 hav'te'n 4 ,'er verely eoistralned sin(,ee the early 1050m its ii result of legal
l'turrih'rs. aosve'rnnieilt lley, intld lti1ldie4 ollnioii. Trade was Viewed as a political
weaotn. liI 11151, dlurling the Kore'e1n War. the Congress withdrew til, noriutl
iconiniserliltinatory tariff tare'at ment front ( onmminist countries which they hail
beei uracnl(e 1111 until that tittle. Yugoslavia was excepted front thI action, and
nerlnal tiriff treatment was stbSequently restored to Poland in 1000.

lt,,''inly, however. political and economic relations and attitideo heave clearly
iiieih'roee iajor eliciges. lee lt(he' past several years, lhie Congress and the Ad-
iiii- t at lon have taken signiflcant steps to elicourage increisedl trade with Com.
inciteist eotintries. Th'lcese stelm are eoiisimtet with cleangee in attitude aind with
efforls to iorrmalize overall Easet.Wes't relations.

('olgre'ssionial eiecotirngement of increased traele Witi Communist Ceountries Is
re'tlh'teld in several recent legislative enactments. In 1971, Congress repealed an
iniiement to le Exlort-linport Baik Act which had restricted the Premldent's
tiutliorty to e'xtendl Export-lmport Baiek credits for purchases by Communist
e'oeliitllie. In 1072. In amicendlng tie ]xport Administration Act, Vongresx also
ititihor'l flie Presildent to remove unilateral controls on United States exports
to ('omunilst countries with the exception of n(em ary limitations on strategic
ge o(eie. 'he Congress maude It (leIt,r that United States policy should lie to encocir.
aege triple with till countries "except those with which such trade ha been
delerinedee I py the Prehlelent to be ngtiinit the national Interest."

'T'l( Administration also lits taken steps to open avenuts of trade witl ('on.
ninnist countries. e ,, complete embaiurgo on trade with the people'ss republic of
('hima has been lifted. The lit of Items subject to export controls has be;en pro-
gre'siv(ely shortened, A number of government-sponsored trade centers, informa.
tlon ofll~ee', comtmerciil offices and coinlnlilions hiave been estaidlshed lit the
Soviet 1'nion and iln a stern Europe to encourage trade opportiniltes and to
Improve tle conditions and faelllt,' for eonducling trale, Theme efforts have Ieec
generally well received by the Congress.

A nlinber of American firinsl have established permanent offices In the
Soviet Union and other Communnst countries. United States trade with Com.
nitulist e.o'lntrie' Increased lracnatlcally In the past two years with exports far
,xeveedlng itnltorts. In fact, when the United States registered a $0 billion trade

dellt't In 1972. our trade urlls with the Soviet Union of over ,500 million wal
filir largeut iiti aniy Mlingle' cluntry. it 1973 this llateral trade serplus In.
greased to elinmt $1 Itillon. Although the rapid Increase in exports to Communist
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countries In the past two years has been exceptional, there will be opportunities
for a steady expansion of trade in the future.

The two basic purposes of the Trade Reform Act are (1) to stimulate United
States econoinic growth by maintaining and enlarging foreign markets for
American products; and (2) to strengthen economic relations with foreign
countries through tie development of fair and equitable market opportunities
and open, nondiscriminatory world trade. To achieve these purposes, United -

States foreign trade policy must be global in scope, To maintain discriminatory
ltariff treatment restricts United States market opportunities in a major part
of tile world and is inconsistent with these purposes,

Authority to grant nondiscriminatory tariff treatment to Communist coulntries
as provided under Title IV would servo United States political and econiiomlc
objectives in two major ways. First, ability to remove tariff discrimination would
promote the United States foreign policy objective of normalizing relations with
Connunist countries. Normalized relMlons conducted through cooperation are
basie to achleving stable and lasting international peice. Improved economic
relations, Increased trade In particular, provide Communist countries a vested
Interest li peaceful political relations and more diversilied avenues of commune.
ca I Ii,1 in id Interaction.

('.amatunist countries, the Soviet Union in particular, regard the dental of
nondiscriminatory tariff treatment by the United States as the outstanding issue
li their economic relations with the United States. The continuation of discrnm.
nation in the form of tariffs at penalty levels Is a continuing irritant in our
relations with these countries and is a anomaly symbolic of a more hostile era
In our rlatlonis. The burden of higher tariffs falls particularly on Eastern Eur-
opean countries because of the nature of the goods they currently export to us.

Second, nondiscrinlinatory tariff treatment nnd the resulting Improved trade
relatliols with Communist countries would bring significant economic benefits to
hI t'nited Srates. Our Western trading pan'triers have beean enjoying these bene.

fil on all Inreasing seale. Our trading relations with Comnunist countries have
lgg"(d far behind those of our major trading partners, particularly In Western
lairolsw, for it number of years, Even with the large increase In United States
trade with ('onimunist countries li anticipation of trade agreements or with the
m hi (if ('r((its In recent y(ars, our shire of total two.wily Easkt-West tra(le (rillg
l172 was still only 1.4 percent or $1.2 million ts compared with 15.3 percent and
5:1,1 billion for ti- Murolxan Community.

The market opportunities for the United States In the Easmt are considerable,
Jmrtheularly since the needs of the Conmunist countries often coincide with
produts In which the United States enjoys a COmpOtitive advantage, such as
agrieultural products and high-technology manufactures. Increased exports to
Commlnaunist countries would also have A favorable employment Impact Ili tie
United States, as Is the case with exports generally. While Imports from Coln-
nautiist countries would increase under the lower Column I rates of duty, the
t'mlled States would continue to enjoy a highly favorable balance of East-West
tro'de. It Is especially important thut the United Stutes take advantage of these
export opportunities in Eastern European markets at tile present time as a means
of offsetting the higher costs of Increased Imports of essential materials.

'These benefits cannot be gained, however, without the availability of export
credit.4 and loan guarantees. Export-Import Bank financing is extended to exports
to tile Soviet Union, Poland, Romania and Yugoslavia on the same terms, rates,
alid conditions as to other nations, It. enables United States products and services
to compete with those of Western European countries which are heavily sup.
iorted by govern ment-bo'-ked financing.

Improved trade relations can also contribute to the solution of outstanding
economic and commercial Issues between the United States and Communist
comutries. For exaniple, the granting of nondiscriminatory treatment can be a
velilel and negotiating lever to obtain settlement and repayment of outstanding
filtnlal claims, as In tile ease of the Soviet Union. The whole process and lnst-
tatloiial framework of negotiating commercial agreements can establish preced.
ciats for cooperation rather than confrontation It) other areas, In tills regard,
efforts s of tie United States-U,.,R. Joint Commercial Commission have been ian.
liressive Ini developing cooperative appro'hmes In areas of common Interest. An
agreed design for 'nited States-Soviet cooperation In an improved lInternatiomal
Information system for agricultural production and trade, for example, could
make an Imiportanit and perhaps essential contribution to world food security.
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Basic Provisions of Title V.-Section 401 continues the requirement of present
law that the President deny nondiscriminatory tariff treatment to imports from
countries which are ineligible for such treatment when the Trade 1e form Act Is
enacted. These countries are listed In headnote 3(e) of the 1114U,

Section 408 authorizes the President to proclaim the extension of nondiserlim.
natory tariff treatment to such countries, however, which either (1) enter Into
bilateral commercial agreements meeting the requirements specilied under Mee-
tion 404; or (2) become parties to an appropriate nmltilateral trade agreement,
such as the GA , to which tile United States is also a party. Tihe exercise of
the authority is subject to several limitations and requirements to ensure tlhat
the granting of nondiscriminatory treatment is not automatic but in return for
appropriate benefits for the United States,

1. Nondiscriminatory treatment accorded under bilateral ,ommerhil agree.
ments or under a multilateral agreement remains in effect only as long as the
obligations to the country involved remain in effect tinder the agreement,

2, Nondiscriminatory treatment must be withdrawn during any Kriod(l the
country is in arrears In Its obligations under an agreement with the United
States to settle lend.lease debts.

3. The President nitty suspend or withdraw nondiscriminatory treatment nd
thereby restore tht, Column 2 rates of ditty at any tine.

4. Mandatory provisions specified under section .104 must be included In any
bilateral commercial agreement,

5. Imports from count rihs granted nondiscriminatory treatment under Tth, IV
are sflbject. to special market disruption provisions under section 4)5,

6. The extension and continuation of nondiscrimunatory t rettment under either
n bilateral coiinereill agreement or a multilateral agreement are stibject to
C(omgrsslonal veto under the pr(Kedures of section 4141,

Additionally, under title IV as passed by tit(, Ilouse, nondiserinlnatory treat.
meat cannot be granted; credits, credit guarantees, or imvestinent guarantees
cannot he extended inder n United Rtati's governmentt program : and eomnierehil
agreements cannot be coneltded with a country currently ineligible for nlondis.
erinhinttory treatment dnt'ing any period whihh tle Presilent (leteriities, ti t
It denies Its citizens freedom of emigration or ilposes unreasonable financial
barriers to such emigration as suecifled under section 402.
1. Blattcral eommcrelal agrccmcnts sectionn 404)

Subject to several conditions, section 404 atuthorizes the President to put
into effect bilateral eommnercil agreements extending nondliscriinatory treat-
ment when they ire In the national Interest and when they promote tile pur.
)oses of the Trade Reform Aet. Thie specific niand(atory and illustrative optional

provisions specified tinder section 40.1 for illusion in bilateral agreetnents are
intended to ensure flint the United States obtain benefits of real valtn in return
for granting nondis.riminntory treatment, anid that the rights and interests
of American doing bumsinem with state-trading economies will be protected and
facilitated. The obligations undertaken by both Communist countries and the
United States must be reasonably balanced. They ned not be necessarily similar
in nature.

The mandatory provisions apply both to the 1072 commercial agreement with
the Soviet Union, which has not yet been implemented, and to agreements which
my be 11eiwotiated with other Colnintilst countries in the future. The provisions
of bilateral eonnereial agreements and other provisions of Title IV do not I1n
any way affect tile United States system of export controls imposed on goods
of strategic importance tinder other statutes or under international agreements
such as COCOM. Bilateral commercial agreements must:

1. lie Iilnited to a niaxinin tieriod of three years. They may l* renewed
for additional periods of tip to three years each only if a satisfactory balance
of trade concessions has been maintained, and only If aetial or prospective
reductions of United States tariff and nontariff barriers under multilateral
negotiations are satisfactorily reciprocated.

2. Be stibject to suspension or termination at any time for national security
reasons. The agreements shall not limit the right of either party to take action
to protect national security interests.

3. Provide safeguard arrangements to prevent domestic market disruption.
4. Assure patent rights at least equivalent to those under the Paris Conven.

tion for the Protection of Industrial Property if the country is not a party to
that convention.
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5. Include arrangements for tile settlement of commercial differences and dis.
putes.

0. Provide for cotwultations to review the operation of the agreement.
Section 404 also Ists Illustrative provisions which bilateral commercial

agremients may contain, such as (1) arrangements for the protection of Indus.
hill rights and processes, trademarks, and copyrights; (2) arrangements for

trade lromotion; and (8) other commercial arrangements to Iromoto the base
purposes of tile Trade Reform Act. Other commercial arrangements could Ili.
ehidte provisions relating to supply access as well as to market access.

Couittries which accede to the 0A'ivI' usmumlly mtidertake obligations iltid grant
conteessoimns whiti are sihilhtir 1it several rmispe-W to those which would apply
Ilndier it Ilhternl conitir(hi agremett, AT'1'" netmibers which would lie cur.
renit ii111 vtl i ealdlilIS for ttondiscriiniatory Iairiff tr(lotnent illler a iili.h1114r1-11 Ilgreellielit Ilra Hl{(lilnh, Hlunlgary, mid ('zeehml~olit. U'ndor Tileh IV,
Ihe Pr'eshhdent coldh eXilid lindiserhinh1n1ttfry fr(,tmlln1t to) tilso eolUnlrirh o 11
le IltiIsis of Ili I t'i'it of lielr in'essio li t le, (IV'Vr or lby m'oaluding separitto

bihiI111i'Ii eolnlnitt'iiihl igr'e1n1imits, subject to Cotlgressloill aLqir'ovoil ultner the
vetol procedure of sect ion 400.
2, .larket (isrlpttionl (seetillon 0,)

'ihe lirolsriioni of blhlteral otnlivrih'll agre( 'ltelis under s(,('tion 401 geit.orallly r1,0h14, Io mlif'igullls hIll p'Oh-cl IIIld I'lluillintv fl, vo elllel (,l f hullwls I
1la1e.itrsdling vollillrles. Seetiol ,40,5 Ipriwihhes t1w dominle ittlhorliy to granlt
ilmort rlief to Iotec't dolistle Iirolhtirs from tinty (lIsruptIvo effects of iln.
('lisd 'llll('o ti tlo ll III lO I'tllttd (' illmt x (1t1o to ilitlIort5 front 1nonllIlilli ket.
'('ili111t1 MOll[it i's, ,t'tllion *Ii5 pi'O'it't liltitillye test With 1i1ore llherall
(,I'll (1ri-.11 hi- Is. rI. etf IN elasier to olithiin-thln tile criteril of tile limort relief
prvlM.iOt under Title I1.

(insvqi( itily, it ittllloitnr or other Intiator of oil Iimport relief invesilgationIidi,P Section 20 °111yII, op(to), inelt h(l Inj.u1ry t-rtrh-it lp'Ovhd tit Mbtetlonl 21
(1i1 (1) or inty rvillt, t lhe Titriff ('onniss(,in ti det'rii(ilte, 1i51rmUlSit to section

.10.1, whether lIlmort s f'oinit co lliltl'y '~evtiig iilliser'llil ti tory treatmlt
undtr Tlh, IV ar'e elnising oir are likely to vise mitirket dlsrulmtio and itiateril

Injury to Ilie doinleslle I luIstry produeig it like or direelly eotnliplitlvo artlle,
Wl'in a ilititiomer Opts for the setlln 405 test fit eames where Imliorts originate
both iI one Or more countries already reeiviig nondiscriminatory tariff
trellllllllt i t t t il (t of lilv' (.lll'nt titi of lilt',111 (i11 e., all 11oli.Voli11U1tist
cotilll s i l' o4i t 1di 41 id YlIgos lvt h) find (-Oiittt 'hs l'eviig liondliserhltii.
tory treatment pursuant to Title IV, the 'l'arIff CoilIn1ssloti will ipldy th(, itlh,
J1 Itst to the former and the Tl1th, IV test to the latter. In effect, tile Tariff
'CoImissloI-will have to 5niake two deterlihitiiol sliUltilltmeo11Iy.

Market disruption itlder st'elOn 1.05 t'xists wletiver imports of the like or
directly competitive article tire (1) substantial ; (2) Increasing rapidly both
illolltely ii1 is it Shlare of totill dolntstle etltisut115] lo15 hul (3) offered for
sale lit It'ieeS stibst ii lit fill iy below pImces tif ioiipamarnl do1 e.tle articles. 'Ma.
tet'lal inJiii'y" Is I htssetr ('gre( of llljl ji'y tiiil tlie Staitii1'd 'serlous IiiJur,%"
test under seetiomu 201. Time To 'iff (otllissiti Iiust litid both illarket disruption
fimid Iltterial ijutry for 11l(i dotiestle icidlistry Ito beoetll eligible for Iport
re(llef iiidt-i' section 40. The teriti "conll 11ultie domestic artlh," with respect to
I'ri's Is t narrower classlileitlion Ilhln "lk, or directly conip(,titive article"
sitce price comparisons must be mitlde otll as siniltlar it slieelilc product as pos.
slile to be valid and imihgful.

Tht fMOetO's, tino lititIs, atid pn'ot'eellrIi.s uttitdr se('tlotis 202 and 203 apply
with respect to lllrtii o live 'i'irif ('ollllssiti findings of it1€rket disruption
an 1111terill ItIjuIry under section .15, except that tli( Presidenit niy ImmposO
hiport relief mtielult'es etlher ol Itmports frotti te COultry or countries granit(ed
nolliseriihitory tariff treatment under Title I V with respect to which It
illkeS anlt afflrmmative Ihtdlitg when sp('ion .105, or ngaitlst Itnllorts from all

countries. (See sulggest(,d antetdtnettt.) Thlts, if the Toriff COmnsiinssion( ie.
teriied that Imports front 15 eountiry or countries reelving nomllserinlnatory
treatmielit umder Title IV met the Intjtiry criteria of section 405 while imports
from other soureems dit 1ot niet the Itijury criteria of seetiot 201, time President
would consider the applications of relief measures only against imports front the
country or couttries receiving nondiserlnbiatory tremient indtr Title IV
whieh are the Subject of the ltidings. If both injury criteria are ict, the Presil.
dent could consider apiplying the same remedy to all countries or apply dlif.
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ferent remedies, such as increased tariffs for goods from countries currently
receiving nondiscriminatory treatment and greater import relief ol goods from
countries receiving nondiscriminatory treatment under Title IV (if eaehk of
such countries Is the subject of ni affirmative finding under section 405).

The purpose for relaxing tile criteria for determining Injury under section 405
is to provide doinestle Indiiustry nnl adequate safeguard against Imports from nn-
narket countries, in which the government ralier than niorhet forces determine
production levels, list rihuilon, and thel prices at which products are sold, Tho
pirovlsions of section 403 are iln addition to the protection afforded under the
Antidumping Act. The sliechli safegiaard provisions required uniler lhe hIlteral
commercial agreements mully prove i fIIrther mensn for dealing with possible
Injurious Import compelillon. The agreenent with lie Soviet, Ition, for exaille,
provides fhnt each governmit will Ia he appropriate measures to nu I'e thlat
its exports to tlie other country will not caise or ihreaten marilket disruption.
Accession to the (IATT could illst Inivolv e r'eatlrInriat lon if the p1eihll (IA'ivi
oldigat ions entered into by state.trading count ries with iect Ii 1i norket
dlisrtpt lo,
8. th nlgrcsRlonal orerltght (section 400)

lielion ,10(1 enaliles Ihe ( congresss to review annd exetelie, cot trol over eo111er.
elal relations witllh ('o uimmuis el o lem ishrough flie ('ongremhlonal voeo irovc
dlire, Whenever lhe 'esient litro(lhlliiis the Ilh11 extension of noildl,4eriII nit.
story tariff treatmnelnt through either a hilateral eomnnerehil agreement or A mullI.
hIttral agreement under sellion 403, lie itiult sulmitn. to loth llouses of Congress
a copy of the prmoclaniit ion 1nd the t1gr(enient, mid fa statement, of hlis reaSoits for
extending the treaniient, The Iroinitmalo will enter Into effect oily If neither
loMse of Congress allopt a (Ilall)roval resolution by i majority of those present
and voting within 00 days following mllnimsslon of lhe documents. ,

following submisioNl of the siml.a nmlai report on emigration laws And 1llelti
nit or before Deceinher :11 of ienah year its required under section 402(), either
House of Congre s Iay dl1saliprove the continuation of nondiscriminatory tariff
trena t within D0 days. Ili this case, ('olumn 2 rates of dity would le restored
the following day o( litImorts from the parilcular country,
4. ,redont of cnmlratlon (Reelil 402)

Rectlon 402 of 11.11. 10710 irNeliudes tlie granting of nondiserlillnatory tariff
treattiit, the extension of United SItntes Governnent credits or guarantees, or
the conclusion of A ilatertil (omninerefil ngreenfent with anly Communist country
(xcept Poland and Yllgoshlvil If thit country does not accord Its citizens the right
or opportunity to emigrate or Inilioses certain taxes iln connetion with enigra.
tion. Mpeelflenly. it country Is iieligille to recelve iondimscriminatory tarIff treat.
ient under a bilateral or inultilateral agreement, or to receive credits or gull

mnters lender a United tith-s l overitnient program, and the President eaninot
conclude a comnmerchl agreeimit with much country during nil.y period iln which
lie detertnines that the country (1) denies Its citizens the right or opportunity
to emigrate ; (2) iplioses more tian a nomilinl tax on emigration or ol domentts
re(lliired for emigration : or (3) Imploses more than a nominml tax, levy, file, fee,
or other charge on a citizen because lie desires to emigrate to time country of his
choice.

If the Presi(lent d(leternines that A country does not violate those tests, It
will lie eligible for nondiscriminatory tariff treatment, tifted States (lovernlnent
credits or credit gudtrantees, and a eominereln| agreement, but only after the
President sulhmits A report to the Congress of his finding . The report nust con.
tan Informnation on he country's emigration laws And pollcles and how they are
administered, The Plreshh'nt must nlso Sulnilt semiannual reports to tle Coll.
gross on current emigration pollcies during any sl11sequent period when nondis.
crininatory tariff treatment, export flinneing, or a bilateral commercial agree.
Inent Is In effect.

The Actual effect of section 402 could he to effectively prevent the extension of
noidulserilltintory tariff treatinenit or Utillted States Government credits or
guarantees to the Soviet Union, an(l tlhereby prevent ioth the October, 1972 coin.
mercial agreement nd the full settlement of lend-lense obligations from taking
effect. action 402 could also effectively prevent successful commercial negotia-
tions with certain other Communist countries affected by Title IV because of
practices relating to emigration.

The emigration condition language of section 402 was added to the Trade
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Reform Act during its consideration in the House, The Administration has great
concern. about this language, particularly in its present form. The Administratioll
believes that the effective prevention of extension of both nondiscriminatory
tariff treatment and of United States Government credits to certain Comtnunist
countries would have a damaging effect on the progress made to establish normal
relations with Communist countries and would seriously impede efforts to achieve
more harmonious international relations.

The Administration hopes that by working with the Senate, a solution to tilts
problem can be found.

Johnson Debt Dol/ault Act atid Fur Skin Embargo.-Tihe Administration
proposes the inclusion of two additional provisions in the Trade Reform Act of
importance in enhancing East-West trade relations. These provisions are not
included in I.R. 10710 as passed by the House of Representatives although they
were included In the original bill submitted by the Administration.

First, section 106(g) of H., (707 included a provision authorizing repeal of
the Johnson Act, The Johnson Act, enacted in 1984, prohibits certain financial
transactions by private persons in the United States with foreign governments
which are in default of the payment of their obligations to the United States.
The prohibited transactions Include the making of loans and the purchase or sale
of bonds, securities, or other obligations of the foreign government, Congress has
virtually repealed the applicability of the Johnson Act to most countries by
exempting any nation which is a member of the International Monetary Fund or
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, The practical effect
is to limit the applicability of the Act to some of the Communist countries,

The Intention of the Act was not to regulate Uast-West trade, but* to protect
United States citizens from the sale of securities issued by governments Iliely
to default. In spite of opinions of the Attorney General that normal commercial
credits are not affected, the existence of the Act discourages commercial trails.
actions involving long-term or unusual financing methods,

The Johnson Act imposes a competitive disadvantage on American firms be.
cause it has the effect of discouraging sales of United States plant and equip-
ment which might otherwise be exported. At a time when the United States has
successfully concluded a lend.lease agreement with the Soviet Union and is nego.
tinting or contemplating debt settlements with other Communist countries, the
retention of the Johnson Act is a barred to B0ast-West trade,

Second, section 700(f) of II.I. 6707 would have repealed headnote 4 to
Schedule 1, part 5, subpart B of the TSUS, but was also deleted during the Coll.
sideration of the bill by the House Committee on Ways and Means, That head-
note prohibits tile entry into the United States of imports for consumption of
ermine, fox, kolinsky, marten, mink, muskrat, and weasel furskins, raw or not
dressed, which are the product of tle Soviet Union or of the Peoples Republic of
China. Tile fur embargo was first enacted in 1091 at the same time that non.
discriminatory tariff treatment was withdrawn from Communist countries.
Presently, this extraordinary form of discrimination both inhibits trade ill nn
arbitrary manner and acts as an irritant in our foreign relations, The Adminils.
trationbelieves that repeal will provide economic as well as political benefits
to the United States,

Repeal is favored by United States furskin manufacturers but is opposed by
domestic mink producers. The Administration believes that repeal of the fur
embargo will not disadvantage domestic producers, With the exception of mink
and muskrat, the embargoed furs are not produced commercially in the United
States, Repeal of the embargo would not likely disrupt the domestic mink mar-
ket. Some imports of Soviet mink would be competitive in quality with some
mink produced by the United States ranching industry. However, the trade
effects would probably be felt more by other foreign suppliers, as the quality of
their mink more closely resembles Soviet mink. Quality differences and ligh
Soviet consumption of its own production of muskrat indicate that repeal of the
embargo would not likely cause any disruption of the United States market.

In the unlikely event that imports should prove disruptive, United States
furskin producers will lave at their disposal the various mechanisms under tile
Trade Reform Act for dealing with injurious import competition. These metliods
include the market disruption provisions under section 406 and special safeguard
provisions required under bilateral commercial agreemeptq.



TITLE V-(NET4AIJZFJ SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES

Title V grants authority to the President to fulfill an International commit.
Ineat to participate with other major developed countries in the extension of
genernlized tariff treatment for a period of ten years to imports from develop.
lig countries.

Tn April, 1967 President ,Tobnson announced United States readiness to ex-
plore the possibility of granting temporary generalized tariff preferences to do.
veloplng countries, After considerable internal and international consideration of
their desirability and feasibility, President Nixon announced hin decision in
Oetober, 1069 that the Tnited States would participate in a system of generalized
tariff preferences subject to Congressional approval. The major Industrialized
ectntris agreed at tile second UNOTAD Conference In October, 1070 to seek
authority necessary for the early establishment of a mutually acceptable system
of non.reciprocal and nondiscriminatory generalized tariff preferences.

Tit Time, 1071 tie GATT contracting parties adopted a temporary waiver,
nnder the terms of OATT Article XXV, of most-favored.nation obligations tinder
fI.VI"V Article I to permit their implementation. Since then 17 major developed
countries-including all major developed countries except the United States
and Canadn-have put generalized tariff preference schemes into effect.%

Tile main purpose of generalized tariff preferences is to increase the export
eairilngs, promote tie Industrializntion, and to accelerate the rates of economic
growth of developing countries, It i generally recognized that developing coun.
riem tiult nelheve a more rapid and sustatneod growth in their export earn.

hig lit order to finnnce the increasing amount of Imports necessary for their
teonomic developmentt. Tncreased access to developed country markets through
gim'raiilzed tariff preferences can iny anl important role In promoting the eo.
iomi growth of developing countries by encouraging the diversification of their

niuroxInntely 73 percent of tile foreign exchange earnings of develoning
cn i rles tilized to stimulate their economic growth derive from exports, These
(exelmane earnings must be greatly Inereased in order to flnnnce their rapidly
expandlng requirements for capital goodN and other essential materials for
develovmnint, which In large measure can only be met by larger imports from the
in lot iuustrinlized countries.

ITowever, exports of developing countries ns a group traditionally have not
shared proportionnlly in the growth of world trnde. This Is largely due to the
heuvy emniliis of their exports of nriculturnl and primary Industrial prod-
ilets wlil, are tradltlnnally subject in many eases to Import restrlctions In
leveloped countries or to sharp price fltctuntions. Mnutlfneturing In develonlng
countries is dliseouraged by the structure of tariffs In developed country markets
whih aenernlly Increase with fte degree of processing. Imports of mnnufae-
tur(,q front developing countries constitute only about 11 percent of total United
States imnortm of mnnufactures, and less than six percent of Imports of nnnu,
fwlI nre.t for all developed countries combined.

Inere,sel reps to developed country markets throuaI the grnnting of gen-
erlized toriff prefeences on semli.manufactures and manufacture would
isromohr the diversificntion of their exports, thereby stilnillul till econnnl
gr~vth. The developing countries which have expanded and diversified their
'xl)ortg have achieved considerable economic development: those with less ek-
lport oxlanslon have experienced more lnOitd economic rates of economic
growth h.

The l'ulited States, an well ans the developing countries, has a stake In the
grmntin,. of generalized tariff preferences, About .10 percent of our total exports
nro to tle developing countries, Our trade surplus with these countries con
stitntes a favorable element in our overall balance of trade. Export enrning of
de hloping countries, partleularly those In Tltin America. tend to flow mbstan
tllv back to tile United States for the purchnse of gonds needed for economic
development, Fostering economic development by mutually acceptable trade.
leamisres can nlo foster less reliance by developing countries on subsldies, Itn.
liort onotna. and other trade-distorting devices which Inhibit trade generally,
including United States export opportunities,

-tih 17 ountrlox nroe Atistralln, Aiitria, the niroppen Theonomle Commninty member
st..tt,. Tlnlnnd..Tnpan. NxW Zonlind. Norwnr. Sweden, and Rwitrlnprnd. 7n Addition, the
fdliwlnfr five ('ommonlt eountrie renort tho. n"t arintlne generalized tariff prefer-
en,,'s: mlilgarln, Cznehoslovakln, Mlingary, Polnnd, and the U..S.R.

? .
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Fulfillment of the long-standing international commitment to participate fit

the granting of generalized tariff preferences would also remove a source of
political friction with developing countries, It would help to improve two.wny
political, as well as economic relations on the basis of a partnership in trade
rather than on the donor.recipient basis under foreign aid. An improved climate
in relations with developing r, %,,tries is particularly important for continued
assurances of adequate RulplphQ , energy and other essential raw materials for
which developing countries are a major source, and for their cooperation in
achieving mutual objectives in the multilateral trade negotiations.

Generalized tariff preferences also provide an alternative to the steady pro.
information of special preferential trading arrangements between the European
Community and developing countries, These arrangements discriminate among
developing countries, They often involve the granting of preferences by develop.
Ing countries to imports from the European Community ("reverse" preferences),
which also discriminate against exports of the United States and other third
countries, In sum, the granting of generalized tariff preferences is an important
element In achieving the overall objectives under the Trade Reform Act of stimu.
rating economic growth and developing an open, nondiscriminatory, and equitable
trading system on a global basis.

Basto Protislons of Title V,-Section 601 of H.I. 10710 authorizes the Presi.
Lent to provide duty.free treatment to imports of eligible articles from benel.
cinry developing countries, In taking such action, the President must have due
regard for: (1) its effect on furthering the eonomic development of developing
countries; (2) the extent to which other major developed countries are under.
taking a comparable effort to assist developing countries through generalized
tariff preferences ("burden.sharing") ; and (8) the anticipated impact on domes.
tic producers of like or directly competitive products. As stipulated under section
505, the authority to grant generalized tariff preferences is for.a temporary ten.
year period, Within five years after enactment, the President must submit a full
and complete report to the Congress on the operation of the authority.

Title V contains specific guidelines and limitations on the designation of bene.
flciary developing countries, It also contains various conditions, procedures, Ond
safeguards with respect to the eligibility of articles for preferential treatment,
Finally, there are specific limitations on the granting of duty.free preferential
treatment. The purpose of these requirements and limitations is to provide maxi.
mum economic benefits to the developing countries under appropriate and ade.
quate conditions and to safeguard domestic United States industries against
Injury from increased import competition,
1, Beneflcery dovelophig countries sectionn 502)

Title V does not include a definition of developing countries which would be
designated beneficiaries of generalized tariff preferences, There are several
definitions of developing countries used by various Government agencies and byinternational organizations depending on the purpose involved, No single statis-
tical measurement, such as per capita GNP, provides an adequate and satisfactory
criterion to determine different levels of development.

Section 502 does contain specific guidelines and certain mandatory conditions
which must be met for a developing country to be designated by the President as a
beneficiary:

1. A specific list of countries is included in the statute which are generally
considered to be developed and, therefore, cannot be designated as beneficiaries,
This list is similar to that in the Interest equalization tax legislation. Its inclu.
Mion in the statute does not imply that all other countries will be eligible for gen.
eralized tariff preferences.

2. A country must receive nondiscrimlnatory tariff treatment in order to be
eligible, since it would be inappropriate to grant tariff preferences on imports
from a country which are not even subject to the normal Column 1 rates of duty.
The countries currentl ineligible, which are listed in headnote 8(e) of the TSUS,
are all of the Communfst countries except Yugoslavia, which has requested bene.
filcary status, and Poland, which has not, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hun.
gary, Poland and the U.S.S.R. are on the ineligible list as developed countries In
section 502 and could not be designated in any event.

If nondiscriminatory tariff treatment is extended to a country under the pro.
visions and procedures of Title IV of the Trade Reform Act, its subsequent eligi-
bility for generalized tariff preferences is subject to the same provisions under
section 502 which apply in designating other countries. If nondiscriminatory
tariff treatment is subsequently withdrawn from any country initially desig-
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nated as a beneficiary of generalized tariff preferences, the beneficiary status
must also be withdrawn or suspended. The Colunn 2 rates of duty applicable
in the absence of preferences would be restored as required under section 504.

8. A developing country which grants preferential treatment to Imports from
a developed country other than the United States ("reverse" preferences) Is in.
eligible unless it provides satisfactory assurances to the President that it will
eliminate these "reverse" preferences before January 1, 1916. Generalized tariff
preferences could be granted initially to a developing country providing such as.
surances, but they would be withdrawn or suspended under section 504 If "re-
verse" preferences havo not or will not be eliminated before January 1, 1Q70. As
noted on page 84 of the Committee on Ways and Means report on II.R. 10710, the
more extension to the United States of "reverse" preferences granted to another
developed country is not sufficient to meet the requirement,

This "reverse" preference condition is consistent with and Is intended to pro.
mote the overall purposes of the Trade Reform Act. It provides an incentive
through the alternative of generalized tariff preferences to phase out the prollf-
oration of special trading arrangements between the European Community and
developing countries in Africa and those bordering on the blediterranean. A
worldwide system of generalized tariff preferences removes the economic justifl.
cation for special preferential arrangements which discriminate ngalnst and dis.
advantage United States exports and those of other third countries,

4, Certain factors must be taken into account by the President in designating
beneficiaries, namely: (a) an expressed desire by the country to be designated
a beneficiary, in accordance with the "self-election" principle which donor do.
veloped countries have agreed generally to apply; (b) the level of the country's
economic development, including its per capita GNP, standard of living, and other
relevant economic factors to ensure a legitimate claim to developing country
status; (c) whether or not other major developed countries are extending gol-
eralized tariff preferences to the country, in conformity with the agreement among
the major donors to maintain "burden-sharing" through roughly comparable gen-
eralized tariff preference schemes; anI (d) whether or not the country has na.
tionalized or expropriated United States property without promilt, adequate, and
effective compensation.

As indicated on page 85 of the Committee on Ways and Means report, no one
of these factors is Individually controlling on the President's authority to desig-
nate beneficiary countries. While the factors are discretionary, they do coni-
stitute guidelines and reflect certain expectations about countries to be esig-
nated beneficiaries, The factor relating to expropriation Is also discretionary
since automatic ineligibility for preferences could exacerbate the situation in
some cases and provoke other adverse reactions rather than lead to a just
settlement.

A "country" Includes any foreign country, Its overseas dependent territories
or possessions, any United States insular possession (i.e., the Virgin Islands,
Guam, and American Samoa), or the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,
which meets the requirements and criteria under section 502, As pointed out
on page 85 of the Committee on Ways and Means report, the designation of
United States insular possessions is not intended to Impair any benefits which
they currently receive under headnote 8(a) of the TSUS, nor result in less ad-
vantageous treatment of their products than those of foreign countries. Under
headnote 8(a), imports from insular possessions generally receive preferential
duty-free treatment when they enter into the customs territory of the United
States If they do not contain materials of foreign value exceeding 50 percent of
the total value of the article. Products from Insular possessions should continue
to receive treatment under headnote 8(a) to the extent they would be entitled
to more favorable treatment than under generalized tariff preferences.

Section 502 authorizes the President to provide, by Executive Order, for all
member countries of a trade arrangement, such as a free trade area, customs
union, or an association leading to the formation of an area or union, to be
treated as a single unit for the purpose of beneficiary status under Title V In
order to be treated as one country, however, each member of the association
must be eligible for designation individually as a beneficiary developing coun-
try. Exports of the member countries would be considered as exports of the asso-
ciation as a whole for the purposes of the rules of origin requirements under
section 508 and the "competitive need" limitations under section 504. The move-
ment of goods among the members of the association prior to exportation to the
United States would be disregarded, The purpose of this provision is to enhance
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the benefits of generalized tariff preferences to developing countries by Increas.
lag the possibility of their being able to meet the rules of origin requirements
as a unit rather than as individual countries,

Section 502 also contains procedural requirements to keep the Congress con.
tinually Informed of which countries are beneficiaries of generalized tariff prof.
erences, The President must give both Houses of Congress advance notification
of his intention to designate any country as a beneficiary and the considerations
upon which the decision is based, He must also provide both Houses of Congress
at least 80 days advance notice of his intention to terminate the designation of
any country as a beneficiary and the reasons for that decision,
1. Eligible artiloe (sotion 508)

Section 508 contains the procedures and criteria for the designation of products
by the President to be eligible to receive generalized tariff preferences, It also
contains rules of origin requirements which must be met for imports of an
eligible article actually to receive preferential treatment, Generalized tariff
preferences will apply principally to imports of semi-manufactures and manu.
factures. A selected number of agricultural and primary products may also be
included. An "article" will generally refer to the five-digit tariff line items of the
TSUS. There may be exceptions to this rule, however, if necessary to provide
a coherent product category.

Certain procedures and criteria must be followed in designating partictilar
articles as eligible. The purpose of these requirements is to prevent adverse ef-
fects on domestic industries and workers as a result of duty-free preferential
treatment on particular products.

Prior to designating any article as eligible, the President must comply with
the procedures of section 131-184 as if the granting of duty-free preferential
treatment were a duty modification to carry out a trade agreement under section
101. Under these procedures, the President shall publish and furnish the Tariff
Commission with a list of proposed eligible articles. The Tariff Commission must
provide advice to the President within six months as to the probable economic
effects on domestic industries producing like or directly competitive articles and
on consumers of granting duty-free preferential treatment on each article
proposed for eligibility.

As required under section 503, the President will issue an executive Order
designating beneficiary developing countries before he submits a list of pro.
posed articles to the Tariff Commission feo' its advice. While the designation of
beneficiary countries may change periodically, the Executive Order will provide
the Tariff Commission a better basis on which to Judge the probable domestic
economic impact of preferential Imports.

The President must also seek information and advice under section 132 from
Executive branch Departments and other appropriate sources on the list of
eligible articles and provide for public hearings under section 133, The President
must receive the advice of the Tariff Commission (unless the six-month period
has expired) and a summary of the public hearings prior to his granting duty-
free preferential treatment on any article, as required under section 184.

There are a number of factors that might be considered in determining whether
an article should be eligible or ineligible for preferential treatment, One of these
factors would be the desirability of reducing import barriers to supplies of
essential materials from developing countries, The advice and other procedural
requirements available under sections 181-184 are of sufficient scope to deter-
mine cases when such action is appropriate.

No article can be designated eligible for duty-free preferential treatment
during any period when it is subject to import relief measures under section 203
of this Act or section 851 of the Trade Expansion Act. If the article becomes sub.
ect to such import relief action under section 203 subsequent to its designation,
ts eligibility for preferential treatment will automatically terminate. As pro.

vided under section 208, the President may terminate duty-free preferential
treatment without applying other import relief measures if the Tariff Com-
mission has determined in the course of its investigation under section 201 that
the serious injury to the domestic industry is the result of generalized tariff
preferences.

aAs required under section 504, no rate of' duty other than that which would
otherwise apply to the article can be established upon termination of preferen-
tial treatment. For example, if imports of the article would be subject to a
Column I rate of duty of 10 percent in the absence of preferences, when import
relief is granted under secti,,n 203 (in a form other than an increase In Column 1
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rates or the termination of preferential treatment) then the duty must revert to
10 percent. It does not become a higher rate or an intermediate rate between
zero and 10 percent. However, if the import relief measure under section 203
were an increase in the Column I rate from 10% to 80%, imports of the article
from beneficiary developing countries as well as from non-preferential sources
would be subject to the 30 percent duty.

Any other forms of import relief under section 208 also apply to imports of
the article from beneficiary developing countries. If tile Tariff Commission deter-
mines that imports from a country granted nondiscriminatory tariff treatment
under Title IV are tile cause of injury, generalized preferential treatment would
cease on all imports of an eligible article. An increase in the Column 1 rate
could apply under section 405, however, on a non-MFN basis only to imports from
a beneficiary developing country or countries which had been granted non.
discriminatory treatment under Title IV.

In addition to the domestic safeguards under the standard import relief provi.
sons, duty.free imports under generalized tariff preferences will also be subject
to the countervailing duty law as amended under section 881. Preferential im.
ports from a country of goods on which a bounty or grant is paid or bestowed
and which the Tariff Commission determines cause injury to the domestic in-
dustry would be subject to countervailing duties,

As contentplated on page 87 of the Committee on Ways and Means report, the
President will take into account the economic interests of United States insular
possessions in designating eligible articles, This would include consideration of
whether the granting of generalized tariff preferences on a particular article
would adversely affect the trade and thereby the economic development of in-
sular possessions. The Administration also interprets the advice of the Tariff
Commission tinder section 131 on the probable impact of granting preferential
treatment on "United States manufacturing, agriculture, mining, fishing labor,
nml consumers" to encompass the Impact on the economic activity of United
States insular possessions,

One an article is designated eligible for generalized tariff preferences, im.
ports of the article must meet specific rules of origin requirements under section
503 in order actually to receive preferential treatment.

1. The articles must be imported directly from a beneficiary developing country
into the customers territory of the United States.

2, The value added in the beneficiary developing country, including tile cost or
value of materials produced in that country plus the direct costs of processing
operations performed in that. country, must equal or exceed a minimum percent-
age not less than 85 percent or more than 50 percent of the appraised value of the
article when it enters the United States customs territory, The Secretary of the
Treasury will prescribe the minimum percentage by regulations. It must be ap-
plied uniformly to all eligible articles from all beneficiary developing countries,
The regulations will also govern direct importation and determine what con.
statutes "direct costs" of processing operations, including the treatment of execu.
tive compensation,

Tie rules are designed to ensure that the benefits of generalized tariff prefer.
ences actually accrue to beneficiary developing countries. The minimum percent-
age may he adjusted periodically within the range of 85-50 percent in the light of
actual experience. The effect of various percentage levels of value-added on trade
patterns cannot be determined in advance, Adjustment within the range can per-
mit maximum benefits for beneficiary countries and, at the snme time, prevent to
the maximum extent possible the stimulation of "pass-through" operations which
would primarily beneft enterprises In developed countries.

For example, as indicated on page 87 of the Committee on Ways and Beans
report, the Secretary of the Treasury would pay particular attention tothe pat.
tern of imports under generalized tariff preferences which are otherwise subject
to relatively high rates of duty and which contain a high proportion of manufac-
tured components produced in developed countries, The minimum percentage of
value-added in beneficiary developing countries would be adjusted upward if such
imports were increasing rapidly and substantially. The adjustment would be a
means to prevent circumvention of duties by developed countries and to confine
the benefits of the system to the countries intended,
S. Limitations on preferential treatment (section 50.4)

Section 504 authorizes the President to withdraw, suspend, or limit duty-free
preferential treatment at any time on any article or with respect to any beneficiary
developing country. In taking such action the President must consider the factors
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tinder section 501 which led to the granting of generalized tariff preferences and
the criteria under section 502 taken into account in designating beneficiary coun-
tries. As In the case of import relief action, the withdrawal or suspension of pre-
ferential treatment for other reasons restores the rato of duty applicable to the
article in the absence of generalized tariff preferences. An Intermediate rate of
duty cannot be established.

TLho OATT waiver to most-favored-nation obligations, which lernilts tile extefl.
slot of generalized tariff preferences, notes the view of the developed countries
that the granting of generalized tariff preferences "does not constitute a binding
commitment and that they are temporary in nature," Consequently, the with.
drawal, suspension, or limitation of preferences under section 504 will not give
rise to international obligations under the GATT or to use of the authority under
section 124 for payment of compensation. Tile retlction of Colnuilty 1 rates (of
duIty under bilateral or multilateral trade agreehients would also not give bents-
flciAry developing countries a right to conipemisation for the reduction Ii their
margins of preferential treat ment.

Tlhe I'resideiitaiiisr withldraw or 01 sisindti O his iliiitiot of it fdevelojdiig ('ottl-
try no~ 1t lipteeilary It It is no loliir eIllgilile, for itliNlii inina1111tory ( ( olttiiinl I1
tariff treatinent or if it grants "reverse" preferences to al developed coutitry and
hits or will not ,llmmiillt Atllet lfl lit-e5 befot'O Jinniry 1. 111711.

In addition, pirfi'ent fill trentent cannot hie grantl lithilly or inust be wih-
(1 'lllwn or Sointleld suibseequtt ly ol it pI It rl'lit lrtlicle froill Ia pit rIl lkiln r blie.
f10h1rV eolntry wllhlh slplies, directly or 1Indlrt'cly, nore titn $25 million of tIt(
allrice or tit liltst 50 pirl(ent of the tot I V ol haf United Stlates I illtMtl of tlh
article during tilt, hittist ('aleidor year. The cotitry will cease to be 'ligilol for
dilty-fr( trentli nlnt oil fie llrtiele withill (i) days iftei tile ('til of thI enlih'talldr
year, unless tile Presildent publishes a deterininatlon within that period that
the litltnll Inlterest wllrrliiis tit, grant or oittiinallon of preferenihl trealt-
nont. Natlointl Intterest cojisidert lons eMold ltlde, for example, a nteed to re-
nove trato lirrieis to intllorls of (itn art hl in Ishort s ilply. Prerit fill Irtilt.
lnent could be restored at a subsequent time, subject to tile procedures under sec.
tion 503.

The authority riider section 50.1(a) would periit the President to withdraw
or smlpslnd prefrentlal treat na'nt will respect to atiy arltile or fron tiny Ihem'.
ficllry ('(ltr'v. Wittlrawatl1 or stisliilit might bo wirriattlted, for exit mple,
if a t'otlttty hlas clearlyy leintstrated its coinpetitiveness in tile article and is
lp'einling pltntilal Netit fromi hanst developed ('ottiltries.

'Tits "competitive need" formula is d,,signed to ,enfer the benefits of genorlIzed
tariH preference to develophig countries whtich do not denlonstrate tholr Ability
to galli access to and volltiett, ili tile titled Stlltes ntarket lit ptresont rates of
duty. On tile other hand, coutries wlich no longer need aenerilized prefer-
e'nceS to pronote tli'r economic development will not contite to receive n-
necessary benefits. Tile seliene is designed to confrt, greater benefits to tle least
developed ('olltri'cs which need thetmi tlt, most. Tiey will not htave to compete
on all equal basis with the more competitive products of nhiancod developing
countries. Ftrhernmore, it permits it gratial return to most-favored.natiofl
treatment as industries in beneficiary developing countries become more competl-
tive.

The "competitive need" feature of the United tates sheine has several dis.
tinct advantages over tit, tariff-qiotit systeni used fit the genoralied prefer.
once selienies of the FaiTropean Conmnntilty and Jitpan. Under the tairft-qiota
approach, (ill developing countries lose prefeiiitinal t ces Iin a p lttictilar year
once tile quotas for the particular product are filled for that year. Preferential
access under the "competitive need" forinumla will lie removed only from an In.
dividual supplying country which ias demonstrated its competitiveness in the par.
ticlnr product, 'T'he formula nppronell Also does not pose lie incertainties tmider
a tarfft-qiola of no single supplier knowing Iii Advance whether It'will receive
preferentil treatment because of other stppllers nlrelady filling tie quota. Flinal-
ly, it Avoils the Itireanieratle control apparatus and budgetary cost necessary to
administer tariff quotas on a wide scale.

The "competitive need" approach reflects the recommendatlons of tite Presl
dent's Commission on Internationaml Trade And Investment (tlhe William (ola-
mission). It proposed that generalized tariff preferences be limited to countries
which need the benefits In order to become competitive.

The Commission also recommended that the responsibility for providing Im-
proved access for developing country exports he shared equitably overall
and with respect to Individual products among the major develoled countries.
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olven the complexities and nonuniformity of the varilu.s Ncihenies lin effect, It
Is impossible to deterinie tile precise comllariitive impact oil donor (outlnry
ilnlprts in advance, There may be different results umder tit% sume systelmi, or
comparable results under varying scienies depehiding oil sueh factors itm (f.
ferenees iil demand and supply, product coverage, relative ldrcee ciheimgs, and vits.
fols adniinilstration, ''here is also no single appropriate yardstlek Io nicasamre
"brdeni sharing." Coismequently, ana OEWCI) review weeliitaisaim will inol(or onel
aissems the various systems and recomimnen nodlilcations as ntvet-siry iii ltit, light
of act ual experience to achieve tIhis purpose.

ATTACHIMINT A,

SUGGESTED AMENnM.ENTS TO I. 10710, TIM, TIAII TlI:iPoM VT OF 1073
Most of tile amendments contained In this paper are dlsigiwd to Improve

IR. 10710, A few of these proposals are substantive, but most are technical,
The effect of each of the amnendiments is dserlbel along with tile technical
changes s which would be required i ti bIll. The more important of (lie follow.
lug amendments arn: tile ainendinent to the purposes of the bill, to iilude
access to supply (sec. 2) ; the amnendinent to the ountervalling duty law (se,.
221) : tile inclusion of other cireloumlstmlies4 ill which a hiuih Ill .of-plly'wlitS 1u'r-
elinige niay be applied on a non-MFN linsis (sec. 122) : (le re , al of tlie fur
embargo affecting the UEs$It and tile People's Republic of (' anm titid the repeal
of the Johnson Debt Default Act.

While the amendments )resented herein are inot iecessnrily aill tihe sugge's.
tions the Administration may have, they art the reisull of exttlnsive iteragenvy
consultations.

SEC, 2. TATIM ENT OF PURPOSE

t'Oir'ose of Aimcndnmcnt.-To broaden tile purposes of tile Act to include supply

'I'e.rt of Anendient.-Strike the word "and" on p. 5, ine 7 and the period
at te end of line 11; insert at the end of line 11 "1; and" and add the following
new subparagraph:

"(3) to promote fair and equitable access to the supplies needed for orderly
economic growth and development."

Ratlonle,.-8ince the Introduction of the Trade 1I('forin Act of 107.3, the
scope of tile economic problems which require multilateral Inegotlations ast well
as domt-kic authority has broadened, Problems of short supply and Supp)ly
access have come to be recognized as being of increasing imnpomtance hoth to for.
eIgn countries and the United States. Tile purposes of the Act should be amnendel
to reflect this change of circumstances explicitly, although tie purposes mlr.
rently provided in the lll are broad enough to include supply access objectives,

SEC. 102(1),. NONTAiIIFF n1ARUIMEa AOREAMI.NTS (CONOnEsIONAL F. INDINO)

Purpoic of Anidnmont.--To clarify that included in the nontariff barrier
agreement authority Is the authority to negotiate on access to supplies,

Pert of Anindincnt.-The first sentence of see, 102(a), p. 7, line 10, is amended
to read ns follows:

"(a) Tie congress finds that barriers to (and other distortions of) International
trade are reducing the growth of foreign markets for the products of United
states agriculture, industry, mining, and commerce, dhinilshing the intended
inutual i benefits of reciprocal trade concessions, preventing fair and equitable
a(cesn to supplies, and preventing the development of open and nondiscriminatory
trade among nations." (new language italicized),

Iatintmale.-By including in the findings of Congress a finding that nontarlff
barriers to (and other distortions of) International trade are preventing fair and
equitable access to supplies, it becomes clear that Congress views denial or llml-
tation of access to supplies as among the trade barriers and distortions on which
tile President Is authorized to negotiate.

spe. 1o2(b) (1). NT8 AORnEuLENT AUTITOurrY

purposee of Amcndment.-To provide explicitly that section 102 Includes all.
thority to enter into agreements to refrain from the imposition of barriers to or
other distortions of trade in cases where such barriers are not currently imposed.
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Tcrt of Amendnwt.-SectIon 102(b) (1), p. 8, lines 12-21, is ainended to read
an follows:

"(b) (1) Whenever tie President d(etel'ilinres that any barriers to (or other dil.
tortins of) International trade of nny foreign country or the United States are
unduly burdenhig and restricting the foreign trade of tile United States, or that
the finposition of such barriers would 8o burden; or restrict the foreign trade of
the United Statlk, and that the purposes stated in section 2 will lie promoted
thereby, the P'resident, during the 5.year period beginning on tie date itof enact-
ment of this Act, maiiy enter into trade agreements with foreign countries or In.
strumentaities providing for the reduction or eliininatidn of suich barriers or
other dimtortiois, or the prohibition or Uliitation of tie Impotit ion (if sIch batr.
rtirs or other distortionts. (new hlngtige italicixed).

Rationale.-In tle tariff area, the absence (of a blllitng preventing a country
from increallsig a rate of duty Is clearly a barrier to trade even it the country does
not currently impose iy duty. iltFie country would be free at any (ime to Increase
its rioti of duty to Ii roiiiliiti'e leviel, This aets its a bat rrier to trade. Hinnllhrly
in tit, nontariff area, the absence of ally obligation by a country to refrain from

iiposlig it nontariff barrier tiin act ai a barrier to trade, Thi s it Is Inportaunt
thot the nontariff barrier to trade. Ths It is Importlnt that tlie nontariff harrier
nautlority tli tile trude bill (lollrly extend to agreelmtelts binding the parties to
refrain front tilt, use of nontariff barriers of particular types in coes where they
(Io not currently Impose such barriers.

sF:(, t ,2(gi, JIMIIATIONSIIIP OF NTO ANDI TAIIIMT AOII.FMIUNT

Purpose of A mendmeit.-To 'ilnrify teit appliettion of See, 102 to the convert.
sil1 of nOlltariff barriers Into tariffs; to clarify tie relatiolnshii of see. 102 agree.
merits which convert NTIt's lito tariffs) to see, 101 agreenits which provide
for (Ity redt tlolm n til th, amli iroduct ; and to lake explicit ti noatpplicat lllon
of singing requirements to redlctioni of a tariff resulting from conversion of an
NT.

2'exrt of .tilendmict.-lete section l(K0(u) (2), p. 8, lines 22-25, and antenid
section 1t21(g), p. 12. lines 11-24,p, 13, lines 1-10, to read am follows:

"(g) (1) Excpit as provided i this slbsection, no, trade ag'eemient entered
Into under this s&'etion nmay provide for tiny modification lit it rate of dity lilt.
1(ometl by tile United States.

(2) (A) it iinny trade agreement entered into under lits eelion, it miny
lie provided that any trade barrier (or other distortloll) of tile United
Sttits with respect to any article may be converted into it rate of duty
affording subst~intiilly equiralentt tariff protection, If there Is sutbiltted to
tile Congress., at tie time of or before the submission of the agreeilenat
entered into under this section, the deternlnation br tile Tariff Coamission
of the rates of duty which afford substantially equ ivalent protection to the
barrier (or other distortion) of tile United States which Is beig converted*

(13) Any suci agreement may further provide for the reduction of pirt
or all of tiiat portion of the rate of duty resulting front the conversion of
tile trade harrier (or other distortion) of the United States which is attribu.
iiblo to such coiversion If, In addition to meeting the retilrements of sub.
piatragratph (A, a clear statement of the reduction (if any) proposed to lie
mode (or which has been made) under section 101 with resKct to the
(oumn 1 rate of duty for such article Is sunbmitted to tile Congress at tile
time of or before the submission of the agreement entered into under this
section,

(3) Any such agreement may also provile, without reference to the
requirements of section 10), for tile staging of the reduction of part or all of
tilat portion of the rate of duty resulting from the conversion of the, trade
barrier (or other (istortion) of the United States which Is attributtablo to
slel conversion ; and

(4) Unless the agreement entered Into under this section, upon being
siibmitted to the Congress. was acconipanied by a clear statement of the
reductions prolsxsed to be itnjde under section 101 with respect to the Column
1 rate of dluty for such article, or such statement had been submitted
before the time of the submission of the agreement under this section, no
agreement may lie entered into thereafter under section 101 reducing to any
extent the rate of duty with respect to such article."

Ittionalc.-These amendlments are technical and ar(, designed to Implement
the intent of the House bill, What is currently section 102(b) (2) is brought
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together with current subitlon (g) In order that all of the provisions govern.
lug the use of section 102 for conversion of V11T11s Into tariffs are loc(itel iI I1o10
place. A Tariff Commission deternltion Is required for iiil converslons and
not Just for those where a section 101 agreement Is being contemplated whith
respect to the article In question.

Under the llouse bill, ni agreement Implemtented under section 102 cal pro.
vid for the staging of converted nontariff barriers. However, this Is not ex-
plicitly stated.

A further cliriflcntion is that there inny lie a conversion of a given N'TI Into
a tariff even though there ho already been a reduction in the Coluni 1 rtO
of duty with reslpect to the article Involved. The purpose of paragra)hs (a) (3)
find (,I) is to assue' that the Congress his before It full information both with
repteoct to the proposed NTIJ agreement and tile use of the tariff authority with
remslxt to a given article when it must decide whether or not to disapprovo tile
NTII agreement under Section 102.

NW, 102(j). SELECTIVE APPLICATION OP NTII A1lI;I.tMENTs

P)r'p)oao of Aniemndnen.-To clarify that, if desired, benefits under See. 10
agreements may be alplied solely to signittories.

I'ert of Aeinendmot.-Hection 102 Is amended by adding at the end thereof,
p. 13, line 13, the following new subsection:

,(I) If It is consistent with tile agreement negotiated under tlie authority
of this section, and tile lproclamation find orders submitted piursmtit to sllhuec.
Ition (f) of this section so provide, tile benelilt find obllgations of nliy a1rT'e.1
Ilileit entered Into umder this section mily 1e0lilied solely to ptihs to 14ucit
tigreeient."

lealloal.-Mnny nontaciff barrier agreements are not by their niture caia.
ile of being applied to all countries, For example, an agreement which provided
that health insp1etions of lnimals would not be required at tile border given
O adequate foreign Inliject ion Irmuantat to Internilii nally a greed rules might
apply only to countries able to nicet the agreed interlatlontil standard ; an agree.
macntt on subsidies might provide for stricter rules for developed countries than
less developed countries. In such cases the sanctions for volilling time agreement
would lie applied solely to signatory countries.

ince tl nondiscrimination requirement contained in section 127 of the bill
now applies only to duties and other import restrictions or duty.free treatment
prochiitned In carrying out any trade agreement under Tltlo 1, the anucudment
clorilles, without niaterlally altering, the bill. The type of situation in which
It would be desirable to apply tite benefits or obligations of an agreement on a
selective basis would generally not be those in which a duty, duty-fre,, treatment,
or another Import restriction is being applied pursuant to the NTB agreement.
Rather, import restrictions applied on a selective basis will generally he those
applied pursuant to other U,.. laws, although tile NTB agreement could estab.
lish limitations on tile uninner of their application.

In order to Induce other countries to sign NTIB agreements, it will often be
necessary in this new round of negotiations to apply tile benefits of an NTB
agreement only to signatores. Currently, for example, the principal subsidies
obligation of the GA'TT is adhered to by only 17 countries, but the obligation
not to subsidize under that provision is extended by signatories to all GA7'1'
members. There is little incentive for other countries to become slgatorlem if
they can reeive ill the benefits without incurring any of the obligations, mraely
by falling to adhere to the obligation themselves.

sEC. 103. STAOINo
Purpose of Amcndn nt.-To provide that tariff reductions are not tolled dur.

lg it period when a particular stage is not in effect due to n temporary reduce.
lion li the rate: and to eliminate the necessity for staging tariff reductions
where the tariff rate Is suspended by act of Congress.

T'crt of Amendmcmtt.-(1) Amend subsection 103(c)(2), p. 14, line 20ff., to
read as follows:

"(c) (2) If any part of a reduction takes effect, then any time thereafter,
during which such part of the reduction Is not In effect by reason of legisltlnn
of the United States or action thereunder which temporarily increases the rate
of duty, shall le excluded in determining-
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(A) that I-year intervals referred to in subsection (a) (2), and
(B) tile expiration of tie 15-year period referred to In paragraph (1)of this subsection,"1

2) Add a new subsection, after linfe 2, p. 15, as follows:"(d) Subsection (a) shall not apply In the cas, of any article with respectto which the duty has been suspended by act of Congress, as of tile (late of('nactinent of this Act or on any day thereafter during which this section would
have required Ihe staging of tariff reductions."

Rationatc -The above are minior but ustful amendnents to tile staging
requirement.

'nder TIRA section 103, stagig Is tolled during any period lit whlicl a tariffreductions is not ill effect. Ill prior law this was used to prevent tilt accumulationof stages dhurinig ia period when an escape clause action was in effect so that
uion tile twriiniaation of that action there was not a sharp decrease In tilt,tariff. This is still a useful provision. however, tills Act includes tariff suspell.
s.lou authorities, e.g., the short supply authority. It would not be useful to re.quire tie Interruption of staging of tile tariff reductions oil an item during theperiod in which the duty lhas been suspended under section 123 because of ashortage of the import. For these items, tile staging should bihe denied to ilvecontinued uninterrupted without reference to the fact that there night have
been a suspension.

There are also cases illn wiich there ought not to lie a staging requirement titall. Where Congress has enacted a outy suspension, the Coi.i ('ss has ilade tJudgnlent tlat no tariff Is warranted on a given article tit tiw time. It wouldIhe illogical to require that, if the duty is to le eliminated pursnallt to a tradeagreement, the tariff be first increased amid then reduced in steps well its ia.
iedliate elimination is desirable.

SEC. 121 (a). GATT REVISION (SUPPLY ACC"88)
Purpose of AItifdme.-'ro illclude mw' rules on supply access nlnong the

goals for reform (if the Inltelnational trading systein ; to provide a Il-gotlating
mandate from tile Congress with respect to reform of tile int-rllational tradingsystem which allows greater flexibility witl respect to tile lnit llS of achieving
tilts stated goals.

'crt of Amcndnmnt.-Section 121(a), p). 15, line 7, ff., as amended to read as
follows:

"(a) Tie IPi'reident shall, to the extent poshi()iile and consistent witl lI'nlitedStates Illterests, as soon as practicable, seek international agreement on prmi-ciples promoting the devehi)niet of ala open, nondiscrlmillnatory, anld fair worldecononlic systelil, including (but not liilited to) :
(1) the establishment of anl international d-cision-mnaking machinerywhich more nearly reflects the world balance of economic interests:(2) the adoption of nit international safeguard lnechanisna which takesinto account all forms of import restraints countries use in response to

injurious competition or threat of sucl competition;
(3) tle extension of International trade rules to conditions of trade not

pre-ently covered in order to move toward a fairer world trading system;(4) the adoption of fair labor standards and of public petition and con.
frontation procedures;

(5) adjustment in tile treatment by international rules of border adjust.meats for Internal taxes to redress tile disadvantage to countries relying prl- -imlarily on direct rather than indirect taxes for revenue needs;(6) international recognition of import surcharges as the preferred meansby which industrial countries may handle bIlance-of-payments deficits In-sofar as import restraint measures are required; and(7) the Improvement and strengthening of GATT and other internationalrules and procedures with reference to problems of supply access and thepromotion of principles of fair access to supplies and effective consultative
procedures on problems of supply shortages."Rational.-The proposed amendment has been suggested In order to con-form the Congressional directive to the President to the practical problems In-volved in the revision of the rules governing International trade and, In par-ticular, the GAlTT'. 'ihe House version of See. 121 (a) Is directed toward formalrevision of the GA'TT!'. However, it may be in many cases much more prac.tical and productive if the President seeks to negotiate protocols or supplementary

30-220-74-pt. 1-22
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agreements designed to reform the existing rules of international trade either
its part of, or separate froin, the (;AT'I. Thus the amendment listed above doeg
not address itself specitlcally to individual articles of the GATT. In addition,
the amendment recognizes the difficulty posed by a very detahled negotiating
directive. Thus. the President is directed to seek only tile types, ,if international
rules listed In section 121(a) if they can he obtained lit a form that is con-
sistent with the hest Interests of tile United States.

A series of negotiating requirements which are too infilexilde call serve as a
pretext for foreign countries to refrain front entering into agreements with tlhe
Inllted States which may not fulfill the Congressional directive in e,vry liar-
ticular. For example. a separate protocol might accomapllsl tile objective of
achieving an International safeguard system without amendment of Article
XIX of the GATT. Our t raiding partners could resist concluding such a protocol
on the grounds thit it was outside the ntdatte of the U.S. negollators.

While several of the above oblectives contained In the House bill may be very
difficult to accomplish. none of theml have lbeen deleted In tile ibove anlednient.
Added to the list of House amenidments is a (irective with respect to negotiating
on questions of access to supplies in1d consulting on supply problems,

sEc. 122. BALANCE-OF-PAYM EN TS AUTHORITY

Purpore of :1mendnect.-'l'o provide that surplus actions lh of broad product
coverage: anud to provide that a halance-.f-payments surcharge call bie applied oIt
a noln-MFN basis In order to exempt certain countries.

Tcrt of A mcndincnt.-(1 ) Anmend section 122(b) by Inserting a period instead
(f a semi-colon at the end of line 9 on p, 18. and by adding a new sentence in
lie,, of lines 10 through 15 on p. 18. to read as follows:

"Import liberalizing actions lnoclhtined pursuant to this subsection shall lie
(if brood and uniform application with respect to product coverage except that the
l,presldnt sha11ll not procvilmn measures under this subsection with respect to
those articles where In his Judgment sult act1t would cause or contribute
to material Injury to flrits or workers in any domestic Industry, including
aglqeulture, riling. fishing, or commerce, or to Impairment of the national
security. or would otherwise be contrary to thle national interest."

(2) Subseettoit (c) 12). p. ,. line 244ffM, is amended to readit as follows:
-(2) Notwithstaiding paragraph (1)-

(A) If time President determines that time purposes of this section would
best be served hy action against o(e or more countries having large or
persistent alatnce-of-payments surpluses, lie may exempt all other countries
from sucht surcharge ; anld

(n) if the President determines that time purposes of this section would
lie served and that serious injury to the econonles of one or more other
countries could be avoided by such act ion, lie imay exempt such countries from
si-it surchargc."

Rationale.--The first of time two amendments Is designed to assure that import
liberalizing measures taken when the United States is In a surplus position are
designed for a general impact on the trade account rather than to change import
barriers on Individual items selectively. This requirement is symmetrical with the
requirement on import restricting actions contained in section 102(d).

Tle second of tile two amendments is designed to allow the President to
exempt countries upon which Import restricting actions might have a very severe
Intpa(t pending the entry into force of new rules regarding tile application of
surchlbrges.

It is Important that the Administration not be effectively proscribed from using
the balance.of-payments authority Itself because the impact on a country or
group of countries would be unacceptably harsh. Thus, authority should be added
to exempt a country or group of countries whose trade with the United States
may represent a sizeable proportion of their international trade. It has also
been widely recognized that It may be desirable to exempt developing countries
from such measures.

SEC. 128 SORT SUPPLY AUTHOUTY

Purpose of Amcndmnnt.-To provide special authorities to enable the rrest-
dent to remove Import barriers to imports of articles In short supply.

Text of Amcndment.-(1) Section 123, p. 21, lines 9-21, is amended by substi-
tuting therefor the following:
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"SEC. 123. AUTJIORITY TO SUMlEND IMPORT BARRIERS TO ALLEVIATE SilOlT SUPPLY

CONDITIONS

(a) Whenever tie President determines that (1) a condition of short supply
exists or such clndit Jon miay be ininent and 12 sulh condition may Ie avoided,
eliminated or alleviated 1y the reduction or usjpensioll of anty duty or other
Import restriction Ie may, with respect to any article, imorts of which are
dutiable or subject to any other Import restriction,

(1) proclaim a temporary reduction in, or suspension of, the duty (in-
eluding any duty imposed under the Antidumping Act, 1921 (1) U..C. 16),
et. seq.), or section 3034 of the Tariff Act of 1030 (19 U.S.C. 1303), applicable
to siclh article) ; and

(2) proclaim a temnporary increase in the value or quantity of such article
whie may 1 be Imported under any import restriction,"

(2) Subsection 123(e), p. 22. lint- *.Off., is nJneied by striking therefroni the
words "150 days" o1 lue 22, and Inserting lit lieu thereof "one year".

Ratlonale.-ncreasingly there will he situations 1i which ani article which
is inlported in in sfrrt supply. Thus the focus of this section should be changed
to the short sulidIy situation ratiler than to counter general Ilnflation. The siort
suIply situation may occur where antidumping or countervailing duties would
be applied. In sucl eases there should be authority both to reduce temporarily
tariffs or quotas and to reduce temporarily or suspend those additional duties
applicable to articles by virtue of these two statutes. In addition, more tine is
necessary to evaluate tlhe effect of tile suspension of duties or increase of Imports
under a quota before the Congress must act to preserve the (dutty suspension or
quota liberalization. There would he much better information on which to
evaluate tile exlerillce Ullder the action if a year ratiler thin 1110 days were
tile llaxtlmiutn period that oil action could bw maintained prior to Obltalning
legislation.

SEC. 124. COMPENSATION AUTiHORITY

"1'uD'poqe of A ludmcnt.-To clarify the application of tile conlimllationll u-
tilority where tile article upon which a new concession Is to he grantted 1)14 een
subject to a duty reduce ion uider Sec. 101 which is in the process of 1ling staged ;
and to provide authority to 'ound tariff rates where tils woulll simllllfy
coi putations.

Te't of Anwvndnent.-Section 124(b) i amended by insertim "(1)" at the
beginning of the subsection (p). 23, line 15), andi Iserting the following at tle
end of the subsection (at line 17) :

"Where tile existing rate of duty at any time is 1il Intermediate singe under
section 103, the proclamation made pirsant to stelion (a) may provide for the
reduction of each stage proclaimel under section 101 by lot more than :30 per
cent of such stage, and may provide for a fiual rate of duty whihh is no imore
thal 30 percent below the rate of dty proclaimed as the final stage under see-
tion 101.

(2) If the President dternifhies that such aclon will silplilfy the co utlllla.
tion of' tile amount of duty m1s1etl with reslpect to an article, lie may exceed
tie lnlitation provided by subection (b) of this sectihll by not more thiav wilich-
ever of the following is lesser:

(A) the difference between tile inlitation an1d tile next lower whoh, lum-
ber. or

* (B) one-half of 1 percent ad valoreni."
Ratlonale.-Secetion 124 does not take Into nacoult the problem of lhe stilging

of concessions. After a major round of trade negotiations. most tariffim will lie
i the process of being reduced In stages. Conpensatlon which Is paid it the form

of a reduction of an internledlate stage would not necessarily rIeflected in
subsequent stages unless the above amnidient Is Inadpe. Tile romdlmng authority
iq identleal to that contained in section 103 and is desiglmed to avoid elcumhermg
tile Tariff Schedules with fractional rates.

SEC. 125. AUTIIORITY TO RENI:GOTIATE DUTIES

Parpone of Am dme .nTo change the title to more accurately reflect the
substance of the section: to clarify tie relationship of this authority to tariffs
on Itents.whieh are In the process of hieIng reduced In stages: to combine tile
limitations on each of the two yearm of this nutlnrity to make one overall D)hl-



station for the two years : to clarify tle relationships of the staging find rounding
authorities contained In section 103 to the use of this authority.

Tcxt of Aicndment.-( 1) The title of section 125. p. 23, line 21, is amended to
read as follows: "TWO-YEAR RESIDUAL AUTHORITY TO NEGOTIATE
DUTIES."

(2) Subsection 125(b), p. 24, line 10ff., is amended to read as follows:
"Agreements entered into tinder this section shall not provide during the two

year period specified in subsection (d) for the reduction of duties, or the con-
tinuance of duty-fee treatment for articles which account for more than a total
of 4 iKrcent of tie value of United States Imports for the most recent 12-month
period for which Import statistics are available."

(3) Subsection (c) (1), p. 24, line 10ffM. Is amended by adding at the end thereof
tle following new sentence:

"Where the existing rate of duty at any time Is an intermnedliato stage under
section 103. the proclamation made pursuant to section (a) nay. Insofar as con-
sistent with tie provisions of subparagraph (2), provide for the reduction of
eah stage proclend tinder section 101 by not more than 20 percent of such
stage, and provide for a final rate of duty which is no more than 20 percent
below the rate of duty proclaimed as the final stage under section 101."

(4) Sulmection (c), p. 24. lines 10-24. Is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new paragraph:

"(3) If lh President determines that such action will simplify the corn-
itation of the amount of dtity imposed with respect to an article, he may
exceed the limitation provided by subsection (c) (1) of this section by not more
I hall whichever of the following is lesser:

(A) the difference between the limitation and the next lower whole
number, or

(M) one-half of 1 percent ad valorem."
Prtionial.-The title of this section is changed to more accurately reflect the

limits of the authority which were adopted by the House,
Tile section (irrently contain, the imitation that It cannot affect more

than 2 percent of the value of United States Imports In a given year. Since
the authority iN only granted for a 2-year period, It would provide somewhat
mretter flexibility to use a total linlt of 4 percent of the annual value of the
Ignited States Imports rather than 2 percent per year.

The amendment which relates to the effect (of this authority on staging eure.s
the some problem tlbmt was present In section 124. This amendment makes
It po.-sble to reflect the concession granted under titis section In full In the
flnl concession rate after the authority of See. 101 and this section have been
utilized, within. however. the overall limits of section 101. Another of tle
amendments grants rounding authority to simplify computation. There Is no
starint, reiir{muent in See. 124 or See, 125 because of the small amount of duty
reducti ms that are allowed tinder these two sections.

5Ev. 120, TFIMINATION AND WITHDRAWAT, AUTHORITY

Ptotors' of Amendmnct.-To clarify the relatlonshin between the withdrawal
nml termilnation authority: to prevent springback In cases of withdrawal as
well os In easeq of termination unless the President acts pursuant to the
nuthorlty contained In sect ion 126 to restore Prior rates of dtlty: to delete the
1-year Imitation on anti-springback; and to allow a national interest waiver of
tile prior hearing requirement.

Te.ft of .4nmendmcnt.-(1) Subsection 120(c). p. 25. line 5ft., Is amended by
substituting for the words "in addition to exercising the authority contained
in subseation (b)" the words "In addition to any exercise of the authority
contained In subsection (b) ".

(2) Subsection 120(d). p. 20. lines 12-25. is amended to read as follows:
"Dities or other import restrictions required or appropriate to carry out

any trade agreement entered into pursuant to this Act, section 201 of the lrrade
Expansion Act of 1962. or section 350 of the Tariff Act of 19I0, shall not be
affected by any termination. In whole or In part, of such agreement, or any
withdrawal or suspension of any obligation under such agreement, and shall
remain In effoet- after the date of such termination, withdrawal or suspension.
unless the President by proclamation provides that such rates shall be Increased
pursuant to sub Qections (hi or (c). section 2.55(b) of the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962. or section 3.50 (a) (6) of the Tariff Act of 1960. Within 60 days of any

334 4
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such termination, withdrawal, or suspension, the President shall transmit to the
Congress his recommendations as to the appropriate rates of duty for all
articles which were affected by the termination, withdrawal, or suspension,
or would have been so affected but for the preceding sentence."

(3) Subsection 126(e), p. 27, lines 1-5, is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following:
"unless the P'resident determines that suel prior hearings would be contrary
to the national interest because of the need for expeditious action, in which
case he shall provide for a public hearing promptly after such action."

oRationale.-'rhese clarifying amnendlnents are designed primarily to remove
ambiguities in the existing text. In subsection (c), the erroneous implication
may be given that the President must exercise both the termination amid the
withdrawal or suspension authorities together. This was not the Intention of
the Administration or the House.

The second amendment is designed to extend current subsection (d) which
prevents a termination from resulting in a "spring-back" to the pre-conces.sion rate, to eases where withdrawal or suspension has taken place and spring.
back should be prevented. Thus. unless the President acts to put back Into
effect the earlier rate, no termination, withdrawal or suspension will result
In spring.back.

For example, this would allow, the President to withdraw a concession under
an international agreement pursuant to our rights under the International agree.
ment, in response to a foreign action. But lie would not have to increase theU.S. rate of duty at once. He might not wish to if the foreign country had with.
drawn a concession but had not itself increased the applicable rate of duty
on United States products. This has happened in the past and there should
lie sufficient flexibility to apply concession rates on a de facto basis pending
foreign action which restricts U.S. exports and thereupon requires a response,

The last of the above amendments allows the President to act quickly without
the necessity of a prior public hearing. He can thus respond expeditiously when
it is In tile best interests of the United States that immediate retaliation or
response lie given to a foreign action. In these cases lie will still be required
to provide a public hearing but it would not have to be held prior to his action.

SECTION 128. RESERVATION OF ARTICLE FOR NATIONAL SECURITY OR OTHER REASONS
Purpose of Amendment.-To clarify the Impact of the reservation upon broad

nonta rif barrier negotiations.
P'Jea't of Amendment.-Subsection 128(b), p. 27, line 19ff., is amended by

striking from the end of the first sentence thereof the words "or other import
restriction." and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "on such article, or any
import restriction imposed under section 203 of this Act or under sections 282
or 351 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1902."

Rationale.-The purpose of this amendment is to clarify the relationship of
the reservation contained in this section to broad nontariff barrier agreements.
The fact that an article is subject to an escape clause action under the Trade
Expansion Act, an action under the national security provisions of that Act,
or import relief under the Trade Reform Act, should not require that that article
le removed from negotiation of broad nontariff barrier agreements. For example,
if, as is currently the case, oil is the subject of a national security action, and
glass were the subject of an escape clause action, an agreement on standards
could be negotiated which included these two items. The same would be true with
respect to an agreement concerning customs documentation. These two types of
broad nontariff barrier agreements are not inconsistent with a national security
action or an1 escape clause action, and therefore tile iteiis subject to the narrower
actions should not le mandatorily expected from broader agreements. However,
tile duty or other import restrictions imposed for national security reasons or
import relief could not be reduced pursuant to the international agreement.

SEC. 131. TARIFF COMMISSION ADVICE
Purpose of Amendment.-To reduce from six months to 60 days the time

within which the Tariff Commission must give advice to the President with
respect to items subject to compensation or renegotiation agreements.

Text of Amendment.-Section 131(b), p. 29, line 1, is amended by revising
time first two lines thereof to read as follows:
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"(b) Within 6 months after receipt of such a list under Chapter 1, and within
00 days after receipt of a list under See. 124 or 125, the Tariff Commission shall
advise the President with respect . . .".

Ratlonale.-Six months is required for the Tariff Commission to respond with
respect to the lengthy list of articles provided to it with respect to the typical
Sec, 101 agreement. However, Sec. 124 and 125 contemplate agreements having
a v ery limited coverage. There is no need for a 0-month period before Advice can
lie rendered. Sixty days would be far hiore appropriate. (In addition, a 00 day
period is appropriate for advice with respect to articles which may be redesig-
tinted under section 504(c) as eligible for preferential treatment. An ainend--
iment to station 504 is being proposed for this purpose.)

SEC. 135o ADVICE FROM PRIVATE SECTOR
I'Pirponc of Amendment.-To establish general policy advisory committees on

multilateral trade negotiations for each of industry, labor, and agriculture; to
provide for an exemption for committees established pursuant to See. 135 (c) from
the provisions of section 11 of the Federal Advisory Committee Act.

Text of Amcndmnt.-(l) Section 135(c), p. M3, line 18f., is amepded to read
as follows:

"In addition to the Committee established under subsection (b)
(a) the President may, on his own initiative or at the request of organza.

tions representing generally industry, labor or agriculture, establish a gen-
eral policy advisory committee for each of industry, labor and agriculture
to provide general policy advice on any trade agreement referred to in
section 101 or 102. Such committees shall, insofar as practicable, be repre.
sentative of all industry, labor or agricultural Interests and shall be or.
ganized by the President acting through the Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations and the Secretary of Commerce, Labor and Agriculture,
as appropriate.

(M) The President shall, on his own initiative or at the request of or-
ganizations in a particular product sector, establish such industry, labor or
agricultural advisory committees as he determines to be necessary for any
trade negotiations referred to in section 101 and 102. Such committees shall.
so far as practicable, be representative of all industry, labor, or agricultural
interests in the sector concerned. In organizing such committees, the Presi.
dent. acting through the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations and
the Secretary of Labor, Commerce, or Agriculture, as appropriate, (1) shall
consult with interested private organizations and (2) shall take into account
such fn tors as patterns of actual and potential competition between United
States industry and agriculture and foreign enterprise in international
trade, the character of the nontariff barriers and other distortions affecting
such competition, the necessity for reasonable limits on the number of such
product sector advisory committees, the necessity that each committee berononably limited in size. and that the product lines covered by each com-
milttee he reninnablly related."'

(2) Section 18p(e), r. 34. line 24ff., is amended by inserting on p. 85, line ?,
"and section 11" nfter "(a) and (b) of section 10".

1ntlonale.-(1) Section 18(c), as drafted, clearly provides for the establish.
ment of product sector committees for each Industry, labor, and agriculture.
The language mar well be broad enough to authorize the establishment of com-
mittees representing generally industry, labor and agriculture. However, an
express provision for general policy advisory committees is preferable. While
rroiluct sector committees will be most helphul In providing 1gidance for nego.
stations as they relate to each sector, there should also be a mechanism to present
the broader policy views of industry, labor, and agriculture,

(2) Section 185(e) exempts committees established pursuant to 18(c) from
the requirements of subsections 10(a) and 10(b) of the Federal Advisory
Committee Act. Section 10(b) of that requires that, with certain exceptions,
records Including transcripts of committee meetings be available to the public.
Section 11 of that Act requires that transcripts be publicly available at cost.
Thus. Implicit in any exemption from the operation of Seetion 10(b) i an ex-
emntion from Section 11. However, in order to avoid confusion, See.. 18(e) (2)
of tile H.R. 10710 should be amended to include an express exemption from the
provisions of section 11 of the Federal Advisory Committee Act.
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SEC. 151. RESOLUTIONS DISAPPROVING THE ENTERING INTO FORCE OF TRADE
AGREEMENTS, ETC.

Purpose of Amendnent.-To clarify the situation in which several trade agree.
ments enter into force on the same date.

i'ext of Amtndments.-Sec. 151(b) (2) (A), p. 43, lines 1-4 is amended to read
as follows:

"(A) in the case of a resolution relating to the entering into force of a trade
agreement under section 102(f), with the phrase "the entering into force of the
trade agreement (with this blank space filled with the title,
or brief description of the subject matter, of the agreement) ;"

Rationale.-The purpose of the amendment is to allow either of the Houses of
Congress to disapprove one or more of several agreements that enter into force
on the same (lay without there being any confusion as to the nature of the
dlisapproval action.

TITLE II. RELIEF FROM INJURY CAUSED BY IMPORT RELIEF

SEC. 202. PRESIDENTIAL ACTION AMER INVESTIGATIONS

Parpose of Amcndment.-To extend the time within which the President must
decide whether to impose Import relief in order to accommodate the requirement
that public hearings be held.

Text of Amcndmnt.-Subsectlon 202(b), p. 55, line 8, Is amended by striking
therefrom "60 days (30 days" and Inserting in lieu thereof '90 days (60 days".

Rationale.-Section 203(g) requires that the President provide a public
hearing with respect to "the proposal to provide" import relief so that Interested
persons will be given a reasonable opportunity to be present, to produce evidence,
and to be heard, A reasonable opportunity requires reasonable notice, which Is
often 30 days. Therefore, In order to give adequate notice and to allow interested
parties to present their views, the period in which the President must determine
whether he is going to grant Import relief in accordance with Sec. 202 should
be extended to a minimum of 00 days, (60 days in the case of a supplemental
report under subsection (d)). Alternatively, the section 202(g) hearing require.
meat could be deleted, because it duplicates the section 201 hearings held by the
Tariff Commission.

SEC. 208(E), IMPORT RELIEF (ORDERLY MARKSTINO AGR MENTS)

Purpose of Amendmnt.-To Increase the flexibility to use orderly marketing
agreements, where the President has selected that method of import relief and
has reported to the Congress why he selected that method of providing relief
from injury rather than either adjustment assistance or increases, in duties,
tariff-rate quotas, or quantitative restrictions.Text of Amedment.-Section 203(e), p. 59, line 18ff,, is amended to read as
follows:

"(1) Import relief provided pursuant to this section shall become initially
effective no later than 15 days after the date of the President's determination
to provide import relief, except that the applicable period in which import relief
shall become Initially effective shall be 180 days if the President announces at
the time of his determination to provide import relief his intention to nego.
tiate one or more orderly marketing agreements pursuant to subsection (b) (4)
or (0).

(2) Whenever the President has acted pursuant to subsections (b) (1), (2),
(3), or (15), he may, at any time during which such import relief is in effect,
negotiate orderly market alp cements with foreign countries, and may, upon the
entry Into force of any such agreement, suspend or terminate, in whole or in part,
such other actions previously taken.

(3) Whenever the President has negotiated an orderly marketing agreement
pursuant to subsection (b) (4) or (5) and such import relief fails to continue
to be effective, he may, consistent with the limitations contained in subsection
(i), provide Import relief under subsection (b) (1), (2), (3) or (5)."

Ratioale.-It was the purpose of the House to make the provision of an
orderly marketing agreement the least preferred method of import relief. How.
ever, the orderly marketing provision as Included in the House bill, would not
as a practical matter prove workable even were the President to make the
requisite finding and report to Congress that this method was indeed the one
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that lie desired to select. The Import relief In the form of tariffs, tariff-quotas,
or quotas, must be proclaimed initially before the President is able to withhold
the effect of that proclamation and then try to negotiate an orderly marketing
agreement. This initial proclamation must promise to have a highly restrictive
effect on trade if it is to serve as an incentive to get other countries to enter
into orderly marketing agreements. However, if the President sets the levels
of Import relief in too restrictive a manner, and fails to achieve success in his
negotiations for an orderly marketing agreement, there is the problem of the
harsh initial proclamation going into effect automatically on the 180th day.
On the other hand, if the initial proclamation is set too low, it will not serve as an
Incentive for negotiations. It would be far preferable to set the level of unilateral
import relief on the 180th day, if the negotiations fall.

SEC. 203(F). IMPORT RELIEF (ITEMS 800.30, 807.00)

Purpose of Amcndment.-To clarify that the import-related Injury must be
caused by the application of these two tariff item numbers before their suspend.
sion may be considered an adequate remedy.

Teirt of Anicndment.-Subsectlon (f) (3), p. 00, line 18fM., is amended to read
as follows:

"No proclamation providing for a suspension referred to in paragraph (1) or
(2) with respect to any article shall he made under subsection (b) unless the
Tariff Commission, In addition to making an affirmative determination with
respect to such article under section 201(b), determines in the course of its
investigation under section 201(b) the serious injury (or threat thereof) sub-
stantially cauRed by Imports to the domestic industry producing a like or directly
competitive article results from the application of item 806,30 or item 807,00, or
from the designation of the article as an eligible article for purposes of Title V,
as the case may be." (new language italicized).

Rationaile.-This is solely a clarification of what is felt to be the intent of
the House. The amount of causation required before import relief can be pro-
claimed under Chapter 1 of Title II of the bill Is that tile serious injury be sub-
stantially caused by imports. However, in subsection (f) (3) of section 208, the
Tariff Commission is required to find that "the serious injury (or threat thereof)
to the domestic industry ... results from the application of item 800.80 or Item
807.00 a . .". This could be read to imply that all of the injury to the domestic
industry must be caused by articles entered under these tariff items rather than
just the majority of import injury.

SEC. 203 (g). IMPORT RELIEF (NOTICE OF ItEARINGS)

Purpose of Ame"ndmt.-To delete the requirement that "due diligence" be
exercised In notifying persons who may be adversely affected by providing Ir.
port relief, and to delete the requirement that the President provide public
hearings before such relief Is granted.

Tea't of Amendment.-Sction 203, page 7ff., is amended by deleting sub.
section (g) therefrom and by redesignating the subsections that follow with the
letters (g) through (j), respectively.

Ratlonale.-These requirements duplicate the procedures provided In section
201 (c) and (d) (2) with to the Tariff Commission investigation.
Chapter 2. .idJstmcnt Assistance for Workers

SEC. 232. WEEKLY AMOUNT

Purpose of Amendmwnt.-To correct a typographical error.
Te.rt of Amendmtent.-Subsectlon (g) (1), is amended by striking on p. 74,

libw 17. "the authorization contained In" and substituting in lieu thereof the
word "authorized".

SEC. 250. COORDINATION OF WORKER AND FIRM ASSISTANCE

Purpose of Amendmnt.-To provide that the studies provided for under
sections 224 and 264 are coordinted.

Te't nf Amendment.-Section 2.50. p. 02. lines 8ff., is amended by adding after
the word "policies" on line 15, tile word ", studies".

I Alternative to amending Roetlon 202(h) to extend the time within which the President
must make an important relief determination.
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Rationale.-The studies required under section 224 and 264 of the Secretaries
of Labor and Commerce (or the Administrator of the Small Business Adminis-
tration) respectively, will necessarily involve parallel investigations. Coordina-
tion Is desirable to avoid unnecessary duplication of efforts.
Chapter III. Adjustment Assistance for Firms

SEC. 255 (b). CONDITIONS FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Purpose of Amenidment.-To clarify the rate applicable to direct loans.
Tert of Amcndntes.-Sec. 255(b), 1. 97, lines 10-16, is amended to read as

follows:
"Tile rate of Interest on guarantees of loans made under this chapter shall

le no higher than tile maximum Interest per annum that a participating finan-
clial institution may establish on guaranteed loans made pursuant to section
7(a) of tile Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 030 (a)). Tile rate of interest on
direct loans made under tills chapter shall be (I) a rate determined by tile
Secretary of the Treasury taking into consideration the current average market
yield on outstanding marketable obligations of the United States with remaining
periods to maturity that are comparable to tile average maturities of such loons,
adjusted to tile nearest one.eighth of 1 per centuin, plus (11) an allowance ade-
quate In the judgment of the Secretary to cover administrative costs and
problable losses under tile program."

Ratlonale.-Currently, See. 255(b) states that tile rate of interest on direct
loans shall be the prevailing rate authorized for loans to small businesses by tile
SBA. Tile SBA Ilas several rates for direct loans. One is 5% percent, another is
5 percent, and yet another is 3 percent. Still others are formula rates of interest,
1.e.. cost of money to tile Government p)lum a 1 small additional fraction to cover
administrative costs. These formula rates of interest are currently applicable
to loans to small businesses which are Impacted by Federal urban renewal, high-
way or other construction projects, Federal health, welfare and safety legislation
(or State legislation enacted In conformity therewith), and U.S. Government
International strategic arms limitations agreements. Tlese formula rates are
applied In cases which are analogous to trade adjustment assistance, and there-
fore the ambiguity should be resolved in favor of a formula rate. The language
establishing a maximum rate for guarantees of o1n tinder this chapter has
been clarified by citing the basis for SBA's guarantee rate, ,

SEC. 255(d). CONDITIONS FOR FINANCIAL ASSISrANCE

Purpose of Amendmctit.-To conform tile language of the TRA witll that of tile
Small Business Act.

Text of Amendmcnt.-Sec. 255(d), p. 98, lines 4-7, is amended to read as
follows:

"In making guarantees of loans, and in making direct loans, the Secretary
shall give priority to firmis which are small within the meaning of the Small
Business Act (and regulations pronulgated tiereunder)."

SEC. 255(e). CONDITIONS FOR FINANCIAl. ASSISTANCE

Purpose of Amcndmcnt.-To clarify tile responsibilities of tile Secretary upoll
default of a guaranteed loan.

Text of Aniendmcnt.-Amend Sec. 255(d), p. 98, line 8ff., by substituting the
following:

"(e) No loan shall be guaranteed by tile Secretary in anl amount which exceeds
90 percent of the balance of the loan outstanding at tile time of disbursement."

Rationale.-Thils change clarifies that the Government will be responsible for
no more than 00 percent of tile loss under a guaranteed loan.

SEC. 255 (h). CONDITIONS FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Purpose of Amendmnt.-To clarify that there will be a Federal charge for
guaranteeing loans.

Texrt of Amendnent.-Amend section 255, p. 07, line 8ff., by adding a new para-
graph (I) at page 88, following line 21 to read as follows:"(h) With respect to guaranteed loans, a guarantee charge shall be payable
to the Secretary by the lender for such guarantee agreement."

Rationale.-Tls will make it clear that there will be a fee charged for guar-
anteeing loans, In accordance with standard Federal credit policy.
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SEC. 256. DELEGATIONS OF FUNCTIONS TO SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Purpose of Amendment.-To clarify that all administrative functions would
be delegated to the SBA with respect to any firms to which a loan or guarantee
was made by the SBA.

Text of Ainendment.-Section 250, p. 98, line 22ff., is amended to read as
follows:

"SEC. 256. DELEGATION'S OF FUNCTIONS TO SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION:
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

(a) In the case of any firm which is small (within the meaning of the Small
Business Act and regulations promulgated thereunder), the Secretary may dele-
gate all or any part of his functions inder this chapter (other than the functions
under section 251 with respect to the certification of eligibility and section 252 (d)
with respect to tile termination of such certification) to the Administrator of the
Small Business Administration. If the Secretary delegates any functions under
this Chapter to the Administrator, all the functions under sections 252 (except
252(d) ), 253, 254, 255, 257, 258, and 260 shall be delegated. In addition, so much
of the functions under section 262 are as necessary for the Administrator to carry
out any such delegation shall also be delegated by the Secretary to the Admin-
istrator.

(b) There are herehy authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary, or to
the Administrator if any functions under this chapter are delegated pursuant
to this section, such sums as may be necessary from time to time to carry out
the functions under this chapter In connection with furnishing adjustment
assistance to firms, which sums are authorized to be appropriated to remain
available until expended."

Rationalc.-Section 256 authorizes the Secretary to delegate any or all of is
functions under Chapter 3, of Title 11 to the Administrator of the Small Busi-
ness Administration. As now drafted, this section would permit, although
it is not intended to be used in such manner, a delegation of only time loan.
making or guarantee function, thus removing SBA from the process preceding
the provision of assistance or in the administration of such assistance, In addl.
tion, It might be possible for program authority to be delegated to SBA without
an accompanying transfer of the appropriations necessary to carry out its fulme.
lion. These technical amendments clarify the nature of delegations, If any,
which are made, and assure appropriations for the delegated program function.

SEC. 257. ADMINISTRATION OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Purpoqc of Amcrn(idcnt.-ro provide that interest payments or repayments
on loans will be available to the Secretary for use In carrying out his respon-
sibilities under the Act.

Text of Amendnment.-Amend section 257, p. 00, line 18ff., by adding a new
paragraph (c) to read as follows:

"(c) All repayments of loans, payments of Interest, and other receipts arising
out of transactions entered into by the Secretary pursuant to this chapter,
shall be available for financing functions performed under this chapter, includ-
Ing administrative expenses in connection with such functions.

Rationale.-This change is to authorize the use of interest payments and
loan repayments to make now loans or for expenses of the program. This will
awure a more systematic accounting for revenues received under the program,
and will increase flexibility in program operations.

SEC. 259, PENALTIES

Purpose rf Amendinent.-To insure that the sanctions provided under the
firm adjustment assistance remain al)plicable if the Secretary delegates func-
tions under Chapter 3 to the Administrator of the Small Business Administration.

Text of Amendment.-Sec. 259, p. 102, lines 1-9, Is amended to read as follows:

"SECTION 259. PENALTIES

Whoever makes a false statement of a material fact knowing it to be false,
or knowingly falls to disclose a material fact, or whoever willfully overvalues
and security, for the purpose of Influencing in any way official action under
this chapter, or for the purpose of obtaining money, property, or anything of
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value under this chapter, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned
for not more than 2 years or both."

Rational.-The purpose of this amendment Is to assure that the penalties
provision is also applicable to SBA use of the authority contained Ill this
chapter. While this provision could be the subject of delegation, it may be useful
to clarify in the statute that this was a provision of general application.

TITLE II. RELIEF FROM UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES

SEC. 801. RESPONSE TO TRADE PRACTICES OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

Purpose of Amcndmnt.-To remove the requirement that the United States
net on a selective basis In response to unreasonable but not unjustlifable mi-
port restrictions; to provide that the requirement of holding a public hearing
prior to acting may be waived for purposes of the national Interest.

Tca't of Amendment.-(1) On p. 107, lines 13ff., delete the semi-colon on line
13 and the remainder of the subsection following the semicolon.

(2) Add to subsection 301 (d), p. 108, lines 7-15, the following:
"unless the President determines that such prior hearings would be con-
trary to the national interest because of the need for expeditious action, in
which case he shall provide for a public hearing promptly after such action."

Rationalc.-There is no clear logheal basis for distinguishing between foreign
unjustifiable and unreasonable trade practices to warrant requiring U.S. response
in the latter case to be on a selective (discriminatory) basis. Under Section
801(b), as drafted, the President, after considering the International obligations
of the U.S., is authorized to respond to unjustifiable foreign trade practices on
either a nondiscriminatory basis or otherwise. However, ie may respond to
unreasonable trade practices of a foreign government or Instrumentality only
on a selective basis. A nondiscriminatory response call be made by selecting
articles of particular Interest to the offending country, and so the impact can
be limited to such cotuitry.

The second amendment allows the President to act quickly without the neces-
sity of a prior public hearing. He can thus respond expeditiously when It is In the
best interests of the United States that immediate retaliation or response be
given to a foreign action. In these cases he will still be required to provide a
public hearing but it would not have to be held prior to his action.

SEC. 881 (b), AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 808 OF TIE TARIFF ACT OF 1930. (INJITRIY
STANDARD)

Purpose of Amendment.-To provide a inateriaZ Injury standard for counter-
vailing with respect to duty-free Imports.

Text of Arnendment.-Sce. 331(b) (2) (A). p. 121, line 14, Is amended by insert.
ing the word "materially" before the word "injured."

Rational.-The obligation of the United States under GATT Article VI Is
to apply a material injury standard. There is no injury standard currently in the
countervailing duty law, nor need there be under the GATT requirements, be-
cause the United States is subject to a grandfather clause for legislation which
existed upon our entry into the GA'T' in 1047.

However, when we extend our law to apply to categories of products to which
the law does not currently apply, the United States becomes subject to the United
States becomes subject to the OATT requirement in this regard. It would thus
be preferable for the statute, on Its face, to be consistent with the language of
the GATT and employ a material injury standard.

SEe. 881 (e), COUNTERVAILING DUTIES (TEMPORARY PROVISION W,1IL NEGOTIATIONS
ARE IN PROCESS)

Purpose of Amcndment.-To delete the one year carve out from the discretion
to avoid countervailing where such action would seriously jeopardize the satis-
factory completion of negotiations.

Texrt of Amendment.-Section 808(8) of the Tariff Act of 1030, as amended by
section 331(a) of the TRA, is amended by deleting therefrom the last sentence
thereof, at p. 123, line 23ff.

Rationale.-This provision in the House Bill removes from the 4-year period
of discretion (to avoid countervailing) certain types of subsidies--namely in.
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vestment and operating subsidies with respect to facilities owned or controlled
by a developed country. Tills one-year exception to the four-year discretion
would raise serious problems for the administration of the law, with Insufficient
time to achieve a negotiated solution with other countries, and seek Congressional
approval of the international agreement and cilanges in the countervailing duty
law.

SEC. 841. AMENDMENTS TO SEC. 337 OF TIHE TARIFF ACT OF 1030 (IIOND)

Pnrpo8e of Ameendmcnt.-To provide in the statute for a reasonabh .ld spe.
c!il( bond,

Te.t of Amendmenwt.-See. 341 (a), p. 127ff., is amended by deleting at tle eld
of page 128, line 1 "prescribed by the Secretary" and adding the following new
sentence .

"Sucil bond shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, shall be in
tile amount of 12 percent of the domestic value of tle Imported article and s1ll
be payable to the patentee upon tile final determination that such articles be
excluded pursuant to subparagraph (2)."

Ratlonale.-In fairness to the Importer, Importation should be permitted while
a temporary exclusion order Is In effect, If a reasonable bond running in favor
of the patentee is posted. Under existing law the bond would be set at the value
of the import and therefore the effect of a temporary exclusion order would lie
that trade in the article would cease. Since the Commission would not at that
point have full information sufficient to Issue a permanent exclusion order, a
reasonable bond which allows trade should be set while the issues before tile
Tariff Commission are being resolved.

SEC. 841. AMENDMENTS TO SEC. 387 OF TIE TARIFF ACT OF 1980 (IMI'ORTS FOIl TIlE
tVNITED STATES GOVERNMENT)

lirpoRe of Am ndment.-To make exclumlon orders under See. 337 inoippll-
cable to Imports by or for the United States Government and to provide a reniedy
before tile Court of Claims for a patent owner adversely affected by such
exclusions4.

Text of Amendinmnt.-Sec. 337(h) of the Tariff Act of 1930 as attended by
tile TRA is further amended by adding after line 2, p. 129 of the TRA tile follow.
ilg Rubparagraph:

"(5) Ally order under paragraphs (1) or (2) of tIs subsection shall not
apply to any articles imported by and for the use of the United States or iIl-
ported for and to be used for the United States with the authorization or consent
of tile Government. Whenever any exclusion order has been given pursuant to
paragraph (I) (2) but, through operation of this paragrapll, articles which
otherwise would be subject to such order are not excluded from entry, a patent
owner adversely affected by such entry shall be entitled to reasonable and en-
tire compensation ill nn action before the Court of Claims pursuant to the pro-
cedures of Section 1498, Title 28 of the United States Code."

Rationale.-The provisions of the paragraph are similar to those in 28 U.S.C.
1498(c). Under that section an exclusive remedy is provided in the United States
Court of Claims for reasonable and entire compelimation for Infringelent of a
patent by the United States Government.

TITLE IV. TRADE RELATIONS WITH NATIONS NOT ENJOYING
NONDISCRIMINATORY TREATMENT

SEC. 405. MARKET DISRUPTION

PurpOSe of Amendment.-To provide that findings under section 405 may re-
silt In import relief being granted only with respect to countries receiving non-
discriminatory treatment pursuant to Title IV, the Imports of which are the
subject of an affirmative finding pursuant to section 405(a), unless there is
also a finding under section 201(b) with respect to imports from countries
which receive nondiscriminatory treatment on tile date of enactment of this
Act, in which case the Import relief may be imposed on other countries as well.

'cxt of Amendment.-Se. 405(b), p. 185, line 17ft., is amended to read as
follows:

"For purposes of sections 202 and 208, an affirmative determination of thle
Tariff Commission pursuant to subsection (a) of this setion shall be treated
as an affirmative determination of the Tariff Commission pursuant to section
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201(b) of this Act; except that the President, in taking action pursuant to
section 203 (b),

"(1) shall, if there is no affirmative finding under section 201(b) of this Act
without regard to this subsection, adjust imports of the article from the country
in question without taking action in respect of Imports from other countries; and"(2) may, if there Is both an affirmative determination of the Tariff Commis-
sion pursuant to subsection (a) of this section, and pursuant to section 201(b)
of this Act without regard to this subsection, either adjust imports of the
article from the country In question withoilttaking action in respect of Imports
from other countries or may adjust Importsfroifi all countries.

Ratlonale.-section 405 provides easier access criteria for the provision of
Import relief than does section 201. Thus, if a non-market economy country Is
causing import injury, action can be taken under section 405 to restrict the Im-
port from that country (or several non-market economy countries receiving non.
discriminatory tariff treatment under Title IV If findings are made with respect
to each of those countries) without taking action to restrict Imports from all
countries. However, under section 405 as currently drafted, imports from one
country receiving nondiscrihinatory treatment under Title IV could be caus.
ing all the Injury and the President would be given the option to Impose restric-
tions on Imports from all countries. The proposed amendment remedies this de-
fect by allowing the President to Impose selective measures where Injury Is
caused only frotm Imports from one or more Title IV countries and to impose
measures on all countries only where imports from both Title IV countries and
other countries are causing the Import injury.

TITLE V. GENE'RALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES

SEC. 504. LIMITATIONS ON PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT

Purpose of Amendmcnt.-To provide for redesignation of articles from a
-country where the competitive need formula (see. 504(c)) has caused termina-
tion of eligibility of the article for preferential treatment,

Text of Anwndnwnt.-(1) Section 504(c), p. 143, line 14f., is amended by
adding to the end thereof (page 144, line 0) the following new sentence:

"A country which has ceased to lie eligible fdr treatment as a beneficiary
developing country with respect to a particular article by reason of this section,
shall be eligible for redesignation with respect to such article under the pro-
cedures set forth In sections 502 and 503, provided that, unless the President
determines that paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection no longer apply to
such country with respect to the article in question, he must determine that it
Is in the national Interest to redesignate such country as a beneficiary developing
country with respect to such article, and provided further, that the applicable
period within which the Tariff Commission shall advise the President pursuant
to section 131 (b) shall be 00 days.

(2) Section 504(c) is amended by striking the phrase on p. 143, line 22, which
reads "50 percent of the value", and inserting in lieu thereof "50 percent of the
appraised value", and striking the words "not later than 00 days" on p. 143, line
25, and inserting In lieu thereof "not later than 90 days".

Ratfoale--'rhese technical amendments are designed to accomplish three pur-
poses: (1) to clarify the method by which articles which cease to become eligible
for preferential treatment granted to a particular country can regain eligibility;
(2) to clarity what value the 50 percent formula Is to apply to; and (3) to pro.
vide sufficient time for statistics to become available to apply the competitive need
formula.

TITLE VI. GENERAL PROVISIONS
SEc. 001, DEFINITIONS

Purpose of Amedmets.-(1) To clarify that the term modification of duties
Includes conversion from specific to ad valorem rates of duty; (2) to define duties
existing on July 1, 1934; and (3) to clarify the applicability of the term "non-
discriminatory treatment".

Tex't of Am4niwfaM.-(1) Section 601(6), p. 146, lines 10-18, is amended by
adding at the end thereof "an(i the conversion of specific rates of duty to their
ad valorem equivalents on the lasis of the most recent representative period for
which statistics are available."

30-229 0 - 74 - 23
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(2) Section 601, p. 144ff., Is amended at p. 147 by adding a new paragraph (8)
and renumbering existing paragraphs (8) and (9), as (9) and (10) respectively.
The new paragraph (8) shall read as follows:

"(8) For the purposes of this Act, duties existing on July 1, 1984 shall mean.
the duties existing in Column 2 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States."

(3) Section 001(9), p. 147, line 8, as redesignated by paragraph (2) hereof,
is further amended to read as follows:

"(10) For the purposes of this Act, the term 'nondiscriminatory treatment'
means most-favored nation treatment."

Jlationale.-(1) The first amendment is designed to expressly include within
the definition of "modification" the conversion of specific rates of duty to their
ad valorem equivalents. While the authority to modify a duty or import restrc.
tion implicitly includes such authority, it is preferable to define modification to
make express provision therefor.

(2) The second amendment Is Included to for convenience of reference. By
providing that Colunmn 2 of the Tariff Schedules is to be "duties existing on
July 1, 1934" for purposes of the TRA, no confusion will arise as to whether or
not a Column 2 rate was actually in existence as of July 1, 1984.

(3) The final amendment is designed to foreclose the possibility that the mean.
Ing of nondiscriminatory treatment as used in the TRA be confused with the
same phrase as used in many other U.S. laws in a different sense.

SEC. 602(D). RELATION TO OTHER LAWS

Purpose of Amen dmet.-To correct a typographical error.
Texrt of Amcndment.-Subsection 602(d) is amended by deleting thereform

the words "repealed by subsection (d)" and by Inserting in lieu thereof "re.
pealed by subsection (e)" on p. 148, line 15.

SEC. 602 (0) AND (H). RELATION TO OTHER LAWS

Purpose of Arnndment.-To repeal the Johnson Debt Default Act and the
embargo on furs and skins from the Soviet Union and Communist China,

Text of Amendi.nt.-Section 602, p. 147ff., Is amended to add the following
new subsections:

"(g)" The Johnson Debt Default Act (62 Stat. 744; 18 U.S.C. 915) is hereby
repealed."

"(h) Headnote 4 to Schedule 1, Part 5, Subpart B of the Tariff Schedules of
the United States (77A Stat. 32, 19 U.S.C. 1202) is hereby repealed."

Rationtle.-The Johnson Act no longer serves the purpose for which it was
intended and unnecessarily inhibits U.S. financial relations with certain coun.
tries. By prohibiting loans and similar financial transactions with countries in
default of their official obligations to the United States, the Act was designed
to protect the American investor. However, Congress subsequently exempted
all members of the World Bank and International Monetary Fund. This has had
the effect of restricting the Act to certain indebted communist countries, those
not members of the Bank or Fund. Various rulings of the Attorney General have
also excluded the financing of export and export-related transactions from the
prohibitions of the Act but have left a gray area where financing could resun.
in the encouragement of U.S. trade but could not be defined as export-related
under the Attorney General's rulings. Thus, the Act has the effect of discourag.
Ing sales of U.S. plant and equipment which might otherwise be exported.

The embargo on certain furs is also a measure that was passed In far earlIer
times and should not he maintained in the changed circumstances of today. The
Administration does not believe that the repeal of the fur embargo would have
a significant effect on domestic procedures because, of the seven types of fur
under embargo, only mink and muskrat are produced In the United States in
significant commercial quantities. Muskrat Is relatively out of fashion and most
of our production has been exported for a good many years. About half of the
U.S. mink production I now being exported In successful comnetitlon with Soviet-
Canadlan and Skandinsivlan mink. Tt Is most unlikely therefore. that lifting
the embargo would result In harmful increased competition with domestic
producers.
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ATTAChIMENT B

PROVISIONS OF Tim. TRADE REFORM BILL, H.R. 10710 WiVtcn: RELtTE TO SHORT

SUPPLY PROBLEMS

SEC. 2. STATEMENT Or PURPOSES

Tie purposes of this Act are, through trade agreements affording mutual trade
lenefit!;-

(1) to stimulate the economic growth of the United States and to main-
talti and enlarge foreign markets for the products of United States agricul-
lure, industry, mining, and commerce; and

(2) to strengthen economic relations with foreign countries through the
development of fair and equitable market opportunities and through open and
nondiscrimiliatory world trade.

Agreements which provide for supply access (or agreements limiting export
restraints) would serve tie quoted purposes. Whether the United States has the
role of supplier or consumer, supply access agreements can "stimulate the eco-
nomic growth of the United States", strengthen economic relations with foreign
countries through the development of fair and equitable market opportunities,
and strengthen these relations through "open and nondiscriminatory world trade",
TIhe phrase "market opportu ni ties" covers United States producers' presence In
tie market looth as a seller and as a buyer. Economic relations are strengthened
by buying front t hers as well as selling to them.

To further focus the purpose section of the bill on prohlens of short supply, the
Administration is proposing that a new paragraph (3) be added to tile quoted
language. It reads as follows:

"1(3) to promote fair and equitable access to supplies needed for orderly eco-
nomic growth and development."

SEC. 101. TARIFF AUTIIORITY

(a) Whenever the President determines that any existing duties or other im-
port restrictions of any foreign country or the United States are unduly burden.
ing and restricting the foreign trade of the United States and that the purposes
stated in section 2 will be promoted thereby, the President-

(1) during the 5-year period beginning on the (late of the enactment of
this Act. may enter into trade agreements with foreign countries or instru-
mentalities thereof; and

(2) may proclaim sucht modification or continuance of any existing duty,
such continuance of existing duty-free or excise treatment, or such additional
duties, as he determines to be required or appropriate to carry out any such
trade agreement.

This authority could be used to lower tariffs where United States Import bar-
riers are Impeding inflows of needed raw materials or other materials In short
supply. Presumably, the foreign concession could be in the form of a commitment
to maintain supplies or not to impede their exportation.

SEC. 102. NONTARIFF BARRIER AUTHORITY

(a) The Congress finds that barriers to (and other distortions of) international
trade are . . . diminishing the intended mutual benefits of reciprocal trade con-
cessions, and preventing the development of open and nondiscriminatory trade
among nations.... The President is further urged to... negotiate trade agree-
ments with other countries and instrumentalities providing on a basis of mutual-
Ity for the reduction or elimination of such barriers to (and other distortions of)
international trade.

(b) (1) Whenever the President determines that any existing barriers to (or
other distortions of) International trade of any foreign country or the United
States are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United
States and that the purposes stated in section 2 will be promoted thereby, the
President, during the 5-year period beginning on the date of the enactment of
this Act, may enter into trade agreements with foreign countries or instru-
mentalities providing for the reduction or elimination of such barriers or other
distortions.
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#$Existing barriers to (or other distortions) of trade" includes export con-

trols, both as a matter of economics and according to the legislative history of
the House bill. The material on NTBIs submitted to the House by the Adminis-
tration Included citations of foreign export barriers in the lists of NTB's.

The section 102 agreement could reduce or eliminate the barrier, for exam-
pie, by limiting the conditions under which export controls could be imposed iii
the future. In the tariff area, a binding of duty-free treatment is a valid sub-
Ject for a trade agreement. This is a precedent for binding NTB.free import, ex.
port, and internal treatment.

The section 102 authority could be used for specific concessions under agree-
ments, commodity by commodity, where, for example, U.S. market or supply
access is traded for foreign supply access or market access.

The Administration is proposing that a new phrase be added to section 102(a)
to sharpen the focus of the section with respect to problems of supply access.
The subsection as it would be amended, would read as follows:

"(a) The Congress finds that barriers to (and other distortions of) Inter-
national trade are reducing the growth of foreign markets for the products of
United States agriculture, industry, mining, and commerce, diminishing the
intended mutual benefits of reciprocal trade concessions, prevetting fair and
equitable aoccsa to supplies, and preventing the development of open and non-
discriminatory trade among nations." (new language Italics).

SEC. 121. 0AT REVISION

(a) The President shall, as soon as practicable, take such action as may be
necessary to bring trade agreements heretofore entered into, and the applica-
tion thereof, into conformity with principles promoting the development of an
open, nondiscriminatory, and fair world economic system, including (but not
limited to):

(3) the extension of GATT articles to conditions of trade not presently
covered in order to move toward more fair trade practices,

While this section does not refer explicitly to supply problems, one of the
major areas of weakness in the current, GATT rules is that of supply access
and export control regulation. Thus, section 121 (a) (3), coupled with legisla-
tive history of Senate concern over supply problems, would constitute a directive
to negotiate on supply. However. to assure that proper emphasis is given to
supply problems in the forthcomilng negotiations, the Administration is pro-
posing the addition of the following additional objective for inclusion in sec-
tion 121:

(7) the improvement and strengthening of GATT and other International
rules and procedures with reference to problems of supply access, to promote
principles of fair access to supplies, and effective consultative procedures on
problems of supply shortages."

SEC. 122. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AUTHORITY

(d) Import restricting actions proclaimed pursuant to subsection (a) shall
be of broad and uniform application with respect to product coverage except
where the president determines, consistently with the imrposes of this section,
that certain articles or groups of articles should not be subject to import re-
stricting actions because of the needs of the United States economy. tch ex-
ceptions shall be limited to the unavailability of domestic supply at reasonable
prices, the necessary Importation of raw materials, avoiding serious dislocations
in the supply of imported oods. and other factors ...

These exceptions to BOP import restrictions clearly cover two important short
supply situations: where domestic supplies are scarce, and where the United
States is dependant upon foreign sources for supply.

SEC. 128. ANTI-INFLATION AUTHORITY

(a) If, during a period of sustained or rapid price increases, the President
determines that supplies of articles, imports of which are dutiable or subject to
any other import restriction, are inadequate to meet domestic demand at reason-
able prices, he may, either generally or by article or category of articles--

(1) proclaim a temporary reduction in, or suspension of, the duty appli-
cable to any article; and
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(2) proclaim a temporary Increase In the value or quantity of articles
which may be Imported under any Import restriction.

Proclamations under this section in effect qt any time shall not apply to more
than 30 percent of the estimated total value of United States Imports of all
articles during the time such actions are In effect,

This Is the principal short supply authority in the bill. During a period of
general Inflation, it covers suspensions of Import barrers for articles for which
there are shortages manifested by price Increases, If price controls prevent price
Increases from occurring, the statutory criterion for use of this authority could
still be met--there might be no adequate supply at the (fixed) reasonable price.

There will be situations In which an article which is Imported is in short Nup.
ply, will be subject to antidumping or countervailing duties. In such cases, the
Administration suggests that there silould be authority to reduce temporarily
or suspend those additional duties. In addition, more time is necessary to evaluate
the effect of the suspension of duties or increase of imports under a quota before
the Congress must act to preserve the duty suspension or quota liberalization.
There would be much better information on which to evaluate the experience
under the short supply action if a year were the maximum period then an
action could be maintained prior to obtaining legislation.

To meet these concerns, the Administration will suggest several Amendments
including allowing the suspension of antidumping and countervailing duties and
providing that a shot supply action may remain In effect for one year before a
legislative extension Is required.

SEC. 125. SUPPLEMENTAL TARIFF AUTHORITY

For two years after the main tariff authority has expired, the President
can lower duties by 20 percent, provided that the section 101 limits are not
exceeded with respect to any article, and that not more than 2 percent of U.S.
Imports are covered by these agreements in either of the two years. As In
section 101, the conditions for the exercise of the authority permit a reduction of
U.S. importLbarriers. which are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign
trade of the United States, e.g., by slowing the Inflow of imports of articles in
short supply.

SEC. 181-134. TARIFF COMMISSION ADVICE, OTHER ADVICE

The Tariff Commission Is to advise on the effect of U.S. import duty modifica-
tions on consumers (which would include Industrial consumers). This advice
should Include the alleviation of domestic short supply situations. In addition,
advice received from the departments (see. 132) and from the public through
hearings will Include Information on the effects of increasing access to foreign
supplies by lowering U.S. import barriers.

SEC. 185. ADVICE FROM PRIVATE SECTOR

The entire public advisory committee structure can serve the purpose of
funneling Information to the negotiators on supply problems.

(a) The President, In accordance with the provisions of this section, shall seek
Information and advice from representative elements of the private sector with
respect to negotiating objectives and bargaining positions before entering into a
trade agreement referred to in section 101 or 102.

(b) (1) The President shall establish an Advisory Committee for Trade Nego-
tiations to provide overall policy advice on any trade agreement referred to In
section 101 or 102. The Committee shall be composed of not more than 45 indi-
viduals, and shall include representatives of government, labor, industry, agri-
culture, consumer Interests, and the general public.

(c) In addition to the Committee established under subsection (b), the Presi-
dent shall, on his own initiative or at the request of organizations in a particular
product sector, establish such Industry, labor, or agricultural advisory commit-
tees as he determines to be necessary for any trade negotiations referred to in
section 101 or 102. Such committees shall, so far as practicable, be representative
of all industry, labor, or agricultural Interests in the sector concerned . . .

(I) In addition to any advisory committee established pursuant to this sec-
tion, the President shall provide adequate, timely, and continuing opportunity for
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the submission on an informal basis by private organizations or groups, repre-
senting labor, industry, agriculture, consumer Interests, and others, of statistics,
data, and other trade Information, as well as policy recommendations, pertinent
to the negotiation of any trade agreement referred to in section 101 or 102

SEC. 161-168. CONGRESSIONAL ADVISORS, TRANSMISSION OF AGREEMENTS TO
CONGRESS, REPORTS

The general provisions of the bill requiring Congressional participation in nego-
tiations and statements to the Congress of the reasons for each agreement do not
specifically refer to supply but would require Congressional participation in nego.
stations of trade agreements affecting supply and reporting to Congress on supply
problems.

SEC. 202. IMPORT RELIEF

In determining whether to accord import relief the President must take into
account:

(4) the effect of import relief on consumers (including the price and
availability of the imported article and the like or directly competitive article
produced in the United States) and on competition In the domestic markets
for such articles;

(5) the effect of import relief on the international economic interests of
the United States;

These factors require a consideration of supply availability before relief is
granted.

SEC. 301. RESPONSES TO CERTAIN TRADE PRACTICES OF FOREIGN
GOVERN MENTS

(a) Whenever the President determines that a foreign country or instrumen.
tality-

(2) engages in discriminatory or other acts or policies which are unjusti-
fiable or unreasonable and which burden or restrict United States commerce,

the President shall take all appropriate and feasible steps within his power to
obtain the elimination of such restrictions or subsidies, and he-

(A) may suspend, withdraw, or prevent the application of, or may refrain
from proclaiming, benefits of trade agreement concessions to carry out a
trade agreement with such country or instrumentality; and

(B) may impose duties or other import restrictions on the products of
such foreign country or instrumentality for such time as he deems
appropriate.

The authority is broad enough for the United States to retaliate against unfair
foreign export controls on needed raw materials and other products and other
unfair denials of access to supply including foreign discriminatory actions. The
measures available to the President under this section for use in responding
against the unfair foreign action consist of import restrictions.

TITLE IV. COMMERCIAL AGREEMENTS WITH COMMUNIST COUNTRIES

Bilateral commercial agreements under section 404 can provide for more than
market access (MFN on the part of the United States, import promises on the
part of the foreign country). They can provide for "such other arrangements of
a commercial nature as will promote the purposes stated in section 2". This can
include questions of supply access. This interpretation is reinforced by the terms
governing renewal of these agreements:

(A) a satisfactory balance of trade concessions has been maintained
during the life of each agreement, and

(B) the President determines that actual or foreseeable reductions in
United States tariffs and nontariff barriers to trade resulting from multi-
lateral negotiations are satisfactorily reciprocated by the other party to
the bilateral agreement;

Trade concessions can take the form of supply assurance Including agreeing to
abstaining from the imposition of export restrictions.

TITLE V. GENERALIZFID PREFERENCES

Reasons for making an article eligible pursuant to section 503 for preferential
treatment include lowering the import barriers to supplies of needed materials.
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This Is consistent with the breadth of advice available under sections 131-1i4,
the renegotiation requirements referred to above. In addition, application of
the competitive need formula (Section 504(c), which cuts off duty free imports
from a country when a market share or value ceiling is reached) can be waived
for national Interest reasons. National interest considerations Include removing
barriers to imports of articles in short supply.

[Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
Wednesday, March 6, 1974, at 10 a.m.]
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CHART 1

Balance. of Trade -.. FOB is

exports

imports

1980 197~
On an f.ob. bais, the United States had a trade surplus of $1.7 billion

in 1973 as compared with a deficit of $6.4 billion In 1972. The average
annual growth in Imports and exports is shown below:

1961.. .......................................... 7
1966-70 .......................................... 13
1071 ............................................ 14
1972 ........................................... 22
1978 ............................................ 24

6
10
2

13
44
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CHART 2

Balance of Trade-- CIF Basis

-450bil.

-40 biI. imports

exports

1960
On a cl.f. basic, the United States experienced a trade defleit of $8.8

billon In 1978 as compared with a defdte of $11.4 billion in 1972.
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Cs r-T 8
'U.S.Trade With' MajorAe -FtnrsOB Bass

E.Uropean
Community

Cnd a

Simpo"

Our largest trade deficit is now with Canada at $2.1 billion- our deficitwith Japan natrowed from $4.2 billion in 1972 to $1. billion to 1973, Weref a s t surplus with the 1guropemo Co"Imunity of $1.2
bfil and with l e ~veloped counteeri of $P billion in 1978.
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CHAT 4

Inflation is a Major Factor in Increased
Trade

U.S. Foreigr. Trade Perform since: Percent
Inc[ eae 1972. to 1973

8,% total increase 40%;
in value

67 in volume - "I'

30%%

A 01% 16

Inflation accounts for a significant portion of the increase In U.S,.
trade In 1918. For example, while export of apicultural products In-
creased by 88 percent, three-fourths of this was due to incrias*d, PrlOe
as the volume of exports only Increased by21 percent Smi a,. the Value

of petroleum Imports increased by 69 percent and over half of ti was du
toInflation. ,
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CHART 4A

SooI

500

Crude
oil

300

200

Fooi

Crude oil

1963 1971 19720 192- 4Annual 19"2 197 /
Annual Quartrly

This chart reflects the sharp escalation in world food and crude oil
prices which occurred in 1973. Between 1963 and the fourth quarter of
1972 world food and crude oil prices remained fairly stable. There was
even a decline in crude oil prices in 1971. Beginning in the first quarter
of 1973, both indexes began to take off. Higher food prices were the result
of poor crops in the U.S.S.R., Australia, Argentina and India. There was
also a reduced peanut crop in Africa, failure of the Peruvian anchovy
catch and a rice shortfall throughout Asia. The United States sold thea te thSoviet Union 18 million tons ofgrn out of a total purchasebythet.S..R.
of 28 million tons. -In contrast to f'ood prices, world prices in petroleum escaatd because
of man.made causes. By joint action the OPEC nations increased crude
prices by between 300 and 400 percent within 1 year. The average price
for Persian Gulf crude increased from $2.59 in January, 1973 to $11.65 in
Janusr, 1974.
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CHART 5

Inflation: Consumer PricenTrends
Percit change Pec. l97Zto Dec973

106

Wedt France $,.$ i t4 a
The year 107 experienced the most severe International inflation

since the early 1960'Ws of the increases were a natural result of
worldwide economic boom which caused shortages and a sellers market
in raw materials. Declining grain output In the U.S.S.R., Chipa, and
Australia, coupled with the decision of the Soviet Government to import
28 million tons of grain placed great prsures on UA supplies-endcaisedI -
prices of food anfeed grsins in thUlted Stat to soar. Also tbh ,. -
countries mor thontrebled theo oterude oil !n the ltter paft , 11M ,
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CHART 6

Composition of U.S. Trade -FOe- Basis,
(dollars in billion ) -

AgriculturalProducts

Minerals
arid Fut~Js,

's"' ' ~

Import.

Prnuctsr

: .. The increase in Iprie. coupled with the Soviet G overnment's demands
: / for feed ftain gave rise to £ sharp _increase in VIA. agricultural e xpo rts

' in 1973 from $9.4 billion In 1972 to $17 billion. Our imports of minerals'
' ra fud!els, however, also incregeed to $14.1 billion in 1973 (from $9.'? bit.

l ' ioti in l 1 2)and lead to an U bllon deficit in this area. Manufactured
Sprodutetports totaled $45A billion and more or less equaled U.S, Im-

- p * iotta on' An f.o.b. basis. As the chart ahows, .e have not regained! ,e'
at." ron~ surplus powition It manufactured lirodtwt9 that we hsidtiW he
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CHART I

U.S.Trade, Current Account, and bas1c
Balance with Major Countrie 19 73

bill

1

77

V

8 2.0bilI.

EEC

' On'a worldwide Olas s our trade improveddramatically In1913 reach-
Ing a surplus of $806 million. Our current account whih includes trad ,
services and government transfers showed a surplus aof$2.[ billion,
1913 as compared to $8.4 billion In 1972. Our overall balance of psyments
, xluding shortterm capital, showed a surplus bf $2 billion n 1973 com-.
pared with a deficit ot $9. billion In 1919.O ur re nations with the Zuro -
pean Community sowed tradee surplus of $L8 billion fCO. basis I b t -
current account defiit of $2.1 billion 4nd an overall deficit ofO bllion.,....
Our large deficit items with the Europeans are military-18 billion net;
tourism-1.4 billion net, Our overall position with Japan Improved dra-
matically. in 1972 we had an overall deficit with Japan of $4.1 billion, This
was reduced to lee than $ 0 million in 1978 even though weimaintained c :
*trade deficit of $1.8 billion am1 a current account deficit of $1.1 billion4
Japanese private investment In the United States increased rspiy abd
eliminated most of our overall deficit wthJa an. The rlation with
Canada shows an overall deficit of $ milon With a trade e of $1.8
billion. Investment lnci~ie from Canadatotalod $2.5 billion in 1973.

!io0 "~ f
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CHART 8

Balance of Payments
(Basic balance -excludes short-term

capital inflows and outflows)

Surplus1b
1950 ' 1

Pefict

This chart shows that the basic balance of payments im vd from
"s deficit of $10 b ili n1972 toa surplus of billionn in -Over the
24-year period, the Vaaie balance de1eit has equad,$03.7 bilon
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C ART 9

Balance of Payments

1950 SrlS" " ~ 3. ..

- X

4-

The balance of payments on a liquidity basis which Includes all trans-
actions, even short-term movements of funds Improved from a deficit
of $15-billion in 1972 and $2,3 billion in 1971 to about $8 billion hi 1973.
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ChART 10

Effective Rate of Exchange of the Dollar
( 1966:1 00)

71 ~

4

The exchange rate of the dollar depreciated sharply in 1971 and for
most of 1972. However, toward the end of 1972, the dollar's position inrelation to other currencies Improved to the point where it is now at about
the levels established at the Smithsonian Agreement.
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CHART 11

Proved FreeWorld Crude Oil Resrves
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Latin-
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This chart shows the distribution of world-proven oil reserves. Proven
reserves are those which are geophysically proven to exist and extract- .
able Under present technology. The chart shows that 63 percent of the
world's proven reserves are in the Middle East. Of this percentage, Saudi
Arabia has 25 percent: Kuwait, 13 percent Iran, It percent, and Iraq,
5 percent, and various other countries hold the rest. Africa is shown to
hold 18 percent. According to the latest report, Its share has dropped to
approximately 12 percent. Libya, Nigeria, and Algeria are the largest
Afican oil-producing countries. Communist countries, which are not
shown on this chart, control 8 percent of the world's proven reserves
with the U.S.S.R. holding 6.8 percent. North America, including Canada
and Mexico, also controls 8 percent with the United States holding 6
percent and Canada holding 2 percent. Mexico has less than 1 percent.
South America has between 6 and 6 percent with Venezuela an euador
being the largest suppliers. Western Europe and Japan hold about the

same amount of crude oil. OPEC nations control 416 billion barrels, or
73 percent, of the total 58 billion barrels of the proven oil reserve.
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CHART 12

Revenues from il Exports
$95 bil.

Non
'Arab,
$44 bil 6IL

Arab.,

Non,
ArrabA

$12 bi t

1973 e 1974 est"
This =hart shows that the revenues from oil exports at present con-

sumption levels ill wjump from $21 billioh in 1973 to $95 billion In 1074,
The Arab countries will more than triplOtheir dollar earnings from oil
exports in 1 year and Iran will more than quadruple its earnings Most
producers will be able to spend only a small part of their Increased reve
nues on foreign goods and services. Developing countries face Serlogi
problems s a result of, price increases.
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CHART 18

Actual and Projected U.S. Energy
Consumption

to ..

consumptJo
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Expected U.S. consumption levels before-the Arab embargo were
expected to Increase by 0 or 7 percent a year, however, price Increases
and the embargo may make these projeclons somewhat outdated as
consumer habits will Ochange.
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CHART 14

U ,S Energy' Consumption
(trillion$. of BSTU's)"z~o
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CHART 15

Use by Source
(Equivalent to millions

of barrels of oil
daily)

K
4!

Natural Coal Water
Gas

This chart shows that fossil fuels account for approximately 95 per.
cent of U.S. energy sources. Fossil fuel consumption Is comprised of
petroleum, 46 percent; natural gas, 32 percent; and coal 11? percent. It
Is considered probable that the United States will continue to rely on
fossil fuels for more than half of Its energy through the year 2000.
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CHART 16

B -irgy. S. R-esources And Co~nsumption.. _

Energy
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Coal

Uranium

Oil shale

U.S. resourcebase

546 bil. barrels

l78trI. cu.ft.

394 bil.t"

1.6 mi. tons

189 bil. barrels

1972 U.S.
consum
6.0 bl. barrels

22.6 tril. cu.ft.

517mii. tons

16,000 tons

none
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